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PREFACE 

The NATO Advanced Study Institute on "Quantum Chemistry of 
Polymers; Solid State Aspects" lIIas held at the MARITIM Congress 
Hotel Braunlage/Harz in the Federal Republic of Germany from 
July 25 - August 5, 1983. 

We lIIish to express our deep gratitude to the NATO Scientific 
Affairs Division, the main sponsor of the Institute, and to the 
National Foundation for Cancer Research, Bethesda, Maryland for 
their substantial support. We sincerely thank Dr. Craig Sinclair, 
Director of the NATO Advanced Study Institutes program as lIIell as 
the IIIhole Advanced Study Institute/Advanced Research Workshop 
Advisory Board of the NATO Scientific Affairs Division, IIIho 
have honored us by holding their external annual meeting during 
this School in Braunlage. We are very much indebted also to 
Dr. Mario Di Lullo, Director of the Advanced Research Workshop 
program of the NATO Scientific Affairs Division IIIho together 
lIIith Dr. Sinclair has given a very informative lecture about the 
NATO ASI/ARW programs. Special thanks are due to Mr. Franklin 
Salisbury, Executive Director of the National Foundation for 
Cancer Research, to Mrs. Tamara Salisbury, Deputy Director of 
the National Foundation for Cancer Research and to Dr. Mary 
Hennen Aldridge, President of the National Foundation for Cancer 
Research, IIIho also honored the School lIIith their presence. Last 
but not least lIIe should like to express our gratitude to 
Professor Nikolaus Fiebiger, President of the Friedrich-Alexander
University Erlangen-NUrnberg, IIIho also visited the School and 
has given a most thoughtprovoking lecture about the situation of 
research in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

This volume contains the main lectures of the Institute. It 
is our great pleasure to thank all the lecturers for the most 
excellent and interesting lectures and for their lIIell prepared 
manuscripts. 

The School started lIIith a revielll by Andre and Delhalle of 
the SCF LCAO crystal orbital theory in its ab initio form lIIith 
special emphasis on fast computational methods for polymers lIIith 

Vii 
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viii PREFACE 

larger unit cells and on the problems of lattice summations in in
finite chains. Delhalle has included in his lectures also the 
theoretical interpretation of [SCA spectra based on the energy 
band structure of polymers. Karpfen has reviewed the theoretical 
determination of phonon spectra of polymers with smaller unit 
cells based again on their band structure. 

The next step was the discussion of electronic correlation 
both in larger molecules and in polymers. In his lectures 
Collins developed a general theory using the Green's function 
formalism for the excitons in polymers and solids as well as 
for the possibility of excitonic superconductivity in CuCl and 
CdS. The lectures of Kunz have covered both the problems of ground 
state correlation and the calculation of excitons including 
correlation. In the one hour lecture of Suhai the question of 
the excitonic spectra with correlation was also discussed and he 
has presented results for polyethylene. 

Besides the theoretical lectures there were several series 
of lectures given by experimentalists. In the lecture course of 
Hanack synthesis methods and characterization of conducting poly
mers of macrocyclic metal complexes were presented. Pope 
discussed in his lecture course electronic charge and energy 
transport in organic solids assuming different mechanisms. The 
same topic was treated in the series of Roth, first of all in 
the case of polyacetylene, which was supplemented by the 
presentation of measurements for magnetic properties of these 
polymers. In the series of Bloor the chemical and physical 
properties of single crystal polydiacetylenes were discussed in 
detail. The lecture series of Chance contained different 
experiments on doped conjugated polymers (like polyacetylene, 
polypyrrole and polyparaphenylene) which were supplemented also 
by theoretical considerations. Finally, Heidberg has given a 
lecture about vibrational pre-evaporation and -dissorption on the 
surface of solids and 5wenberg discussed time-dependence of 
fluorescence of polymers. 

Returning to the theory a further topic of the School was 
the theory of disordered systems and of local perturbations. 
Martino in his series treated the effect of disorder on 
electronic transport in organic polymers using for the hopping 
of electrons in these systems a random walk theory. Del Re 
treated with the help of a Green's matrix formalism the effect 
of local perturbations on the electronic structure of polymers. 
Duke discussed in detail electron localization and delocalization 
in different organic metals and organic semiconductors. The 
problem of disorder and correlation in biopolymers and highly 
conducting polymers was treated in the series of Ladik who 
discussed also different possible physical mechanisms for the 
activation of oncogenes. In the series of Otto large scale 
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ab initio computations on the energy band structures of poly
nucleotides, polypeptides and on their interactions were 
presented. 

The lectures of the Institute were kept on a rather high 
level and they actually covered nearly all important aspects 
of the quantum theory of extended systems and their most 
representative applications to polymers. 

The secretarial burden fell on Ms. S. Patzak who worked 
very efficiently and smilingly throughout the Institute and 
during the final presentation of these proceedings. We wish to 
thank her most heartedly. Dr. B. Gazdy, Dr. C. Liegener, 
Mr. W. Forner and Mr. M. Gies did a wonderful job in arranging 
many practical details. We are very much indebted also to them. 

Last but not least we gratefully acknowledge the help and 
effective cooperation of Mr. E. Doring, Director of the MARITIM 
Congress Hotel,and Mr. G. Moller who together with their staff 
contributed very much to the success of the School and who made 
our stay in Braunlage so pleasant. 

Erlangen, Namur, September 1983 

Janos Ladik 
Jean-Marie Andre 
Max Seel 
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TOWARDS SPECIFIC AB INITIO PROGRAMS FOR POLYMER CALCULATIONS 

d ~ax d + J L B ~d b+ J:M. An re ,V.P. Bo art, •• re as , 
J. Delhalle+, and J.G. Fripiat+ 

*IBM Corporation, D55, Bldg 701-2 
Poughkeepsie, New York 12603 (USA). 

+Laboratoire de Chimie Theorique Appliquee 
Facultes Universitaires Notre-Dame de la Paix 
61, rue de Bruxelles B-5000 Namur (Belgium). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the first theoretical works of the sixties (I) on 
LCAO techniques in polymer quantum chemistry, the field has known 
a rapid development. 

Periodic systems are computationally easier to treat than 
aperiodic ones since the translational symmetry can be fully ex
ploited in order to reduce to manageable dimensions the formida
ble task of computing electronic states of an extended system. 

Ab initio programs for polymers are available and are current
ly applied in several groups (2) like Erlangen, Vienna, Budapest, 
Poughkeepsie and Namur. However, due to different computational 
strategies those programs do not produce rigorously the same num
bers even for polymers studied with the same basis sets and within 
the exactly same geometrical conformations. This is a result of 
different cut-off of integrals and originates mainly from an in
ternal structure which is, in all cases, a logical extension of 
molecular programs. It is illuminating to note that all polymer 
packages use standard "molecular" packages taken from the IBMOL, 
GAUSSIAN or other series. 

Furthermore, it has to be realized that sophisticated "ab 
initio" methods, already time consuming for middle-and large si
zed molecules become very onerous when applied to polymers of 

J. Ladik et al. reds.), Quantum Chemistry of Polymers. Solid State Aspects, 1-21. 
© 1984 by D. Reidel Publishing Company. 



2 J. -M. ANDRE ET AL. 

chemical or biological interest. In this sense, the use of dou
ble-zeta or polarization LCAO basis is still exceptional. 

The conclusion is that additional work should be made in 
order to implement efficient ab initio programs for polymers 
which would request much smaller computer times than the existing 
ones. 

In our opinion, this will be achieved by implementing into 
a general system the new fast techniques for evaluating integrals 
over gaussian basis, the explicit use of helical symmetry and 
efficient methods for computing long-range electrostatic effects. 

This requests a general methodology, more "polymer-minded" 
than "molecule-minded". It is precisely the purpose of this pa
per to present some current trends in such directions. 

The paper is organized as follows : 

i) For sake of completeness, we remind basi~ equations of 
LCAO Bloch-like procedures ; 

ii) We discuss the important question of cut-off procedures 
in existing programs and point out the differences in various 
programs ; 

iii) We introduce a compact formula for the calculation of 
electron densities and related quantities. This formula takes 
full advantage of polymer translational periodicity and, as far 
as we know, has not, as such, been previously exploited ; 

iv) In the last part we shortly investigate possible ways 
of reducing computing times by use of symmetry elements other 
than the translational ones like screw axes. 

The discussed topics are presently implemented into an ori
ginal computer program. 

2. GENERAL FORMULAS FOR THE SOLUTION OF LCAO-SCF EQUATIONS IN 
THE CASE OF PERIODIC ID SYSTEMS 

The crucial point in Bloch's theory of one-dimensional (ID) 
systems is that, at point (t) related by direct space lattice 
translation (ja ; j == integer, ·a == length of the ID unit cell) 
electron densities (p) are invariant and one-electron wave func
tions or "orbitals"(cj» only differ by an exponential of unity 
modulus ·and of imaginary argument (ikj a) 
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.... 
Per + ja) 

.... 
P (r) 

.... 
cp(r + ja) e ikja cp(;) 

Those last equations call for the obvious comments : 

(I) 

(2) 

i) Even if dealing with ID periodic system, the orbitals 
are truly 3D 

ii) If ja is a direct lattice vector, k must be defined in 
a reciprocal space (not necessarily a vector of the reciprocal 
lattice); -----

iii) A k point and its translations k + jg (g = 2n/a) in 
reciprocal space have the same effect on a given orbital ¢. 

This is the basis of the well-known band theory as applied 

3 

to periodic polymers, i.e. orbital energies (&k) are labelled 
with respect to k and are periodic in reciprocal space so that 
their knowledge is only required in a unit cell or in the first 
Brillouin zone (BZ). For the usual Hamiltonians, orbital energies 
are symmetrical with respect to k = 0 (r point), &k = £-k. 

In a LCAO expansion of orbitals, eg. (2) implies equivalent 
relations between coefficients (CpO, CpK) of atomic orbitals 
(XpO , Xqh) respectively centered 1n the origin unit cell (0) and 
in anotlier unit cell (h) distant from the previous one by a (ha) 
translation : 

C h 
p 

(3) 

Hereinafter, lower indices (p,q,r or s) will refer to the 
labelling of a given orbital (X , X , Xr or X.) within a unit 
cell while upper indices (j,h,l) re~er to theSposition of a given 
unit cell. When applying Hartree-Fock or Self-Consistent-Field 
(SCF) concepts,·we consider the motion of a single electron in 
the field of fixed nuclei and in averaged Coulomb and Pauli (ex
change) fields of all electrons. The SCF-LCAO-polymeric equations 
of a polymer consisting of (2N + I) unit cells are given in Ta
ble I, using notations previously introduced, and compared to tra
ditional LCAO-MO equations. In the Table, we drop the 0 upper 
indices and do not detail the extent of the summations, 
[-N .;;;; j ,h,l .;;;; +N ; 1 .;;;; p,q,r,s .;;;; w]. A further comment is that, 
in the polymer case, the matrices are complex Hermitian ones 
while real symmetric in the molecular case. 
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Table I Comparison of SCF-LCAO equations for molecules (left) 
and polymers (right). 

Orbital 

<j>.(r) = I c. X (r) 
J - P JP P -

Secular system 

Determinant 

Ih -e:S I = 0 pq pq 

Integrals 

S = Jx (r)x (r)dv pq p - q-

h = Jx (r)h(r)x (r)dv pq p - - q-

= T -1 z V I + pq A A pq A 

+ I I Drs{Z(pqlrs)-(prlqs)} 
r s 

T = Ix (r) {--ZIV Z}x (r)dv pq p - r q-

V IA = Jx (r) Ir-RAI-1x (r)dv pq p - - - q 

(pqlrs) = f!x p (!.)xq (!.) I!.-.!:' I-I. 

.x (r')x (r')dv dv' 
r - s-

<j> (k,r) = I I (ZN+l)-I/Z. 
n - . 

J p 

.C (k)eikjaxj(r) 
np p -

-e: (k)S j]} = 0 
n pq 

S j = fx (r)xj (r)dv 
pq p - q-

h j = Ix (r)h(r)xj(r) 
pq p - - q 

= T j-I I z V j Ih + 
pq h A A pq A 

(4) 

(5) 

( 6) 

(7) 

( 8) 

(9) 

hI j hI h j I (10) 
+ III I D {Z(pqlrs)-(prlqs)} 

hirs rs . 

. f I Z . 
T J = X (r){--zV }xJ (r)dv pq p - r q-

h 1 .x (r')x (r')dv dv' 
r - s-

(lJ) 

(I3) 
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3. CUT-OFF PROCEDURES IN EXISTING PROGRAMS 

The crucial point in an ab initio polymer program is the way 
the lattice summations appearing in equations such as eq. (10) 
are truncated. 

Different strategies are applied in most existing programs 
they constitute the basic differences between them and are res
ponsible for the varying numerical outputs. This topic has al
ready been covered by Karpfen (3) and more recently by Kertesz 
(4). We briefly discuss it here in order to stress the origina
lity a specific polymer program must have. Note also that the 
cut-off procedure directly determines the number of two-electron 
integrals to be computed and thus directly influences the compu
ter time required by a given application. We discuss truncation 
problems for the Coulomb and exchange part of the Hartree-Fock 
matrix elements (eq. 12) : 

L L 2 Dhl{2(p~I~~)_(p~I~!)} (14) 
hI r, s rs 

but the same arguments can be developed for the nuclei-electron 
attraction part. 

3.1. Cell-Wise Summation, Symmetric Cut-Off; Namur Group (5). 

In the framework of a Nth-neighbor approximation, the summa
tion over j runs from -N to +N and that over I from h-N to h + N. 
That way looks reasonable to take into account symmetrically 
both charge distributions : 

Pp~ CEI) 

phl(r ) 
rs -2 

X;CEI )X~ CEI) 

h I 
Xr (E2)X s (E2) (15) 

A correct handling of the summation over h is more difficult to 
find, the Namur group cuts it into three parts : 

i. from -N to +N ; this determines a short-range domain 
where all two-electron integrals are exactly calculated (if lar
ger than a given threshold, actually 10-8 a.u.). The largest se
paration between two atomic orbitals involved in a two-electron 
integral occurs when j=N, h=-N and l=h-N=-2N. This "short-range" 
domain covers thus 3N+I cells. 

ii. from -2N to -(N+I) and from (N+l) to 2N. This corres
ponds to the intermediate-range region where computation of the 
electrostatic terms can be simplified by using asymptotic 
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approximations of the F error functions, involved in the calcu
lations of two-electronVintegrals between gaussian functions. 

iii. From -~ to -(2N+I) and from (2N+I) to + ~, the Namur 
group makes use of a multipole expansion to exactly compute up 
to infinity long-range electrostati~ terms (6) between non
overlapping charge distributions p8q and P~~. This constitutes 
the most important originality of the Namur ab initio program 
and affords properly stabilized and, where required, symmetric 
matrix elements within a Nth-neighbor approximation. That point 
will be discussed in detail later on (§ 4 and 5). 

3.2. Cell-Wise Summation; Vienna Group (7). 

In this program, it is considered that, within the Nth
neighbor approximation, the interaction domain only covers N+I 
unit cells (instead of 3N+I in Namur's program). It is then 
possible to build a molecular cluster containing N+I unit cells 
and to use a molecular program to perform the computation of the 
two-electron part. All integrals are kept which involve at least 
one orbital centered in the reference unit cell. Following 
Karpfen, a single FORTRAN statement is sufficient to convert the 
integral part of a conventional MO program to the corresponding 
crystal orbital integral part. One advantage is that the simple 
structure involved allows to make use of performing and worldwi
de fully tested ab initio molecular packages. A disadvantage 
lies in the creation of artificial asymmetries. The reason for 
this is that summations over hand 1 explicitely depend on the 
value of j. Typically, e.g. in the case of the 2nd neighbor 
approximation, since the interaction domain is limited to N+I=3 
cells : 

i. when j 0, h runs from -2 to +2 

ii. when j 1 , h runs from -I to +2 

iii. when j 2, h runs from 0 to +2 

obviously, these asymmetries decay as the value of N is increased. 

In order to compute long-range terms, the Vienna group has 
recently introduced a multipole expansion technique on a per cell 
basis (8). 

3.3. Symmetric Cut-Off; Budapest Group (2b) 

The program is very similar to the previous one, the diffe
rence lies on the fact that, within a N+I unit cell cluster, mo
re integrals than in the Vienna group's case are neglected on 
symmetry grounds. A symmetric cut-off is achieved by means of a 
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distance parameter p. As soon as the distance between any of 
two atomic orbitals involved in a two-electron integral is lar
ger than P, this integral is neglected. This procedure provides 
symmetrized matrix elements. However, no long-range interactions 
are taken into account. 

3.4. Overlap Determined Cell-Wise Summation ; Erlangen Group (9) 

Suhai has recently introduced a cut-off procedure rather 
similar to that of method 3.1. but where the summation over 1 is 
extended from h-N' to h+N'. The value of N' is determined on 
the basis of the exponential decay of the distribution P~~ (eq. 
15). When that decay is very fast, N' can be chosen smaller than 
N resulting in significantly faster computations. 

4. AN EFFICIENT FORMULA FOR COMPUTING ELECTRON DENSITIES AND 
RELATED PROPERTIES 

The influence of a "molecular-like reasoning" is evident 
in the way electron densities and related electron-electron re
pUlsion have been computed until now. 

Trivially extending the well-known formula for electron den
sities in molecules, where Dpq is an element of the density ma
trix between orbitals p and q, 

p (.!.) l: l: D X (r)x (r), 
p q 

pq p - q- ( 16) 

we find in the polymer case : 

p (.!.) I I I hI h 1 
D X (r)x (r) 

h 1 
rs r - s-r,s 

I L L D l-h her) \r) 
rs Xr - Xs -

h 1 r,s 
(17) 

This formula does not explicitly take into account the 
important property of periodicity we discussed before. It is to 
be realized that such an important property is only implicitly 
introduced by the identities between translationally equivalent 
elements of the density matrix 

DO I DI2 = DIO = D23 = DZ1 
rs rs rs rs rs 

D h Dlh+l Th-l D2h+2 2h-2 
(18) D D rs rs rs rs rs 

An exp lici t use of the translational periodicity can be made by 
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the following straightforward manipulation when using a new in
dex m = l-h (or 1 = m+h) 

peE) I I I Dr!-hx~(E)X!(E) 
h 1 r,s 

I L L 
D m h h+m 
rs Xr (E) XS (E) 

h m r,s 

t I D m I xh(r)xh+m(r) 
rs r - s -m r,s h 

I I D m m( ) 
rsPrs E (19) 

m r,s 

with 

m ~ h h+m 
P (r) = L X (r)x (r). 

rs. - h r - s -
(20) 

It is easily shown that these partial cell electron densi
ties, Pr~(E) are periodic in direct space and are, at a given 
point r, the contributions of two overlapping atomic basis func
tion distant from m translations 

0 I h h 
P (r) X (r)x (r) rs -

h r - s-

1 I xh(r)xh+I (r) (21 ) Prs(E) 
h r - s -

Usual relations of polymer quantum chemistry can indeed be 
deduced from that interesting formula (eq. 19). For example, 
we can easily deduce averaged values of one-electron periodic 
operator OCr) within such an electron density per). It is appea
ling to make use of the common trick (10) for evaluating such 
quantities <O>av by the formula 

<0> av = JdV O(.!..)p (E ' ,E) (22) 

where we introduce the convention that in treating average values, 
the operator OCr) in the integrands acts only on the unprimed 
coordinate r and that, after these operations have been carried 
out, we put-r'=r. Obviously, that trick is not required if the 
operator OCr) is not a differential operator. Note thateq. 19 is 
trivially extended to 
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and 

Thus we are now able to deduce easily usual formulas 

<0> JdV o (.E.) P (.E.' ,r) av 

lil r,s 

If the operator o (.E.) is periodic, then 

1101 I+m 
<X X > 

<x110 I X1+m> 

h lOI h+m 
<X X > 

(2N+I)O m 
rs 

and we obtain 

<0> = (2N+I) L av m r,s 

9 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

A first example is the averaged value of the electron den
sity (which is the total number of electrons). In that case: 

o = 

and 

(2N+I) ~ L 
m r,s 

D ms m 
rs rs 

(2N+I).n 
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where n is the total number of electrons per unit cell. 

Another example is that of the averaged kinetic energy, 
when we have 

and 

1'12 2 o = -- IJ (r) 2m -

o m 
rs 

o 1'12 2 
<X \- -v(r)lxm> r 2m - s 

T m 
rs 

(2N+I) t I 
m r,s 

(30) 

At first sight, the previous discussion could look very for
mal. It has however extremely important consequences which can 
be easily seen, for example, when computing the Coulomb part of 
a Hartree-Fock matrix element 

C j 
pq 

(31 ) 

When using the standard formula for electron density (eq. 17) we 
end up with the traditional contribution 

C j 
pq r,s 

I-h j hI 
D (pq\rs) rs 

(32) 

Since the elements of the density matrix Dr!-h evolve iteratively 
in a SCF calculation, it is thus unavoidable to store roughly 
(when neglecting integral redundancy) (2N+I)3w4 integrals if the 
number of unit cells explicitely considered is 2N+I and the size 
of the AO basis set in the unit cell is w. 

In the standard case of polyethylene described with a mini
mal basis set (w= 14) and in a next-nearest neighbour approxima
tion (N=2), the number of two-electron integrals to compute and 
to store is around 2.6 106. In the calculation of DNA recently 
reported by Otto, Clementi and Ladik (2d) (w = 125, N=2), the 
number would be around 3.1 10 10 • These figures must be corrected 
for taking into account integral redundancy (divide by a factor 
of ~ 8) and the fact that only non-zero (non-negligible) inte
grals are stored. However, it means a tremendous number of sto
ring and retrieval operations in the SCF process. 

This is precisely where use of our compact electron density 
formula (19) brings great improvement into actual computer pro
grams. Without any loss of generality, the Coulomb part of a 
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matrix element becomes : 

C j 
pq 

m j h h+m 
L I Drs {I (pq Irs ) } 
m r,s h 

m j X x+m 
LID {pq Irs } rs 
m r, s 

11 

. It is strikin~ to note that the terms between curly brackets 
{p~l~f+m} = )(pJ Ir~+m) do not evolve with iterations and can be 
computed and Estored at once, reducing the number of stored terms 
by a factor of (2N+I).and minimizing I/O operations. Furthermore, 
the computation of {p~!~~+m} is algorithmically easy due to the 
presence of many common terms since the charge distribution p~~+m 
i,s invariant upon translation. Let us note however that such 
summations are divergent. Those divergence difficulties are ea
sily removed by proper combinations of electron-nuclei and electron
electron terms as will be discussed in § 4 and S. 

The same methodology can be applied to the exchange inte
ractions. The exchange part of a matrix element contains a 
permutation operator Prr' and is expressed in occurrence of the 
density p(r,r') previously defined. It can be shown to be : 

~p~ = - ~ IfdVdV'Xp(E)!E-E' !-Ip(E'E')Prr'X~(E) 

I If I' - '2 dVdV'Xp(E)IE-E'I- p(.£'.£')x~(.£') 

I m hi j h+m 
- '2 I I D I (pr q s ) 

m r,s rs h 

(34) 

The same conclusions as for the Coulomb part hold for the 
exchange contributions, i.li.·b\e storage must not be achieved at 
the level of individual (pr! ~ s m) integr-als but at the level of 
the translationally combined terms {p~ I~~+m} resulting in faster 
I/O operations both for the integral and SCF parts of the computer 
program and opening a way for fast optimized algorithms. 

It is unclear why, up to now, little attention has been paid 
to such a formulation which, however, was already implicit in 
eq. 7 in a 1980 paper by Pisani and Dovesi (II). 
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5. A BRIEF ANALYSIS OF THE LATTICE SUM PROBLEMS 

In order to discuss the long-range behaviour of electrosta
tic interactions, we rearrange eq. 12 into : 

F j 
pq 

T j 
pq 

kinetic 

hI j [hI -I hI . h 
+ I I I L D {(pq rs)-n S l Z V J [ } 

h Irs rs rs A A pq A 

Coulomb electron-electron 
+ electron-nuclei 

I hI h j I 
- '2 UJ LDrs (pr[qs) 

h Irs exchange 
(35) 

In eq. 35, we have rescaled the nuclei-electron attraction term 
to introduce the same double summation O~er h and I as in 
electron-electron Coulomb terms by making use of the normaliza
tion-like condition 

1: U: nOh SOh 
h r s rs rs 

= n (36) 

where n is the number of electron pairs per unit cell. 

In the first implemented programs, much attention has not 
been given to the convergency properties of eq. 10 (or of eq. 35). 
Nobody anticipated for serious difficulties other than due to the 
nature and the length of atomic basis such as encountered in mole
cular quantum chemistry. From straight chemical intuition, it 
was usually believed that the range of effectively interacting 
cells would be very small though no consistent rule for the trun
cation of j, h and I summations could actually be supplied. The
se teneous arguments have much delayed a formal but necessary 
mathematical analysis on the convergence of these series to define 
better the numerical applicability of eqs. 10 or 35. 

However, it must be pointed out that as early as 1956, 
Lowdin (10) has already stressed the formal difficulties which 
would arise in the numerical solutions of eq. 35. Furthermore, 
starting with the work by O'Shea and Santry in 1974 (12a) and 
Ukrainski in 1975 (12b), it became gradually apparent that model 
chains embody also size related difficulties mathematically ex
pressed as conditionally (Coulombic interactions) and sometimes 
slowly (exchange contributions) convergent series (lattice sums). 
The basic implications were also fully appreciated since terms of 
the series involve multicenter integrals and straightforward 
summations are prohibitive (12c). 
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In the forthcoming discussion, we want to present a brief 
analysis of the problems raised by lattice summations, we limit 
our attention to Fock matrix elements since they incorporate si
multaneously Coulomb and exchange lattice sums related' difficul
ties ; the conclusion can be easily extended to total energy 
expressions. 

To ease the analysis it is convenient to rearrange eq. 33 
following the recipe given in § 3 eq. 35 : 

F j T j 
pq pq 

I j h h+l -I 1 
+ IIl: D I {(pqlrs )-(n) S 

r sIrs h rs 

1 hI h j 1 
- -2 I L I I D (pr I qs) 

r s h 1 rs 
(37) 

In order to characterize the behavior of the series over j, hand 
1, we need first to analyze the decay with respect to the lattice 
indices of (pJI¥~+l), (n-I)SrhAVl?~IR and (p¥ldh integrals. 
They all correspond to electrostat1c interactions between charge 
distribution represented by pair-products of atomic functions, 
respectively : 

p j X (r)xj (r) with ph h+l xh(r)xh+l(r) 
pq p - q- rs r - s -

p j X (r)xj (r) with rescaled nuclear attraction pq p - q-
(2n)-I S lz 

rs A 
p h h pj 1 . 1 

X (r)x (r) with XJ (r)x (r) pr p - r- qs q - s-

Since the majority of calculations is made using gaussian 
atomic basis sets, we will refer hereinafter to their nice ma
thematical features without loss of generality in the argumen
tation. 

The value of the above integrals is proportional to overlap 
integrals 

S j I j h h+l 
S for (pqlrs ) pq rs 

S j for V jlh 
pq pq A 

and 
SIS l-h 

h '1 
for (prlds) pr qs 
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The overlap integrals, in turn, falloff like exponentials 
of the distance from the center of the participating atomic func
tions, the actual rate of decay being fixed by the exponent and 
nature (s,p,d, ... ) of the functions. The superscripts j,h,l on 
these integrals measure the interdistance (in integer numbers of 
the ID lattice parameter a) between the atomic functions which are 
reasonably localized in the direct space. Thus, one can anticipa
te a fast decay of these integrals and a small interaction range 
for cells. This is indeed the case except when the same lattice 
inde;.occurs 9n.both terms of a product of atomic functions, e.g. 
X~X~ J(or x~+JX~)' In such an event, the asymptotic d~caYlwith 
re~pect to h (and j) is not exhonential but like a-Isp~ srslh + 
yp~r~I-1 (and a-ISp~ S~qlj+yp~rql-I). A similar Qehavlour is 
found for the nuclear attraction term n-ISr~ Z-4 vf~ Ii whose asym
ptotic decay is then a-In-IS ~ S~q zAlh+yp~(A)I-. From eq.(37) 
it is easily observed that e~ectron-electron repulsion, electron
nuclear attraction and exchange integrals all embody such a be
haviour, the first two with respect to h and the last one with 
respect to j. In the following, we analyze separately Coulombic 
terms and exchange terms since the origin and the mathematical 
characterization are different. 
5.1. Coulombic Contributions. 

~rom the a~ymltotiC regi~ h~lready i~en~ifi~d, namely 
a-IS J S 1lh+y J 1 -I for (pc"llrs 1) and a In IS J S lzAlh+ . pg rs pqrs pq rs 
Yp&(AJI-I, indlvidual series over such terms behave like the lo-
garithmically divergent harmonic series of exponent one. A fini
te result can be obtained when the individual contributions are 
grouped, as suggested by the curlY,brackets in eq.(37), under the 
e1ectroneutrality conditions, n = t .. ZA' Then content of the cur
ly brackets is smaller than a conv~rgent majorant with positive 
terms, 

a-IS js lllh+Y j 1 1-I_n- l l: ZA1h+y j(A) I -1/ 
pq rs pqrs A pq 

< a-IS js lllh+Y j ll-I-Ih+yxjrll< Kh-2 , h f. 0 
pq rs pqrs pq 

(38) 

where n-IL ZA = I and yx~ is such that the above inequality is sa
tisfied. A Such series a¥e also known as the Madelung conditional
ly convergent lattice sums. As observed from eq. (37) the final 
rate of convergence with respect to h is very low, ~lhl-2. The 
magnitude of the contributions is roughly proportional to the 
difference between yp~r~ and Y~~ which, in a way, is related to 
the "separation of charges" or the polarity of the system. 
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5.2. Exchange Contributions 

An important and recent analysis of exchange terms is given 
independently by Delhalle and Harris (13). In this paper we 
summarize the part of this paper which is relevant to our dis
cussion. 

The 

1 
2 

exchange contribution 

l-h h j 1 u:n: D (prlqs) 
hlrs rs 

(39) 

corrects for the self-electron repulsion in the Coulomb part of 
the SCF one-electron operator and also includes the effect of 
the Pauli principle on the indepeRde~t electron model. Clearly, 
the magnitude of the integrals (prlq~) is determined by the dis
tribution Pp~ and p~~ and the distance between their barycenters. 
The terms in hand 1 summations are very important for h near 0 
and for 1 near j 

'" - -21 L I {D j (p~I~L rs r s 

j_1 1 jj j+1 1 jj 
+ D (prlqs) + D (prlqs) + •.• rs rs 

'+1 0 jj+1 j_1 0 jj-I 
+ D J (prlqs ) + D (prlqs) + rs rs 

(40) 

It is thus to point out that exchange contributions can be 
important for those Fock matrix elements between widely separated 
orbi~9ls since the decrease of both two-center repulsion integrals 
(pgla~) and elements of density matrices Dp~ is very slow whith 
distance and is certainly not an exponential one. 

Up to rather recently, little had been undertaken to charac
terize the convergence of D ~ with respect to j. However, trou
blesome numerical results ~ave boosted such an analysis. 

From few existing studies, mainly based on simplified me
thods such as ~he Huckel one, it was k~own that Dp~ can decay as 
slowly as (-I)Jlj I-I leading to a (-I)J Ij 1-2 asymptotic decay of 
the exchange terms as first reported by Ukrainski in a semi
empirical work on a metallic polyacetylene model (12b). In a 
detailed analysis of ab initio results on a hydrogen chain model, 
the Namur group gained insight into the exchange behavior (14). 
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They reached the conclusions that poor convergence of 
the exchange energy is connected to the HOMO-LUl1O separa-
tion (energy gap). In cases where the Hartree-Fock scheme pro
duces good quality results (saturated systems, insulators, ... ), 
they observe that the exchange potential is of short range. By 
contrast, in metallic situations, essentially characterized by 
degeneracy or near degeneracy of HOMO and LUMO levels the exchan
ge potential is of long range. However, let us note incidentally 
that this situation precisely corresponds to the case where a 
single-determinant approximation to the ground-state wave func
tion does not even provide a qualitatively correct description 
of the system. 

Those results were further developed by a study due to 
Monkhorst and Kertesz (IS) ; using a two-band model system within 
Huckel methodology they recovered the (-I)!j!-2 asymptotic decay 
of exchange in a half-filled band (metallic) situation of this 
model and established a simple relationship between baRd gap, band 
width and an (exponential) large-j behavior of the density matrix 
elements in the filled band (insulating) situation. 

More recently, as quoted previously, Delhalle and Harris (13) 
have provided a general analysis of the convergence of Dp~ in 
terms of basic theorems on the convergence of Fouri~r serles 
coefficients. They show that the convergence of Dp~ is essential
ly determined by the analytic properties of D (k) pq 

D (k) = L D jeikja (41) 
pq j pq 

throughout the first Brillouin zone. In general, it can be sta
ted that to typical insulators with large band ga~s will corres
pond quickly decaying density matrix elements, Dprl' and, at the 
otqer extreme, metallic systems will lead to poorly converging 
D J. 

pq 

These findings have an immediate return on the computational 
performances of the direct space approach. As we have previously 
shown, the decay of F ~ is not only affected by the localized na
ture of the involved basis set but also, through its exchange 
part, by the convergence of D j. 

pq 

6. MULTI POLE EXPANSION FOR LONG-RANGE COULOMB INTERACTIONS 

As noted previously, in actual polymer calculations, it is 
obviously impossible to deal with very large values of the number 
of unit cells since the two electron part of an LCAO-CO calcula
tion involves an enormous number of integrals. There is a need 
for limiting that number of unit cells to some amenable value N 
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(empirically ranging from 1 -nearest neighbour approximation
to 5). Long-range interactions behave like conditionally and 
slowly convergent series and actually are significantly contri
buting far beyond this number N. An analysis to this pr~blem 

17 

has solved this question by multipole expansion (6). F J (eq.37) 
is cas t in the form (12c) : pq 

with 

F j 
pq 

. N 1 +N j h h+ 1 1 1 . h 
TJ+L LD L [(pqlrs )-(n)-S IzAvJIAl 

pq l=-N r, s rs h=-N rs A pq 

• 1 l-h 1 j 1 
+ L J(N) - -2 LLILD (prlqs) 

pq h 1 r s rs 

L j (N) 
pq 

+N " h+N hI j hI 
L - I )[-LZAV JI~ + l. LDrs(pqlrs)l 

h=-oo h=-N A pq l=h-N r, s 

The detailed deduction of the multipole expansion gives 

L j(N) 
pq 1: ! 

k=O 1=0 

U j(k,l)a-(k+l+I)~ (k+l+l) 
pq N 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

where 

f., (n) 
N 

N N -n L h - L h-n ~(n) - L h-n , 
h=1 h=1 h=1 

(45) 

~(n) is the Riemann zeta function, Up~(k,l) is the interaction 
of the 2k-pole and 2l -pole moments, 

"(k 1) s(k,l) k 1 
U J , = L (k+ 1) ! (-I) m [( -I) + (-I) 1. 

pq m=-s(k,l) 
" ;: 

.](k+lml)! (l+lml)! ]-1 M J (k,m)M(l,m) 
pq 

(46) 

In the above expressions, s is equal to the smaller of numbers k 
and 1. Capital letter M(l,m) refers to the mth component of the 
21th electric moment expressed in spherical coordinates and rela
ted to ~he charge distributions associated with the orbital pro
duct p J (r) : 

pq -

M j(k,m) 
pq 

or to the total charge (electrons + nuclei) associated with each 
translational unit : 
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~ k Iml im~ 
- LZArAPk (coseA)e A 

A 

+ I l. D j<x c,!:)lrkpklml(cOs8)eim¢lxjC,!:» (47) 
j=-Np,q pq p q 

Because of electroneutrality constraints, Up~(k,o) = 0 and to 
avoid coordinate depe~dence of the results, truncation is per
formed to sum only Up~(k,l) terms of identical k+l+1 values. We 
obtain the working formula : 

. (k)a-k k~1 
LR J (N) = L LIN l 

pq 1=1 
k=3,5, .. 
k=odd 

U j(k-l-I,l) 
pq 

(48) 

where a selective control can be made by the Nand k parameters. 

7. USE OF SYMMETRY IN POLYMER CALCULATIONS 

In most theoretical investigations a stereoregular polymer 
is described by an infinite, extended and isolated chain construc
ted from a periodic sequence of monomer units. In addition to 
translational symmetry, stereoregular polymers possess some other 
symmetry elements like screw axes, mirror, or glide planes. The 
related operations combine into groups, the line groups (16a-c). 

In spite of the usefulness of group theory in reducing the 
computational labor and providing a better understanding of the 
physical reality, polymer quantum calculations rarely have made 
use of more than translational periodicity. One ,should mention 
precursors who have gone beyond translational symmetry: McCubbin 
(16d). Blumen and Merkel (16e). The latters have succeeded in 
implanting cyclic screw axis symmetry into an ab initio program. 

At about the same time, Bazovic and his colleagues from 
Belgrade have undertaken a systematic and rather extensive work 
on the line groups for which they gave a compact derivation (16c). 
By now all the necessary irreducible representations are obtai
ned (16f). In the next future a posteriori analyses (16g) and 
uses of symmetry adapted functions (J6h) based on line groups are 
expected to develop. Computational effort will be reduced by mi
nor adaptations since the integrals to be calculated occur to be 
combinations of the same ones found in programs using translatio
nal symmetry alone (J6e,h). In addition the data output will be 
substantially improved since one-electron energies will come out 
symmetry assigned ,thus allowing for use of connectivity 
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properties (16g) and important conclusions will be drawn on the 
states and processes. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

This work demonstrates that specific algorithms are now 
available for efficient ab initio computations of electronic 
properties of stereoregular polymers. 

Attention has been paid to : 

i) Specific formulas for electron densities, Coulomb and 
exchange matrix elements ,fully taking into account the polymer 
translational symmetry 
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ii) Well-balanced evaluation of long-range electron-electron 
and electron-nuclei electrostatic interactions ; 

iii) Importance of developing programs with line group sym
metry adapted functions. 

Those aspects have been implemented into a specific modular 
program. Versions will be made available for IBM and Digital 
DEC 20 computers. 
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THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF VALENCE XPS SPECTRA OF STEREO
REGULAR ORGANIC POLYMERS 

J. Delhalle and J.-M. Andre 

Laboratoire de Chimie Theorique A~pliquee 
Facultes Universitaires Notre-Dame de la Paix 
Rue de Bruxelles, 61 B-5000 Namur (Belgium). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The basic theoretical framework for quantum mechanical cal
culations of chain-like systems was largely established by the 
end of the sixties 1-3, yet the first calculations did not attract 
much interest from the concerned scientists. Attention of solid 
state physicists on electronic properties was almost exclusively 
centered on elemental inorganic materials, and polymer chemists, 
providers of the materials, expressed strong reservations as to 
the value of the model used to calculate electronic properties 
of structurally so complex systems. 

To some extent this reluctance was prejudiced; the isolated 
and regular model chain used in electronic structure calculations 
is inherently the same as in vibrational spectroscopy calculations 
which have proved so worthy to assign most, if not all, spectral 
features of polymers4 • It became essential to find points of 
comparison between polymer quantum calculations and experiment 
to assess the value of the formers. 

At about the same period, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) was emerging as a major experimental technique by which 
to assess the electronic structure of various systems, including 
polymers. Successful comparisons would have not only served as 
checks on the calculated data with respect to X-ray photoelectron 
spectra, but also provided some confl.idence in the future develop
ment of the nascent polymer quantum chemistry. 

The purpose of this lecture is to describe a specific 
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interplay, chronologically the first of that kind, between quan
tum mechanical calculations on model organic polymers and measure
ments of valence X-ray photoelectron spectra of their existing 
counterpartsS• We hope thereby to show the relevance of polymer 
quantum chemistry in interpreting and predicting shapes of XPS 
spectra in terms of polymer architecture. This contribution is 
by no means a review of the field, and moreover only those sys
tems on which a personal experience has been gained will serve 
as illustration in the sequel. 

2. X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY 

In X-ray photoelectric experiments on polymers, a monochro
matic radiation of frequency v is used to ionize a solid sample 
held in a vacuum chamber. Typical indicent photon energy is of 
the order of 1.5 keV and the vacuum has to be better than 10-8 
Torr. In the process an outgoing electron carries away a positive 
kinetic energy, Ekin, which is the balance between the initial, 
(i), and the final, (0, state energies, Ei and Ef' of the system 

The measured kinetic energy can then be related to the bin
ding energy, Eb, of the electrons inside the sample, 

and therefore XPS provides an experimentally based description 
of the electronic structure of the sample. 

The 1.5 keV photon sources have sufficient energy to excite 
both core and valence electrons of most organic polymers. By far 
most important applications of XPS are related to the recording 
and .study of core levels. On a wide scan XPS spectrum, the un
scattered electrons result in characteristic peaks whose energy 
and intensity ratios serve to identify the elements in the ma
terial, to characterize the molecular environment, and, in some 
cases, to provide estimates of the relative abundance of species. 
A good example of a wide scan XPS spectrum of an alternating 
ethylene-tetrafluroethylene COpolymer can be found in Fig. 2 of 
reference 6. 

Hereafter we concentrate on valence bands. Most responsive 
to bonding, the valence levels are expected to disclose interes
ting information. Unfortunately, up until recently, they did 
not receive much attention; two closely connected difficulties 
are at the basis of such a delay (or prudence) : 

a. on the one hand, the structure of a polymer 1S usually 
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complex (a detailed characterization remains one of the most 
important challenges of today's polymer science) which makes 
problematic the choice of a suitable geometrical model to be 
used in the theoretical calculations. 

b. on the other hand, the valence band is more difficult to re
cord and analyze than core levels, and, when it is available 
its interpretation requires theoretical support. 

The spectra used in the illustrations have been obtained by the 
Namur group of electron spectroscopy, reference 7 is a convenient 
source of illustrative spectra. Few remarks should be added about 
the measurements : 

a. the spectra have been obtained on a Hewlett Packard spectro
meter (HP 5950 A) using a monochromatized AlKa radiation 
(1486.6 eV). 

b. valence bands r~present a small portion of a photoelectron 
spectrum, and, due to low photoelectric cross-sections of 
valence electrons, the recording of one valence spectrum 
typically requires 12 hours. 

c. charging effects are controlled by the use of an electron 
flood gun. 

d. most polymers are studied as thin films. 

e. calibrations~ of the recorded spectra are usually made by 
mixing polymers with a reference compound of similar elec
tric properties. Precision is usually of the order of 0.1 
to 0.2 eV. 

3. XPS AND BAND STRUCTURES 

As already stated in the previous section, XPS studies of 
polymers are made on solid samples. On the basis of the high 
energy of incident photons the outgoing electrons can tentatively 
be viewed as coming from the bulk, i.e. from deeper than the 
first five top layers. Accordingly XPS spectra can be rationali
zed in terms of the three-step photoemission model 

a. excitation from an initial state (i) to a final state (f) 

b. transfer of the electron to the surface 

c. escape from the surface 

Hereafter we will restrict our attention to step 1 and consequently 
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assume that the shape of the spectra is not essentially depen
dent on steps 2 and 3. This is obviously a simplification that 
we have chosen to live with in our present studies mainly be
cause there is no easy way, at least to our knowledge, to in
clude in a practical way steps 2 and 3 in the calculations. 

The theoretical interpretation will be based on band theory 
results where electronic states "extend" over the length of the 
polymer molecule. In such a case the removal of an electron 
should have little effect on the energy level structure and 
Koopmans' theorem should be a valid approximation to account for 
the photoemission process involved in step I. More precisely 
step I of the photo ionization corresponds to an excitation bet
ween two states with the same k-point in the reduced Brillouin 
zone of respective energies ~i(k) and €f(k). In a photoelectric 
experiment the number of photoelectrons with a particular energy 
is measured, this is represented by the energy distribution of 
the joint density of states which is eXpected to contain much 
of the same physical information as experiment does. 

In the case of chains it amounts to a one-dimensional inte
gration over the Brillouin-zone (BZ) of a rather complicated in
tegrand such as found in the theoretical evaluation of optical 
spectra, namely 

J(E) ~o~cJ o[Ef(k) - Ei(k) - hv] orE - Ei(k)]Pti(k)dk 

BZ 
where the summation extends over all occupied states, £f(k)-£i(k)
hv = 0 defines the range of allowed excitations and Pfi '(k) is 
the probability for the ejection of an electron from state 
/ki > to state /kf > by a photon of energy hv. Notice that J(E) 
differs from V (E), the density of occupied states, by the fac
tors P~i (k) and o[ Ef(k) -£i (k) - hv 1 , 

VeE) occJ ~ l: 0 
~ 

[E - Ei (k) 1 dk. 

BZ 

VeE) corresponds to the number of occupied states per unit energy 
range. Only under conditions of an unstructured continuum, con
stant probability and constant transport and escape, would a 
photoelectron spectrum be a direct measure of the density of 
states, veE). 

Even though there are evidences that in some systems high 
photon energies ahotoelectron spectra direcly reflect the main 
features of VeE) , we have found that transition probability, 
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P~i(k), usually cannot be eliminated in polymers 9,10. Pti(k) 
is a rather difficult quantity to evaluate rigorously, and our 
approach will be to rely on the intensity model proposed by 
Gelius ll • This model involves Mulliken populations and relative 
photoionization cross-sections, ap's, to approximate P~i(k) : 

The ap 's are the relative photoionization cross-sections of a 
particular atomic subshell, they have been obtained from a fit
ting procedure on reference systems. 
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In practice, once the technical but difficult problem of 
connecting discrete one-electron energies, £n(ki) into continuous 
bands has been solved l2 , J(E) is approximated by a histogram l3 • 
I(En). 

occ 
r 
i 

En + 6E/2 

J o[ E - £i (k)] Pfi (k)dk 
En - t..E/2 

It is generally accepted that for solid state measurements, the 

apparent width of the ohotoelectron peaks ranges from 0.6 to 
0.9 eV. Also the experimental resolution function is reasonably 
well reproduced by a Gaussian of full width,T , at half-maximum 
of 0.7 eV (r = 2.3450). Consequently the final "theoretical spec
trum" based on a strict one-electron picture, with no account 
of tranRDort to and escape from the surface, is obtained accor
ding to l3 

-00 

In spite of all the simplifi~ations which have led to the above 
theoretical simulation of XPS spectrum, encouraging results have 
been obtained as briefly discussed in the next section. 

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 

In this section we review some of our joint works with the 
XPS group of Namur. We report (a) on the first confrontations 
made on polyethylene between band structure calculations and 
XPS measurements. then (b) consider some effects due to changes 
in the primary structure of the chain (substitution, structural 
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isomerism), and (c) present attempts at detecting more subtle 
effects on the shape of XPS spectra (conformation). 

4.1. Early comparisons 

Among classical polymers, polyethylene is not only one of 
the simplest from the viewpoint of its ~~nymeric unit but has a 
reasonably well characterized structure ,5. Therefore it serves 
as a reference in many theoretical calculations. The first com
parison of an XPS spectrum of a large paraffin molecule, CnH2n+2' 
with a band structure goes back to 1972 with the work of Wood 
et al. 16 • These authors compared a CNDO/2 band structure of an 
all-trans model polyethylene to the valence spectrum of C36H74 
relating the observed peaks to those energy regions where the 
first derivative of energy bands are small. This task became 
more convenient with density of states calculations 17 but in
clusion of photo ionization cross-sections together with convolu~ 
tion by a suitable experimental resolution function was necessary 
to make appropriate comparisons 9 . The calculated spectrum based 
on a Floating Spherical Gaussian Orbital band structure of an 
all-trans model polyethylene (Fig. 3 of reference 18) is a typi
cal example of the kind of agreement that can be reached between 
theory and experiment. Due to the difficult problem of assigning 
an absolute energy to XPS spectra of insulators (calibration) 
the theoretical and experimental spectra are usually superimposed 
by bringing into coincidence a well identified peak. In the case 
of the FSGO calculation reported above, the most intense C-C peak 
was chosen for that purpose. The overall agreement is satisfac
tory, especially at large binding energies. The low intensity 
region is more problematic from the experimental side since it 
comprises those states where the C-H orbitals are dominant and 
characterized by low probabilities of photoionization. 

Such successful comparisons between theory and experiment 
in the case of polyethylene raised questions as to how sensitive 
a valence XPS spectrum could be on the structure of polymers. 

4.2. Changes in primary structure 

A first attempt toward this aim came with a theoretical 
work, based on extended Huckel calculations l9 , considering the 
response of the elfictronic levels to a progressive substitution 
of hydrogens in an all-trans polyethylene. The series of linear 
fluoropolymers (-CH2-CH2-, -CHF-CH2-, - CF2-CH2- -CHF-CHF-, 
-CHF-CFH-, -CF2-CHF-, -CF2-CF2-) SO obtained wa~ artificially 
considered in a zig-zag planar conformation. Theoretical con
clusions were that calculated changes should be observable in 
XPS measurements as it was confirmed soon after20, 10. A more 
systematic study of polymer primary structures by XPS and 
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theoretical calculations have then been undertaken21 confirming 
both the observability of substitutional effects by milder sub
stituents and the usefulness of theoretical calculations in this 
connection. 

In 1976, Clark et al. came out with interesting XPS measure
ments on a series of polybutylacrylates, -CH2-CH(CO-O-R)-, with 
R = C4H9(t), C~H9(i) and C4H9(n) emphasizing the usefulness of 
valence lines 1n distinguish1ng structurally isomeric polymer 
systems for which core level spectra appear identical. Going 
deeper into this matter and using once again the simple extended 
Huckel technique we could predict important differences in the 
energy level distribution of three model compounds, -CH2-CH(OCH3)' 

-(CH2)3-0- and-GH2-CH(CH3)-O-. The differences were such that 
each compound could be unambiguously identified from their valence 
XPS spectrum5 ,22. Again this was confirmed experimentally23,7. 
These results added to the potential of XPS as a tool for rela
ting geometrical characteristics of polymers to their electronic 
structure. 

4.3. Conformational changes 

Among these successful results one compound! isotactic poly
propylene, did not compare well with experiment2 • In fact we 
had naively assumed a zig-zag planar backbone for this compound. 
In 1975 theoretical calculations24 on four conformations of poly
ethylene, T,G, TG and TGTG' revealed differences in the shape 
of their density of states that should be observable through 
XPS measurements provided these conformations could actually be 
isolated, which is not the case. However it was an incentive to 
reconsider this previous calculation on polypropylene erroneously 
assumed in an all-trans conformation. As a result of this simple 
modification in the model geometry, 2/31-helix, the theoretical 
spectrum came in close agreement with experiment25 • This suggested 
also that very mild structural changes can influence the shape 
of the valence XPS spectra and thereby become observable. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

It should be stressed that these investigations, the first 
of their kind, are at an early stage. Undoubtedly they will be 
superseded by more definitive works. A tentative project along 
these lines was already outlined in reference 5 and only few 
attempts have been made so far7• Investigations are now resuming 
in our group to assess in a more definite manner the potential 
of photoemission experiments to relate polymer structure to the 
distribution of electronic levels. 
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AB INITIO STUDIES ON THE STRUCTURE AND PHONON SPECTRA OF SIMPLE 
POLYMERS 

Alfred Karpfen 

Institut fUr Theoretische Chemie und 
Strahlenchemie der Universitat Wien 
A-I090 Wien, Wahringerstr.17, Austria 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The determination of the structure of molecules and solids 
is one of the most important topics of both theoretical chemistry 
and physics and of experimental research in the various fields of 
spectroscopy. Knowledge of the specific arrangement of atoms in 
stable molecular species and in condensed matter and the develop
ment of concepts which explain why certain structures are prefer
red and others disfavored is the basis for the interpretation of 
many experimental results. An accurate description of energy sur
faces of molecules, clusters, polymers and solids is therefore of 
central importance for the understanding of their static and dyna
mic properties. 

In the case of isolated, small molecules the topological cha
racterization of energy surfaces, the classification of stationary 
points such as stable minima or saddle points, the evaluation of 
detailed equilibrium geometries and the computation of harmonic 
and anharmonic force constants are nowadays quite routinely per
formed at different levels of sophistication, ranging from empi
rical force fields to refined ab initio methods including a sub
stantial amount of electron correlation contributions. Energy 
surfaces of realistic polymers, on the other hand. have almost ex
clusively been obtained via empirical potential functions or the 
concept of an energy surface has even been discarded in favor of 
a purely statistical approach to the conformational problems in 
polymers II I. While the latter method is the only practical alter
native to describe the thermodynamic properties of extended chain 
macromolecules in solution more advanced techniques may be applied 
for an investigation of the structure of crystalline polymers. 
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Provided the repetition unit is small enough and interchain 
forces are sufficiently weak semiempirical or ab initio studies 
on isolated polymer chains may be performed with the aim to obtain 
equilibrium structures of different periodic arrangements and to 
compare their relative stabilities. 

In this contribution a survey of ab initio crystal orbital 
calculations on diverse polymeric systems performed within the 
framework of the restricted Hartree Fock approximation is given 
emphasizing the computation of energy surfaces and properties 
derived from them. Computed equilibrium geometries of simple, 
covalent polymers and of hydrogen bonded chains are compared with 
the geometries of small, related molecules and clusters and, if 
available, with experimentally observed structures. As represen
tative examples for conjugated polymers we present results on 
polyyne and on polymethineimine, and on the structure and relative 
stabilities of conceivable isomeric modifications of polyacetylene 
and polydiacetylene. Applications to saturated, covalent polymers 
are provided by a discussion of different periodic, helical con
formations in polyethylene and polyoxymethylene. Particular atten
tion is paid to the case of hydrogen bonded polymers which may be 
viewed as parts of anisotropic molecular crystals. For three simple 
hydrogen bonded model polymers built from hydrogen fluoride, hydro
gen cyanide and formic acid molecules, respectively, the important 
role of non-additive contributions to intermolecular forces is 
demonstrated. Due to restrictions in the space available only ·a 
few of the obtained results are given explicitely in the text. 
Electronic band structures of most of the polymers considered in 
this survey will be discussed by others in this volume. 

2. METHODICAL ASPECTS 

The ab initio crystal orbital method 12-41 is by now an established 
tool for the evaluation of ground state properties of polymers. 
The explicit use of translational symmetry allows a more efficient 
evaluation of polymer properties than the alternative strategy 
consisting of a computation of clusters of increasing size and 
subsequent extrapolation of their properties to the limiting 
case of infinite chain length. 

Methodical advances recently achieved in this approach and 
collections of more recent applications to a great variety of 
polymeric systems may be found in several conference reports 15-71 
and in review papers 18-131. Since the basic equations of the 
crystal orbital formalism will be covered by Andre in this volume 
we restrict the discussion to a few practical aspects concerning 
the various numerical convergence problems arising in actual 
crystal orbital calculations. 
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Compared to conventional restricted Hartree Fock calculations 
on molecules two additional problems have to be dealt with, namely 
numerical integrations over the Brillouin zone and a proper treat
ment of lattice summations. Numerical experience by all research 
groups active in the field of crystal orbital calculations has 
shown that the one-dimensional Brillouin zone integrations pose 
no particular problem and computed total energies are rather insen
sitive to the density of points in k-space provided a certain cri
tical number is exceeded. Substantial progress in the treatment 
of lattice summations has been achieved via the introduction of 
electrostatic approximations to the calculation of long range 
interactions 114-161. With slight modifications implementation 
of this formalism is possible in any crystal orbital program ir
respective of the particular way in which the exact calculation 
of electron repulsion integrals in the short range region is trun
cated 1 171and allows a numerically satisfactory evaluation of total 
energies in non-metallic systems. Caution is, however, in order 
in choosing the appropriate onset for electrostatic approximations 
in terms of neighbor interactions. Unreasonable structures may 
apparently be stabilized if this onset is chosen too early. 

One must, however, always keep in mind that errors in computed 
properties due to the use of too small basis sets are in general 
considerably larger than errors which arise as a consequence of 
an early truncation of lattice sums. Experience in the design of 
atomic basis sets accumulated in numerous ab initio calculations 
on molecules and clusters may therefore be transferred to the case 
of polymers without any modifications. Errors ~n the description 
of molecular properties or in the calculation of intermolecular 
interactions which occur because of the application of poor basis 
sets certainly show up in polymer calculations as well. Of course 
the same is valid for the intrinsic failures of the Hartree Fock 
approximation. 

In all applications discussed in the following chapters the 
many-dimensional energy surfaces have been scanned pointwise as 
a function of some appropriately chosen set of internal coordinates. 
Energy values thus obtained have been subjected to polynomial fits 
in order to find the equilibrium geometry and internal, harmonic 
force constants. In a few cases (polyyne, hydrogen fluoride, hydro
gen cyanide) these force constants have been used for an evaluation 
of vibrational frequencies and phonon dispersion curves within the 
framework of the harmonic approximati'on using standard methods of 
polymer vibrational spectroscopy (see e.g. refs. 118,191). 

3. CONJUGATED POLYMERS 

In figure 1 the structures of those conjugated polymers are 
displayed which have been the subj ect of extensive ab initio' in-
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Figure I: Structures of conjugated polymers considered 
in this survey. 

vestigations by various groups in the last years. Since most of the 
obtained results have recently been reviewed in a very detailed 
manner 1121 we confine the discussion to a few items only. 
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In all cases where the question concerning the relative sta
bilities of equidistant versus bond alternating structures arises 
(polyyne 120,21 I, polyacetylene 122-271, polymethineimine 128,291) 
the latter are more stable within the framework of the restricted 
Hartree Fock approximation. For polyyne and polyacetylene this 
issue is in accord with the well known concept of a Peierls distor
tion 1301. The occurence of Hartree Fock instabilities (see e.g. 
refs. 131,321) in the case of the equidistant, metallic structures 
of polyyne (cumulene) and all-trans pOlyacetylene points, however, 
to the need for improved methods going beyond the independent par
ticle model. First efforts in this direction 1271 show that at the 
level of second order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory the alter
nant configuration of polyacetylene is still preferred energetical
ly although as expected the energy difference to the equidistant 
structures becomes smaller. 

Computed cis-trans energy differences should be less influenced 
by the intrinsic failures of the Hartree Fock approximation. In 
table I we compare energies of all-trans, cis-transoid, and trans
cisoid polyacetylenes. In agreement with the experimental results 

Table I: Destabilization of cis-transoid and trans-cisoid 
polyacetylene with respect to the all-trans 
isomer. Energy values are given in kcal/mol Per 
C2H2 · 

cis-transoid 

trans-cisoid 

STO-3G 
1241 

1.9 

2. I 

7)3/3 
131 

2.4 

4.0 

FSGO 
1251 

19.8 

20.7 

CNDO/2 
1331 

1.9 

4.3 

on solid polyacetylene 1341 and the cis-trans energy difference in 
butadiene which is about 2.5 kcal/mol 1351 the all-trans structure 
is the most stable isomer of polyacetylene. Nearly complete struc
ture optimization has been performed in refs. 113,241 for all three 
isomers assuming only full planarity. Resulting equilibrium geome
tries as obtained with a 7s3p/3s basis are collected in table 2. 
As in the case of ab initio studies on molecules geometry optimi
zation is a necessary prerequisite for the reliable prediction of 
energy differences. 

As a further example the case of polydiacetylene is presented. 
For a survey of recent experimental data see the contribution of 
Bloor in this volume. From the two possible backbone structures, 
acetylenic or butatrienic, the former is considerably more stable 
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Table 2: Computed equilibrium geometries of polyacetylene 
isomers 1131. 

all-trans cis-transoid trans-cisoid 

rC=C Ibohrl 2.513 2.519 2.515 

rC-C Ibohrl 2.738 2.755 2.764 

rC-H Ibohrl 2.041 2.028 2.033 

~ CCC 10 1 124.4 126.9 127.3 

~C=C-H 10 1 119.1 116.5 118.8 

lattice Ibohrl 4.65 8.35 8.58 
period 

136-381. An energy difference of about 12 kcal/mol per C4H unit 
has been obtained with a 7s3p/3s basis 1371. Practically atl poly
diacetylenes for which reliable X-ray structures are available do 
indeed correspond to the acetylenic structure. A more complete 
list of computed bond lengths and harmonic stretching force con
stants for conjugated hydrocarbon polymers has recently been com
piled 1131. 

4. SATURATED, COVALENT POLYMERS 

In this chapter we will first discuss equilibrium structures 
of polyethylene and polyoxymethylene (see figure 2) and compare 

H H H H 
\/ \/ 

"'c ./c..........c .. , .. ,...c, ..... ./ ............ /' POL YETHYLENE 

1\ 1\ 
H H H H 

'c ~O~c /0, POLYOXYMETHYLENE 

1\ 1\ 
H H H H 

Figure 2: Structures of saturated covalent polymers 
considered in this survey. 
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them with experimental data./Subsequent1y a short description of 
torsional potentials in these polymers is given. 

4.1 Polyethylene 

The first pioneering ab initio crystal orbital studies on 
polyethylene have been presented by Andre et a1. 139-41 I and were 
devoted to an analysis of the valence band structure. We have re
cently performed similar calculations with the aim to obtain the 
equilibrium structure of the all-trans conformation of polyethy
lene 113,42,431 • Results obtained with a 7s3p/3s basis are shown 
in table 3 together with those of X-ray and neutron investigations. 

Table 3: Equilibrium structure of all-trans polyethylene. 

calc. X-ray neutron 
diffraction 

142,431 144-471 1481 

rC_C Ibohrl 2.939 2.89 2.91 

rC-H Ibohrl 2.082 2.02 2.04 

~CCC 10 1 112.3 112.0 III. 7 

4:HCH 1°1 107.4 107.0 109.4 

Moreover the longitudinal elastic modulus or Young's modulus of 
polyethylene has also been investigated. We compare the computed 
value with experimental results in table 4. 

Table 4: Young's modulus of polyethylene. All values in GPa. 

calculated 

neutron scattering 

Raman 150,511 

4.2 Polyoxymethylene 

345 

329 

358,290 

Contrary to the case of polyethylene an all-gauche conforma
tion is energetically preferred in polyoxymethylene. The first 
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initio study of polyoxymethylene has quite recently been carried 
out 1521 applying again a 7,3/3 basis. A few of the obtained struc
tural details are compared with X-ray structures in table 5. 

Table 5: Equilibrium structure of polyoxymethylene. 

calculated X-ray 

1521 1531 

r C_O Ibohrl 2.693 2.700 

<4:0CO 10 1 112.7 112.9 

'ococ 10 1 70.8 77 .0 

4.3 Conformational Stability 

An accurate evaluation of the energetics of different confor
mations in polymers is of basic importance for an understanding of 
their physical properties. We therefore investigated also other 
periodic conformations of polyethylene and polyoxymethylene inclu
ding extensive geometry optimization. Results on the energies of 
(t)oo' (g)oo' and (tg)oo helices are collected in table 6. 

Table 6: Relative stabilities of different regular,helical 
structures of polyethylene and polyoxymethylene. 
Energy values in kcal/mol. 

a) STO-3G values 

polyethylene 

LlE/C2H4 

113,431 

0.0 
a) 1.74, 1.85 

1.08a ) 

polyoxymethylene 

LlE/CH20 

1521 

12.8 

0.0 

4-5 

The preference for the (t) conformation in polyethylene and 
of the (g)oo conformation in pOlyoxymethYlene is satisfactorily 
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reproduced. Whereas in the case of polyethylene periodic (g) and 
(tg) helices do correspond to minima on the energy surface the 
(t) wand possibly also the (tg) helices do not correspond to minima. 

00 00 

The energy difference between (t) and (g) conformations in poly-
oxymethylene is probably overesti:ated by ~ur calculations. 

5. HYDROGEN BONDED CHAINS 

Hydrogen bonding is one of the most important mechanisms of 
intermolecular interaction. The structure of many biopolymers and 
molecular crystals is dominated by the occurence of hydrogen bonds. 
An extensive survey of experimental and theoretical studies on the 
phenomenon of hydrogen bonding may be found in ref. 1541. More re
cent results of quantum mechanical calculations on hydrogen bonded 
systems are collected in a few review articles 155-601. Most of 
the theoretical treatments are devoted to an elucidation of dimer 
and cluster properties. Systematic ab initio studies on periodic 
hydrogen bonded chains are rare although many spectroscopically 
observable features usually ascribed to hydrogen bonding are pre
sent in dimers to a small extent only. The reasons for this lack 
are probably the high demand on the quality of the basis sets that 
must be applied and the large number of internal degrees of freedom 
that have to be optimized. Consequently calculations of this type 
become rather tedious and time consuming. In the following the 
most important results of detailed ab initio studies on three dif
ferent hydrogen bonded chains - hydrogen fluoride, hydrogen cyanide, 
and formic acid - are presented. In the first two cases extended 
basis sets including polarization functions have been applied 
whereas for formic acid a minimal basis has been applied only. Fi
nally a more general discussion of the trends in the changes of 
different ground state properties upon polymer formation is pro
vided. 

5.1 Hydrogen Fluoride Chains 

The crystal structure of hydrogen fluoride is strongly aniso
tropic 161,621. Bent hydrogen bonded chains are formed with inter
chain distances slightly outside the range to be expected from a 
consideration of van der Waals radii. The description of structural 
and other properties of an isolated hydrogen fluoride chain seems 
therefore to be a reasonable starting point for an evaluation of 
crystal properties. Details of the geometry of the vapor phase di
mer (HF) 2 have been obtained by accurate microwave s.tudies 1631. 
Vibrational spectra of HF, (HF)Z 1641 and of solid HF 165-681 are 
also available. In a recent thermodynamic study hydrogen bond en
thalpies and entropies of open chain and cyclic HF oligomers have 
been fitted to a great number of vapor phase data 1691. Because of 
the large amount of experimental data available hydrogen fluoride 
is a good test case. In the last years we carried out several stu-
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dies of the infinite chain of hydrogen fluoride molecules 170-721. 
In figure 3 we compare computed equilibrium structures and hydro
gen bond energies of HF, (HF)2 1731 and (HF)~ 1721 with experi
mental data. All results have been obtained with extended basis 
sets (IOs6p2d/6slp) and a complete optimization of all internal 
degrees of freedom. Both the dimer and the infinite chain have 
fully planar equilibrium structures. 

1.699 
(1. 733) 

F H 

1.708 H-_ 
F--- -------_F 

RFF = 5.348 «FFH = 123.~\ 
(5.27) (108.0) H 

F (1.829) F 
,/~.734 / \ 

' H ~ FFF = 129.7 / , ,'H, 
\, <116.0),' '-, , , 

RFF = 4.91\ H" 
(4.72) \ / 

\F 

6E = -3.8 

6E = -6.5 

Figure 3: Equilibrium geometries and stabilization ener
gies of HF, (HF)2' and (HF) • Distances in 
bohr, energy values in kcalimol. Experimental 
values in brackets. 

The intermolecular distance is significantly reduced in the 
crystal whereas the intramolecular HF distance is widened. Both 
these features are reproduced at the Hartree Fock level although 
quantitative agreement could not be achieved at this stage of 
methodical sophistication. The inherent deficiencies of the Hartree 
Fock model together with an analysis of the computed potential 
surfaces within the framework of the harmonic approximation allows 
currently to give a semiquantitative picture only. Hydrogen bond 
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energies in the polymer are significantly enhanced over their 
value in the dimer. 

43 

The change in HF stretching frequencies upon crystal formation 
is even more drastic than the observed structural modifications. 
In table 7 we compiled experimental and computed HF stretching 
frequencies of HF, (HF)2' and (HF) . A slightly smaller (9,5,1/5,1) 
basis has been used for HF and (HF) • 

00 

Table 7: HF stretching frequencies. All values in 
-I cm 

vHF 

exper. calc. 

HF 3962 1641 4494 1721 

(HF)2 3895 
1641 

4440 
1731 3857 4396 

(HF)oo 3404 
1651 

4170 
1721 3065 3967 

Frequency shifts are modest in the dimer whereas a large re
duction is observed in the crystal. Again the trend is qualitatively 
reproduced at the Hartree Fock level. The symmetric HF vibration 
has a lower frequency than the anti symmetric one in agreement with 
the experimental order. Because of the lack of single crystals of 
hydrogen fluoride difficulties arise in the interpretation and as
signment of vibrational frequencies in the region of intermolecular 
modes. With the aid of crystal orbital calculations these difficul
ties can partly be removed. A more complete discussion of vibra
tional spectra of (HF)oo inClUdinj a calculation of phonon disper
sion curves is given in ref. 172 • 

5.2 Hydrogen Cyanide 

The crystal structure of hydrogen cyanide 1741 is even more 
anisotropic than the the crystal structure of hydrogen fluoride. 
Perfectly linear chains are formed. Again interchain distances 
are sufficiently large to allow a meaningful comparison with theo
retical predictions for isolated chains. In figure 4 we compare 
results on the equilibrium geometries and hydrogen bond energies 
of (HCN)2 and (HCN) as obtained with a (10,6,1/6,1) basis 1751 
with corresponding ~xperimental data. Computed intramolecular vib
ration frequencies are shown in table 8. 

We observe again a reduction of the intermolecular distance, 
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Figure 4: Equilibrium geometries and hydrogen bond ener
gies of HCN, (HCN)2' and (HCN)oo' Distances in 
bohr, energy values in kcal/mole. Experimental 
values in brackets. 

Table 8: ~tret~?ing frequencies of HCN and (HCN)00' All values 
l.n cm 

VC_H vC=N 

HCN calc. I;~I 3645 2428 
exper. 3312 2089 

(HCN) 00 calc. I~;I 3507 2427 
exper. 3130 2099 

an increase in the hydrogen bond energy, an increase in the C-H 
bond distance and a reduction of the C-H frequency in the infinite 
chain. It should, however, be noted that these features are less 
pronounced in HCN than in the case of HF. The C=N triple bond 
distance and hence also the C=N frequency remain practically un
changed upon polymer formation. 
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5.3 Formic Acid 

Depending on the substituent carboxylic acids RCOOH may form 
rather complicated crystal structures 180,811. The simplest carbo
xylic acids, formic and acetic acid, form catemeric chains in the 
solid state 182-881 whereas a cyclic structure is preferred in the 
vapor phase dimer 89-911. Formic acid being the first member of 
the carboxylic acid series seems to be best suited for a theoreti
cal analysis. The isolated formic acid molecule may occur in the 
syn- and anti- conformation (see figure 5). From extensive micro-
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Figure 5: Syn- and anti- conformations of formic acid, 
cyclic vapor phase dimer and infinite chain 
in solid B-formic acid. 

wave spectroscopical work 192-941 structural details of syn- and 
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anti- conformations are well established. From recent CEPA calcu
lations 1951 the energy difference between these two isomers is 
found to be about 5 kcal/mol with the syn-conformer as the more 
stable structure. The cyclic dimer of formic acid is an appropriate 
system for the study of different proton transfer mechanisms and 
has therefore been investigated intensively with the aid of dif
ferent quantum mechanical methods 196-1061. Various crystal packing 
arrangements of formic acid have been compared using frozen monomer 
geometries and ab initio wavefunctions in combination with electro
static summation techniques or with interatomic potential functions 
fitted to SCF calculations 1102,1031. The stability of various ca
temer motifs of formic acid has been studied with the aid of empi
rical force fields 180,81 I. Only a single crystal orbital study 
is available in which two possible modifications of formic acid 
chains are compared 11071. No structure optimization has, however, 
been performed. Here we present results on six different periodic 
formic acid chains (see firgure 6). Structures I to III correspond 
to periodic arrays· of syn-conformations, whereas structures IV to 
VI originate from anti-conformations. These structures have been 
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Figure 6: Periodic formic acid chains considered in this 
study. 
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selected because their stability has been discussed in refs. IBO,BI I. 
Clearly other, more complicated periodic patterns, are also con
ceivable. The size of this system allowed us merely to use a mlnl
mal STO-3G basis. The calculations are hence of an explorative 
nature only. We nevertheless give a more detailed discussion of 
our results on formic acid here than for the two previous cases 
because formic acid is an interesting system, representative of 
the structural variety observed in carboxylic acids and in amides. 
For all six structures considered intra- and intermolecular degrees 
of freedom have been optimized with the only restriction of an 
assumed planarity of all chains and the existence of an S2 screw 
axis in chain direction for structures I to V. 

In table 9 a few selected features of the computed equilibrium 
geometries of structures I to VI are compared with the correspon
ding results for the syn- and anti-conformer of the formic acid 
molecule 110B,1091 and of the cyclic dimer 1981. Relative stabili
ties with respect to the syn-conformation are shown in table 10. 

Table 9: Selected optimized bond distances of formic acid 
monomers, dimer, and chains as obtained with an 
STO-3G basis. All values in bohr. 

Structure rC=O rC-O rO-H rO-_-O 

syn-monomer 11081 2.294 2.604 1.873 

anti-monomer 11091 2.2B9 2.612 I.B67 

cyclic dimer 1981 2.324 2.551 1.908 4.BO 

I 2.341 2.522 1.930 4.694 

II 2.318 2.547 1.896 4.819 

III 2.306 2.567 1.878 5.019 

IV 2.336 2.530 1.931 4.652 

V 2.338 2.524 1.932 4.641 

VI 2.325 2.565 1.872 4.822 

The most stable structure turns out to be pattern I which cor
responds to the S-form of solid formic acid in agreement with the 
actual low temperature structure found by X-ray and neutron diff
raction studies 182-841. Considering the stabilization energy per 
hydrogen bond structure I is also more stable than the cyclic dimer 
in line with the preference for a chain structure in the crystal 
versus the occurence of predominantly cyclic dimers in the vapor 
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Table 10: STO-3G stabilization energies per molecule of for
mic acid monomers, dimer, and chains relative to 
the syn-conformer. All values in kcal/mol. 

Structure 

anti-monomer 11091 

cyclic dimer 1981 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

liE 

+4.46 

-7.55 

-9.41 

-6.28 

-5.97 

-8.79 

-7.10 

-5.03 

phase. Next in stability is pattern IV which or~g~nates from struc
ture I through a simultaneous shift of all protons accompanied by 
a structural relaxation interchanging c-o single and double bonds 
resulting in a chain of anti-conformers. Whereas the STO-3G energy 
difference between syn- and anti-conformers is about 4.5 kcal/mol 
for the case of isolated formic acid molecules the corresponding 
energy difference between structures I and IV is only about 0.6 
kcal/mol per molecule. Although this trend goes in the expected 
direction it might be overestimated at the STO-3G level. It is 
well established that the main weakness of STO-3G calculations on 
intermolecular interaction is the prediction of too small inter
molecular distances in comparison to experimental data or Hartree
Fock limit results. This applies also to the case of formic acid. 
Trends in the structural relaxations are nevertheless plausibly 
described. 

Compared to the cyclic dimer the intermolecular 0---0 distance 
in formic acid (structure I) is reduced by 0.1 bohr. The corres
ponding experimental shortening is also 0.1 to 0.15 bohr 183,84,89, 
901. As in the previously discussed cases the O-H bond involved in 
hydrogen bonding is lengthened markedly in the chain, even stronger 
than in the cyclic dimer. Relaxation of c-o distances is substan
tial tending to equalize them. In all catemeric structures the dif
ference in c-o single and double bond distances is, however, still 
distinctly visible contrary to the results of early X-ray investi
gations 1821 where almost equal c-o distances have been found. 
These measurements have been performed at higher temperatures. More 
recent low-temperature results 183,841 reveal that the c-o distan
ces are significantly different in line with our computed structures. 
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There are, however, indications for a phase transition ~n formic 
acid around 208 K \110,111 \. Which kind of structural change actu
ally occurs, a transition to structure IV, an order-disorder tran
sition involving structures I and IV, or a significant change in 
interchain orientation or -distances is still an open question 
\111-113\. An ab initio calculation of vibrational spectra of for

mic acid chains is currently out of reach. We compiled therefore 
available Raman results on O-H frequencies in isolated formic acid, 
in the cyclic dimer and in the crystal in table II in order to 
enable a comparison with the previously discussed cases of hydro
gen fluoride and hydrogen cyanide. 

Table II: O-H stretching frequencies in ~ormi~lacid monomer, 
dimer and crystal. All values ~n cm 

syn-monomer \114\ 

cyclic dimer \115\ 

crystal \116\ 

3569 

3110 

2752 

Experimental frequency shifts are large and similar in magni
tude to the case of hydrogen fluoride. A more detailed discussion 
of our results on formic acid chains including the application of 
larger basis sets will be given elsewhere \117\. 

5.4. Some General Features of Hydrogen Bonding in Infinite Chains 

Among other properties hydrogen bonds X-H----Y are usually 
characterized by the following features \55\: 

i) a smaller H----Y distance than the sum of their van der Waals 
radii. 

ii) increase of the X-H bond length. 
iii) reduction of the X-H stretching frequency. 
iv) increase of the polarity of the X-H bond accompanied by an in

crease in dipole moments and dipole moment derivatives. 
v) smaller NMR chemical shifts of protons in hydrogen bonds. 

Although all these features do occur in open chain hydrogen 
bonded dimers formed between neutral molecules in the vapor phase, 
they are mostly present to a minor extent only. Exceptions are 
complexes between strong acids and strong bases. If one assumes, 
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as it is often done, an additive behavior of intermolecular inter
action in sequential, chain-like hydrogen bonded polymers only 
small changes of dimer properties will result. The fact that these 
changes are substantial in many hydrogen bonded crystals is a clear 
indication for non-additive contributions to intermolecular inter
actions and demonstrates the inappropriateness of additive models 
in this case. 

One may either discuss these non-additivities in terms of a 
perturbation theory of intermolecular forces where it turns out 
that the main contributions to non-additivity stems from polari
zation forces 159,118-1221 or alternatively one may consider chan
ges in the potential surfaces for proton motion on going from the 
monomer to the polymer. 

As an indication supporting the former point of view we com
pare in table 12 computed dipole moments of isolated molecules 
and of dipole moments of molecules embedded in a chain for the 
three cases considered previously. 

Table 12: Dipole moments of isolated molecules and dipole 
moments per molecule in infinite, hydrogen bonded 
chains. All values in Debye. 

molecule chain 

HF 1721 2.30 2.65 

HCN 1751 3.25 3.73 

HCOOH 11171 0.67 I. 13 

Dipole moments per molecule are substantially enhanced in the 
chain compared to the dipole moments of the isolated molecules for 
all three model systems. This enhancement arises as a consequence 
of mutual polarization of interacting molecules. Unless effective 
pair potentials are used where this change of molecular properties 
is incorporated additive models of intermolecular interaction fail 
in the case of hydrogen bonded systems. 

The second point of view, namely an investigation of potential 
surface for proton motion in these hydrogen bonded chains, is per
haps even more instructive. Proton motions in open chain dimers 
between neutral molecules follow in most cases a single minimum 
potential in case the intermolecular distance is fixed in the vici
nity of the equilibrium geometry. The minimum corresponds to the 
structure X-H----y, whereas the ionic structure X-----H-Y+ is ener-
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getically disfavored and gives at most rise to a small shoulder 
in the potential surface. In hydrogen bonded chains, however, a 
collective in phase movement of all protons corresponds to one of 
the spectroscopically active X-H vibrations and is therefore im
portant for the dynamics. For symmetry reasons 1701 this type of 
motion leads to a symmetric double minimum potential in the case 
of the hydrogen fluoride chain and therefore to a drastic change 
in the F-H force constant and probably also to a more pronounced 
role of anharmonic contributions. 

We have observed that in the case of HCN all property changes 
connected with chain formation, particularly the reduction of C-H 
frequencies have been much weaker than for HF. The same simulta
neous proton motion would lead to a chain of HNC molecules, an iso
mer which is considerably less stable than HCN. Consequently, an 
an asymmetric double minimum potential is formed at best. 

Formic acid lies between these two cases. The energy difference 
between syn- and anti- conformation is sufficiently reduced in the 
chain to give rise to a nearly symmetrical double minimum poten
tial for simultaneous in phase proton motions. Observed frequency 
shifts are therefore comparable in magnitude to the case of hydro
gen fluoride. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Hartree Fock crystal orbital calculations on the ground state 
properties of polymers lead to results which are directly compa
rable to analogous calculations on molecules. The transition from 
molecules to polymers or from clusters to molecular crystals may 
therefore be investigated at the same level of sophistication. 
Analysis of the changes in geometry, vibrational spectra and other 
properties allows an assessment of the importance or insignificance 
of long range interactions or of cooperative phenomena. Further 
technical improvements of the currently available crystal orbital 
programs, the use of more efficient optimization techniques, and 
explicit inclusion of electron correlation will polymer calculations 
bring soon to a level where quantitative predictions are possible 
and will therefore provide ample material for the interpretation 
of experimental results in polymer spectroscopy. 
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THEORY OF EXCITONS IN ORGANIC SOLIDS 

T.C. Collins 

Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
University of Missouri, 309 University Hall, Columbia, 
Missouri 65211, USA 

ABSTRACT. This set of lectures is designed to establish the 
general equations as well as the approximations that are used in 
formulating the equations which are used to describe excitons. 
As example of the use of exciton theory, the visible optical 
spectrum of two typical polydiacetylene crystals calculated by 
S. Suhai (PTS with an acetylene-like structure and TCDU with a 
butatriene-like structure) are presented using a first principle 
Green's function formalism of charge transfer exciton theory. 
Also the formalism of a model of a high-temperature superconductor 
based on the exciton mechanism is presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Excitons are quasiparticle-like excitations to the N-body 
system whereas most first principle calculations of crystals, 
namely electron energy band calculations, obtain results by 
taken an electron away or adding an electron to the system, 
the (N ~ I)-body system. The (N ~ I)-body approximation for the 
low-lying excitations of the N-body systems is in general not a 
very good one for organic solids. Thus, we will focus attention 
on the exciton in this set of lectures. 

The introduction of excitons was made by Frenkel /1/ in his 
attempts to gain insight into the transformation of light into heat 
in solids. He was able to explain the transformation by first
order perturbation of a system of N atoms with one electron per 
atom. If one represents the ground state atomic wave function by 
~I and the excited atomic wave function by 'VII, the ground 
state of the crystal will be (neglecting that the wave function 
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should be antisymmetric) 
N 

q) = TI "Vr(i). 
o i=l 

T. C. COLLINS 

(1.1) 

The state of the crystal in which one electron is excited and the 
rest are in the normal state are formed from linear combinations 
of 

0.2) 

There are N sets of coefficients i Ci)N corresponding to the 
splitting of the undisturbed states of the N isolated atoms 
with the total energy equal to Ell + (N - 1) E r into N 
different states denoted as the "excitation multiplet" of the 
crystal. The corresponding value of the coefficients are 
determined by the equations 

(1. 3) 

where the Upl'S are matrix elements of the mutual potential 
energy of all of the atoms U with respect to the functions of 
Eq. (1.2). 

One finds U is of the form 

U=L.U~,(!>,R"'(l ), 
tx<(l 

(1. 4) 

where U( 0<. , (!> ,Ro«(,> ) is the mutual potential energy of the 
atoms ~ and ~ and R ... ~ is the distance between the respective 
nuclei. Assuming the atomic wave functions are orthogonal and 
normal, the matrix element for P f 1 becomes 

(1. 5) 

where Upl (Rpl) is a function of the distance Rpl alone. When 
p = 1, one obtains 

where 

U pp =L. 
IfP 

(1. 6) 

Eq. (1.6) is interpreted to be the average value of the mutual 
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energy of atoms p and 1 when one of them is in the normal state 
and the other in the excited state. 

Frenkel then noted that Eqs. (1.3) are similar to those 
which determine the normal modes of vibration of a system of 
coupled classical oscillators with one degree of freedom each. 
If the coefficients Ck are considered as the amplitudes of 
these oscillators, and the energies E I are replaced by the 
square of the frequencies, the matrix elements Upl with p t 1 
can then be interpreted as the coupling coefficients and the Upp 
as the coefficients of the quasi-elastic force for the uncoupled 
oscillators. 

By fixing the nuclei at the lattice points of the crystal 
that has rectangular form, the normal modes of vibration do not 
depend on the shape of the function Upl (Rpl) nor on the value 
of Upp ' These vibrations can be described as standing waves with 
the wave components 

g. = n. /2A. , 
1 1 1 

(1.7) 

where Ai is an edge of the crystal and the set t ni! , i = 1,2,3, 
specifies the mode of normal vibrations and may take all integral 
values between zero and Ni - 1. The solutions of Eqs. (1.3) 
have the form 

1Tai 
cos -A Pl' nl· • 

i 
(1.8) 

In Eq. (1.8) the set {p.1 designates the lattice site; a· is 
the lattice constant, aRd Qni is the normalization coeffIcient. 
Thus the exciton eigenfunction for this example has the form 

"" 3 nai X ini~ = QSn·l L.. rr (cos A. Pini) ~{p.l • (1.9) 
l II p. 1=1 1 . 1) 

1 

Let us turn now to the case where the excitation is not in 
a single atom or molecule but is much more delocalized. 
Considering a crystal which has the valence band filled and the 
conduction band empty in the ground state, Wannier /2/ has 
developed exciton energy levels that have the form of a 
hydrogen atomic series in this type of system. 

The Hamiltonian of the above crystal is 

"'" ~ 2 2 ".... ~ e2 
Ho = - L -2 V. + L.. U ( r.) + ~ l:a ... \ 

i m 1 i 1 i<j ri-r j 
(1.10) 

where the interaction of the nuclei with themselves and the 
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electrons are again represented by U, and the spin-dependent 
interactions are neglected. The energy for the full band using 
antisymmetric product of one-electron functions becomes 

E = < ~ I HI ~ > = L. ~ ~ Cx)[ _~Z "1 Z + U(1)]'\V'i6(x)d"t 
o 0 0 i,6 i6 m 

+ (1/7J~ ~ ~ dtl d't2"¥:" C xl )V~,( Xz )1, ~~~t '1 (l-P lZ )]''If j.,} Xz )'fi .. ( xl)' 
J.,J J. J es, c;, 

(loll) 

"-
The operator PIZ exchanges Xl and Xz and ~ represents the 
state of the wave function. f the one-electron functions 
Bloch functions, they satisfy the equation 

spin 
are 

_~Z Z ] 
[2ri1V + vet) <I? n,k,~=Enk ~n;k,G" ' (LIZ) 

~ 

where VCr) is the average potential, n refers to the band and k 
is the wave vector. Using Eq. (l.lZ), one reduces Eq. (1.11) to 

E = Z?=.k 1 E "'k + (dr~ ,..Cr) [UCr) - V(r)Ji12 ""'kCr)l o ,v v, J V,K v, J 

L ( 7fI:¥- " r eZ .. 1 
+(1/2)"1< l<.) dtld'(Z'.i'vK 6(xl)~vTt'5' (xZ)ltr -r 1 (l-PIZ ) )( 6": E>' ' , 1 Z 

~V~',6"'(Xz)(]v~,~(xl)' (1.13) 

where the factor Z arises from the spin summation, and v refers 
to the valence band. 

Writing the Hamiltonian matrix elements in the Bloch 
representation of one electron in the conduction band and the 
remaining electrons in the valence band, one has 

<:vkn cke\Holvj(' c1(~> = &1( kl8K ,J<olEo + WeC~) WvCkn) 
nne e 

( .... - e Z ,.. ,I' I 
+ 0 K :J( 1<' 1<' < v , k ,13' ; C I ke,G"e I\-:r--r-:\ (P 12 -1 ) \ vI< G _, c ,k \5" > e+ n- e- n'o n n r l -r2 n,1I e e 

(1.14) 

where 
~ Z A 

We(k) = t Ck ) +(Ck \(U-V) cl< )+I-../.... Vk CK \, .... e~ \ (Z-P12 )\" e c e e e k n e. rl-rZ 
n \VKnCKe ) , (1.15) 
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and 

The wave vector K = k - kQ is significant in that it 
characterizes the way in w~ich the total wave function transforms 
under translational symmetry operations of the crystal. There
fore one has mixing among only those zero-order functions 
having the same reduced value of K - K plus a reciprocal 
lattice vector. Further, as was se~n innthe first example by 
Frenkel, the Hamiltonian matrix elements formed from localized 
states (such as Wannier functions) 

~ .... \ \ ... , ... 1 > < vR ., cR. H vR. I cR . 
~ J 0 1 J 

...... ' ... - ....... .-
depend only on the differences Ri - Ri, f3 = R j - Ri and 
n' = Rj - Ri. Thus Wannier introduced a third representation 
callea "exciton waves" which depended on K and 13. These 
representations are related by the unitary tranformations 

~ (it iJ) = N- I / 2 L. e -is kB (k _ it k) 
~vc ' K vc ' 

: N- l / 2Leik R A (R R + iJ) 
~ vc' , 

(1.17) 

(LIB) 

(1.19 ) 

where B c and A are the antisymmetric products of Bloch and 
and Wan~~er fun~tions having one electron excited, respectively 
and r< = (1/Z )(i<e + Kn). 

The matrix elements of Ho in the exciton representation 
have the form 

< vcK8iH i vcKi3') :6 M 'E + eiK(i3-BVZN-lL eik (i3-i3')[w (k-+{l/2}K) 
o IJIJ 0 K' c 

....... Z 
- W(k-{l/2)K)] +L. eiV"~voG" ,cib I-... e .... (PIZ-l)\ vRG ,c(R-B')Q > tl n e /L"l-rZ\ n e 

(1. ZO) 

Note the first two terms are in the Bloch functions and the 
last term is expressed in Wannier functions. Also, there are no 
finite matrix elements of different R's because of translation 
symmetry. Thus one looks for the linear combination of exciton 
functions with respect to the index 8 which diagonalizes the 
Hamiltonian matrix 

- L. ""~-'" Xvc(K) = i3 Uvc 'R,(13) ':oI(vc(K,I3) (1.Z1) 
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where the coefficients U(S) have to satisfy 

L~cKoIH , vcK13' > - 6 *~I E 7 U "'K(G') = o. 
nl 0 IJI.J J vc 

T. C. COLLINS 

(1. 22) 

To find the solution to this equation, Wannier neglected 
the off-diagonal part and the exchange part of the last term 
in Eq. (1.2012 Further, he noted that the Coulomb term 
approached -e /(3 for large values of G. So the problem now ... 
becomes one of finding the correct linear combination of U(O) 
for the effective Hamiltonian 

H~iY(K) =S~8IE + eiK(ij-rl)/~N-Ileik(i3-0') W (k+~/~K)-W Ck-U2)<) 
U 0 1< c V 

-8M' e 2/(3 . (1.23) 

The remalnlng term 

L ...... 2 
I il<.R .... e A - \ - .. ' I 2 

H~(j' = e r<.v~ ,cPG 11~\(P12-1)1 vR~ ,c(R+I3)<O >+ bl'll't' e /(3 
I,JU ~ L n e r l -r2 n e I.m 

can be treated as a first-order perturbation correction. 

Substituting Eq. (1.23) into Eq. (1.22) one obtains 

E U/K(~) + N-l~ eik(G-GI)[w (k'~/~)-W (k-U/~) u~,«d) 
o 73'k c"'\: v , 

where the transformation 
...... 1 

U~(G) = e-iK 8/2UX(G) 

(1. 24) 

(1. 25) 

(1. 26) 

The next step is to transform from a difference equation to 
a differential equation. To do this use the Fourier transformations. 
If one has 

use 

F (13) = N- l / 2 L. e -ik i3 G (k') • 
k 

This gives 

(1. 27) 

0.28) 
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N-l/2~ e-i< G W('K) G(k). 

for functions W which can be expanded into powers of the 
components of k, one can write Eq. (1.27) as 

W(-i ~13) feB). 

Using Eq. (1.30), Eq. (1.25) becomes 

[ Wc(-iVn-+O./2)<)-Wv(-i~i3-U./4i<)-e2 /r3] UR(B) = 

63 

(1. 29) 

(1. 30) 

Assume that the crystal is simple enough to allow for spherically 
symmetric development of the form 

(1. 32) 

and 

Wc = E +~2k2/2m* (1.33) c e 

where m* and m~ are the effective masses of the electron and 
hole, r~spectively. further, transforming to the center of mass 
coordinates plus the use of 

........ 
UI(8) = eiK r3U(B) (1.34) 

to eliminate the cross term of K ~i3' U(B) must satisfy the 
equation 

(-t,z/2r \1 2 - e2/I3)U(O) = (E-Eo-EG- ~2k2/2(m~+m~)U(i3) (1.35) 

where EG = E - E and ~is the reduced mass of the exciton. 
Since tne op~rato~ on the left of Eq. (1.35) is the hydrogenic 
operator, the eigenvalues have the form 

(1. 36) 

where v represents the quantum numbers associated with the 
hydrogenic problem. n is the principle quantum number, and the 
last term of Eq. (1.36) is the kinetic energy of the exciton. 
The exciton wave functions thus must have the form 

'V v(v,'K) =L. expt' i m~~" K.13}u vCG)A'. Cr3,iZ) (1.37) 
..A.. c 13 e+mh ~vc· 

For a more complete description of the effects of Eq. (1.24), and 
the effects of magnetic fields consult reference /3/, Chapter 2. 
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In the next section we will outline a Green's function 
formalism to obtain the exciton energies. The calculations of 
S. Suhai on two typical polydiacetylene crystals (PTS with an 
acetylene-like structure and TCDU with a butatriene-like struc
ture) are presented in section III. In section IV the formalism 
of a model of a high-temperature superconductor based on the 
exciton mechanism is presented, and in the final section a 
conclusion is given. 

II. A FIRST PRINCIPLE GREEN'S FUNCTION FORMALISM FOR EXCITONS 

In order to calculate the excitations to the N-body system, one 
must consider the second-order Green's function. In particular 
the derivation of the polarization propagator of the particle
hole (PH) excitation is the term that needs to be outlined. This 
term describes the response of the system to a perturbation of 
the form 

r A A 
Hex(t) =) y+(x) Vexex,t) '\\f(x)dx (2.1) 

where Vex(x,t) is an external perturbing 
a field operator of the form 

" potential and "p"(x) is 

~(x,t = 0) =L.Un(x) [net = 0) • (2.2) 
n 

Here ~U (x)J is a complete set of orthonormal spin orbitals, 
~e (t)~n are Heisenberg operators obeying Fermi statistics. 

n The PH polarization propagator l1(x,x') is given by 

and 

," " ,,-t, ,I \ 
ilL(x,x') =(lfoIT["t(x)¥(x)'4S(X)l!f(x'Wo1 , x = x,t (2.3) 

wherx IlV) is the exact Heisenberg ground state of the system, 
and T isOthe time-ordering operator. On expanding in the complete, 
orthonormal set r Un 5 ' 

iTL(x,x') = 2IU~CX)U,,(X)U;(X')U(3(X') inA' (t-t'). (2.4) 
1>1:('> /...,.. 1","(1 

The relation between the PH polarization propagator and the 
inverse dielectric function is 

t-l(x,x') = 64 (x-x') + ~dX" V(x-x")j[ (x",x') , (2.5) 

or 

E.:~.Cl('" (t-t,) = S (t-t' )&,,"'8 ...... + L VAL'" &&11( .~,,( t-t'). (2.6) r, " I I '( sr. ~, " 
The frequency transform OfJrlf-i,"t" (t-t') is defined as 
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and using the Lehmann representation 1TA~;~~(W) becomes 

+ '1 ~ 0 , 

65 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

where the intermediate states l~ '> refer to excited states of 
the N-particle system. The poles 8f li ..... r'" !>( ~ give the excited 
state of the system which can be reached by a density perturbation. 

By using the interaction 
11 )..~; o<.r is depicted as 

representation, the structure of 

f.. J.,.. fA 
X 

(2.9) 

The directed lines are single-particle propagators which in 
general have self-energy renormalization. 1TA~i~r(w) also contains 
disjoint graphs, however these terms are independent of t-t' and 
contribute only atvJ = o. Since the main interest is for~i 0, 

we omit these terms. Using Eq. (2.9), the Bethe-Salpeter 
equations are 

where 

and 

(2.11) 
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(2.12) 

Note that G~d refers to the full one-particle Green's function. 
Eq. (2.10) is an integral equation, but if the kernel 
K(w;wl-~) depends only on W, the Bethe-Salpeter equation would 
reduce to a Dyson's equation: 

11 (w) = nO(w) +Lrro(w) K (w) Ti (w) 
J..f-"j0<(> ~jlXP, g";>ta \,..;II.~ )",110 ~cI>><r-

It is this equation that will be investigated. 

In matrix notation 

Ti (w) = nO(w) + 
= =: 

TlO(w) K(w)T\ (w) 
::: ~ 

This equation is factorable, and its inverse is 

n-l(W) = TIo-l(w) - K(W) 
-=. = -c::. 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

- N N The matrix elements of J.\ (w) have a pole at W = E - E unless 
the numerator in Eq. (2.8) vanish; however, the structu~e of 

lJ(W) in the vicinity of the pole is analytic, and for real W , 

(2.16) 

Thus, for real w , 11 (w) can be diagonalized with a unitary 
fransformation = 

From the inverse 

D-1( ) n w, 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

one sees that )J(W) also diagonalizes JI-l(w). Since some of 
the diagonal matrix elements JiD(~) have poles at the exact 
excitation energies of the system, the corresponding diagonal 
matrix elements of nD-l(w) have zeros at the same points. 
Thus, the zero eigenvalues of JI-l(vv) correspond to the 
collective energy levels of the system, and one needs to solve 
the frequency dependent eigenvalue problem 

with A(tP) = O. Combining Eq. (2.19) with Eq. (2.15), one 
obtains 
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(2.20) 

from which the excitation energies ~ and the coresponding eigen
vector C(tN) can be obtained. 

Let us look at the 
expression for ~(VJ) is 

structure of ~(UJ). The first-order 

K(l) _ V 
~)I~ itS- G~j Ij''' 

(2.21) 

where 

V~~;~y = ~ drl dr2U;(rl )U;(r2) If} : f 2l U\I(f2)U~ (rl )· (2.22) 

Note that K(l) is frequency independent, so that Eq. (2.13) is 
correct to the first order in the electron-electron interaction. 
The one-particle Green's function may be written as 

n n)i" 

= "0 A,,(w)A(A(w) 
G (w) L.... 

/...rj. 
n w - w (W) 

n 

(2.23) 

The usual pole structure is implied with W referring to the 
ionization energy of the (N+l)-body system. nThe A~( w) is a 
one-particle amplitude between the N- and (N±l)-body system. 
For free particles, Eq. (2.23) becomes 

(2.24) 

Here F refers to the Fermi energy and w~ to the eigenvalue of 
the free-particle Hamiltonian. 

To getDo(t,.:J), use Eqs. (2.11),(2.12) and (2.23). After 
performing the frequency integration 1)°(W) becomes 

m, mlt() nil n" 

= ~l 9mAI3\Wm)A,", Wm A,,\VJm-W)Ao/.(Wm-W) 
nO~) ~ + 
:; /"'14;11.,.., m, n W - [w - w (VJ _ W )] m n m (2.25) 

n n" m m" 
gm A(3 (Wm +1.1) A"" (Wm +W) A" (wm) Au- (Wm) l 
w +fw _w (vJ +w) J m n m 

Here and through this section, the index m refers to ionization 

67 
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of the (N+l)-particle system, while n refers to ionizations of 
the (N-l) system; all other indices are general. The factor 
gm is 

g = [ 1 - 0 w (W) low J m m w = tNm 
(2.26) 

If the free-particle Green's function in the expression for 
~O( w) is used, one obtains 

(2.27) 

Inserting ~(l)(W) into Eq. (2.14) for ~(LN), one obtains 
the structure depicted as 

Using Doo (10) instead of ITo(LN) in Eq. (2.14), and K(l) (w) in 
place or K(w), one obtains the random-phase approximation (RPA) 
equations~for D(w), In the RPA, Eq. (2.20) becomes 

(w -~~l)C~l- ~~(Vml,l'm,-Vmm"ll,)C~'l' 

+ (V -V )Cn ] = 0 ml,m'l' ml' ,m'l I'm' (2.29) 

and 

(2.30) 

In the RPA, one may make the identification 

(2.31) 
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By using this equation, the correct spin structure for excited 
state I ftPn> for closed-shell systems becomes 

69 

j e~tO(t 
n n n 

el3~O(;); e13OCjT = el3~o(-I- (2.32) 

~/ 12k e~tO( t + el3~O(~)' 

The indices Sand T refer to singlet and triplet, and the spin 
is indicated explicitly. Rearranging Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) 
with the use of Eq. (2.32) and assuming the basis set is real, 
one obtains 

L (4E en + M en) = wen 
m'l' ml;m'l' m'l' ml;m'l' I'm' ml 

and (2.33) 

L, C1 E en + Mml;m'l,e~'l') = _wen 
m'l' ml;m'l' I'm' 1m 

where 

Mml;m'l' = 2~Vml;m'1' - Vml';m'l ' 

~ = 1 (singlet) ~ = 0 (triplet). 

In addition, using restricted Hartree-Fock orbitals, V 1. 'I' 
is the matrix element over spatial orbitals assumed m ,m 
to the independent of spin. The matrix M describes multipair 
excitations. In M = 0, Eqs. (2.33) are separable. Then their 
diagonal elements yield 

o _ V WO V 2V tNT~ Wml mm;ll' Ws~ ml - mm;ll + ml;ml. (2.34) 

The structures of Eq. (2.20) would be similar to that of 
Eq. (2.33) if DO(w) in Eq. (2.20) is retained. This is 
approximately true in most cases. The major difference would be 
that w g lIIould be replaced by Wn in Eqs. (2.33). Since wn 
di ffers from W g by the renormalization effects coming from 
the particle or hole self-energies, an investigation of the self
energies lIIould yield these effects. Also, it is clear from the 
structure of Eqs. (2.33) and (2.34) that ~(vJ) contains the 
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particle-hole interactions. Thus one has a clear separation 
between structures that contribute to the relaxation and 
correlation of the hole or particle and those which contribute 
to particle-hole interactions. 

To outline the foregoing, make the replacements 

g = 1 m 

The poles U(V) occur at 

w = .:t. ("in-Wn)' 

If the poles )\ ( UJ) are not far from this value, then the 
preceeding rePiacement is valid. On using the definition 

(2.35) 

,.,.-0' ~ <"' ~ ( m)-l( m"')-l "1.0 ( ll')-l( 1)-1 
j\ml'm'1,=u mm ,Qll'6 A(3 Aj-< JI Art.. A;.. , 

, !.r xf }../''i0(~ 
(2.36) 

Eq. (2.14) transforms to 
o. 0' 1 _i 

rr'(w) = -!d (w) + IT (w)~(w) JI (W) • (2.37) 
i 

Here, ~ (IN) has the same structure as ~ (w) except that it 
contains 

(2.38) 

Thus one can solve equations for the renormalized excitations 
of the same form as the RPA equations, 

[jJo'-l(w) _ ~(l)'(W) 1 [(w) = O. 

except that in Eqs. (2.33), INn would replace w~ and V~o,pq 
\lIould replace V no,pq 

Finally, the construction of ;t (tv) using the Bethe
Sal peter amplitude is 
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(2.39) 

To perform these calculations one needs the self-energy 
structure of the one-particle Green's function. The general 
structure of the one-particle Green's function presented in 
Eq. (2.23) is given by the Dyson's equation 

(2.40) 

The self-energy ~ (va) contains all many-body corrections to 
the one-particle Green's function. Similar to Eq. (2.20), one 
seeks solutions to the equation 

(2.41) 

~hich ~as used to construct Eq. (2.23). The general structure 
of G~~(VJ) in Lehmann representation is 

G""" (w) 

(2.42) 

Thus the l~ ~ refer to ionizations of the (N+l)-particle 
system. One ninterpretation of ~l (or ~m) is to think of it 
as the energy necessary to create a hole among the occupied 
orbitals (or to fill a hole in the virtuals), and L..ArA,( w) 
describes the relaxation and rearrangement of electrons around 
the hole. 

The structure of ~J.fII. (W) may be determined using many
body perturbation theory. If one chooses self-consistence field
restricted Hartree-Fock orbitals, all diagrams contributing 
to canonical Hartree-Fock are omitted. The second-order expression 
for2:J..rJ..(w) is 
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(2) ""' V" m I ; ml (2V ml ;<X r.l I - V m I I ;Q(m) 2:. (W)",L.... - - -
)...()( 0 0 WO . J" mImI W+1I01 -W m,- m + ~'l 

(2.43) 
6 0 6 • 

mIl I W +W-w\ -w.t -. w{, -- t ~ 

It is interesting to note that Z. J.O( invol ve ionizations of the 
(N+2)-body system as well as excitations of the N-body system. 
We-again refer to Ref. /3/ for more discussions. 

III. EXCITON SPECTRUM OF EXAMPLE POLYDIACETYLENES 

In this section we demonstrate the contributions of excitons to 
the visible optical spectrum of two typical polydiacetylene 
(PDA) crystals as calculated by S. Suhai /4/. The calculations 
predict the first absorption maximum of PTS at 2.1 - 2.2 eV 
and of TCDU at 1.7 - 1.8 eV, with an exciton band width of 

2.9 and 3.5 eV, respectively. In this investigation the 
electron-hole interaction was treated by first order perturbation 
theory in the framework of the Lax-Slater-Koster resolvent 
method. 

Using atomic units, the Hamiltonian of the crystal is 

~ '" ~ '~-+(x>{ - (1/2)Ll+ Vp(x)} '~(x)dx 
+ (1/2)1' ~ ir+(x) ~(Xl) ~*(XI )~(x) dxdx ' 

1·;- -r{'" \ 

(3.1) 

"+ ." The field operators V and ''V0bey the anticommutation 
fermion rules, and we expand them in complete orthonormal set 
of Wannier spinorbitals belonging to the valence (v) and 
conduction (c) bands. 

~(x) = L'VJ (x-I) ~lV + I W"(x-l) ~lc (3.2) 
I v I c 

and 

" + '\ \4)-"" A+ 'i:' 'It- "+ "V (x) = L v(x-I) al + LW" (x-I) ale 
I e 1 e 

(3.3) 

Substitu ting Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) into Eq. (3.1), one obtains 

" A H = h + g , (3.4) 
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where 

h = L. hC a+ ~ + L. hV ~+lv.i 
1 1m lc mc 1 1m mv ,m ,m 

(3.5) 

and 

,,+ "'+ ".. "A alljl alzjz a13j3 a14j4 

ji = v,c . (3.6) 

The mono- and bielectronic integrals are defined as 

him = ) w-j(X-l)t -(1/Z)4 + Vp(X)~ M/-/x-m)dx (3.7) 

and 

(3.8) 

Introducing the electron-hole picture, we define the band 
operators as A+ "+,, " "+" " "+ 

alc = al ' alc = al and dl = alv ' dl = alv • 

In terms of these operatos, the ground state wave function is 
defined as 

'\ .. 
I ~o> = dl dl I vac ) (3.9) 

1 N 

In the electron-hole pair separated by Rs becomes 

I "'¥"l+s, 1 > = ~I+s dl I ~ 0 '> (3.10) 

-Stationary eigenstates wi th quasi-momentum k are formed as 

1'1f > =N-l/ZL.eiKRl\~) (3.11) 
s,1< c 1 l+s,l 

where Nc is the number of elementary cells in the crystal. One 
now obtains the wave function of an exciton with momentum k as 
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a linear combination of symmetry adapted e-h pair functions with 
different separation. 

(3.12) 

Now taking advantage of the fact that the H.F. Solutions 
have been obtained, write the Hamiltonian as 

where 

and 

H e-h 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Since the Wannier functions are not eigenfunctions of the Fock
operator, F, switch~to a B!och representation to calculate the 
matrix elements of He and Hh• This gives 

1\ N -1 L. ik(R -R) [ 
z'f'1.\Jr,K\He\ ~s,Tt) = eKe r s c,K (3.17) 

and 
1\ 

("I-' r,K\Hh I 'ifs,1<> 

Using 

(3.19) 

" and applying the resolvent method for the perturbation He_h 
(setting EHF = 0), one obtains 

" " -1" ~ 1< = l Ek - (He + Hh)1 Heh ~~ (3.20) 

Substituting Eq. (3.20) into Eq. (3.11), multiplying from the 
left with ~~,~ and integrating, one obtains 
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Q .,., r,K 
(3.21) 

The matrix elements of the e-h interaction become 
'\ 

-LeiT< Ru[ (s+u <~ sR \He_h \ ~ tJ<) = 011 U t) _ g(o S;U 11 ~ ~) J lJ g C V v c v 

= V(v,c)Of R K) 
s' t' (3.22) 

Substituting into Eq. (3.21), we arrive at a system of homo
geneous linear equations for the determination of ~tk: 

.n.(v,c) 
rI< 

G(v,c)(R R E )V(v,c)(R R k)SL(vc) 
r' s' K s' t' t,1< 

where 

G(v,c)(R R E ) 
r' s' K Ei<· - ([ 1'- (. ........ ) 

. C,K v,k-K 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

The E~'S are determined by finding the zeroes of the determinant 
D = I g V - 1 I , where .1 is the uni t matrix and the wave function 
is obtained-by solving-the system of equations (3.23) for the 
normalized values of J2 ~. r,K 

Since the Hamiltonian applied does not contain spin 
dependent terms, take linear combinations of the e-h determinants 
to form eigenfunctions of a definite spin multiplicity. One 
obtains 

MV(vc)(R R K) = \' e-iK Rul (s+u O\\.u t) _ 28 (0 s+U\I U t)l 
s' t' L g c v v c Mg v c v c J' 

u 

6 M =)1, singlets 
/0, triplets • 

(3.25 ) 

Since MV is treated only in first-order perturbation, the 
screening effects were added by using 

E -l(r) =E.-~ +l ~o-lJe-Qr (3.26) 

o 

where Q-l plays the role of a characteristic "breakdown" length 
for dielectric effects. In the work of Ref. /4/ Q = a-I where 
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a is the lattice constant. Since the precise value of ~o 
belonging to the backbones of PDAI S is not known, 
calculations for Eo = 2,3, and 5 were performed. The value 
of 6- 0 ~ 3 gave the binding energy of the e-h pair reduced by 
0.35 - 0.4 eV. The difference between the PTS and TCDU were 
nearly independent of screening. These results suggest that 
that first singlet absorption maximum of PTS is around 
2.1 - 2.2 eV, and TCDU around 1.7 - 1.8 eV. The band width is 

-2.9 eV for PTS and ~ 3.5 eV for TCDU. The corresponding triplet 
solutions of 0.87 eV and 0.56 eV for PTS and TCDU, respectively. 

IV. EXCITON SUPERCONDUCTOR MODEL 

High-temperature has long been a cherished goal, which if 
achieved would have great technological importance. Currently 
the highest temperature at which superconductivity has been 
observed is approximately 250 K. These superconductors have the 
electrons interact via a phonon process. The critical temperature 
Tc at which superconductivity occurs is 

(4.1) 

Now if a semiconductor organic solid with a few electrons in 
the conduction band were to interact with the exciton field 
the IN p would be replaced by wex ' The frequence w ex » wp 
and one has the hope of a room temperature superconductor. We 
shall outline a model /5/ which gives these results. 

The Hamiltonian for our system of electrons interacting via 
a two-body potential V is 

H =LGKik+U/2}L,~+q'K~qIV\kk'>C; ~CR'~CK'CkS= H +H. t' 1<6" tt t,k',q.. +q~ -q~' 6' 0 In 

(4.2) 

where q is the change in momentum of the electrons after the 
interaction, EJ( i~ the energy of the electrons described by a 
plane wave k, the CRls are destruction operators of the electronic 
state with wave vector K, -his the number operator, and 6" 
represents the spin of the electron. In the Hartree-Fock 
approximation one linearizes the interaction term with respect 
to a given state 10> , Le., one approximates 

ctc;ci4~<0IcrC410)c;C3 - <0\ctC3IO) 2;24 +~0\c;c3IO)Crc4 

-(0IC;C4lo)ct(\ (4.3) 
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The state \0> is then determined self-consistently in terms of 
the eigenstates of the linearized Hamiltonian. 

The next step is to introduce a modified zero-order 
Hamil tonian 

where 
Yv/' 

Hx. = L.......l'-, nk~ 
K,~ 

is the Hartree-Fock potential, and the term 

L A 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) fN = f nkG" 
K,e-

I where ~ is the chemical potential, just shifts the energy. Hint 
then becomes 

(4.7) 

. I 
This glves H' = H' + Hint = H - ~N. Thus the Hartree-Fock 
approximation is gquivalent to requiring that the elementary 
excitation spectrum of, H~ is to first order unaffected by the 
residual interaction Hint. 

In order to build an effective Hamiltonian that can explain 
superconductivity one mixes the Nand N + 2 states together; so 
one breaks the conservation of the number of particle and adds 
operatprs of the form C~., e~1<' ~,to H~ and subtracts the same 
from Hint. At this point it is convenient to introduce new field 
operators, which are extensions of the Nambu /6/ formalism, so 
that parallel and antiparallel spins are included. 

Considering the following field operators, 

and (4.8) 

one has 

~k(U/2'Jl~G-3)'VK = (1/2XC~,CKt-C_kiC~K~+ C~K,C_i<'t-CkiC~J 

(4.9) 
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The convention for the outer product of the Pauli spin matrices 
and the 2 x 2 unit matrix is 

...... 0-1 0 0 (
1000"\. 

11®G"3= 0010J' 
o 0 0-1 

(
1 0 0 0 1 ..... 0 1 0 0 

~3®J1= 00-10 
o 0 0-1 

The operator (1/2)11 \&)63 is defined as 13' 

(4.10) 

The 4 x 4 operators ~hich give the singlet and the three 
triplet states are the follo~ing: 

.... "" 
(1/2)6"3 ~G"l = ~o = 0, 5 = o , 

..... ...... .~ 

(1/2~63®G"2 = .§l for Sz = 

(1/2r*(61 (i!)~2 +G2@~1) = ?2 

(1/2 V2)i (61 aPS3 - G 2® 61 ) = ~3 

0, 5 = 1, 

1, 5 = 1 

for 5 z = -1, 5 = 1 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

The above operators have been normalized (their inner products 
~ith themselves is unity). Another relation is 

" "-
'(3 S. 't3 = -1/4 s. 
- _1· -1 

~hich ~ill be used below. 

where 

I 
With the above definitions one can write Ho as 

H~ =~~~ FK~3 + t<Pilt~i!1JK +~€K 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

al}d the ~ik are the "gaps" belonging to the above four cases. 
Hint becomes 

HI. t = (1/2)L. (k+q,k~:qIVlkk'> ('IIr~ ~1 ~)(,,~~~ .t3l~l) 
In K K' _1'k+q '"3 TK 'Tk-q,. "-

"q '3 

-~V~ l~Kb + ~<Pik ~i1+k . 
(4.18) 

The Green's matrix elements can be written as 
" At 

Go~(p, t) = -i<ol T l"l'pi t)"YpS(o)] I 0> ' (4.19) 

" where T is the time-ordering operator and 
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I A I 

__ iH t"IJ ( ) -iHot 
e 0 ''I'p 0 e (4.20) 

For example, 

G (p,t) = -i<orrlc~(t)C!A(o)J \ 0> . 
0ll P1 P, 

In order to remove the infinite c-number term for H~, it is 
convenient to define G (p,t-+o) as 

-0 

G (p,t=o) = lim G (p,t) , 
oll ho- °ll 

(4.21) 

Using the above definitions, one obtains 
3 

- --- L. tt--. "1 i&poL3 Ip +~.13+' ~,~S, e = 01 p. .1=0 ;).p-} (4.22) 
p2 -f": -t.¢~ + i6 

o p l=Q lp 

which gives the BCi-tpye definitions for the energy Ep' 
2 ~2 '" 2 E ... = f - + L.... cD ,-
p P i=o 1p 

(4.23) 

The restriction determining the chemical potential r is given 
by 

(4.24) 

:. 
- L.*' A (E -f )t3-, ~,~S, P p • 1=0 1P-l 

Now 

2E-
P 

(4.25) 

Substituting Eq. (4.25) into Eq. (4.24) and changing the sum to 
an integral, gives 
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) [1 - Ep/Ep 1 d3p/(2Ji)3 = 2) v~ d3p/(2J1)3 = No 
lE:p+~p )(f.' 
,... must be set so that Eq. (4.26) is valid. 

Consider the lowest-order diagrams of the self-energy 
corrections, i.e. 

o 
, 
• ( + < • 

one finds for the self-energy ~ , 

(4.26) 

L,(p) = -i -b ~ <p,p'lvlp,p'>Trl~3~0(P') J d4p/(2li)~ 

+ i J (Pp'\V\PP')1;3 ~o(p\) t=3 d4p/(2'ii)4 -tX-p "S3 + S.O¢iP ~J. 
(4.27) 

Since l(p) = 0 in the generalized Hartree-Fock model by 
construction, a BCS-type gap equation is obtained by noting that 
~3 and ~i's are linearly independent. 

q\j'i =-(i/4)) d4p'/(21")\ PrJ't V\pp') <?iP~'~ - E~,) (4.28) 

= ...(1/4)\ d3p/(n)3 (pp'\ V\pp') ¢ip' /2Ep' . 

An alternative way to the generalized HF scheme is that of self
consistent perturbation theory. The general form of~(p) is 

':l 

L(P) = ~JJ - Z(p)!p 1L +X 1.3 + .L:¢ ... S. . (4.29) o p... l=O lp-l 

In the approximation of the first-order self-consistent 
perturbation theory Z(p) = I and ~(p) is given by the equation 
above. The quantities Ie and 4' in Eq. (4.29) are functions of the 
four-momentum. This generality is required to treat retardation 
effects. 

We replace the Coulomb and exchange contribution by the 
matrix elements of an effective screened Coulomb interaction 
Vc(p-p') = V(q)/K. (q), !-\(q) being the wave-vector- and frequency 
dependent dielectric function. To simplify the algebra further 
the Bloch states are approximated by plane-wave states so that the 
matrix2eleme2ts of the screened Coulomb interaction are given 
by 4'iie / lIq I ~ (q) 1. The screened Coulomb part of the self-energy 
f.(p) is then 
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~c(p) = i~d4pY(2Jj)4~3 9o(P')!3 4iie2/rtij\(q), (q=p_p'). 

(4.30) 

As a small number of electrons are added to the conduction band, 
polarization of the valence band will occur. Since only a 
comparatively small number of electrons is in the conduction 
band, a rigid-band approximation can be made. This implies that 
(p remains the same. Assuming for the moment that the interaction 
is spin independent (which it is not), the lowest-order dressed 
exciton contribution to the self-energy becomes 

L.ex(p) = i ~ d4p'/(2J\)4 h ~o(P')I3 ~(gpp'I)2 D,.(p-p'), (4.31) 

where the screened exciton Green's function DA(q) is given by 

(4.32) 

Here A is a polarization index and 9 ~ is the screened coupling 
constant gPP ,,,Nt (q). In the followiR8', the polarization index 
will be dropped and Jlq~ will be approximated by a single 
dispersionless exciton frequency VJe~. 

The Frahlich interaction substituted for the 
interaction gives 

- ~ }1/4 
gq = -4"t\ We/jC~ ~12m~x (4 IT (')<. )1/2 I 

exciton-electron 

(4.33) 

where the dimensionless coupling constant ~ is given by 

0\ = 
2 .- 1 

J e \ _1_ (1 - II E. ~ ). 
2 1\/2mw' l VI W .... ex 

(4.34) 

E"", is the optical dielectric constant. 
- 2 

1(9 )1 2 ::: 411e ~ W (1/2)(1 
q ICiI\(q) ex 

- 2 We obtain for (gq) 

- l/E oO ), (4.35) 

Substituting into Eq. (4.31), Eqs. (4.32) and (4.35), one obtains 

r,(p) :::Lc(p) +~ex(p)::: i)d4P'/(Z'It) 41 3 Go(p')1 3 Veff(p-p') 

(4.36) 
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where 

(4.37) 

From ~q. (4.37) we see that for certain concentractions and 
q2(~ I~q) this effective interaction between electrons due to 
tRe s~~eened Coulomb interaction and the exchange of virtual 
dressed excitons can become attractive corresponding to an 
overscreening of the Coulomb repulsion between the electrons. 
The attractive region is responsible for the superconductivity. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

As can be seen by this paper the quasiparticle called an "exciton" 
is a very useful construct in describing the physics and chemistry 
of organic solids. It is not only a good definition to some 
excitations of the N-body system but can be used in describing the 
polarization field as was the case for the superconductivity 
model. 
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THEORY OF THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND OPTICAL 
PROPERTIES OF ORGANIC SOLIDS: COLLECTIVE EFFECTS* 

A. Barry Kunz 

Department of Physics and Materials Research Laboratory 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Urbana, Illinois 61801, U.S.A. 

Abstract: In this series of lectures we briefly consider two 
complimentary approaches to the study of organic solids: The 
method of simulation by finite clusters of molecules, and the 
methods of energy band theory. In both cases, the initial 
starting point is the Hartree-Fock method, which, as expected, 
turns out to be inadequate for any reasonable level of quanti
tative accuracy. Solids, being essentially infinite sized 
systems, restrict our choice of correlation methods to those 
which are size consistent. We are furthermore interested in 
properties such as optical excitation and need to be able to 
obtain the finite difference between extensive total energies. 
This further restricts our choices. Methods based upon ordinary 
Rayleigh-Schrodinger Perturbation-Theory are chosen and exten
sive results for solid CH4 are used as an illustration. 

*This research has been funded in part by the U. S. Navy Office 
of Naval Research, ONR-N-0014-81-K-0620, in cooperation with the 
Department of Physics, Michigan Technological University, and by 
the National Science Foundation, DMR-80-20250 in cooperation 
with the Materials Research Laboratory of the University of 
Illinois. 

I. Introduction. 

Theoretical studies on the electronic structure of three 
dimensional solids have largely excluded the organic or molec
ular solids. The vast majority of existinr calculations have 
been performed for the solid rare gases. More complicated 
molecular solids, such as those with two or more atoms per molecu-
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lar tmit, or more than one molecular tmit per tmit cell, have 
been largely ignored. The principal exception to this tendency 
has been for solid~. It should be further noted, that the 
interest in solid H2 stems largely from interest in its possible 
transformation to a monatom)c metal, exhibiting high temperature 
BCS type superconductivity. In addition, a recent resurgance 
of interest in the solid rare gases has been generated by 
speculations that "l~w" pressure (-0.3 M bar) metal phases of 
solid Xe 4might ex~t. In addition, some theoretical studies on 
solid N2 and H20 exist. In add it \<>n , quite a few studies on 
properties of polymer systems exist. There are probably many 
reasons for the neglect of this interesting and technologically 
interesting class of solids. Several of the reasons are likely 
related to the complicated and at times ill-defined crystal 
structure of such systems and the associated difficulties in 
constructing adequate theoretical models. A second and perhaps 
more serious problem relates to the question of which approach 
one might use to determine the electrical structure. As an 
example, the spectrum of solid CH4 has been determined over an 
energy range of 8 to about 35 eV. The fundamental spectral 
region of from threshold (>8.5 eV) to about 14 eV shows marked 
similarity in both solid and gas phase. It is generally 
conceded that the gas phase spectra in this energy region is 
dominated by transitions from the bonding to antibo,?ding bound 
state orbitals or to Rydberg series like transitions. It seems 
reasonable to expect that the crystalline spectrum is likely to 
be similarly dominated by transitions to bound rather than free 
final states. That is we do not expect the contributions from 
energy band theory to play a major role in the low lying 
excitations of solid CH4 • On the other hand the spectral region 
above 14 or so eV may well be dominated by band to band 
transitions and this may account for the apparent differences 
between the high lying spectrum of gas pha.se CH4 and solid 
CH4 • Similar considerations apply to many other molecular 
solids. 

The previous theoretical study on solid methane lends cred
ibility to this argument, as the calculation of Piela, 
Pietronero, an~ Resta finds a band gap in excess of 27.2 eV for 
solid methane. It is not likely that this result is quanti
tatively accurate as these authors used a very abbreviated basis 
set in their calculation and found the conduction results to be 
highly sensitive to the virtual basis set. A further source of 
error in this early study is the use of the Hartree-Fock approx
imation uncorrected for any correlation corrections. Similar 
studies by Mickish and Kunz on the somewhat similar solid rare 

~:~~:a:::et~~U~~n:h:~p t:: :~:~:e:;!~~~ m:~h:~o~~n:i:~e~t~~.yve~: 
addition all band methods are inaccurate, in that, all neglect 
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the formation of local excited states called excitons. 

We believe new approaches are needed if one is to truly 
interpret the electronic structure of such systems as solid 
Methane. Recent~ theoretical results of Kunz and Flynn have 
demonstrated that it is possible to include the effect of 
electron-hole interaction and exciton formation without violat
ing Bloch's theorem in calculations of the optical properties of 
such divergent solids as LiF and Mg or Ca. This is accomplished 
by means of a degenerate perturbative calculation using the t
conserged one body valence to conduction band excitations as a 
basis. This model retains the periodic symmetry of the lattice 
avoiding complications introduced by the use of finite cluster 
models to describe the local excitations. These finite cluster 
models, nonetheless, are useful and accurate approximates as we 
shall see. The formulatiorun of the problem in this way by Kunz 
and Flynn causes one to wish to begin with Hartree-Fock descrip
tions of the solid since a well defined Many-Body wavefunction 
is needed. The Hartree-Fock model neglects all correlations and 
the limited basis set used to describe excitonic effects does 
not describe properly the relaxation or polarization properties 
of the sys tem. In these lectures, the correlation effects are 
incorporated by means of a simple Many Body Perturbation Theory 
Model (MBPT). The necessary theoretical methods are described 
in Section II. The numerical calculations are described in 
Section III, and conclusions are given in the final section. 

II. Theoretical Development 

The initial step in this development is the choice of the 
Hartree-Fock method. This choice is largely determined by the 
need to perform extensive correlation calculations in addition 
to the initial Hartree-Fock study. To facilitate development, 
we employ variants on the familiar Linear-Combination-of-Atomic
Orbitals method (LCAO). In the case of cluster calculations, 
these AO's are first rotated into molecular orbitals (MO's) 
spanning the entire cluster, and in the case of the band calcu
lations, the AO's are rotated into MO's spanning the crystallo
graphic unit cell. This rotation into MO's is advantageous be
cause for unit cells of ever increasing size or complexity, an 
adequate description in terms of AO's yields rather large 
secular determinants. The LCMO scheme reduces substantially the 
size of the secular lfterminant. This method was first intro
duced by Piela et al. for studies on solid methane. In such a 
simple case thebasis set for the occupied orbitals is reduced 
from 9 to 5 orbitals. Furthermore, the MO's may contain polari
zation functions in them and therefore yield far greater 
accuracy than a much larger set of AD's. 
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The essential features of this approach is this. Let each 
unit cell be divided into molecules (real ones or not), and we 
devise a basis set to represent the MO' s of these molecules. 
The primitive basis set used are spherical-harmonic Gaussian 
Type Orbitals (GTO's) centered about different origins, and have 
the form 

(1) 

The Rj are the origins about which these functions are centered 
and need not be an actual nuclear site, the YR,m are the usual 
spherical harmonics. The orbital exponent Zi is chosen by 
energy minimization. The MO's in turn are just linear 
combinations of these GTO's, 

(2) 

The ~'s are the locations of the molecules in the system. From 
the MO's, one forms Bloch orbitals which span the entire system: 

~ + 1/2 t it . ~a +.t 
1/Ij (K,r) = N- & e <P j (r-Ka ). (3) 

The MO' s (Eq. (2» or the Bloch functions (Eq. (3» form the 
basis by which we solve the HF problem or its extensions. 

The first point is that the Hartree-Fock equation need be 
solved self-consistently. For a finite molecular cluster, this 
is achieved by conventional iterative means. However, the 
infinite periodic system imposes special difficulties. These 
are simply that the occupied canonical Bloch orbitals are 
infinite in number and therefore enumerating the contribution of 
each orbital to the Fock operator imposes a strain on ones com
puter budget. Two options are available. The first is to use a 
finite mesh in"k- space and use some form of quadrature to 
construct the Fock operator. The second is to rotate into a 
basis set of local orbHals. 10 ,ll,12 In t~e early stages, both 
methods were tried with negligible differences in numerical 
result between them. However, at the current stage of our code 
development, the local orbitals method enjoys a substantial 
speed advantage. 

The intent of the present study is to obtain spectroscopic 
information and hence we need examine the meaning of the energy 
bands. The occupied bands are the negative of the ionization 
energy for that band for the state of wave vector tt. The 
virtual bands are similar representations for the electron 
affinities. In this event one is assuming the use of the 
Hartree-Fock eigenvalue and also of Koopmans' theorem as is 
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usually done. 
properties, not 
system. 

The essential physics here refers to ionization 
to excitation properties of the n-e1ectron 

In order to improve upon the Hartree-Fock results one must 
include correlation corrections. In doing this, initially the 
author will maintain the same physical definition for the energy 
bands as in the Koopmans' case. That is, the bands now become 
quasi-particle bands in which the energy of an occupied level is 
the negative of the energy needed to create it, and the energy 
of the virtual states are the negative of the energy recovered 
in creating it. This is in keeping with the earlier usage of 
the electronic pQ1aro,r model and its extensions as discussed by 
Pante1ides et a1. 13 ,1 ,15 

It is now necessary to discuss correlation corrections. 
The first problem is that of size consistency (The total energy 
is an extensive quantity).16,17 In fact the total energy of an 
infinite solid is infinite and only the energy/molecule is 
finite. Unfortunately, the energy change upon ionization is 
also finite and the energy change/molecule vanishes. That is 
the energy difference is still finite. Similar considerations 
apply to excitations of the n-e1ectron system. A simple clas
sical way to view this is to realize that the size of the wave 
created by hurling a brick into a pond is largely independent of 
the size of the pond. Therefore we mus t establish a size con
sistent framework for the system total energies in such a way 
that formally we can obtain differences in extensive quantities, 
cancelling the infinities before we compute finite differences. 
Alternately, we may reduce the size of the systems so that total 
energy determinations are possible. 

Let us work in a local representation here. This is appro
priate since many molecular solids are filled shell systems. 
For notational simp1icitiy, designate the Wannier function 
W Net) as the i th Wannier function about site RN• Form a com
plete set of Wannier orbitals describing the ground state of the 
neutral, N-e1ectron solid in the Hartree-Fock limit. We will 
use them to generate the ion states as well. For a system of N
electrons the Hamiltonian is 

H = f - t\2 V2 -f r !I;2 + t f J 1 ~ (4) 
i=1 2m i i=1 1=1 Ir- II i=1 J=1 Irij I 

The electronic has mass m, and is charrG e, ZI is the atomic 
number of the nucleus at site r. The i electron has coordin
ate 1i and the Ith nucleus has coordinate Rr In terms of 
Wannier Functions, in the single determinant limit, the energy 
of the system is 
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00 2 f!1 Z e 2 
EN =.2 < wi! I-.fro ,,2 - 2 Jit IWi!> (5) 

1j J=1 Ir- j I 

+ * ~~) [e2 e2 
£ J1 <wiIWjJlrI2IwiIWjJ> - < WiIWjJlrI2IWjJWiI> 

The symbol (N) on the summation implies sums over all states in 
the occupied N electron space. To keep the physics of the en
ergy bands discussed earlier we need to look at the N-I and N+l 
electron system next. 

Let the ground state of the N-electron Hartree-Fock system 
be designated as IN> and let a+PI ' a pI create or destroy a 
Wannier function at site I with other quantum numbers p. We 
adopt the conventive that quantum numbers i, j, k etc., refer to 
occupied orbitals, a, b, c to virtual orbitals and 0, p, q to 
either/both. A Slater determined of the N-I body system is 

IN-I; jB > :: ajBIN > 

This will by symmetry adapted later. 
value of this state is simply 

(6) 

The energy expectation 

(7 ) 

Here F(N) is simply the N-e1ectron ground state Hartree-Fock 
operator. Similarly one may obtain the off diagonal matrix 
elements between two states IN-I, iA> and IN-I, jB>. These are: 

iAjB _ I I DN- I - <wjB F(N) wiA>. (8) 

One may project on the state IN-l lb> to form a proper transla
tional invariant Bloch function, W~- (k): 

i~'R w/N- I ) (~) = ~ hi e BIN-I; jB) (9) 

In terms of eqs (5)-(9) one may construct a band structure in 
terms of Wannier-functions and Slater de terminante for the 
occupied orbitals. These are yet uncorre1ated. One may treat 
the N+I body states similarly. Furthermore, recognizing that EN 
in eq (11) is infinite and also irrelevant, since energy changes 
are needed, we proceed to define En as 0, and thus simplify our 
computation. 

A framework is needed in order to simply correlate this 
problem since the simple single Slater determinants In-I, jB) 
are highly degenerate, and within a band, the Wj (k) are nearly 
degenerate. Consider the problem in a general framework 
initially. H is a Hamiltonian, 
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H - H + V. o 

We assume that the eigenstates of Ho are known as 

89 

(10) 

(ll) 

The projector onto a given eigenstate of Ho say CPi is Pi and is 
given as 

Pi = Icp i ><cP i I· 

Furthermore a projector onto the first n states say is F and 

n n 

F = L 
i=I 

I cP i ><cP i I = L Pi· 
i=I 

(I2) 

Assume we order our eigenfunction 
interest lie in the range 0 to n. 
are degenerate with these states. 
equation: 

of Ho so that the states of 
Furthermore no other states 

Now let us solve the desired 

F/1jI = EIji = (H +V)1jJ. 
o 

Let us chose a Wj for 1 < j < n, then: 

(I-F)(Ho -wj )1jJ = (l-F)(E-Wj -V)1jJ 

One may commute (I-F) with Ho-wj and proceed to see 

(13) 

(14) 

1jJ = ~ + (Ho -Wj )-1 (I-F) (E-Wj -V)1jJ. (15) 

Furthermore; 

so that 

n 
~ L 1Tk CPk = cpo 

k=I 
(16) 

Therefore 

[1 - (H -w.)-I (I-F)(E-w -V)j1j! cpo 
o J j 

(17) 

If one defines 

T = {I - (H -w )-1 (I-F)(E-W.-V)}-I, 
o j J 

(18) 
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then 

1/1 = t</>. 

Furthermore one can show that 
n 

(E-Wi ) 1T i = L 1Tk Vik , 
k=l 

where 
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(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Eqs. (20) and (21) define a perfectly good algebraic eigenvalue 
equation for the system energies. To proceed further, one 
expands the inverse appearing in T. That is, 

or 

'IT = N + V _1_ (1-P)(E-w -V) + 
Ho-wj j 

= V, 

co 

Vik = Vik + L _a_ Vi Vak • 
a=N+l wj-wa a 

(22) 

(23) 

The structure of the eigenvalue problem defined by Eqs (20), 
(21) and (23) is now clear. The matrix elements to lowest 
approximation are similar to those of second order R.S.P.T. and 
this is clearly a size consistent approach. If all the eigen
vectors in the first n are degenerate, one recovers normal de
generate perturbation theory. Consider our problem, where we 
use Wannier functions, this framework makes our approach 
clear. First correlate the single Slater determinant of Wannier 
functions, then proceed with Bloch symmetry projection to remove 
the degeneracy. The N-body wavefunction has proper Bloch 
symmetry for closed band systems. By USing a proper choice of A 
in the Adams-Gilbert local orbital formulation called AW one may 
obtain Wannier orbitals. 1 The actual choice of AW is not 
important, only that such exist. Then 

The first order Fock-Dirac density matrix is p. 
constructs a zero order Hamiltonian. For a 
electrons, Ho is defined as 

From this one 
system of M-

(25) 
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and then the perturbation, V becomes 

V:= H - H 
o 

(N) 
E(N) E + L L 

N iDjJ aA>bB 

IVaAbB I2 
iIjJ 
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(26) 

(27) 

Here the summation (N) indicates all Wannier orbitals in the N
electron state. The matrix element is simply 

2 2 

v~~~~ = <wiIwjJ I;12' WaAWbB>-<WiIWjJI;12'WbBWaA> (28) 

The N-body orbitals will be used to describe both the N-1 and 
N+l body states. Brillouin's theorem is not valid for such 
states. Consider first the N-1 body problem. Let Wannier 
orbital wiB be deleted from the N-body ground state. Then to 
second order one finds that 

aA2 L 'F (N-1 ; iB) j I , (N+l) 
E(N-1,iB) = E _D iBiB + L 

n N-1 

(N-l) 

+ L 
kK>jJ 

L 
aA>bC 

IVaAbB ,2 
kK,jJ 

jI aA E:jI-E: aA 
(29) 

In Eq (19) the V is still as defined in Eq (18) and F(N-l; iB) is 
obtained by deleting terms referring to orbital wiB from F(N). 
Therefore 

(30) 

One proceeds in like fashion for the N+1 electron case, adding 
WCB to the N electron state. 

E + DcBcB 
(N+1) 

E(N+l;cB) = + L L N N+l 
jJ aA 

I aAI2 F(N+l ,cB) jJ 

E:jJ-E: aA 
(31 ) 

(N+l) 
+ L L 

jJ>kK aA>dD E: jJ +e: kK -E: aA -E: aD 

In Eq (21) V remains as in Eq (18) and F(N+l; cB) is obtained by 
adding terms referring to orbital wcB to the N-electron Fock 
operator. 

One may obtain the physically interesting energy 
differences from these expressions. The ionization potentials 
are defined by E(N) E(N-1;iB). This difference called 
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here !J. iB 

!J. iB = 

(N) 

+L 
jJ# iB 

Likewise the electron affinity terms are 
Then 

/ViBaA /2 
jJk.K 

obtained 

A.B.KUNZ 

(32) 

by letting 
!J. CB = E(N+l;CB)-E(N). 

CB)aA I2 (N+l) IF(N+l, (N+l) 
!J. = ncBcB + L L jJ L L + 

cB N+l jJ EjJ - E aA aA n aA>dD*cB 

/vaAdD/2 /vcBaA /2 
(33) 

(N+l) 
ncB L L njJ 

En + E cB - EaA - e dD En + EjJ - E -EaA iDjJ aA*cB cB 

It is these formulas we will use in this study. 

One final piece is needed to complete this theory. This is 
to include the actual effect of electron-hole interaction upon 
excitation. An accurate method of doing this for both tightly 
bound or loose~y bound excitations has been recently given by 
Kunz and Flynn. 

The essential point is to use the Hartree-Fock bands as a 
basis set after incorporation of correlation corrections into 
the band energies. The Fock ground state IN> is then used to 
describe schematically the process. Let av(t) annihilate a 
valence electron of wavevector t and let a~(t) create a conduc
tion electron of wavevector t. Consider the state then: 

(34) 

It is only states like this which can be reached from the ground 
state via optical processes. Furthermore all such ground 
states IN,~> correspond to the same total crystal wavevector; 
that of the ground state. The most general excited state that 
one may access is then IN, E), where 

(35) 

In this sum, the ground state IN> is excluded because it differs 
in parity from the excited state. By finding the ate and (N, 
EIHIN, E>, one may determine the spectrum of the solid including 
electron-hole interaction. This is achieved by means of a CI 
calculation among the states IN, t.>. The formation of such ex-
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citon states is not an extensive property and size cOijsistency 
is not a problem as demonstrated by Kunz and Flynn. Exact 
implementation of such an infinite CI is of course impossible 
and we use a finite number of states, some 270 configurations. 
A second approximation is made as well. This is to truncate the 
coulomb interaction at the boundary of a unit cell. This is not 
unreasonable for tightly bound excited systems as in the case of 
CH4 particularly since the large lattice constant (11.14 au) en
closes a substantial volume in a unit cell. The dominant conse
quence of this is to allow the formation of only a single bound 
exciton, not an entire Rydberg series below the bands. However 
when the coefficients <tk are used to evaluate the optical re
sponse one finds substantial adj ustment over the Hartree-Fock 
results. These changes are due to the redistribution of 
oscillator strength to the bottom of the conduction band due to 
the inclusion of electron-hole interaction. 

The alternate approach employed is to use a finite molecu
lar cluster simulation. This is also done using the method of 
local orbitals. In this case one partitions the system into the 
cluster and the environment. The environment imposes itself on 
the cluster by means of a bounding potential. The methods of 
doing this are well represented in ine literature, and a general 
approach is given by Kunz and Klein which need not be repeated 
here. Correlation is imposed using the. technique of this sec
tion and in particular eqs. (20), (21) and (23) as needed. For 
non-degenerate states of course, these reduce to ordinary second 
order RSPT. Most cases considered here are not degenerate in 
the cluster limit, but for those cases for which degeneracy i~ a 
problem, we have found the full approach to be very powerful. 1Y 

III. Results for Solid CH4 

A Gaussian basis set was first developed for the CH4 mole
cule in free space and then reoptimized for the crystal to allow 
accurate description of the energy bands, occupied and virtual. 
It was found easy to obtain accurate valence bands, but that the 
conduction bands were quite sensitive to the choice of outer or
bital. The variational principal applies to the solution of the 
one particle states in a LeMO formalism, and the selection of 
the basis is quite easy. In practice, the conduction bands are 
found to be stable against small changes in basis set. The va
lence structure here agrees well with that obtained after 
corrections to formalism by Piela et al. 8 , 20,21 The conduc tion 
bands are in very poor agreement however. This is due to the 
far too restrictive basis set employed in the Piela ~ al. 8 cal
culation of the virtual bands. In performing this calculation, 
some idealizations are needed. A lattice constant of 11.14 au, 
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in agreement with Piela et al. is used and the C sub lattice is 
fixed as a fcc one as perexperiment. The four H's form in 
tetrahedra about the C in a unit cell. In the real world, the 
tetrahedra do not allign from one cell to another but have 
orientational disorder. We, as did Piela et al. fix the H's in 
an ordered fcc lattice as well. The currentcalculation uses 
the same geometry as does Piela~ al. The C-H distance is ob
tained computationally from Beck and for a lattice constant of 
11.14 au, the equilibrium constant, is essentially the same C-H 
distance as in the free molecule. 

Although the Hartree-Fock band results overestimate any 
reasonable blfnd gap, they do reduce the Piela gap by about 13.6 
eV however, and one need add correlation along the lines 
suggested in Section II. In performing the correlation correc
tion computations, the author deviates from the ideals expressed 
in the preceding section to the extent that instead of solving 
for a set of rather complicated, orthogonal Wannier functions as 
implied by the derivations, one approximates these by a set of 
local orbitals. In obtaining these the unit on which localiza
tion occurs is the CH4 molec~~e is used, and also the appropri
ate multicenter localization. These orbitals are quite local, 
the valence-valence overlaps being 0.03 or less here. First 
order overlap corrections are made in the inter molecular terms 
for further precision. Due to the procedure adopted, all orders 
of overlap in the large intra molecular overlaps arei"ncluded 
exactly. The inclusion of these corrections is essential if one 
wishes to achieve quantitative accuracy. In evaluating the 
perturbation sums, d orbitals on the C atom and p orbitals on 
the H atoms were added to the band structure basis set. The 
effect of the several contributions to Eqs (32) and (33) are 
gi ven in Table 1. There we call the second term on the right 
hand sides of Eqs (32) and (33) the relaxation and the sum of 
the second and third terms, which come from two electron virtual 
excitations, clearly represent correlation terms. 

The energy bands for CH4 including correlation are shown in 
Figure 1. The density of electron states is also seen in these 
figures. As is clear from these figures, the band gap is in
direct and from f 1Sv to XS'C. The direct gap is at the X point 
and is XS'v to XS'C. The correlated indirect gap is found to be 
13.0 eV, and the correlated direct gap is found to be 13.3 eV. 

Finally, one computes the position of the exciton levels in 
CH4 • This is accomplished using the method given in Section II 
which has been more fully described in Ref. 9. In this calcu
lation the coulomb interactive is treated as a one molecule 
interaction. The effective electron-hole interaction is here 
computed to be S.4 eV. This is the value of the Vo discussed in 
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Table 1 

Contributions to the ionization potential and electron 
affinity of solid CH4 are shown as a function of lattice 
parameter. Results are given for the correlation correction and 
the relaxation correction. Results are in eVe 

a 11.14 au 10.50 au I 10.00 au 
valence correlation 0.1 eV 0.2 eV I 0.4 eV 
valence relaxation 1.2 eV 1.2 eV I 1.2 eV 
conduction correlation -.7 eV -.8 eV F -.9 eV 
conduction relaxation ~O.O eV ~O.O eV ~O.O eV 
net gap change -2.0 eV -2.2 eV -2.5 eV 

L X 2.0 r K 2.00 N 

2 
- ->-

0:: 

0.0 >-- C' .... 
0> 

L' Ii5 x' c 
3 5 W 

L2' X4, 

L, r, X, 

k 
-2.0 

k 
-2.0 

N(E)arb 

Figure 1 The correlated band structure of solid CH4 and 
density of states in shown for lattice parameter = 
11.14 au. 

I 
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Ref. 9. Using this value, the exciton is found ~~ be at 10.9 eV. 
The optical spectrum of Koch and Skibowski does find a 
spectral peak at 11.0 eV and this may well be our exciton. A 
more quantitative analysis of the optical response is not 
possible at this time because the highest valence and lower 
conduction bands are of like symmetry and the techniques 
developed in Ref. 9 and currently available do not permit a cal
culation of the optical response for the case in which the band 
to band transitions are dipole forbidden only the positions. 
Therefore! the author reluctantly contents himself with using 
only the k conserved joint density of states in comparison with 
the measured reflectance spectrum shown in Figure 2.24 As is 
clear from this figure, even if one were to include the exciton 
at 11. a eV, a fair degree of discrepancy remains. This is 
largely at low energy. This discrepancy is expected. A similar 
result is seen in the free CH4 molecule and is due to the 
mobility of the H nuclei and their large zero point motion. The 
excited CH4 molecule can lower its energy by about 1.6 eV by 
relaxing from ideal TD geometry to D2h geometry. Due to large 
zero point motion it may be possible to excite from the ground 
state TD geometry directly into the relaxed, distorted D2h 
geometry directly. This certainly appears to be the case in toe 
free molecule and a discussion of this is being prepared by Beck 
and Kunz. 25 If one assumes the same type of Jahn-Teller distor
tion is present in the solid, a distorted exciton line would 
then appear at about 9.3 eV. This is shown as a dotted line in 
Figure 1. Since the first experimental peak in solid CH4 lies 
at 9.6 eV, this inclusion greatly enhances the comparison of 
theory and experiment. In addition the low energy continuous 
spectrum between about 12 and 14 eV would be enhanced in 
strength by the redistribution of ~scillator strength due to 
exciton formation as was seen in LiF. 

Large scale cluster calculation for bulk CH4 (13 molecules 
or 65 atoms) and for the CH4 surf ace (9 molecules or 45. atoms) , 
including all electrons and correlation via the perturbative 
route, have been recently performed by Beck. 26 These calcu
lations are for the excitons alone and tend to confirm the 
energy band results qualitatively and quantitatively. The 
specific details of the perturbation treatment for large systems 
is well described in the literature. 27 

IV. Conclusions 

The essential conclusions are few and simple. These are 
one can construct a satisfactory, self-consistent Hartree-Fock 
band structure for molecular solids, including the conduction 
bands, if one carefully optimizes the basis set. If one wishes 
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to obtain quantitative comparisons with experiment, the 
inclusion of correlation corrections is essential. Furthermore, 
in describing the ion states in terms of the neutral sys tem 
orbitals corrections termed relaxation corrections are needed. 
It is seen here, using a Wannier basis, how such arise and may 
be included. It is also seen that inclusion of electron-hole 
interaction is needed if one is to quantitatively study the 
optical spectrum. In addition, due to the light mas of Hone 
need also be prepared to include Jahn-Teller distortion if one 
is to be fully quantitative. 
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Figure 2 The optical joint density of state is shown for solid 
CH4 along with the TD geometry exciton position and 
probable D2N geometry exciton. The optical reflectivity 
of Ref. 24 is also shown 
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CALCULATION OF THE MECHANICAL AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES 
OF POLYETHYLENE INCLUDING ELECTRON CORRELATION EFFECTS 

ABSTRACT 
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1m Neuenheimer Feld 280, 0-6900 Heidelberg, FRG 
and Chair for Theoretical Chemistry, Friedrich
Alexander-University Erlangen-Nurnberg, 
Egerlandstr. 3, 0-8520 Erlangen, FRG 

The microscopic longitudinal elastic modulus, devi
ations from Hooke's law, the maximum of the retractive 
force and tensi I strength are calculated for single in
finite polyethylene chains using a first principle crys
tal orbital method and including electron correlation 
effects by perturbation theory. The ultraviolet spect
rum of polyethylene is interpreted in terms of singlet 
charge transfer excitons. 

1. CALCULATION OF THE GROUND STATE ENERGY 

The investigation of the response of macromolecules 
to external mechanical forces or to electromagnetic 
fields may basically contribute to our understanding of 
the structural and functional properties of these systems. 
The starting point of all studies of this kind is the pro
per description of the equilibrium (ground) state of the 
molecule without external fields. In our a priori calcu
lations, the ground state energy is obtained in two steps: 
as a zeroth order approximation the Hartree-Fock(HF) con
tribution is calculated by the ab initio crystal orbital 
method (1,2) and el·ectronic correlation effects are inclu
ded by perturbation theory afterwards. 
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1.1 Zeroth-order HF many-electron wavefunction 

To obtain HF wavefunctions of appropriate qual ity for 
infinite systems, the following problems have to be 
solved: 
i) Choice of symmetry adapted one-particle states: one 
has the possibility'to use either infinitely extended 
Bloch-states or spatially more or less local ized Wannier 
functions (WF's) as basis set to expand the many-electron 
wave function. The superiority of this latter set is unam
biguos only in perturbation theory since it leads to re
latively large matrix eigenvalue problems at the one
particle level and also the localization of the resulting 
WF's is not always optimal. We prefer, therefore, the use 
of Bloch-type basis functions, which are not only easier 
to calculate but provide at the same time also the eigen
values of the Fock operator needed for the construction 
of the Green function. The price of this choice is, on the 
other hand, that a rather sophisticated procedure has to 
be applied to obtain properly localized WF's for the pur
pose of perturbation theory. 

i i) Both the Bloch and Wannier functions are expanded in 
a Gaussian-type atomic basis set. Three such basis sets 
of increasing size have been applied in these calculations: 
the minimal STO-3G (3), the extended 6-31G(4) and a third 
one containing d-type polarization functions on carbon 
and p - fun c t ion son h y d r 0 g e n ( 6 - 3 1 G*It) ( 5). The pol a r i z a t ion 
functions turn out to be especially important in calcu
lating the correlation contribution to the ground state 
energy. 

iii) The infinite lattice sums have to be truncated in 
such a way that both the balance between the repulsive 
and attractive terms and the translational symmetry are 
preserved (6). Since the elementary cel I of polyethylene 
(PE) has no dipole moment, the purely electrostatic in
teractions converge very fastly (the leading term is the 
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction) and the long range 
tai I of the lattice sums is determined by the exchange 
potential. An early cut-off of this contribution leads, 
however, even in an otherwise correct truncation scheme 
to numerical instabilities (7). In fact, depending on the 
basis set applied, no physically reasonable HF solutions 
can be 0 b t a i ned fo r P E un til the 4 t h to 5 t h i n t era c tin g 
neighbors are included and for a proper convergence eight 
neighbors were needed in these calculations. 

iv) For substantial alongations, the symmetry adapted 
(restricted) HF solution does not represent a physically 
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proper reference state for perturbation theory. Fortuna
tely, spin-polarized (unrestricted HF,UHF )states could 
be found in the region of 30-40 percent elongation (£) 
and with the help of thei r density matrices, the UHF 
solution could be traced back until E~O.IO. The HF pro
ved to be, however, triplet stable for E~O.IO. 

1.2 Correlation energy calculations 

The M~ller-Plesset (MP) partitioning scheme (8) of the 
Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory provides a size
consistent scheme for the calculation of electron corre
lation effects in polymers (9). Earlier studies with this 
method (10-13) have shown that physically interpretable 
results can be expected even in second order if the ato
mic basis set is large enough. The following three metho
dological problems have to be considered for these calcu
lations: 
i) The matrix elements of the perturbation operator can 
be calculated only with the help of WF's in an economic 
way. To obtain spatially well localized WF's, we have 
applied a variational optimization procedure to the free 
phase of the Bloch functions before Fourier-transforming 
them. 
ii) The correlation energy is especially sensitive to 
short-range effects, therefore, all virtual excitations 
involving states of large quasi-momentum (or equivalently, 
high-lying energy bands in the reduced zone scheme) have 
to be included into the calculation. 
iii) Though the RHF-based perturbation theory is more eco
nomic, the UHF-type reference functions are indispensable 
in the region where the improper dissociation properties 
of the RHF states become observable. 

2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

Different experimental and theoretical procedures for 
the investigation of the deformation properties of PE 
have been discussed in a recent paper (13) in more detail. 
In this contribution, we present shortly only those new 
theoretical results which throw some more I ight for the 
role of various electronic effects in determining the 
longitudinal elastic modulus and the deviations from 
Hooke's law in PE. 

As a first step, we have optimized the geometrical 
structure of the polymer both at the HF and HF+MP levels 
using the previously mentioned atomic basis sets. Since 
the changes within the methylene group affect to only a 
small extent the energetic processes taking place within 
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the carbon chain, in the case of extended basis sets 
as well as for correlation calculations the coordinates 
of the methylene group were fixed at the HF/STO-3G values. 
In stretching the polymer, we constrained it to preserve 
planarity and reoptimized its structural parameters for 
different values of E. 

2.1 Microscopic Young1s modulus 

From the total energy of the polymer per elementary 
cel I as a function of the stretch we can extract the 
longitudinal elastic modulus given by Y=(I/A)~Fz/~I, 
where I is the length and A the effective cross-sectional 
area of a monomer unit and Fz is the force per monomer 
acting along the polymer axis z: Fz=4E tot /al. The values 
obtained for Yare shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. Theoretical values of the longitudinal 
elastic modulus of PE obtained with the HF and 
HF+MP methods using different atomic basis sets 
(in GPa units). 

Atomic basis 

STO-3G 

6-31G 

6- 31 G** 

HF 

417 

339 

334 

HF+MP 

362 

303 

276 

The corresponding experimental values determined by 
different types of measurements scatter between 240 and 
360 GPa (13). The longitudinal acoustic mode, corres
ponding to accordionlike vibrations of the planar PE 
chain can be best compared with the theoretically inves
tigated deformations. The Raman spectroscopical measure
ments result for this mode Y=290 GPa (14). 

2.2 Deviations from Hooke1s law 

We expect from theoretical considerations that a simple 
Hookean model cannot properly describe the mechanical 
behaviour of macromolecules in the region of large strains 
arising from covalent bond deformation. Furthermore, it 
can also be expected that correlation effects become 
increasingly important during such deformations. Fig 1. 
shows the retractive force acting on a PE chain at diffe
rent elongations. We can observe that the deviation from 
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Hooke's law starts at £-0.05 and it becomes really substan
tial in the region of £"'0.1-0.2. The use of an UHF refe
rence function modifies the results to a large extent 
in the region of £-0.2-0.4. The maximum of the retractive 
force is reached at f=0.38 for HF-MP (f=0.814 mdyn) and 
at £=0.31 for UHF-MP (f=0.631 mdyn), respectively. The 
corresponding maxima of the microscopic tensil strength 
are at 44.6 and 34.2 GPa, respectively. 

f 
(mdyn) 

1.0 

UHF-+MP 
0.5 

0.2 0.3 0.4 

E. 

FIGURE 1. The retractive force acting on a 
single PE chain at different elongations. 

3. CALCULATION OF THE UV SPECTRUM 

For the theoretical description of the optical pro
perties in covalently bound macromolecules neither of the 
classical (Frenkel- or Wannier-type) exciton models is 
appropriate. A physically more sound basis for the solu
tion of this problem is provided by Takeuti's charge 
transfer exciton theory (15) within the framework of the 
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one particle Green function approximation. An a priori 
implementation of this procedure has been described in 
more detail in Ref.16. It can be summarized in the 
following steps: 

i) As starting point, the wavefunction of an excited 
electron-hole (e-h) pair is obtained in the form 

(1) 

where fv is the wavefunction (Slater determinant) of 
the completely filled valence band, d7 creates ~ hgle 
in the cell Rl and ar creates an electron at RI+R . 
(IR 1 is the separatio'hsof the e-h pair.) All one-pafticle 
stafes are described by WF's localized at the corres
ponding cell. 

ii) A symmetry adapted projection is formed with exciton 
quasi-momentum K: 

...... 
Y of/2. i. K'R€ '1:. W. ':::: (2) 

s,K'" c t e be-,t. 

(N c stands for the number of elementary cells.) 

iii) The complete excitonic wavefunction is formed as a 
I inear combination of excitons with proper quasi-momentum 
but with different spatial extensions: 

N 

T;;'" 2: 12 .. ,:p .. (3) 
~=1 s, I< - S,t< 

The corresponding Schrodinger equation 

'" H TK ~ ER YK. (4) 

provides the exciton dispersion EK. It can be solved 
by applying the resolvent formal ism if we separate the 
Hami ltonian in the form 

,. ,. ,. ,. '" 1\ 

H .. He'" ~J,. + He,k. 'i Ho + He,,-

The Schrodinger equation takes in this case the form 

(6) 
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and the substitution of ~R in terms of symmetry adapted 
excitonic 'basis functions'f$)~ leads to the matrix 
equation 

12 i< ;;:. ~ ( E:K ) . ~ ( K ). /2 K 

fi~ ~ 
_I< is here a vector with elements .J"s,i< ,~(EK) is the 
one-particle Green matrix of the periodic crystal and 
V(K) contains the matrix elements of the e-h interac
tion(16). The single-particle energies entering the 
calculation of il,(E'K) playa crucial role in determining 
the exciton levels. On the other hand. previous experience 
has shown that the reorganization of pair correlation 
bonds in the course of creating an electron and a hole 
substantially influences these quantities(10). Using the 
electron polaron model (9,10), we calculated them for PE 
besides the HF also at the correlated quasiparticle 
level (Table 2). 

TABLE 2. Comparison of different theoretical 
and experimental quantities characterising the 
ground state electronic structure of PE(in eV). 

H F ka Q' b E c artree- oc uasl-part. xp. 

Ionization potential 

Valence band width 

Electron affinity 

Conduction band width 

10.2 

6.2 

3.2 

4.3 

Fundamental gap 13.4 

8.5 

5.4 

1 .8 

3.8 

10.3 

a)RHF-method using 6-31G*~ atomic basis set. 

7.6-8.8 

6.0 

0.6 -1 .2 

8.8 

b)Electron polarons from RHFtMP theory and 6-31G«~ basis. 
c) 

Re f. 17. 

With the help of the resulting Green matrix we have solved 
the system of homogeneous I inear equations (7) for singlet 
excitons assuming different maximal e-h separations for 
'fK in Equ.(3). The resulting Eit curve (Fig. 2.) shows 
that the Frenkel exciton (N=O) contributes only a small 
part (0.32 eV) to the whole exciton binding energy 
(E b=1.63 eV). The importance of the charge transfer type 
excitations can be understood if we look at Fig. 3. 
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conduction band I 
Vtllllllllllill III I 

10 

9 

singlet exciton, K'"O 

8 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 

N 

FIGURE 2. The energy of the K=O singlet exciton 
in PE measured from the top of the valence band. 
N is the maximum of al lowed e-h separations 
measured in C2H4 units. 

showing the weight of e-h pairs with increasing separa
tion in the total excitonic wavefunction. 

The comparison of the theoretical absorption edge 
at 8.67 eV in Fig. 2 with the strong absorption 
observed in PE in the region of 7.6-8.8 eV (17) 
suggests a description of the optical properties 
in terms of charge transfer excitons in this polymer. 
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!IGURE 3. The weight of e-h pairs with radius 
IR I in the wavefunction of the K=O singlet 
e~citon of PE (s is measured in C2H4 units). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Organic conductors which are based on organometallic com

pounds have gained more importance recently. New types of low

dimensional polymeric compounds, most containing metallomacro

cycles, have been synthesized and extensively investigated [1,2]. 

Metal complexes containing macrocycles e.g. the phthalo

cyanine (PcR2 ) [!], can be assembled in three different ways: As 

ladder-polymers [3-5]and as plane-polymers [5,6]. Especially 

interesting is the third mode of assembling, the stacked 

arrangement. Elements for this arrangement are planar or nearly 

planar metallomacrocyclic systems (see Fig. la), containing 

It -electrons, the central metal-atom being surrounded by four 

coordinating nitrogen atoms. This arrangement leads to low

dimensional compounds with the possibility of electron delocali

zation by II-II-overlap of the macrocycles, or, in few cases by 

direct metal-metal contact, resulting after partial oxidation 

(doping) in highly conducting materials. 

111 
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In addition to phthalocyanine (PcH Z ) [l J, (tetrabenzotetra

azaporphyrin), octaethylporphyrin (CEPHZ) [~J, tetramethyl

porphin (TMPHZ) [~), tetrabenzoporphyrin (TBPHZ ) [~), dihydro

dibenzotetraaza[ 14] annulene (taaHZ ) [~] and hemiporphyrazine 

(HpH2 ) [~] (see Fig. 2) are examples of macrocycles which have 

been investigated in efforts to construct low-dimensional 

conductors [6-16]. 

Fig.2 CH 3 

HSC2 C2HS 

H3C CH3 

C2Hs 

C2HS CH3 

3 

h ~N:Q N N-(XN" ,N)I) , " , 
~ I "M, I /- aM~ N N 

V - \ N/. : \ 

5 6 M=H2 
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The metallomacrocycles, e.g. phthalocyaninatometals, on the 

other hand, only very seldom crystallize in the ·stacked arrange

ment shown in Fig. la. Generally the packing is different, as is 

illustrated in Fig. Ib corresponding schematically to the 

so-called CI. - or B-modificati.on and is not favorable for the 

formation of a conduction band by 11 -11 -overlap of the macro

cycles. Stacked metal complexes in general have been reviewed 

recently [2,8]. PcNi, for example crystallize as show in 

Fig. lb. It is an insulator with a conductivity < 10-11 S/cm 

(polycrystalline samples). Doping with iodine leads to PcNiI 
x 

(x = a - 1.74) ~ith 13 - (and less often 15 -) as the counter-ion. 

Oxidative doping with iodine results in highly increased con

ductivities of the polycrystalline material. The iodinated metal 

complex of the stOichiometry PcNi 11 •0 forms s tacked structures 

analogous to Fig. la as shown by crystal structure determination 

[7,12,13]. The PcNi-macrocycles are staggered by 39.5° with an 

interplanar distance of 324.4 pm [7], and with 13 as counter

ions leading to a charge distribution of 

(PcNi)+0.33 (13 -)0.33" The stacks of PcNi are surrounded by 

four parallel channels which contain linear chains of disordered 

13 ions. In the stacking direction, the PcNiI-crystals show a 

conductivity of 0RT = 260 - 750 S/cm and behave as a metal down 

to 100 mK. 

The reason for the high conductivity of PcNil1 • 0 is still not 

fully understood. It appears that one of the essential pre

requisi tes for a facile charge rr.obility is indeed a molecular 

stacking as shown in Fig. la with planar rings containing 

11 -electrons, and with distances allowing the intermolecular 

interactions necessary for establishing a conduction pathway. 

Another criterion for high conductivity, though less well inter

preted, is the formal partial oxidation (incomplete charge 

transfer, mixed valence, non-integral oxidation state) by the 
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dopant (halcgen). In general only the macrocycles are affected 

by the dopant through the formation of l[ -radical cations. The 

central met.al atom plays an inferior role, as for example in 

(PcNi) I where the central Ni 2+ ion does not change in formal 

oxidation state. 

2. BRIDGED MACROCYCLIC METAL COMPLEXES 

As pointed out earlier, metallomacrocycles and many of the 

halogen doped systems do not crystallize in stacks, thereby not 

meeting one of the prerequisites for high conductivity. In 

addition segregated stacks are often not fonr.ed; the stacking 

repeat distances and the donor-acceptor distances can not be 

controlled in any way. By using oxidizing dopants other than 

halogens, e.g. quinones, integrated stacks can be formed leading 

to insulators [1] for which a possible arrangement is shown in 

Fig. 3. 

Fig.3 
--0--

A 
--0--

A 
--0--

A 

A stacked quasi-one-dimensional arrangerr:ent cf the metallo

n:acrocycles can be achieved with the Kenney-Marks approach in 

which a face to face or cofacial arrangen:ent can be achieved by 
2-

linking the central metal atoms via bridging ligands (e.g. a ) 

through strong covalent bonds according to Fig. 4 ("chip and 

stick "-arrangemen t). 
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The polymetalloxanes [~] (M = Si, Ge, Sn) are formed by 

condEnsation of phthalocyaninatometaldihydroxides [7a-c] (M = 

Si. Ge, Sn). as demonstrated for the first time by Kenney et al 

(17.18]. The [PcMO]n-polymers [8a-c] and the corresponding 

halogen-doped polymetalloxanes [(PcMO)I] [9 J, which led to a 
y n -

new class of electrically conductive compounds were investigated 

in detail by T. J. Marks and his group [19-21]. Both [8a] and 

[8b] have high thermal and chemical stabilities. In fact, [ 8a] 

can be dissolved in conc. H2 S04 and in HS03 CB3 and can be 

recovered without change. 

Estimation of the average IT.ole.cular weights for [8a-cJ by IR 

end-group analysis, tritium labelling- and laser light scatter

ing experiments (in H2 S04 for [8a]) yields a degree of poly

merization of 70 - 140 subunits for [8a] and somewhat lower 

values for [8b] and [8e). Longer polymer ization times and high 

tempertatures seem to increase the molecular weights [20]. 

Partial oxidation of the [PcMO] -polymers [8a-cJ was carried 
n --

out using iodine and bromine as dopants. PcSi(OH)2 [7a) does not 
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absorb detectable quanti ties of 12 under the same conditions. 

That the doping of [PcMO] [8a, b] with halogens is an oxidation 
n --

process was demonstrated by UV/V1S-, EPR-, Resonance Raman- and 

transmission 1R-spectroscopy. The formation of (PcMO)y/3+(l/3 

13-) (M = Si, Ge, y 6 1.1) and the corresponding bromine corn-
y n 

pounds for M = Si is indicated C2l]; phthalocyanine It-radical 

cations and chains of I) counter-ions are generated. The doping 

is inhomogeneous, and a single limiting phase of y '" 1.1 is 

observed. 

The room-temperature conductivities of polycrystalline samples 

of [(PcSiO)1] and [(PcGeO)1] for various stoichiometries are 
y n y n 

given in Table 1. The conductivities are dependent upon the 

iodine uptake and are several powers of ten higher than the 

conductivities of nondoped [8a] and [8b]. From variable tempera

ture conductivity data it was concluded, that the room-tempera

ture conductivities are inversely proportional to the inter

planar ring-ring spacings, i.e. 0Si >OGe' 

Table 1 Pressed-Powder Electrical Conductivity 
Data for [(PcMO)1] Doped Polymers at 
Room Temperatureay n 

Room-temperature 
Compound conductivity (S/cm) 

[PcSiO] 
n 

[(PCSio)IO, 12] n 

[(PCSI0)I0, 7l]n 

[(PcSiO)Il, 55]n 

[PcGeO] 
n 

[(PcGeo)IO, 14] n 

[(PCGeO)IO•56 ]n 

[(PCGeO)11 ,08 Jn 

a From reference [21]. 

5 5 0 10-6 , 
1,4 0 10-3 

3,2 0 10-1 

1,4 
2 2.10-10 , 
2,6 0 10-6 

1,9 0 10-2 

1,1 0 10-1 
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Recently the syntheses of the peripherally alkylated ~-oxo

polymers [R4PcMO]n [IOa-d], R = ~-Bu, Tms; M = 8i, Ge, 8n (see 

Fig. 5) were carried out in our laboratory [22]. The presence of 

the bulky substituents in these compounds gives rise to high 

solubilities in common organic solvents like chloroform, methy

lene chloride, toluene, etc. The polymeric ~-oxo(tetraalkyl

phthalocyaninato)metal IVB derivatives [IOa-d] are accessible 

via thermal condensation of the corresponding monomeric di

hydroxy compounds [12a-d] in high vacuum or in boiling l-chloro

naphthalene. 

- -
lla-d 12a-d IOa-d 

a R = ~-Bu, M 8i, X Cl -
b R = !-Bu, M Ge, X CI 

c R = Tms, M = Ge, X = Cl -
d R = !-Bu, M = 8n, X = I 
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The polymers [ 10a-d] were characterized by their IR-, far-IR-, 

UV-VIS-spectra, microanalytical data and TG/DTA measurements. 

The chain length of [lOa] was estimated by infrared end-group 

analysis to have a minimum average value of n = 10. More accurate 

data were obtained via tritium labeling techniques, which 

indicated a degree of polymerization of n = 25 [23]. 

The undoped materials [lOa-d] show electrical conductivities 

which are similar to those of the peripherally unsubstituted 

polymers [8a-c]. 

The polymers [lOa-d] were doped following known heterogeneous 

procedures with iodine vapor (solid-gas phase), iodine solutions 

(solid-liquid) or by grinding of both components (solid-solid). 

The properties of these materials were compared with the solids 

obtained by homogeneous doping in solution (liquid-liquid). The 

samples are thermally stable up to 140'C. The dc-dark conducti

vities of the doped polymers [lOa-cl reach limiting values of 
-3 -4 --

10 S/cm (M = Si) and 10 S/cm (M = Ge) and show no significant 

variation with the doping procedure. 

A change in the bridging ligand was made in an 'attempt to get 

some information on the mechanism of the electrical conductivity 

of chalcogen bridged group IV B metals. Sulfur instead of oxygen 

was used in order to see if the better d-orbital overlap has an 

influence on the conductivity and on the 

phthalocyaninato-~-thiogermanium(IV) [PcGeS] 
n 

doping. Polymeric 

[13] was obtained 

in two independent ways [24]; by reacting PcGe(OH)2 [7b] with 
6 H2S under a pressure of 80 bar (8 ·10 Pa) at 130'C and through 

the reaction of [7b] with an excess of triphenylsilanethiol 

(Ph3SiSH) in refluxing chlorobenzene. The sulfur-bridged polymer 

was characterized by elemental analysis, IR/FIR and mass spectro

scopy. Further characterization was accomplished by chemical 
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means: [13] can be quantitatively hydrolyzed by NH3 /pyridine 

(1:1) to PcGe(OH)2 [7b] and by HCl/THF (1:6) to PcGeC1 2 , Evolv

ing H2 S was precipitated with CdC1 2 as CdS, 

In comparison with [PcGeO] [8b] , polycrystalline samples of 
n -

[13] do not show a pronounced increase in electrical conductivity 
- -9 [ ] (aRT = 2·10 S/cm), The doping of 13 with iodine under various 

conditions leads, in contrast to the analogous [PcGeO] [8b], to 
n -

decomposition by cleaving the germanium-sulfur bond. Doping with 

bromine leads to PcGeBr 2 , 

Polymeric stacks of bridged metallofluorophthalocyanines, 

[PcMF] [14], with M = Al, Ga, Cr (shown schematically in Fig. 6) 
n -

were first prepared by Kenney et al [25], [PcGaF] crystallizes 
n 

in stacks of nearly eclipsed PcGa-macrocycles connected by 

linear Ga-F-Ga bridges with interplanar distances of 387 pm as 

shown by X-ray analysis [26], 
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All known [PcMF] -polymers can be doped with iodine to yield 
n 

[ (PcMF) I] , where y, depending upon M, varies from 0.012 to 
y n 

3.3. The doped polymers were characterized by Raman- and IR-

spec troscopy, the former indicating the presence of 13 and IS 

as counter-ions [27]. The conductivity of [(PcMF)I] rises with 
y n 

increasing iodine content, the highest conductivity being ob-

served for [(PcAIF)I3 . 3 ]n (aRT = 5 S/cm, activation energy 

0.17 eV), which was prepared from sublimed [PcAIF] • 
n 

2- 2-
Bridging ligands other than 0 and S have also been used 

in our laboratory to prepare polymeric stacked metallomacro

cycles. Reaction of PcSiCl 2 [Sa] with a molar amount of bis

bromomagnesiumacety1ene [ 16] in boiling THF gave the polymer 

[17a] in nearly quantitative yields. 

PcSiCl2 

[15a] 

+ BrMgC=C-MgBr 

[16] 

THF 
[ PcSiC::C-] 

n 
[17a] 

-1 
It was characterized through Raman- (vc= C = 2150 cm ) and 

MS-spectroscopy as well as by chemical methods [28]. The reaction 

of PcSiC12 with the appropriate di-Grignard-compound gave 

[PcSiC::C-C::C-]n [18] and [PcSiC::C-C6 H4 -C::C]n [19]. [!2.], [18] 

and [19] are insulators with powder conductivities 10-12 S/cm. 

Doping with iodine leads to decomposition of the polymers. 

The basic problem with the reaction of phthalocyaninato IVB 

dichlorides [15] with mono- and bis-Grignard reagents of acety

lene and its derivatives is the poor solubility of [15] which 

results in a heterogeneous reaction mixture. These disadvantages 

led us to the synthesis of peripherally substituted phthalo

cyaninato derivatives which are known to be soluble in organic 

solvents: 
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+ 

M Ge, Sn 

R !.-Bu, 1ms 

BrMgC::CMgBr 

[16J 

- [R4PcMC::C]n 

[20] 

121 

-12 The powder conductivities of about 10 Stcm are similar to 

those of the peripherally unsubstituted derivatives ElL]. Doping 

leads to gross decomposition of the polymers [29]. 

3. BRIDGED MACROCYCLIC TRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES 

In the bridged macrocyclic systems mentioned so far, the con

duction pathway, with a few exceptions has been described as 

originating from It -It -overlap of the stacked metallomacrocycles 

which are separated by small distances. Only a minor role has 

been attributed to the central metal ion. 

The generation of a conduction pathway by x-x-overlap of the 

stacked metallomacrocycles, however, is not the only possibility 

allowing charge migration in bridged metal complexes. Another 

pathway can be brought about by bridging groups which allow 

electron migration from one metal atom to the other. For this 

purpose organic bridging ligands, containing (conjugated) 

1t -electrons, allowing delocalization along the chain are 

necessary. To retain a stacked, one-dimensional arrangement of a 

bridged polymer such as [21] shown in Fig. 7, the bridging 

ligand L, axial to the metal M, must be linear or at least have 

a sufficiently small M-L-M angle. Additionally, the central 

metal atom must be a transition metal with a preferred octa

hedral coordination e.g. Fe, Ru, Co, Mn or Cr. The Il-electron 

containing bridging group L may be cyanide or a polyatomic 

organic molecule, such as pyrazine, bipyridine, etc. The 
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structural flexibility of such bridged macrocyclic transition 

metal complexes provides a unique possibility to study systema

tically the physical properties of such compounds and to develop 

new conducting materials. 

In the construction of the polymers [21.] the three possible 

units: the macrocycle, the central metal atom M and the bridging 

ligand L have each been varied. 

The bridging ligand L in Fig. 7 can be axially linked to the 

central transition metal of the macrocycle in three different 

ways: 

A. By two O-bonds as shown in Fig. 7A. A possible bridging 

molecule for this type would be the acetyliddianion C=C2 -

B. With two coordinative bonds as shown in Fig. 7B. The bridging 

ligand here can be e.g. pyrazine (pyz), bipyridine (bpy) or 

1,4-diisocyanobenzene (dib). 

C. By one 0- and one coordinative bond, a possible bridging 

ligand would be the cyano group CN-. 

The type of binding of the bridging ligand L in combination 

with the specific electronic-interactions of the equatorial 

coordinated macrocycle is expected to have a major impact on a 

possible electron migration along the central metal-ligand

metal spine. 
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Fig.7 
AI 

8) 

CI 

A L = C~ C 2-

B L = eN (Pyzi. NJ-V (bpy), CN --Q-NC(dib) 

Type A. Two a-Bonds to the Central Metal Atom. 

In principle, the acetylenic group (-C::C-) can be used as a 

bridging ligand to link units of the metallomacrocycle through 

a -bonds. Such a polymer could exhibit interesting properties 

concerning conductivity. Extended Huckel Molecular Orbital 

(EHMO)-calculations have been carried out for a model substance 

[22] with the dianion of tetraazaporphin (TAP 2 -) as the macro-
2+ cycle, Fe as the central metal, and the dianion of acetylene 

(C::C)2- as the bridging ligand (Fig. 8) [30,31]. The EHMO

calculations and, particularly, group-theory considerations 

indicate that the resulting 13a1 crystal orbital in this type 

of polymer should be extremely concentrated along the central 

123 
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axis via the bridging group. This crystal orbital would be only 

partially filled therefore crossing the approximate Fermi level. 

In this way virtually metal-like electrical conductivity would 

be expected in the one-dimensional chain. 

Fi~ee dee r:1 
-D-c=c-Dc=c-~ 

0= TAp2-

22 

Since Li2 [PcFe(C::C-C6HS )2] -7THF has been reported in the 

literature [32] it was considered to be a monomeric model for 

the polymeric structure [ 22]. The same approaches used in pre

paration of the monomeric model have, so far, failed to produce 

the polymer. 

Type B. Two coordinative bonds to the central metal atom 

Our investigations in the field of polymeric bridged metallo

macrocycles were initiated with phthalocyaninatoiron (II), PcFe 

[23] (Fig. 7B, M = Fe), as a useful macrocyclic system [ 33]. In 

PcFe the iron ion is unsaturated electronically and also has 

additional sites for coordination. PcFe reacts to form a series 

of new monomeric PcFeL2 adducts [24a-e] (Fig. 9) with L = 

pyrazine (pyz), 2-methyl- (Mepyz), 2,6-dimethyl- (Me2PYz), 

2-ethyl- (Etpyz), or 2-chloropyrazine (Clpyz). 
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Fig.9 
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The pyrazine-bridged [PcFe(pyz)] [25] (Fig. 10) can be 
n 

easily synthesized. Solid B-PcFe suspended in a boiling solution 

of pyrazine in chlorobenzene reacts to yield insoluble 

[PcFe(pyz)] • A second synthetic route to [PcFe(pyz)] is avail-
n n 

able through simple extraction of monomeric PcFe(pyz)2. 

Using the same or comparable methods the polymers shown in 

Fig. 7B with Pc 2 - and M = Fe 2+, Co2+, L = bpy and dib have been 

prepared. The polymers are stable up to 240°C (for M = Fe and L 

= pyz) and up to 120°C for M = Co and L = pyz. The polymeric 

struc ture for [PcFe (pyz)] [25] for example has been proven by 
n -

TG-DTA-measurements, MoBbauer-spectroscopy and magnetic measure-

ments (the compound is diamagnetic). From IR-studies the degree 

of polymerisation was estimated to be >20. For [PcCo(pyz)] the 
n 

polymeric structure was deduced from its IR-, NIR- and ESR-

spectra [34]. 
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-5 -1 [PcFe(pyz)] shows a conductivity of 2-10 S -cm at room 
n 

temperature with an activation energy of 0.40 eV (pressed 

pellets). As shown in table 2 the conductivity of [25], which is 

10 7 times higher than the conductivity of PcFe(pyz)2' does not 

change considerably if the phthalocyanine ring is substituted in 

the peripherical positions as in [26] and [~]. The possibility 

for interleaving of the parallel Pc-rings in [25] from different 

chains appears unlikely, when comparing the conductivities of 

[25] with that of the ring-substituted polymers [26] and [ ~]. 

[25], [26] and ['!:2] (Table 2) show conductivities of the same 

order of magnitude. 

TABLE 2 Conductivities at RT of differently 

substituted [PcFe(pyz)] polymers. 
n 

[PcFe(pyz)] [25] 
n -

[(CH3)8PcFe(pyz)]n [26] 

[(CH30)8PcFe(pyz)]n [27] 

2 -10-5 

9-10-6 

5-10-6 

The conductivity does not change either if instead of pyz (lead

ing to a distance of 700 pm in between the Pc-rings) dib is used 

as the bridging ligand (distance Pc-Pc = 1150 pm). [PcFedib] 
n 

[28] shows a conductivity in the same order 0RT = 2.10-5 S·cm-1 • 

PcFe reacts with 1,4-diazabicyc1o[2.2.2] octane (dabco) in a 

melt to form the monomer PcFe(dabco)2 [29] or in a solvent 

(CHC1) with formation of the polymer [PcFe(dabco)]n [30]. In 

contrast to the polymers [25], 126], ['!:2]and[ 28] the bridging ligand 

in DO] has no rr-electrons. Its conductivity was found to be four 
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powers of ten lower (aRT'" 1010-9 Socm-1 ) than that of [2S1, [26l 

[27] and [28] but practically the same as the conductivity of 

the monomer PcFe(dabco)2 [29]. (aRT'" 1 010-10 Socm-1 ). 

In addition to Fe and Co, Ru was also used for the first time 

as the central metal atom. [PcRu(pyz)] [31] shows a room 
n 

temperature conductivity (powder, pressed pellets, 1 kbar) of 

1 010-5 S ocm-1 , therewith not exceeding the conductivity of 

[PcFe(pyz)] [25]. 
n -

Polymers of the type shown in Figure 7 with pyrazine as the 

bridging ligand L can also be prepared using 5.10.15.20-tetra

phenylporphine (TPP2-) or dihydrodibenzo [b, iJ -1,4,8,1l-tetra

aza [14] annulene (taa2-) [z.] as the macrocycle forming 

[ TPPFe (pyz)] [32a] and [Fetaa (pyz) ] [32l:i1. Both are formed as 
n -- n 

insoluble, diamagnetic, airstable solids by reacting TPPFe or 

Fetaa respectively with pyrazine under various conditions. For 

the first time tetrabenzporphine, TBP, was also used as the 

macrocycle. 

As in case of the afore mentioned phthalocyaninato-~-oxo- and 

fluorine polymers [PcMO] [8] and [PcMF] [14] the phthalo-
n n 

cyaninatoironpyrazine polymer [PcFe(pyz)] [25] is also dopable 
n -

with iodine and yields compounds with the stoichiometry 

[PcFe(pyz)I] [33] (y '" 0 to 2.6) [35]. The compositions of the 
yn -

doped pyrazine polymers were established both by microanalysis 

and TG/DTA. The 

therefore in the 

[ (PcAlF) I ] 
Y n 

thermal stability of [PcFe(pyz)I] [33] 
yn -

same range as for iodine doped [(PcSiO)I ] 
57 Y n 

[ 26,27]. Fe MoBbauer spectroscopy 

is 

and 

on 

[PcFe(pyz)r] [33] unambigiously shows, that doping does not 
y n -

destroy the polymeric structure of the compound. Isomer shifts 

and quadrupole splitting of PcFe(pyz)Z' [PcFe(pyz)] n' and 

[PcFe(pyz)I] are nearly identical, supporting hexacoordinated 
y n 
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iron ions in all three compounds. The presence of IS' as 

indicated by the resonance Raman results, clearly demonstrates 

that oxidation takes place in the linear chain compound 

[PcFe(pyz)] • 
n 

The highest conductivities, measured for compressed 

crystalline samples, was found for [PcFe(pyz)I2 •S4 ]n whi~~ 

a room temperature conductivity of aRT = 0.2 S· cm 

poly-

shows 

The 

temperature dependence of the doped polymer conductivity can be 

fit to a model of thermal activation. The derived activation 

energies E decrease with increasing conductivity. 
a 

Several other type B-polymers (see Fig. 7) have been doped 

with iodine, leading also to stable iodine containing compounds. 

From these experiments it is evident, that type B transition 

metal polymers are dopable with iodine, leading two stable 

compounds of conduc ti vi ties which are in the same range as 

[(PcMO)I] and [(PcMF)I ] • In spite of the rather large inter-
y n y n 

planar spacings in a single chain of the type B-polymers doping 

leads to a large increase in electrical conductivity. 

Type C. One a- and one coordinative bond to the central metal 

atom. 

For the first time phthalocyaninatometal polymers with a bridg

ing ligand linked by one a- and one coordinative bond to the 

central metal have been synthesized. These are the (J,I-cyano)

phthalocyaninatometal compounds shown in Fig. 11. The most 

interesting property of these type of (J,I-cyano)phthalocyaninato

metal compounds is, that with Co and Fe as the central metal 

atom, they exhibit DC room temperature conductivities around 
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10-2 S ·cm-1 without doping, therewith showing conductivities 

which are in the same range as the iodine doped [PcMO] (M = Si, 
n 

Ge) and [PcML] (M = Fe, Ru, L = pyz, dib). 
n 

~ ~ ~ 
Fig.11 \ I - I -

Q N # N b N ~~~/, ~~d ~~d 
'\N '\N '\N ~ I N I, N,I, 

0; M = Co 

b: M = fe 
c: M = Mn 

d: I~ = C r 

35 

Compounds of this type have been synthesized in addition to 

Co and Fe with Mn and Cr as the central metal atoms (Fig. 11) 

using the methods shown in Fig. 12 [36]. 

Fig.12 Syntheses of Monomeric end Polymeric Phtholocyoninolon",eloUIIIl Cyano-Ceri"ali"es 

CI 

M=Mn.Fe/ N M = CO,Fe :vIn,Cr 

L:07 
,S 35 N _ 
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The polymers [35a-d] (Fig. 11) were characterized by IR and 

far-IR spectroscopy, magnetic measurements, thermogravimetrical 

and microanalytical analyses and chemical decomposition. The 

CN valence frequencies of [35a,c,d] compared with the monomeric 

complexes [34], (Table 3) are shifted about 30 cm-1 (M = Co) and 
-1 -

20 cm (M = Cr, Mn) to higher energy. This increase in CN-

valence frequency is evidence for the presence of a cyano bridge 

[37] in [35a-d]. The polymers exhibit thermal stabilities up to 

250°C and are insoluble in noncoordinating solvents. 

The polymeric structure of [35] (Fig. ll) is destroyed when 

the material is treated with a competing ligand. This confirms 

the proposed chain structure [38] thus being exemplified for 

[PcCoCN] : When [PcCoCN] is treated with bases (L) such as 
n n 

pyridine (py), 2-methylpyrazine (mepyz), piperidine (pip), and 

~-butylamine (ba), monomeric complexes are obtained with the 

composition PcCo(CN)L [39] (Fig. 13). 

Fig.13 L 

~l~:~ > 
N _ Co, N 

~}\!__ 'N 
~-~ ~NtD 

C 39 
III 

N 

[PcCoCN] [35a] exhibits electrical conductivities around 
n --

10 -2 s 0cm -1 (Table 4) without additional doping, which are in 

the same range as those obtained for doped samples of the ~-oxo 

and ~-fluoro polymers [R4PCMX]n0 When the polymeric structure of 

[PcCoCN] was destroyed by treatment with a competing ligand 
n 
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e.g. py, pip, ba, mepyz to form PcCo(L)CN, [39], the conductivity 

was diminished by 6 - 10 orders of magnitude (Table 4). 

TABLE 4 Dc-Dark Conductivities for Polymeric 

Phthalocyaninatometal(III) Cyano-Derivatives 

Compound Socm -1 Activation 
Energy eV 

[PcCoCN] 2010-2 b) 0.1 
n 

5010-5 b) [(H3 C) 8PcCoCN]n 

[PcFeCN] 6010-3 b) 
0.1 n 

1010-5 a) [PcMnCN] 
n 

3010-6 a) 
[PcCrCN] 

n 

a) Two-probe technique, 1 kbar. 

b) Four-probe technique, 1 kbar (cf. ref. [41]). 

The iron cyano polymer [PcFeCN] [35b) shows a conductivity 
n 

comparable to that of the cobalt polymer. Lower values for the 

(~-cyano)phthalocyaninatomanganese and 

[35c,d] (Table 4) in the range of 10-5 
chromium compounds 

-6 -1 - 10 S 0 cm were 

obtained. [PcCoCN] and [PcFeCN] show a semiconducting behavior, 
n n 

the activation energy was found to be 0.1 eV [50]. 

No final explanation for the comparable high conductivity of 

[PcCoCN] and [PcFeCN] can be given at this time. EPR spectra 
n n 

obtained from polycrystalline samples of [PcCoCN] exhibit two 
n 

signals,one at the free electron value and the other at g = 2.3. 

While the signal at g = 2.0028 suggests an oxidation centered on 

the macrocyclic ligand, the weak signal at g = 2.3 is ascribed 

to the gJLbranch of a pentacoordinated pceo(II) unit [40], which 

corresponds to a partial reduction of the back bone. 
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CARRIER GENERATION, RECOMBINATION, AND TRANSPORT IN ORGANIC 
CRYSTALS 

Martin Pope 

New York University, Chemistry Department, New York 

Charles E. Swenberg 

Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, Bethesda 

Various mechanisms of carrier generation in organic crystals are 
reviewed. These include band-to-band transitions, auto-ioniza
tion, and direct charge-pair generation. Geminate recombination 
is discussed, including the effect of temperature and electric 
field on the initial charge distribution. Carrier transport is 
reviewed, using crucial experimental results. An analysis of 
various transport mechanisms is presented, including one that 
may be relevant. 

Three processes that are of major importance in the phenome
non of photoconductivity are carrier generation, carrier recom
bination, and carrier transport. These will be discussed in that 
order, as they relate to homomo1ecu1ar polycyclic aromatic hydro
carbon (PAH) crystals. It is surprising that the mechanisms of 
carrier generation and carrier transport in well-characterized 
crystalline compounds are still subjects for heated dispute. 

I. PHOTOGENERATION OF CARRIERS IN THE BULK 

Among the homomo1ecular PAH compounds, anthracene has long 
been the "hydrogen-atom" for theoretical calculations. It now 
appears that there are distinct differences not only in the quan
titative response of various members of the PAH family to light, 
but there may be qualitative differences as well. As one pro
ceeds from naphthalene to pentacene for example, the optical ab
sorption spectrum shows a significant increase in the contribu
tion of states that have ionic character (1). This increase in 
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ionic character is paralleled by an increase in the quantum ef
ficiency of photogeneration. However, there is not yet unanimity 
on the association of this increased ionic character with a spe
cific mode of ionization. 

Historically, the first conflicted picture to be resolved 
was whether the photogeneration of carriers proceeded as a re
sult of a direct transition from the valence band to the conduc
tion band (band-to-band, BB) (2, p. 470). In anthracene, it was 
known that the absorption spectrum was essentially explicable in 
terms of transitions to bound, neutral, Frenkel exciton states; 
the BB transition would thus have to be weak since the final 
states would be buried in the Frenkel exciton spectrum. An alter
native hypothesis was that carrier generation requires the excita
tion of a Frenkel exciton that could dissociate if its energy 
was degenerate with that of a pair of uncorrelated carriers. 
This process is referred to as auto-ionization (AI). It does not 
follow that all AI transitions lead to completely uncorrelated 
carrier pairs. Most of the emitted electrons will thermalize 
within the Coulomb capture radius of the geminate positive ion, 
forming a transient charge-transfer state that can either decay 
to the ground state or dissociate by the absorption of ambient 
energy. Following Jortner (3), the wavefunction of such an AI 
state can be written as 

~E = aE ¢A + Ei bi ¢i + J CE, ¢E' dE' (1) 

where ¢E' are the crystal continuum states, and ¢i are the sets 

of excited vibrational levels of the ground state and of other 
bound electronic states that are degenerate, or nearly so with 
the vibrational state localized at ¢A' Anticipating the recent 
work of Bounds and Siebrand (4), an example of another type of 
bound electronic state that would be degenerate with the ¢A 
would be a charge-transfer (CT) state, in which the hole and 
electron are on different molecules, but still correlated with 
one another. These CT states could ionize completely by absorb
ing thermal energy, or energy from an external electric field or 
auxiliary light source. The decision as to whether BB transi
tions or an AI transition was the proper description for the 
photoconduction process was made on the basis of studies using 
polarized light, but it is now evident that these experiments 
would not distinguish between the AI mechanism or that in which 
a dissociable CT exciton was excited. This may be seen as fol
lows: for the purposes of this argument, assume that all three 
processes namely AI, BB transitions, and direct CT formation oc
cur. If one classifies bound states as being either Frenkel 
states or CT states, then the maximum efficiency of carrier 
production, ¢- can be expressed as 
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_ kF {[x(l-y) nAI + (I-x)] nCT + nAI xy } + a 4> a: ______ -----:c::.::.. ___ -::-__ ~ __ =C__ ___ _ 
k 

(2) 

where k is the overall optical absorption coefficient, being equal 
to kF + a, where kF is the absorption coefficient to a CT state 
or to a Frenkel state that can autoionize with an efficiency nAI' 
Here x represents the fraction of states that lead to AI and y re
presents the fraction of AI states that lead to carriers without 
passing through an intermediate CT state. The efficiency of ioni
zation of the CT state is given as nCT' In either case, AI or 
direct CT formation, an intermediate CT state can be formed; this 
conclusion follows from the observations (5,6) that there is a 
temperature and field-dependent ion-pair dissociation process that 
precedes complete ionization. This field and temperature dependent 
process of dissociation is referred to as the Onsager mechanism 
(7) which will be discussed shortly. The term a in equation (2) 
is the absorption coefficient to a plane wave state (BB transi
tions) in which the ionization efficiency is unity. If BB transi
tions dominate, then a dominates the numerator and it follows that 
<1>- a: a/k. Since <1>- is found to be about 10-4 in anthracene (it is 
much higher in tetracene and pentacene, (8)) this implies that 
k = kF + a »a or kF »a. Thus 4>- would vary inversely with 
the absorption coefficient kF. It is possible to check this pre
diction by using polarized light to excite the crystal. In this 
way, k may be varied by a factor of 7 at a particular wavelength 
(constant energy), thus providing a technique for changing k with
out introducing at the same time the additional complication of 
changing the energy of excitation. This experiment was carried 
out by Geacintov and Pope (9), and Braun and Hornig (10), and it 
was found that there was essentially no change in 4>- as k was 
varied. This observation ruled out BB transition in anthracene. 
This polarization experiment cannot, however, distinguish between 
the processes of AI and direct CT formation. It is probably the 
case that both mechanisms are operative in the sense that for some 
materials and in some energy ranges, one or the other process (or 
perhaps both) will dominate. Thus, in the subthreshold energy 
region for photoconduction (i.e. hv < Eg where Eg is the band gap 
and hv is the photon energy), the contr1bution of AI is small, 
while there is incontrovertible evidence that direct CT exciton 
formation does take place. This will be discussed shortly. On 
the other hand for excitation energies exceeding the vacuum level, 
the observation that electrons can be photoemitted with the maxi
mum kinetic energy (11,12) permitted by the Einstein photoelectric 
equation is proof that no intermediate CT state need be excited 
to produce free carriers. Furthermore, it has been found by 
Chance and Braun (5), that the activation energy Ea for carrier 
photogeneration in the energy region 5.4 < hv < 6.2 eV is cons taft 
at about 0.06 eVand the quantum yield at 6.2 eV is about 4xlO- , 
This quantum yield should be compared with that of photoemission 
at 6.2 eV (13), which is about 3 x 10-5 , From geometric consid-
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erations, it may be appreciated that roughly one-fourth of the 
total number of free electrons will emerge from the surface, so 
the actual AI yield should be at least 10-4 at this energy, which 
is approximately what is observed experimentally in photoconduc
tivity. In addition, the constancy of Ea over the energy region 
5.4 < hv < 6.2 eV is consistent with the maintenance of the same 
mechanism or mechanisms of photogeneration over this energy range 
and with the position (5) that AI also plays a major role at 
energies less than the ionization energy of the crystal. It thus 
appears reasonable to expect that there are excitation energies 
for which the photoconductivity mechanism in a given PAH crystal 
changes from direct CT exciton generation to AI. 

The CT state in anthracene was first treated theoretically 
by Hernandez and Choi (14), who concluded that the direct optical 
transition to this state would have an oscillator strength of 10-4 , 
and that it would be buried in a region of high oscillator 
strength Frenkel exciton transitions, making its spectroscopic 
detection difficult. The first indirect evidence for the genera
tion of CT excitons was provided by Pope and Burgos (15), and this 
was based on photoemission studies, particularly in tetracene. 
The first optical absorption evidence for the existence of a CT 
state in a homomo1ecular PAH crystal was presented by Tanaka (16), 
who worked with 9,10 dichloroanthracene. These results were sub
stantiated by Abbi and Hanson (17). The proposition that direct 
CT generation was the primary mechanism for photoconductivity in 
all PAH crystals was put forth in a series of theoretical papers 
by Bounds and Siebrand (4,18), and more recently by Bounds, 
Pete1enz and Siebrand (19,20). Experimental evidence for direct 
excitation of CT exciton states in tetracene and pentacene has 
been provided by Sebastian, Weiser and Bassler (21). More recent
ly, the CT exciton transition was detected in anthracene by 
Sebastian, Weiser, Peter, and Bassler (22). All of the experi
mental studies were based on the e1ect-ric field modulation of 
optical absorption. 

We will first discuss the theoretical work of Bounds, Pete-
1enz and Siebrand (BPS). The fundamental premise of this study 
(based on anthracene) is that the direct excitation of the CT ex
citon is made possible by the coupling of this low oscillator 
strength state, with that of the high oscillator strength (f :::1) 
S3 (lBu) Frenkel state located at 4.63 eV. The S3 state thus lies 
about 0.5 eV above the anthracene band gap Eg ~ 4.1 eV, and all 
optical exci·tations in the energy region up to 4.63 eV would pro
duce CT states (albeit, vibrationally excited); in other words, 
there would be an energy of activation for photoconductivity even 
when the optical energy hv > Eg • This is in fact observed (5). 
The energy ECT of CT states of varying separation distance between 
the charges was calculated by BPS, using the expression 
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ECT(~lkl,t2k2) = Eg + Wc(~lkl'~2k2)+6Weh(~lkl'~2k2)-6We-6Wh' 

(3) 

where k2~2 is the molecule and unit cell respectively from which 
the electron is removed and k1~1 is the final state of the excess 
electron; Eg is the band gap, Wc is the Coulomb energy of the two 
carriers, and 6W are apparent polarization energies, the subscript 
eh referring to the electron-hole pair and the separate e and h 
subscripts to the electron and hole respectively. The apparent 
polarization energy is defined as 

(4) 

where P is the polarization energy of a charge, which includes 
charge-induced dipole and induced dipole-induced dipole interac
tions, WM is the charge-mu1tipole energy and WR is the lattice 
relaxation energy; the P term is the largest in magnitude. The 
results of these calculations for anthracene are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Energy of an electron-hole pair in anthracene as a 
function of separation in four crystal directions. 
The solid line represents the energy the pair would 
have in an isotropic dielectric with e = 3.23 for a 
Coulombic potential. Bounds et a1 (19). 

These data may be described qualitatively but not quantitatively 
by a Coulomb expression of the form 
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(5) 

where II is the effective mass of the electron-hole pair, E:E:o the 
dielectric constant parameters, and n is a principal quantum num
ber, related to the distance r between electron and hole. Equa
tion (5) is overly simple, and when properly corrected, yields 
the results shown in Table I. The CT state values shown in 

Table I. Energy Levels En of CT States (in eV) (19) 

n Quasi-Localized 
1 3.20 
2 3.70 
3 3.88 
4 3.96 
5 4.00 

Modela Wannier Modelb 
3.46 
3.72 
3.85 
3.93 
3.98 

aAlong the [110] direction, calculated using eq. (3). 

bCalculated using an empirical correction to the 
Coulomb potential. 

Table I can be related to the activation energies Ea found for 
carrier generation in anthracene by the relationship Ea=Eg-En; 
quantum efficiencies of carrier generation ¢o(hv) were also calcu
lated, and the results of these are shown in Fig. 2. The agree-

r-------------------~O 

3.8 

o 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 
o 

4.0 42 
h/lleV 

44 

Fig. 2. Calculation (lines) and 
obsereved activation energies of 
carrier generation (bottom) and 
quantum yields of electron-hole 
pair formation (top). From Bounds 
et al. (19). Circles and squares 
taken from (6) and bars from 
L. E. Lyons and K. A. Milne, 
J. Chern. Phys., 65 1474 (1976). 
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ment for the Ea values is good, but not so good for the ¢o(hV) 
calculations. The explicit assumption is made here that while it 
is possihle to excite vibrational states of CT excitons for each 
value of En' only the 0-0 vibrational state is available for 
thermal dissociation, the excess energy being dissipated in a 
time shorter than dissociation or recombination. It was possible 
for BPS to estimate the contribution of CT states to the overall 
absorption spectrum; in anthracene, this contribution was small 
but significant (23), while in tetracene and pentacene, the CT 
contribution was dominant. 

Considerable experimental support for the CT exciton mechanism 
for carrier generation has been provided by work on electric field 
modulated absorption spectroscopy. As described Sebastian et al 
(21), the electric field induced change in absorption coefficient 
k for excitation of a Frenkel exciton may be given to first order 
by the expression 

( 6) 

where ~p is the average change in molecular polarizability, F is 
the applied electric field, and ak/aE is the differential change 
of absorption coefficient with the optical excitation energy. 
For the excitation of a pure CT state the change in the absorp
tion coefficient is given by 

(7) 

where qr is the magnitude of the dipole moment of the CT state. 
In Fig.3 is shown the absorption and electroabsorption spectra of 
pentacene; for excitation energies above 1.83 eV it is evident 
that ~k varies directly with a2k/aE2. Similar studies were made 
on anthracene by Sebastian et al (22), although it proved to be 
more difficult to detect the CT states. These authors correlated 
the energies of these peaks in the CT exciton spectra with the 
size of the CT exciton using a Coulombic equation similar to that 
given by equation (8); this is shown in Fig. 4. The extrapolated 
value of E proved to be 4.4 eV, in contrast with the accepted 
value of a~out 4.1 eV; they justified this discrepancy by identi
fying their CT values with the vertical (Franck-Condon) transi
tions from a Frenkel ground state to vibrationally excited CT 
states. Furthermore, in opposition to a basic premise of the 
BPS treatment, they postulated that the excess vibrational energy 
for any particular CT state could be used to further separate the 
members of the ion-pair state. This postulate, in a sense, com
bines the processes of CT exciton absorption and ballistic carrier 
separation. The identification of the structures found by 
Sebastian et al (22), in the electroabsorption spectrum with the 
sequence of CT states of different separations rCT has been 
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Fig. 3. Absorption and electroabsorption spectra of pentacene 
films. Solid curves refer to experiment, the dashed curves 
represent fits on the basis of Stark effect and charge 
transfer excitons. The lower absorption curves are calcu
lated with the assumption of complete charge transfer. a 
is denoted by k in text. From Sebastian et al (21). 
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Fig. 4. (a) Charge-transfer energies versus reciprocal CT distance 
rCT. (b) CT binding energies. Full dots are experimental, 
crosses and open circles are computed data from ref. 19 
(0: point molecule treatment, x: submolecule treatment). 
From Sebastian et al (22). 
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questioned by Siebrand and Zgierski (24). These authors calcu
lated the spectrum of CT states in anthracene and attributed the 
structure observed by SWPB (22), to the vibrational overtones of 
the nearest-neighbor CT state. 

The AI mechanism of ionization coupled with the ballistic 
model of electron-hole separation has b~en discussed in detail by 
Silinsh et al (8), who studied tetracene and pentacene. The es
sential principles of this model are exposed in Fig. 5. Here, 

-- aufoionizafion 
~ -- - fhe!Y71olizafionf - - --

'- E =hll- [ . ~ k 0 
I ~"""- Q dissociation 

T~T-- ~ 

ttl :: 
~T i I I . . 

excitation I I I 

Fig. 5. Photogeneration stages in anthracene-type molecular 
crystals according to the ballistic model. a) neu
tral electronic states; b) bounded charge pair (CT) 
states; c) ionized states of the crystal. From 
Silinsh et al (8). 

AI steps are succeeded by the escape of the hot electrons into 
the lattice, where they thermalize by acoustic phonon scattering, 
producing the series of bound CT states. Following the creation 
of the CT states, the mechanism of dissociation is the same as 
that of the direct CT exciton generation mechanism. Using a 
rather simple scattering theory, Silinsh et al (8), calculated 
the optical energy dependence of the thermalization distances, 
ro(hv), which in turn, correspond to specific separations of CT 
states. The agreement between their calculated and experimental 
values is shown in Fig. 6. The values of the energies of activa
tion Ea were calculated using the expression 

( 8) 
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Fig. 6. Experimental zero-field therma1ization length ro(hv) 
(open circles) and corresponding Ea(hv) (filled dots) 
dependences on hv in pentacene; (1) Ea(hv) curve; 
(2) ro(hv); calculated using ro = (DTth)~' see text; 
(3) empirical formula for roo From Si1insh et a1 (8). 

As may be seen in Fig. 6 the agreement is satisfactory. Calcula
tions were also made of the photoconductivity quantum efficiency 
and agreement was found between calculated (using ballistic theory 
and a modified Onsager theory) and measured values in the energy 
region E(hv) > Eg . In the region E(hv) ~ Eg , they found a dis
crepancy that they attributed to a contribution from direct CT 
state absorption. In the higher regions of photon energy, they 
found another discrepancy that they attributed to excitati9n to a 
different AI state. 

In the cases considered above, the therma1ization distance, 
or CT exciton size is determined by the energy of the absorbed 
photon. There is another interesting experimental result in which 
it appears that the efficiency of photoconduction is independent 
of photon energy (25). This work was carried out with X-meta1-
free phtha10cyanine crystals embedded in a polymeric matrix. It 
was found that all the ionization proceeded from the fi~st excited 
singlet state, Sl. In the direct CT exciton excitation picture, 
one might explain this result by the proposition that excitation 
to any state above Sl results in a rapid internal conversion to 
Sl, which must have considerable CT character because the applica
tion of an external electric field leads to a significant fluores
cence quenching from Sl' The quenching would be due to the fie1d
induced dissociation of the CT states, which depletes the concen-
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tration of states that could recombine to form singlet-states 
that could fluoresce. If Sl lies below the conducting level, as 
appears to be the case with B-phthalocyanine (2, p. 671) then the 
AI mechanism with ballistic carrier separation is not plausible, 
unless the initial state is vibrationally excited. 

Summarizing the results presented herein regarding the rela
tive roles of AI and direct CT exciton formation, it appears that 
there are materials and energy ranges in which one or the other, 
or both mechanisms prevail. This point has been made by Silinsh 
et al (8), and we favor this position. The actual determination 
of the relative roles of AI and direct CT exciton formation might 
be resolvable if photo current rise time measurements could be 
made. This suggestion was made by Bounds et al (20,23), who pre
sented a theoretical analysis of what the photocurrent rise time 
should look like in anthracene, as a function of temperature and 
excitation wavelength. They chose anthracene as a model compound 
because the calculated values of the absorption coefficient to the 
CT state seem to be much smaller than the observed absorption 
coefficient to the Frenkel exciton states. Thus, if the AI plus 
ballistic model is operative, it should have a much better chance 
of being seen in anthracene than in pentacene, where the CT 
transitions appear to dominate Frenkel transitions in the energy 
region greater than that of Sl. If the ballistic mechanism is 
operative, Bounds et al (23) assume that only the nearest neighbor 
CT state will be excited, regardless of photon energy. The rise 
time of photoconductivity would thus be a constant,independent 
of photon energy. However, in the case of direct absorption to 
a CT state there should be an essentially instantaneous population 
of CT states of all radii. The rise time of conductivity should 
drop with increasing photon energy, due to the increased popula
tion of quickly ionizing large-radius CT exitons. These differ
ences in the rate of formation of the CT state can be incorporated 
into the overall rate of formationof free carriers. It emerges that 
by using the parameters required to explain the action spectrum 
of the energy of activation, it is predicted that the rise time 
of the photocurrent should be constant at about 55 psec if the 
ballistic model is correct and should drop to 15 psec with in
creasing photon energy if the CT mechanism is correct. The as
sumptions made in deducing this expected behavior are arguable, 
and it seems that the experiment could be used to rule out direct 
CT absorption, but not AI. 

II. GEMINATE RECOMBINATION 

Following the initial step of carrier generation, there 
evolves a final configuration of a hole and an electron separated 
from each other by a distance that in some way is a function of 
the energy of the exciting light (except as indicated above). 
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These carriers have originated from the same excited molecule and 
are referred to as geminate pairs. These pair-states can dissoci
ate .as a result of a thermally activated diffusive separation of 
the two carriers and the application of an external field. The 
quantitative description of this photo ionization process was given 
by Onsager (7). The application of the Onsager theory to organ
ic crystals was carried out by Batt, Braun and Hornig (26,27), 
and by Chance and Braun (5,28). It was found that the theory was 
quite successful in explaining the observed results without in
troducing any parameter other than the dielectric constant of the 
medium. The Onsager theory gives the probability that a therma
lized geminate charge pair will escape recombination, and will 
dissociate under the influence of an external electric field of 
strength F. Onsager assumed an isotropic system containing a low 
concentration of charge pairs (no interaction between charge pairs) 
in thermal equilibrium with a medium of dielectric constant E. 
The relationship for the probability that the charge pair will 
dissociate is (29) 

\' f(r,8) = exp (-A) exp (-B) ) 
'-

m=o n=o 

Am Bm+n 

m! (m+n)! 
( 9) 

which, when only terms linear in B are retained, gives 

f(r,8) =[exp (-A) ](1 + AB) (10) 

2 
where A = 2q/r, B = 8r(1 + cos 8), q - e /81TEEokT, 8 :: eF/2kT, r 
is an initial separation distance. between the oppositely charged 
carriers and 8 is the angle between the radius vec tor r and the 
applied field vector F. 

The parameter 2q has the dimensions of distance and in the 
absence of any external field, f(r,8) is equal to exp (-2q/r). 
The value of 2q is referred to as the Coulombic capture radius 
r c , and corresponds to the distance at which the kinetic energy 
of the diffusing particle is equal to the Coulombic attractive 
potential energy. For an electron moving with thermal energy kT, 

2 
e /41TEoErc kT 

or 

The observed carrier quantum yield ~ can be expressed as 
the integral of f(r,8) over space (28) 

<P = ~o J g(r, 8) f(r,8) ci'r (12) 

where <Po is the primary quantum yield in carrier pairs, and g(r,8) 
is the probability per unit volume of finding the ejected electron 
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in a volume element dT at r,e. Assuming that g is spherically 
symmetric and independent of F, and that the Onsager function can 
be truncated at the linear term in F, then by setting g(r,e)=g(r) 
one obtains from equations (10)-(12) 

<p(F) = 41i"<Po (1+2Sq) r exp { -2q/r } g(r) r2 dr (13) 
Vo 

Onsager assumed that the electric field had no appreciable influ
ence on g(r,e). This assumption'was modified by Silinsh et al 
(8), as will be discussed herein. It may be seen from equation 
(13) that in the low field limit, the integral is independent of 
F, implying that <P is a linear function of F. Thus, at any given 
excitation energy, a plot of the relative carrier yield against 
F should give a straight line with the ratio of slope (S) to inter
cept (I) of 

SII = 2 aq/F 

using a mean value of £ = 3.23 ± 0.09. Using anthracene, Chance 
and Braun (5) measured the quantum yield of photocarriers as a 
function of applied field. Their results are shown in Fig. 7 
where the solid lines are theoretical and the points experimental. 
The fit is excellent. 

The evaluation of the thermalization distance necessitates 
an assumption as to the form of g(r,e). The assumption of spheri
cal symmetry implies an isotropic medium. Although anthracene 
is not strictly isotropic, this assumption is not severe. The 
form of g(r) is however generally unknown, and may be deduced by 
the goodness of fit of various trial functions. In their original 
work, Batt et al (27), used a delta function for g(r), i.e. 

(15) 

Inserting this into equation (13) and integrating, one gets 

(16) 

where~O) is the carrier yield at zero applied field. The ap
proximate equality on the right-hand side of equation (16) holds 
if the quantum yield measurements are made at low field strength 
(~ 104V em-I). In this way, <p(0) may be determined; Sq is ob
tained from equation (14). Assuming <Po to be independent of tem
perature. Chance and Braun (28), obtained from equation (16) the 
energy of activation for carrier separation at zerO applied field 

By measuring E , at different excitation energies it is thus 
possible to calculate ro(hv), given g(r). Their results for 

(17) 
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Fig. 7. Electron carrier quantum yields at 255 nm as a func
tion of applied field. Curve a is for a previously 
unirradiated or "virgin" crystal sample. Curve b il
lustrates the reduced low-field yield that occurs 
when trapped holes, left behind in the experiments 
shown in curve a; are present in the excited volume 
of the crystal. Note that curves a and b actually 
superimpose at high fields but that curve b has been 
shifted arbitrarily for clarity of presentation. 
From Chance and Braun (5). 

anthracene are shown in Fig. 8 where for the delta function ap
proximation the average value of r is the effective thermalization 
distance, i.e.: (r) = roo The constancy of (r) with photon 
energy in the two energy regions shown can be interpreted either 
by the AI mechanism or the direct CT exciton generation. Using 
the AI mechanism, one would assume that different, but distinct 
AI states were ionizing in each energy region. Using the direct 
CT exciton excitation mechanism, Sebastian et al (22), conjectured 
(within the context of the their assumption that the excess vibra
tional energy of the CT exciton is used to separate the carriers) 
that the maximum jump distance of both electron and hole are 
limited by the mean scattering length A as determined by the el§c
tron-phonon interaction. This is taken to be between 17 and 20A; 
this is two units along the ~ axis or 3 units along the ~ axis. 
Thus, the maximum distance between hole and electron after the 
optical excitation would be A, and the maximum distance that each 
carrier would jump after utilizing the excess vibrational energy 
would be A making a total distance of 3 A or 58~. A different 
value of A is assumed for the higher energy region in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Activation energy versus excitation wavelength. Each 
point represents the average of the results for four 
non-virgin crystal samples. The dashed line is the 
quantum yield extrapolated to zero applied fields 
for unpolarized light incident on the ab crystal face. 
The three vertical arrows indicate the-rocation of 
peaks in the density of states in the valence band of 
anthracene. From Chance and Braun (28). 

As has been mentioned, the Onsager equations (9) and (10) em
ploy a thermalization distance ro that is independent of electric 
field and temperature. This assumption was modified by Silinsh 
et al (8), who attempted to produce a relationship in which 
ro = ro (hv,T,F). This modification takes into account electron 
drift during thermalization, which would introduce an anisotropic 
g(r,e). The temperature dependence of ro in pentacene was deter
mined by Silinsh et al (8) who observed a decrease in the photo
conductive quantum yield above 200K, in the threshold energy re
gion 2.3 to 2.5 eV. They attributed this to temperature activated 
scattering. o The field dependence of ro appeared to be significant 
when r ~ 40A. The magnitude of the drift was estimated by the 
expression 

(18) 

where ~ is the mean electron mobility during thermalization, and 
Tth is the thermalization time, calculated from the expression 
ro = (DTth)~. During the thermalization time, the carriers are 
assumed to drift a distance rF. The new carrier distribution is 
assumed to be shifted, but it maintains its o-function character. 
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The Onsager expression is revised as follows: 

@[ro(hv),rF(F),F,T] = @o/2 exp [-6r F] x 

1 
r exp [-2q/s - 6s -6ros ] x I 
-Ll 

m+n 
00 00 (s+r~roO (2g)m \' L 6m+n ds 
L sm m! (m+n!) 

m=O m=l 

(19) 

where s =..; ro2 + rp2 + 2rorFs, s = cose and where the other para
meters have been defined previously. The agreement between this 
equation and experiment shown in Fig. 9 is fair, and it provides 
support for the notion that AI plays a role in carrier generation 
even in materials like pentacene, where CT contributions play a 
major role in determining the absorption spectrum. 

---2 __ ----

o Oft 08 Z2 16 
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Fig. 9. Dependence of pulse photoconductivity quantum ef
ficiency Y on F at hv = 2.6 eV in pentacene at 
+T = 330; 0 280, 0250, f1200K and 4(F) curves at 
corresponding T values: calculated according to 
equation (19) (curves 1 to 4) and according to equa
tion (9) (curves l' and 3'), taking 40 = 0.5; 
ro = 53i and an average carrier mobility of 0.4 cm2V 
s-l. From Silinsh et al (8). 

III. CARRIER TRANSPORT 

Charge transport in solids is generally considered in two 
extreme limits. In one, the carrier moves in a broad band with 
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a relatively large mean free path, ~, i.e.: ~» nearest neighbor 
distance. In this limit the mobility ~ » 1 cm2 V-I s-l and has 
a temperature dependence determined by phonon scattering.~ ~ T-n 
n > 1, (30). At the other extreme, carriers are viewed as being 
highly localized with their motion consisting of a series of ran
dom hops between different molecular sites. For a strongly local
ized carrier, ~ «1 cmZ V-I s-l and ~ oc geT) exp (-E/kT) where 

E is the activation energy for hopping. The explicit dependence 
of geT) on temperature and the intermolecular interaction energy 
depends on the particular polaron model, although it generally 
varies as T-m, m ~ ~. In contrast to carrier transport in wide 
bands as in Si and Ge, and hopping carrier transport as observed 
for example for electrons in orthorhombic sulfur (31), molecular 
crystals like anthracene and naphthalene have carrier mobilities 
that do not conform to either of these extreme transport limits. 
Carriers in these crystals have mobilities of the order of unity 
and have a temperature dependence of mobility that is band-like 
in some crystallographic directions; there are temperature re
gimes over which ~ is almost insensitive to temperature variations 
and in the farticular case of naphthalene the electron mobility 
along the c -direction is fairly constant for T > lOOK and shows 
a sharp increase for T < lOOK. This is illustrated in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 10. The mobility, as measured by transient phot9con
ductivity techniques, of electrons in the c direc
tion of naphthalene from 54K to 324K. Insert il
lustrates a typical transit pulse. The different 
symbols represent measurement of different samples 
that have been normalized to 0.44 cm2 V-I s-f at 
room temperature. From Schein et al (32). 

The highly anisotropic behavior of carrier transport in organic 
crystals can be easily rationalized by the weak character of the 
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intermolecular forces and the anisotropic nature of the crystal 
structure. However, it is this weak character of the intermole
cular energies, which are comparable in magnitude with electron
phonon interaction energies (dynamic off-diagonal disorder) that 
makes a quantitative understanding of mobility in anthracene and 
similar solids difficult. Although the past five years has wit
nessed considerable experimental and theoretical activity there 
is still lacking a comprehensive theory of electrical transport 
in organic solids that is consistent with the experimental data. 
Thus our discussion will focus on what appears to be a promising 
theoretical model and on the presentation of the experimental data. 

The different types of carrier transport can be categorized 
with respect to the order of magnitudes of the different interac
tion terms in the one-electron Hamiltonian: 

JC = :leo + Kl + K2 + :l-C3 (20) 

+ + 
:K:o En E: an an + E A h W A (b A bA + ~) ( 21) 

Kl Enm J nm 
+ an am (22) 

+ + 
X2 EAEn L'm ZnmA an am (b A + b_A ) (23) 

X3 
+ + Eno£n an an + En Em oJnm (an am) (24 ) 

Here K 0 denotes the total energy of the system :i.n the absence of 
interactions between molecules (labeled n and.m) and the phonons 
(A), E is the molecular site energy, hWA is the phonon energy 
and J nm is the interaction energy between molecules nand m. The 
interaction X2 describes the effects of lattice vibration on the 
carrier motion. Terms ZnnA (n=m) designate the effects of dynami
cal diagonal disorder whereas when n ,; m terms ZnmA in :K2denote 
dynamical off-diagonal disorder interactions. The effects of 
static disorder on carrier motion are contained in the perturbing 
Hamiltonian, X3, where OEn and oJnm are respectively the diagonal 
and off-diagonal components. The creation and annihilation opera
tors have their usual meaning. Several possible types of limiting 
carrier transport behavior can be easily distinguished on the 
basis of the relative magnitudes of the perturbations GCl~2 and 

:K3) in the transport Hamiltonian. 

Case a. If the perturbation Xl is very large compared toX 2 
and JC3, then a good zero-order Hamiltonian for calculating trans
port properties is ~o + Xl. In this limit the eigenstates are 
the usual Bloch band states and the mobility tensor to first order 
in the relaxation time T(k) is given as 

(25) 
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where v(k) is the carrier velocity for momentum state k and the 
brackets denote an equilibrium ensemble average. Since v(k) ~ T-P 
where p > 0 (2, p. 347), it follows that band type motion implies 
W ~ T-n where n > 1. Hole mobilities for naphthalene (and anthra
cene) are in accordance with this type of temperature dependence 
as is evident in Fig. 11. The turnover in Whole at low tempera
ture is caused by the presence of shallow hole traps since their 
effects on hole transport increase as the temperature is decreased. 
This band-like transport of holes in these materials is consistent 
with the fact that the calculated valence-bandwidth is relatively 
large (~ 0.1 eV) in all crystal directions. 
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Fig. 11. The temperature dependence of hole mobilities for 
electric fields along the a, band c' axes for 
naphthalene mounted and studied in a pure N2 at
mosphere. The power dependence of T(T-n) is indi
cated in each graph. From Berrehar and Schott (33). 

Case b. Here, dynamical disorder effects are large compared 
to the transfer Hamiltonian ~land the effects of static disorder 
are zero or very small. In this limit, the effects of lattice 
vibrations must be included in forming the initial basis states; 
this results in a renorma1ization of the carrier effective mass 
and alters the bare intermolecular interactions (Jnm). The quasi
particle after inclusion of lattice effects is called a polaron. 
Its motion through the lattice is generally viewed as a series of 
local hops between lattice sites. For hopping polaron transport 
(2, p. 356) 

lJ = geT) exp { -E/kT} , ( 26) 

where the activation energy E depends on the polaron binding 
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energy Eb and the nearest neighbor interaction energy J; g(T) is 
a weak function of temperature and its form depends on whether 
the transport between molecular sites is adiabatic or nonadiabatic. 
Regardless of the details of the polaron motion, g(T) ~ T-n where 
n > ~ (2, p. 361). 

Schein (34), has discussed the applicability of the polaron 
model for carrier transport in anthracene-like materials and has 
provided convincing arguments that regardless of the choice of 
polaron model the functional dependence of ~ on T given by equa
tion (26) is unable to account for the approximately constant 
(temperature independent) electron mobility along the c'-direc
tion in naphthalene for. T > lOOK. The temperature dependence of 
~cc' for naphthalene is shown in Fig. 10. The slight decrease in 
the mobility at T ~ lOOK before the sharp rise at low temperatures 
(T < lOOK) is now known to be due to crystal impurities (35). 
Much stronger evidence against the applicability of small polaron 
theories is provided by high electric field measurements. This 
can be seen as follows: in a localized model, the transfer of an 
electron between two molecular sites is permissible when the local 
configuration of atoms about a given site is such that the car
rier has the same energy on either molecular site. Thus, if A 
denotes the local electron-phonon coupling constant (energy/dis
tance) and Qq is the generalized configurational coordinate for 
a~ electron at site q, then a Franck-Condon transition from q to 
q occurs only when 

AQq = AQq' + eF dqq ' ( 27) 

where dqq ' is the physical distance between molecular sites q and 
q' and F is the electric field. Local configurations satisfying 
equation (27) are achieved as a result of thermal fluctuations 
and statistically,their probability of occurrence is proportional 
to exp (-Wa/kT), where Wa is the minimum energy required to dis
tort both molecules to a configuratiori such that equation (27) is 
valid. If BQ2 denotes the elastic energy due to molecular dis
tortion and Qo = A/2B is the change in the equilibrium position 
of the localized electron due to lattice vibrations, then the 
total distortional energy of the two neighboring molecules is 
(2, p. 354) 

W(Q) = B { Qo + eFa/A - Q}2 + B Q2 (28) 

where a is the nearest neighbor molecular separation. W(Q) has 
a minimum at Q = Qo/2 + eFa/2A; thus 

Wa(F) = ~ Eb + eFa/2 + (eFa) 2/8Eb (29) 

where we have used the relationship Eb = A2/4B = BQo 2• The field 
dependence of ~ follows directly from equation (29) by computing 
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the net forward transition probability, 6P, thus (2, p. 356) 

]J(F)=(ea2/kT)6P=(ea2kT){ exp {-Wa(-F)/kT}- exp{-Wa(F)/kT}} 
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=( ea2/kT) exp{ -Eb/kT )(2kT/eFa) sinh (eFa/2kT) exp{ -( eFa) 2/8EbkT}. 
(30) 

When the effects of the transfer energy J are included, the field 
independent factor T-l exp (-Eb/kT) is appropriately modified and 
the functional form replacing it depends on whether the carrier 
motion is adiabatic or nonadiabatic (36). The important point to 
note about the derivation is its generality; the same field 
strength dependence in the mobility is expected for all forms of 
small polaron transport, exclusive of hot electron effects. De
pending on the value of the polaron binding energy, Eb, the mobil
ity ]J(F) can either increase, decrease or remain unchanged for 
eFa ~ 3kT. The observation by Schein and McGhie (37), that ]Jc'c' 
for anthracene and naphthalene at T = lOOK is electric field-in
dependent up to a field strength F ~ l7V/]Jm can be made compatible 
with the predictions of small polaron theory only if Eb ~ 2l-35meV 
for anthracene and Eb ~ 22-26meV for naphthalene. However these 
values for Eb are quite large and imply an activated temperature 
dependence for ]J for T > lOOK in contradiction to experiment. 
Furthermore the lack of temperature dependence in~c'c' for 
100 < T ~ 325K cannot be rationalized within the context of a band 
model. In particular Schein (34), has shown that a temperature 
dependent carrier relaxation time for all types of scattering 
mechanisms is unable to account for the lack of a temperature de
pendence in ~c'c' (electrons). Similar to naphthalene) the electron 
mobility along the c' direction for anthracene, deuterated anthra
cene and the layered compound AS2S3 for T > lOOK has been reported 
to be temperature independent(38). As a further illustration of 
the large differences in carrier transport along different crystal
lographic directions exhibited by anthracene-like crystals we 
note that electron mobility in the a-direction for naphthalene 
displays band-like motion with ]J aa(T) IX T-1.53 (39). Support for 
this assignment is strengthened by noting that Schein et al (36) 
have rationalized the effects of deuteration on mobility in the 
context of the band model by assuming that the temperature depend
ence of the mobility arises solely in response to variations in 
phonon populations. 

Case c. Effects of static disorder (the X3 term in equation 
(20)) are large. In this case, if the on-site static fluctuations 
are large compared to the average delocalizing effects of the 
average intermolecular transfer energy then charge localization 
ensues. Although this type of behavior is particularly important 
in the case of polymers and molecular glasses, it is unimportant 
for anthracene-like crystals since static disorder effects are 
very small in the excellent quality organic crystals usually 
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employed. 

Case d. Here, the perturbing terms Xl and X 2 are of compar
able magnitude, i.e.: the strength of the carrier interaction with 
lattice vibrations are of the same order of magnitude as are the 
intermolecular transfer energies, Jnm • It is this case that is 
thought to hold for most van der Waals molecular crystals like 
anthracene. Unfortunately, there is no theory that properly 
includes the effects of phonon interactions on carrier transport 
when phonon-electron interaction energies are comparable to inter
moiecular transfer energies and that also predicts mobilities con
sistent with experimental data. However, Sumi (40-43), gives a 
treatment of electrical conduction that appears to contain most 
of the essential elements for a comprehensive theory. In this 
theory, electron motion within the ab-plane is viewed as band-like 
with optical and acoustical phonons~etermining the carrier mean 
free path. Motion out-of plane is taken to be diffusive, due to 
the strong coupling to molecular rotational phonons (librations). 
electron motion in the ab-plane is assumed to be unaffected by 
librational modes. Hence for motion perpendicular to the ab-plane 
only the terms ZnmA in the Hamiltonian X2 (see equation (23» 
where nand m label molecules in nearest neighbor ab-plane that 
are along the same c axis direction are included. -rhe effects of 
diagonal interactions (terms where n=m) and other dynamical off
diagonal interactions are neglected. Thus, the total nearest 
neighbor transfer energy, J~a' for motion in the c'-direction, 
is taken as 

J~ . = J + (\y h(2)~ (bna + b~a - bn+I,O'. - b~+l ,a ) (31) 

where J is the static nearest neighbor intermolecular interaction, 
(n a) labels a lattice site, h w2 is the energy of the molecular 
rotational phonon with dispersion effects neglected, y denotes 
the coupling constant (in energy units) for the electron-libron 
interaction, and the term in brackets denotes the effects of the 
rotational vibrations in promoting electron transfer. Using 
linear response theory, Sumi (40) has shown that the nearest
neighbor interactions given by equation (31) the mobility per
pendicular to the ab-plane can be written as 

(32) 

where n = 8TIY/{I", En =2/TI (Ms) (J/h Wl)2 ; {I" is the conduction 
bandwidth for motion in the ab-plane, estimated to be about 700 
cm-l for naphthalene, S is the electron-phonon coupling energy 
for scattering within the ab-plane and WI is the optical (or 
maximum acoustical) phonon~nergy. The quantities WI and W2 are 
thermal averages of functions of the density of electron and 
phonon states whose explicit form need not concern us. F~ure 12 
illustrates for a particular set of parameters how W2 and WI 
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Fig. 12. The kT/~w2 dependence of W2, and kT/h wI depend-
ence of WI calculated using either a Debye and 
Einstein model of the phonon spectrum. From Sumi 
(40) • 

contribute to the total electron mobili~ as a functi~n of tempera
ture. For high temperature, T > lOOK, W2 ~ 0.5, and WI «1. Thus, 
if E < I, ~c'c' ~ 4na2y/~, a quantity which is independent of 
temperature and therefore in agreement with experimental results. 
For T < h U!l/k "'" lOOK, W2 decreases to zero exponeE.tially, imply
ing that the mobility is determined primarily by WI' In this tem
perature regime 

WI ~ T-l exp {h W2/kT }. (33) 

The dependence of ~c'c'oftemperature illustrated in Fig. 12 is 
quite similar to that of the mobility in naphthalene as shown in 
Fig. 10. Quantitative agreement with ex~erimental results is af
forded with couplinf energies S ,::::; 56 cm- for electron-phonon inter
action, y = 2.8 cm- for electron-libron interaction and for 
a ~ ~ 700 cm-l for the electron bandwidth. The neglect of self
trapping tacitly assumed in Sumi's theory is justified since 
S/~ ~ 0.1 which is less than the critical value of 0.5 necessary 
for self-trapping effects (44). Sumi's treatment of carrier 
mobility, when applied to electron motion in the ab-plane, pre
dicts band-type mobility with a temperature dependence of T-I.5_ 
T-2.0 provided h wI < kT <~. Generalizations of this theory to 
the case where transport along only the a-axis direction is coher
ent (43) do not appear necessary since the initial report (45) 
that the electron mobility along the b-axis is similar to that 
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along the ~'-direction is unconfirmed (Schein, personal communica
tion). Although Sumi's model of carrier transport is in accord 
with experimental data at low electric field strengths, the anoma
lous electric field behavior predicted for. the c' -direc tion elec
tron mobility when the field F between neighboring ab-planes of 
separation a) exceeds the librational energy h w2 (~~ 2xl05V/cm) 
appears unconfirmed. In the context of Sumi's theory the drif~ 
velocity Vii' in an electric field F is given by the difference 
betwen the forward and backward velocity and can be shown to as
sume the form 

Vii' = a { 1 - exp {-eFa/kT}} {J2f(F) + Y h w2g(F) } (34) 

For kT> eFa, the functions of f(F) and g(F), which depend upon 
electron and phonon density of states, are independent of F; thus 
Vii' cr F, i.e. Vii' is independent of field strength. However, 
when kT < eFa, Sumi (42) has argued that f(F) «g(F) and that 
g(F) is independent of F, so that 

Vii' a: { 1 - exp { -eFa/kT} (35) 

Saturation in the drift velocity at T = l40K for F > 1.8 x 105V 
cm-l for anthracene in accord with equation (34) was reported by 
Nakano and Maruyama (46); unfortunately this experiment has not 
been confirmed by recent measurements (47). This lack of high 
field effects (up to 28V/ ~m) for transport along the crystallo
graphic axis which exhibits the hopping to band transition evi
dent in Fig. 10 represents a perplexing problem. An additional 
difficulty of the Sumi treatment is the absence of predicted 
saturation of the electron mobility at high electric fields for 
T < lOOK. Presumably an improved treatment of the density of 
electron and phonon state terms which appear in WI and W2 (see 
equation (32» and a different selection of coupling constants 
might allow these difficulties to be surmounted. 

Although saturation in the electron velocity along c'-direc
tion for naphthalene has not been observed, field-dependent hole 
mobilities for F parallel to the a-axis have been reported at low 
temperatures (48). This saturation behavior in the hole velocity 
is illustrated in Fig. 13. As noted previously, hole mobilities 
in both naphthalene and anthracene appear to be in accordance 
with band theory predictions. Presumably the electric field 
dependence at low temperature shown in Fig. 13 arises from hot 
carrier effects where the decrease in the phonon occupation at 
low temperature greatly enhances the carrier mean free path there
by allowing it to occupy high momentum, low velocity states near 
the edge of the Brillouin Zone. In particular, the data in 
Fig. 13 indicate that at T = 3lK, hole velocity saturation occurs 
at 'U 104V em-I, corresponding to a potential drop of eFa 'U 5xlO-4 
eV between neighboring molecules. Since hole bandwidth are 
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Fig. 13. Electric field dependence of the hole velocities in 
high quality naphthalene crystals obtained by the 
time-of-f1ight method with the electric field F par
allel to ~-axis (48). From Warta and Karl (48). 

typically O.leV it follows that by traversing 'V 500 lattice con
stants ('V 2500R) in the absence of scattering or phonon creation, 
the hole would acquire sufficient energy from the field to reach 
the edge of the Brillouin Zone. The observed limiting velocity 
is determined by the condition that the rate at which energy is 
absorbed from the electric field exactly equals the rate of loss 
due to phonon creation. A detailed analysis of the data in Fig. 
13 should allow for a determination of the electron-phonon coupl
ing cons tan t. 

It should be apparent from the above discussion that the cur
rent state of electrical conductivity in anthracene-like solids 
is still in need of further theoretical study. 
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ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF POLYACETYLENE AND RELATED 
COMPOUNDS 

ABSTRACT 

S. Roth, K. Ehinger and K. Menke 

Max-Planck-Institut fur Festk6rperforschung, 
7000 Stuttgart 80, FRG 

A survey is given on electrical transport phenomena in polyace
tylene. Data on the dependence of the conductivity on temper
ature frequency and doping concentration are reviewed and 
measurements of the magnetoresistance and of long-time aging 
effects under various storage conditions are presented. The ex
perimental results are interpreted as superposition of intra
chain, inter-chain and inter-fiber conduction mechanisms, and 
resemble some aspects of the hopping transport in disordered 
semiconductors. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most polymers have a very low electrical conductivity. Fig. 1 
shows a comparison of typical conductivities of various classes 
of solids /1/. The polymers range of the lower edge with 0 
10- 14 S/cm. The mechanisms ruling such low conductivities are 
by hopping between localized states /2/ and models developed for 
disordered semiconductors will also apply to polymers. 

In Fig. lone polymer is included which is very close to the 
classical metals: (CHI O• 2)n' Iodine doped polyacetylene. In fact, 
polyacetylene belongs to a class of polymers whose conductivity 
can be changed by more than 14 orders of magnitude /3/, depending 
on the doping concentration and species (Fig. 2). These polymers 
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are characterized by extended systems of conjugated double bonds. 
The chemical structure of the most important representatives 
hereof is shown in Fig. 3. 

~ trans-Polyazetylen 

~ cis-Polyazetylen 

-O-O-O-PolyparaPhenYlen 

~N} ~ Polypyrrol 
\N T'\..!f\ N r 

==:-=-==:- Polycarbin 

Fig. 3 

We can expect that in these highly cpnducting polymers electrons 
are much less localized and that they will reflect certain fea
tures of inorganic metals. But the chain-like structure of the 
conjugated polymers will give rise to a very anisotropic behaviour 
and some aspects of one-dimensionality will show up, such as the 
metal-insulator transition (Peierls-transition /4/). The most 
exciting speculation is probably that on the existence of mobile 
conjugation defects, which can be described as non-linear excita
tions and are often referred to as solitons /5/ (Fig. 4). These 
defects share many properties with non-linear excitations in other 
fields of physics and offer an interdisciplinary connection all 
the way from chemistry to elementary particle physics and field 
theory /6/. 

Many experts will agree that solitons would exist in very long 
isolated polyene chains, but there is some contr&versy on whether 
they can be observed in "real" polymers /7/. In the presently 
available polyacetylene films, for example. there exists a 
hierarchy of inhomogeneities, finite-length chains being bundeled 
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• 

Wig. 4: "Soliton" in trans polyacetylene 

to fibres and fibres forming a multiply-connected fleece. There
fore, any macroscopic electric conductivity will be governed by 
a superposition of intra-chain, inter-chain, and inter-fibre 
mechanisms (Fig. 5). Solitons would be only intra-chain and their 
effect might be very difficult to isolate. 

1- 2 
2-3 
3-4 
1-4 

2 
3 

Intra - Chain 
Inter - Chain 
Inter - Fibre 

4 

Superposition of above 

Fig. 5: 

Polyacetylene fleece 
schematically 

(typical fibre 
diameter 
100-1000 A) 

Even if the mechanism or mechanisms of the electrical conductivity 
in conjugated polymers is not solved, these substances might be 
useful for technical applications. In fact, many possible appli
cations have been discussed and Fig. 6 presents a compilation of 
same relevant references. 
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- antistatic coatings. records 
etc. 

- electric conductors of low density 

- semiconducting uevices 
(p-n junctions, Schottky barriers) 

- solar cells 

- electrochro~ens displays 

light weight batteries 

- electrodes, membrans for electro
chemistry, fuel cells 

- Image storage (xerography) 

- microwave shields 

- integrated Circuits, molecular 
electroniC devices 
("bio-computer") 
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Fig. 6: Some applications of conducting polymers 
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Although conjugated polymers have been known and discussed for a 
long time by chemists they have been dicovered by physicists 
only very lately. In this respect they form the presently last 
bead in a sequence of one-dimensional substances, starting with 
KCP and running over TTF-TCNQ and (SN)x to (CH)x' There are al
most every year conferences specialized on this topic. Fig. 7 
compiles the last few of these conferences and their proceedings. 
In Fig. 8 we present some review papers on "metally conducting 
polymers" and some general articles. 

SaarbrUcken (Sommerschule, OPG) "One Dimensional Conductors", 
Schuster, H.G., Hgb., Lecture Notes in Physics 34, Springer (1975). 

Starnberg (NATO Advanced Study Institute) "Low Dimensional 
Cooperative Phenomena, the Possiblity of High-Temperature Super
conductivity", Keller, H.J., Hgb. NATO Adv.Study Inst. 7B, Plenum 
Press, New York (1975). -

Bozen (NATO Advanced Study Institute) "Chemistry and Physics of One
Dimensional Metals", Keller, H.J., Hgb., NATO Adv.Study Inst. 25B, 
Plenum Press, New York (1977). 

Siofok (Hungarian AcadelT1Y of Science) "Organic Conductors and Semi
conductors", Pal,L., GrUner,G., JanossY,A. and Solyom, J., Hgb., 
Lecture Notes in Physics ~, Springer (1977). 

New York "Synthesis and Properties of Low-Dimensional Materials", 
Miller, J.S. and Epstein, A.J., Hgb., Annals of the New York Academy 
of Science 313, New York (1978). 

Dubrovnik "Quasi One-Dimensional Conductors" (Band I und I I), 
Barisic,A., Bjelis,A., Cooper,J.R. and Leontic,B., Hgb., Lecture 
Notes in Physics ~ Springer (1979). 

Les Arcs (NATO Spec4al Program Panel on Material Science) "Molecular 
Metals", Hatfield, W.E., Hgb., NATO Conference Series VI, Material 
Science 1, Plenum Press, New York (1979). 

Tomar (NATO Advanced Study Institute) "Chemistry and Physics of One
Dimensional Materials", Alcacer,L., Hgb., D. Reidel Publishing 
Company, Dordrecht (1979). 

San Jose (Symposium organisiert von IBM Forschungslabor) "Structure 
and Properties of Highly Conducting Polymers and Graphite". The 
contribution have been published in Vol. 2 and 3 von Synthetic 
Metals 1. (1980). 

Helsingllr "Low Dimensional Synthetic Metals", Carneiro, K., Hgb., 
Chemica Scripta ll, No. 1-5 (1981). 

Freiburg (Schweiz) "Physics in One-Dimension", Bernasconi ,J., 
Schneider,T., Hgb., Serie in Solid State Sciences 23, Springer 
(1981) • 

Boulder (USA) "Low Dimensional Conductors" Epstein, A.J. and 
Conwell,E.M., Hgb., Mo1.Cryst.Liq.Cryst. JJ.., .!!1., 83. 85 and 86 
(1982) • 

Les Arcs "Conducteurs et Synthetiques a Basse Dimension", Veroffent
lichung vorgesehen als Sonderbande von Journal de Physique (1983). 

Fig. 7: 

Topical Confe
rences on One
Dimensional 
Metals 
Organic Con
ductors 
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Baeriswy1 D .• Harbeke G .• Kiess H .• and Meyer W •• 
"Conducting Polymers: Po1yacety1ene" in 
"Electronic Properties of Polymers" Mort and 
Pfister. Eds .• John Wiley. New York. in press 

Etemad S .• Heeger A.J .• and Macdiarmid A.G .• 
"Po1yacety1ene. (CH)x: the prototype of Conducting 
Polymers". to be published Vol. 33 "Annual Reviews 
of Physical Chemistry" 

Wegner G •• Angew. Chem. n. 352 (1981) 

Hanack M. and Pawlowski M .• Naturwissenschaften 
69. 266 (1982) 

Seeger K. Angew. Makromo1eku1are Chem. 109/110, 227 
(1982) ---

S. Roth and K. Menke. Naturwissenschaften. in print 

Fig. 8: Review and popular carticles on 
conducting polymers 
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In this section we present experimental data on the electric con
ductivity of polyacetylene, obtained in our laboratory. Polyace
tylene is the prototype of conjugated polymers and the most inten
sively studied compound; in fact, since the first paper on doping 
of polyacetylene /3/ more than 500 publications have appeared on 
this substance. 

Our samples have been polymerized by the Shirakawa technique at 
-80 °c /8/ and the films floating on the top of the catalyst 
solution have been used for the investigations. At -80 °c pre
dominantly cis-polyacetylene is pbtained, for conversion into the 
trans modification the samples have been heated at 190 °C in an 
Argon atmosphere for 45 minutes. Some characteristic parameters 
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of our samples are shown in Fig. 9. 

Shirakawa Catalyst. Film 
thickness: 
dask resistivity. dc: 
spin concentration (ESR): 
ESR linewidth at RT: 
X-ray crystallinity: 
elemental analysis: 

floating on solution 
20 to 200 fm 
2.10-6/Scm at RT (trans) 
400 ppm (trans) 
1 Gauss (trans) 
80 % 
CH 99.3 % 

Raman-effective chain length:20 % of chains with n > 20 

Fig. 9: Some characteristics of typical samples 
of our laboratory 

Doping was carried out by exposing the samples at room temper
ature to Iodine vapour or AsF5 gas. In the case of AsF5 several 
doping-pumping cycles were run to remove the side product AsF3 
and to ensure fairly homogenous doping ("Stuttgart procedure"). 

Fig. 10 shows the room temperature conductivity as function of 
the doping concentration for doping with Iodine, Bromine, and 
AsF5 /9/. "Undoped" cis samples have a conductivity of 10-5 S/cm 
due to the casual doping , e. g. with Oxygen. By compensation 
with ammonia the resistivity can be increased by several order 
of magnitude. 

In Fig. 11 we present data on the temperature dependence of the 
dc-conductivity for cis-polyacetylene doped with various concen
trations of Iodine /9/. We obtain very similar conductivity 
values if we dope cis or trans (CH)x . At high doping concentra
tions the conductivity is nearly temperature-independent, where
as it becomes more and more "thermally activated" at lower 
doping concentratio~. 
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Fig. 10: 

Room temperature conducti
vity after doping 

(Ref. 9) 

Fig. 11: 

Temperature dependence 
of dc conductivity 
(Ref.9 and Les Arcs Pro-

ceedings) 
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Fig. 12: 

(Ref.9 and 

Les Arcs Pro

ceedings) 

In Fig. 12 we compare the dc and microwave (9 GHz) conductivity 
of Iodine-doped trans-polyacetylene in the temperature range from 
10 to 300 K /9/. (dc measurements were carried out by a lock-in 
technique at 30 Hz to avoid ionic conductivity by migration of 
Iodine ions.) 

A more extended study of the frequency dependence of the conducti
vity is shown in Fig. 13, where dc, microwave and IR data are 
combined /10/. The experimental curve (solid line) is tentatively 
decomposed into a free carrier contribution following a Drude 
behaviour 0= 0o/(1+W 2 T 2 ), and a hopping contribution. 

In Fig. 14 we compare the temperature dependence of the micro
wave absorption of cis and trans polyacetylene doped with AsF5 . 
and Iodine. The experiment was carried out at 50 GHz in a multl
mode-resonator /11/. The integral absorption shown in the figure 
corresponds roughly to the electric conductivity (the detailed 
relation will be given in Ref. 10). From this figure we conclude 
that the qualitative behaviour of the conductivity is much more 
determined by the doping species than by the conformation of the 
polymere (cis or trans). This result is important when the re-
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levancy of solitons for electrical transport is discussed, Slnce 
solitons should be mobile only in trans-polyacetylene, 
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Fig, 13: 

Frequence dependence 
of conductivity 

(dc, microwave and 
IR data) 

(Ref.10) 

Fig. 14: Influence of dopant (AsF5' Iodine) and of confirmation 
(cis, trans) on the temperature dependence of the micro
wave conductivity (Ref.10) 
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If one tries. to vary additional parameters (like the electric 
or magnetic field) many anomalous effects occur in the electric 
conductivity of polyacetylene, but it is very difficult to 
draw conclusions relevant for the mechanism of conductivity 
from these effects. Fig. 15 shows the magnetoresistance of 
Iodine-doped samples /12/ as an example. It is interesting to 
note that for high doping concentrations a negative magneto
resistance is observed. This could be explained by special 
assumptions on the band structure or on electron localization 

14;-~~~---'--~--~---r--~--~ 

12 

~:Do. Corblno .",.7.2'to ;t 0 --,-
"it 0 0 • .. "'- 7.2.,. 
<104 o. .' 

5 II 15 20 2S 30 ,.-:: 
IOIlINE CXKENTRAT1CN,.", ,r ~coUinear 

",'" ••• a.5"/. •• . . . . 
..... A,AAAAA"'U7% 

-'!·!I> •• • .... A .. "'.A 
o •• ~ ~'\i a :0"000 000 0 

00000000015.4% 
·2~~~~~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ 

o 234 567 
MAGNETIC FIELD IT J 

Fig. 15: 

Magneto-resistance 
at 4 K 

(Ref.14) 

Conjugated polymers are very instable to oxygen, water vapour 
and other environmental influences. Fig. 16 shows an example 
of conductivity changes during long-time storage experiments. 
Highly doped samples are more stable but at low doping concen
tration the conductivity changes by several orders of magnitude 
if the samples are exposed to laboratory atmosphere for a month. 

A compilation of pUblications concerning conductivity, photo
conductivity, thermopower, Hall-effect and rectifying effects 
in polyacetylene is shown in Fig. 17, but by no means this list 
can claim completeness. 
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- Hall Effect, Magnetoresistance, 1, 2 
- Thermopower 3 - 7 
- Semiconductor Effects 8 - 18 
- Frequency Dependence 19 - 25 
- Photoconductivity 11, 26 - 31 
- Non-linear Current-Voltage 2, 32 - 36 
- Electrical Conductivity, 

General: several hundred 
papers 

1. Seeger et al., Sol.State Comm. 28, 873 (1978) 
2. Seeger et al., Chemica Scripta 17, 129 (1981) 
3. Kwak, Bull.Am.Phys.Soc. 23, 56 (1978) 
4. Park et al., Sol.State Comm. 29, 747 (1979) 
5. Kwak et al., Synth. Metals 1, 213 (1980) 
6. Kwak et al., Sol.State Comm. 31, 355 (1979) 
7. Moses et al., Sol.State Comm. 40, 1007 (1981) 
8. Ozaki et al., Appl.Phys.Lett. 35,83 (1979) 
9. Weinberger et al., Appl.Phys.Lett. 38, 555 (1981) 

10. Ozaki et al., J.Appl.Phys. 51, 4252 (1980) 
11. Tani et al., Synth.Metals 1, 301 (1980) 
12. Grant et al., J.Appl.Phys. 52/2, 869 (1981) 
13. Waldrop et al., Appl.Phys.Lett. 38, 53 (1981) 
14. Shirakawa et al., Synth.Metals 4, 43 (1981) 
15. Tsukamoto et al., Jpn.J.Appl.Phys. 20, 127 (1981) 
16. Weinberger et al., Synth.Metals 4, 187 (1982) 
17. Tsukamoto et al., Synth.Metals 4, 177 (1982) 
18. Kanicki et al., Mol.Cryst.Liq.Cryst. 83, 319 (1982) 
19. Feldblum et al., J.Po1.Sci.; Pol.Phys.Ed.: 19, 173 (1981) 
20. Grant et al., Sol.State Comm. 36, 291 (1980) 
21. Epstein et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 45, 1730 (1980) 
22. Epstein et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 47, 1549 (1981) 
23. Epstein et al., Mol.Cryst.Liq.Cryst. 77, 81 (1981) 
24. Gamoudi et al., J.Phys.Lett. (1981) 
25. Epstein et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 50, 1866 (1983) 
26. Etemad et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. (1980) 
27. Tani et al., Sol.State Comm. 33, 499 (1980) 
28. Lauchlan et al., Phys.Rev. B24, 3701 (1981) 
29. Etemad et al., Chem.Scr. 17, 159 (1981) 
30. Etemad et al., Sol.State Comm. 40, 75 (1981) 
31. Kiess et al., Sol.State Comm. 44, 1443 (1982) 
32. Mortensen et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 45, 490 (1980) 
33. Epstein et al., Chern.Ser. 17, 135 (1981) 
34. Mayr et al., Sol.State Comm. 43, 117 (1982) 
35. Philipp et al., Sol.State Comm. 43, 857 (1982) 
36. Yamamoto et al., Jpn.J.App1.Phys. 19, 991 (1980) 

Fig. 17; Compilation of literature on electrical trans
port in polyacetylene (not complete). 
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3. MECHANISMS FOR THE ELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY IN POLYACETYLENE 

The mechanism of the electric conductivity of polyacetylene is 
still highly controversal. From Fig. 5 one will have to conclude 
that there will not be one single mechanism governing the con
ductivity but rather a superposition of several mechanisms. It is 
reasonable to assume that the measured resistivity is the sum of 
three contributions 

where R1 refers to charge motion along a chain, R2 to transport 
from one chain to an other and R3 to transport from one fibre to 
the other (a typical fibre diameter in polyacetylene is 100 to 
1000 ~ ). 

It seems plausible that the inter-fibre resistance behaves Slml
larly to that between metallic grains in evaporated thin films 
or metallic particles in insulting polymer matrioes. For this case 
a 'model of fluctuation-induced tunneling has been successfu'lly 
applied /13/. It also fits perfectly to the temperature depen
dence of highly doped polyacetylene /14,9/ (Fig. 18). We assume 

102r-------~------~------~--~ 

~ 
P(30.0')' 

i 

10 

cis-(CHIy)x 

),,=0.034 
To=25,5K 

T1=167K 

y=O,IB6 

A=0.048 

To=38K 
T1=118K 

Fig. 18 

Fluctuation
induced 
tunneling 
model for 
highly 
doped 
polyace
tylene 
(Ref. 9) 
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that in highly doped polyacetylene R1 und R2 are neglegible com
pared to R3 . 

At lower doping concentrations R1 + R2 » R3 . A very elegant 
theory for R1 is the propagation of charged solitons. This will 
be dealt with in some more detail in the next section. Due to the 
short chain length in today available polyacetylene R2 will be 
more important than R1 and the electrical conductivity of modera
tely and lightly doped polyacetylene will be mainly due to inter
chain hopping. 

In the dc and low frequency case this process can be approximated 
by variable range hopping leading to 0 = A/~exp(To/T)1/4 . 
The power 1/4 is characterisitc for three-dimensional variable 
range hopping and fits well to conductivity data obtained from 
polyacetylene samples doped with a few at% of Iodine (Fig. 19). 

103...---..,.--,.----,.---....... ....,...-.............. -..-..,........, 

trans 
(CHlo.oss )x 

Temperature [K) 
103L.... __ ...... _ ...... --I_....L.-...I..._....L.-....L.---L--I---' 

400 100 50 30 20 15 10 8 6 5 , 

Fig. 19 
Variable range 
hopping model 
for moderately 
doped polyace
tylene (Ref. 9) 

Although the hopping model, originally developed for amorphous 
semiconductors, is quite sucessful in reproducing the temperature 
dependence of the dc-conductivity of polyacetylene, it does not 
well describe the frequency dependence. This deficiency probably 
can be corrected for by taking into account an anisotropic hopping 
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probability or hops between interrupted chains. Such a model hao 
been proposed by Alexander et al. /15/ and fits well to the dis
ordered charge transfer salt Qn(TCNQ)2 and the ionic conductor 
holandite, investigations of the applicability of this model to 
polyacetylene are in progress. 

For undoped or very lightly doped polyacetylene Kivelson /16/ has 
proposed a me'chanism of "soliton assisted hopping" or intersoliton 
charge exchange. This mechanism makes use of trapped charged 
solitons and mobile neutral solitons. Whenever a neutral soliton 
passes near a charged solitoh there is a chance of charge ex
change. This model fits well to experimental data of Epstein et 
al. /17/. Starting from the equivalent network theory of Miller 
and Abrahams recently Chroboczek and Summerfield /18/ have devel
oped a generalized hopping theory, not specifying the hopping 
sites or the hopping species. A comparison of this theory with 
experimental data is shown in Fig. 20. 

168 174K • 

149K 

118K 

84K 

- ntEORY (Sunmerfilld 11182' 
• ElCPERtENI'(EpsteIn II aI.I98I' 

15 D D D 
FREQUENCV(Hz) 

Fig. 20 General hopping theory fit to temperature and frequency 
dependence of conductivity in undoped trans polyacety
lene (Ref. n 
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4. SOLITONS 

For charge transport along chains with conjugated double bonds 
the mechanism of soliton motion has been proposed (this would be 
a theory for R1 in the terminology of the previous section). If 
the conjugation defect of Fig. 4 is called "soliton", this term 
is used to stress two features of this defect: it does not dis
perse while it moves (just as solitary water waves do not dis
perse. This is where the name comes from) and it has certain 
symmetry properties. If most polymer chains in today's poly
acetylene films are very short, solitons will not"be able to 
move very far since they are confined to the polyene chain~. 
Therefore the non-dispersivity will be hard to test. In addition 
solitons will not be important for electrical conductivity under 
these circumstances. 

On the other hand the symmetry properties of solitons will persist 
even in short chains. They are a direct consequence of bond alter
nation. One such property is, for example, the fact, that solitons 
can only be created pairwise, as soliton plus anti-soliton, never 
alone (in the chemical bond picture this is rather trivial: 
breaking a bond results in two nonbonding electrons). Another 
consequence is the midgap state: because of the bond alternation 
there is a gap between IT and IT~ states. Where the alternation is 
interrupted (conjugation defect), the gap is locally suppressed 
and there is a state at midgap. Fig. 21 shows the creation of 
midgap state~ by breaking of double bonds through chemical oxida
tion (doping) /19/. 

The soliton in Fig. 4 is electrically neutral: the charge of the 
dangling electron is compensated by the ionic charge sitting on 
the carbon nucl"eus. If the electron is removed by oxidation 
(doping), the soliton does not vanish: the conjugation defect re
mains (in first approximation the intact double bonds are not 
effected by this oxidation). Oxidation transforms the neutral 
soliton into a positively charged soliton (resembling positive 
holes in semiconductors), which (in some theories) leads to 
electrical conductivity in polyacetylene and related compounds. 
There exists an interesting spin-charge inversion for solitons in 
polyacetylene: neutral solitons carry spin (dangling electrons), 
charged solitons are spinless (there are only paired electrons). 
This spin-charge inversion is schematically shown in Fig. 22. 

Fig. 23 shows ESR measurements of the decrease of the spin con
centration during doping /20/. In undoped polyacetylene there 
are usually several hundred ppm of neutral solitons. Light 
doping converts them into charged and spinless solitons, hence 
the spin concentration decreases on doping. 
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Absorption Spectra of AsFS Doped Polyacetylene 
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Fig. 21 Midgap state in polyacetylene 
(Data from Fujimoto, Tanaka and Tanaka) 
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In addition to charging neutral solitons doping will break double 
bonds and create pairs of new solitons. If the soliton concentra
tion is high enough the conjugation breaks down completely and 
the electrons rearrange to a gapless structure with a partially 
filled band. This is expected to occur when the Pauli susceptibi
lity sets in at a critical doping concentration (Fig. 24). A 
similar step is observed in the NMR lineshift and it is tempting 
to interpret this as Knight-shift and relate it to the Pauli 
susceptibility. On the other hand, at the same critical concen
tration there is an abrupt change in the Raman spectra and all 
these steps might be due to structural rearrangements rather than 
overlap of soliton wave functions. 

Double bonds can also be broken by excitation with light and 
thus solitons can be photogenerated. Photoexcitation is more 
likely to create charged solitons than neutral solitons and photo
conductivity experiments might be a good way to test this con
cent. Several such experiments have been carried out (Fig. 17).They 
show that photoconductivity is more pronounced in trans than in 
cis polyacetylene. In cis-polyacetylene solitons are unstable 
because of symmetry reasons (lattice forces will drive solitons 
to the chain ends (Fig. 25)) and so these experiments seem to 
support the soliton theory. 
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Fig. 22 Transformation of spin-carrying neutral soliton 
into spinless charged soliton by electron re
moval (oxydative doping) 
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Fig. 23 Decrease of spin concentration (Curie constant) 
on doping (Data from Davidov at al.) 
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Fig. 24 Changes in cis-polyacetylene at critical 
doping concentration (Ref. 7) 

Fig. 25 Soliton in cis-polyacetylene. The soliton moves 
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to the right hand side "eating up" the high-energy 
trans-cisoid structure and leaving behind low-energy 
cis-transoid 
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In a recent experiment /21/ on the Schubweg of photogenerated 
carriers it has been shown however, that these carriers do not 
drift very far in an electric field. Apparently they get trapped 
soon after their creation - within a few picoseconds or less -
and from then on they migrate by hopping (repeated trapping and 
detrapping) . 

Zeitaufgelc5ste Photoleitfiihigkeit 

Balterle 100V 

50n Eingang Vorverst. (xl00) 

H ~ schneller Onl. 

Goldkonlakl 

fir 
Irans Poly.zelylen 

Llchlbllize :lpsec 

HZ gepumter Farbslofflaser. 2.2eV 

Fig.26a Experimental setup 
for Schubweg measur@ment in 
polyacetylene 

Fig.26b Photosignal after 
light-pulses (Ref. 21) 

In view of these results it is very difficult to decide whether 
motion of charged solitons along polyene chains is a significant 
process in electric conduction and whether solitons are important 
for transport phenomena at all. Nevertheless, photoinduced excita
tion of polyene chains will lead to many interesting phenomena 
and are studied intensively (Fig. 27). 

The experimental setup and the photosignal of the Schubweg in
vestigations are shown in Fig.26a and 26b,respectively. The 
Schubweg is calculated from the integrated intensity of the photo
signal. The soliton free drift here is estimated usin~4"reason
able" values for the soli ton mobility to be T = 8x10- sec! 

The magnetic moment of neutral solitons can be observed in ESR 
experiments. The resonance of trans polyacetylene has a Lorentzian 
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- Salaneck et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 801 (1982) 
- Orenstein et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 1043 (1982) 
- Vardeny et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 1657 (1982) 
- Vardeny et al., Journal de Physique: in print 

(Les Arcs Proceeding) 
- Varde~ et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 2032 (1983) 
- Blanchet et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 1938 (1983) 
- Weinberger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 50, 1693 (1983) 
- Shank et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 1660 (1982) 

Fig. 27 Some recent literature on photoinduced 
excitations in polyacetylene 

shape and shows considerable narrowing (about 1 G or less at 
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room temperature, whereas a linewidth or 23 G is estimated from 
the hyperfine interaction). This has been interpreted as motional 
narrowing and a very high mobility of neutral solitons has been 
deduced. From the frequency dependence of the relaxation time it 
has been concluded that this motion is mainly one-dimensional 
/22/. 

Recently it has been proposed to use solitons for data storage 
and data handling on a molecular level /23/. A moving soliton 
has the property of innerchanging single and double bond in trans
polyacetylene. If there were a possibility to find out whether 
there is a single or a double bond between two particular carbon 
neighbours, solitons could be used in a molecular computer. Such 
read-out devices can be constructed by building special side 
groups to the polymer chain. The molecule of Fig. 28 could work 
as a read-out unit: in the ground state there is a double bond 
between the two carbons. Absorption of light leads to an excited 
state, where a dipole moment is created and the double bond moves 
outwards to the nitrogen atoms. If this molecule is built into a 
polyene -chain (Fig. 29) it can absorb light only if all polyene 
double bonds are as in Fig. 29). PassEge of a soliton along the 
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Fig. 28 Molecular read-out unit for soliton switching 

< > 
• 

Fig. 29 Polyene chain with detector for soliton passage 
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chain would inhibit absorption. Although solitons might turn out 
to be of little importance for charge transport in macroscopic 
samples, they might be helpful in discussing how the two ends of 
a finite-length polyene (e. g. carotene) communicate with one 
another. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Polymers with conjugated double bonds appear to be very inter
esting systems for experimental and theoretical investigations. 
By doping their electrical conductivity can be changed by many 
orders of magnitude from insulating via semiconducting to me
tallic behaviour. Therefore several applications as synthetic 
metals or semiconductors are proposed. In the discussion of 
electronic excitations in these systems the concept of solitons 
is very fruitful. Even if the relevancy of solitons for experi
ments which can reproducibly be carried out in today-available 
polymers is often overestimated,"ideal" polyenes are fascinating 
model substances,the investigation of which leads to elegant in
sights into a large class of phenomena in many fields of physics. 
Fig. 30 brings the result of a literature survey with the key 
words "solitons" and "polyacetylene". 

71 72 '13 74 75 '16 ." 'l8 '/9 1Kl81 82 
YEAR 

Fig. 30 Literature survey 
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THE PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF ORDERED AND DISORDERED 
DIACETYLENE POLYMERS 

D. Bloor 

Department of Physics. Queen Mary College. 
Mile End Road. London El 4NS. 

INTRODUCTION 

The current depth of understanding of the physics of non
polymeric solids has been made possible by the availability of 
large. highly perfect single crystals for experimental study. 
The approach to a similar level of understanding for polymers has 
been hindered by the structural complexity of the majority of 
polymeric materials. A notable exception to this is a subset of 
the polymers based on disubstituted diacetylenes, which are 
available in the form of macroscopic single crystals. The fact 
that these polymers have conjugated backbones adds considerably 
to their value as model materials, particularly in view of the 
interest in other less perfect conjugated polymers, such as 
polyacetylene. which can be doped to obtain high electrical 
conductivi ty. 

The single crystal nature of the product of the solid-state 
polymerization of certain diacetylenes has been known for over a 
decade (1). During this time there has been a considerable amount 
of research into the preparation and properties of the resulting 
polymers. A number of reviews of both these areas have appeared 
(2-8) and it is not pOSSible, in the space available, to present 
all the extant material in detail. The emphasis here will be on 
recent experimental results and their interpretation. 

Experimental stUdies of polydiacetylenes give us more 
information about the fundamental properties of the conjugated 
polymer chain than similar measurements made on less perfect 
polymers. In the latter case the fundamental. anisotropic 
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properties must be deduced indirectly from the isotropic 
properties of the amorphous or partially micro-crystalline bulk 
samples or the anisotropy of partially aligned samples. Despite 
the absence of the complications due to such complex morphologies 
neither the experiments nor their interpretation have always been 
straightforward even for polydiacetylenes. These problems will 
be considered below. A cause of some difficulties is the fact 
that polydiacetylenes are a class of polymers, not a single 
compound. Thus, though all polydiacetylenes contain essentially 
the same conjugated backbone, they have sidegroups which have a 
wide variety of chemical structures. The sidegroups will affect 
the properties of the backbone so that care must be exercised when 
making generalisations, particularly if they are based on meas
urements on a small selection of polydiacetylenes. 

Despite these problems a coherent picture of the properties 
of polydiacetylene crystals is emerging. It is, therefore, 
possible to use this as a basis for stUdies and interpretation of 
the properties of disordered samples. Again the polydiacetylenes 
provide model systems since the morphology of disordered samples 
can be controlled and characterized. Thus, in principle, the 
effect of particular types of disorder can be studied. This work 
is clearly of value in understanding the behaviour of polymers 
for which only disordered samples are available. Less effort 
has been expended on such studies but it is an area of growing 
interest. 

The preparation of polydiacetylene single crystals will be 
outlined. Studies of oligomeric intermediates observed during 
polymerization will be described since they are of theoretical 
interest and provide information on the properties of short 
polymer chains which cannot be obtained in any other way. The 
electronic properties of these crystals, as revealed by studies 
of their spectra and electrical conductivity, will be discussed 
together with models used to interpret them. Finally stUdies of 
disordered systems will be described, in particular the recent 
observations of carrier recombination in damaged and disordered 
samples. The outstanding experimental and theoretical problems 
will be emphasised. 

PREPARATION OF POLYOIACETYLENES 

The starting point for the preparation of polydiacetylene 
crystals (hereafter referred to as PDAs) is the synthesis of 
disubstituted diacetylenes. The synthetic routes to these 
compounds are well established (9) and will not be discussed 
here; typical examples are given in Figure 1. The abbreviations 
given in the figure will be used to refer to particular materials 
below. The solid-state polymerization of the monomers proceeds 
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by a 1,4 - reaction of the acetylenic carbons, which may be 
initiated chemically, thermally, by ionizing radiation (UV, X and 
y-rays) or by deformation of the crystal to give the conjugated 
po lymer chai n sh ow n in Fig ure 1. 

10H 
TS 

TS12 

MS 

ETU 

TCDU 

nBCMU 

B9 

BPG 

R= -CH3 , R'= -CH20H 

R=R'= -CH2oS02c6H4cH3 
R=R'= -(CH2)40S02C6H4cH3 
R=R'= -CH2oso2c6H2(CH3)3 
R=R'= -CH20CONHC2HS 
R=R'= -(CH2)4oCONHC6HS 
R=R'= -(CH2)noCONHCOOC4H9 
R=R'= -(CH2)90COCH2c6HS 
R/R'= -c6H4oco(CH2)30coc6H4-

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the solid-state 
polymerization of disubstituted diac8tylenes, with 
examples of substituent groups. 

Solid-state chemistry is less widely used than solution 
chemistry but the particular molecular configuration and inter
action imposed by the crystal lattice leads to a well defined 
reaction product. The very specific nature of the lattice 
packing required for reaction, however, makes the solid-state 
route less predictable than solution chemistry. Solid-state 
polymerization has been observed to occur by bulk, topotactic 
and topochemical reactions. In bulk reactions the product is 
amorphous because the crystal lattice is destroyed during the 
reaction. Topotactic reactions produce a product phase which 
has a small number of orientations, possibly only one, with 
respect to the initial crystal. Topochemical reactions are those 
in which the reaction path is determined by the crystal structure 
and may lead to a topotactic product. 

For the product of reaction to retain the order of the monomer 
crystal, the reaction must be topochemical with a unique topotactic 
product. During the reaction any strains due to mismatch of 
monomer and product polymer must not lead to segregation of the 
two phases (10). An adequate criterion for the occurence of a 
solid-state reaction in diacetylenes has been shown [8) to be 
that originally proposed by Schmidt [11). This requires that 
the reacting atoms are separated by less than 0.4 nm. The role 
of the monomer endgroups (polymer sidegroups) is crucial since 
they are the major factor in determining lattice packing. In 
addition to bringing the molecules close enough together for a 
reaction to be possible they must define a unique polymerization 
direction and mediate the interfacial strain between monomer and 
polymer. The effect on lattice packing and reactivity of the 
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substituent groups is illustrated in Figure 2. In this the monomer 
separation and angle of inclination (d and y) with respect to the 
direction of closest approach of the monomers, which is the polymer 
chain axis in reactive crystals, are plotted using available 
crystallographic data. This shows (a) the adequacy of Schmidt's 
criterion for reactivity and (b) the very large mismatch that can 
occur between monomer separation and the polymer repeat distance 
(0.49 nml. 
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Figure 2. Criteria for solid-state reactivity in 
diacetylenes. Full curve, closest approach of monomersJ 
dash curve, 1-4 carbon separation of 0.4 nmJ chain curve, 
least motion r.m.s. displacement 0.1 nmJ x, reactive 
monomersJ 0, unreactive monomersJ., MS. 

Baughman has considered the roles of lattice symmetry, 
molecular and lattice energies and reaction path in diacetylene 
polymerization (3, 12). He considered in plane motion of rigid 
rod molecules and calculated r.m.s. molecular displacements. 
This model does not seem to be a realistic one since the curves 
for constant r.m.s. displacement do not form a boundary between 
reactive and unreactive monomers. In addition, the rate of 
reaction does not correlate with the size of the r.m.s. displace
ment calculated for this model. In this context we have recently 
determined the crystal structure of MS (see Figures 2 and 3) 
whioh has a small r.m.s. displaoement but is unreactive since 
the 1-4 carbon separation is more than 0.4 nm (13). Unfortunately 
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Figure 3. Crystal structure of MS monomer projected on 
to the ab-plane. 

because of the large size of the disubstituted diacetylene 
molecules accurate calculations of lattice structures are not 
possible (14). Thus, the goal of the molecular design of reactive 
monomers has not yet been reached and will require the development 
of more powerful and accurate methods of predicting crystal 
structures for large, non-rigid molecules. 

Four distinct behaviours of the crystal lattice have been 
observed during polymerization. First, the polymer occurs as a 
solid-solution in the monomer lattice so that the physical prop
erties change gradually as polymerization proceeds. The best 
example of this is TS, for which the lattice parameters, and 
other properties, change continuously during polymeriZation, see 
(15 - 17) and Figure 4. Secondly, a phase transition is induced 
from a less to a more reactive phase; the transition is collective 
and the polymerization proceeds in both phases by the solid
solution mechanism. This has been reported for DCH during y-ray 
polymerization (18); the lattice parameters changing discontin
uously at about 30% conversion to polymer. Thirdly, a phase 
transition to a more reactive phase is induced locally so that 
the final polymer crystal is a mixture of two phases. The monomer 
ETU polymerizes in this manner for thermal polymerization (19). 
Finally, the crystal segregates into a polymer and a monomer 
phase leading to a fibrous micro-crystalline or amorphous product. 
This behaviour is common, e.g. for the thermal polymerization of 
OCH (20). 
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Figure 4. Variation in lattice parameters, measured at 
room temperature, during the polymerization of TS. 

Despite these differences in microscopic behaviour the 
kinetics for thermal polymerization are similar in the first three 
cases with an initially slow rate, followed by an 'autocatalytic' 
acceleration and a final slow approach to complete conversion. 
A theoretical model for polymerization via solid-solutions, in 
which the kinetic chain length is controlled by lattice strain, 
has been discussed (15, 21) and subjected to criticism (22, 23). 
There has been an extensive body of work into the polymerization 
of TS and BCMU monomers, see for example (24 - 26) but this will 
not be discussed further here. 

Such studies did, however, suggest that the initial step in 
the polymerization reaction is a diradical (26), see Figure 5, 
apparently contrary to the evidence of the existence of carbene 
radicals in thermally polymerizing crystals (27). This apparent 
conflict has been resolved by an extensive series of studies of 
the photo- and thermal polymerization of diacetylenes at low 
temperatures conducted at the Universities of Stuttgart and 
Bayreuth. A review of this work is in the course of publication 
and references to the extensive literature will be found there 
(28 - 30). The most thorough studies have been made of the mon
omer TS, similar but less detailed results have been obtained 
for a number of other diacetylene monomers (31). In most of the 
experiments monomer crystals at 4 K are irradiated with ultra
violet radiation and studied by optical, EPR and ENDOR spectroscopy. 
At 4 K broad band irradiation produces stable oligomeric inter
mediates since polymerization cannot proceed by thermal activation. 
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The evolution of further intermediates can then be follO't!ed by 
selective irradiation or by heating the sample. Intermediates 
produced by such thermal annealing can be frozen in by cooling 
the sample to 4 K. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

Figure 5. Species observed during the photo-reaction 
of POAS at low temperature, (a) diradicals, 
(b) asymmetric carbenes, (c) stable oligomers, (d) and 
(e) dicarbenes and (f) stable polymer, from (30). 
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The results of these studies are summarised in Figure 5. For 
TS, the first intermediate observed is a dimer diradical, which 
can be converted thermally or by selective irradiation into a 
trimer, tetramer, etc.. Irradiation, however, also produces an 
asymmetric carbene trimer, which in turn can be converted into a 
series of oligomers. There is then a further side reaction which 
converts the asymmetric carbene trimer into a stable oligomer. 
Conversion of a diradical into an asymmetric carbene and a carbene 
into a stable oligomer occur only by the addition of a further 
monomer unit to the intermediate. These intermediates appear 
as the direct products of photo-polymerization below 80 K. Above 
100 K dicarbene radicals with singlet ground states and excited 
triplet and quintet states are observed. Some of these are 
sufficiently long for the interaction of the carbene radicals to 
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be negligible. A small population of dicarbenes has been observed 
as photoproducts at 4 K in perdeuterated TS (32). Above ISO K 
much longer stable polymer chains are formed which are distin
guishable from polymer produced by thermal initiation at room 
temperature by a shifted optical absorption spectrum. 

Diradicals longer than 6 monomer units have not been observed 
in TS though asymmetric carbenes and stable oligomers have been 
reported with ten or more repeat units. Thus, it seems that in 
TS the diradicals are stable only for short chain lengths and at 
room temperature these are rapidly converted into carbene species 
(33). Although similar results have been observed for some 
diacetylenes, these show differences in detail, in particular the 
annealing processes at higher temperatures vary markedly from 
compound to compound, 

The optical spectra of these intermediates are the only 
significant source of information concerning the relationship of 
chain length and absorption energy for diacetylene oligomers. 
The results for TS are shOtJn in Figure 6. Similar results have 
been reported for TS12, which exhibits longer diradical species 
but apparently no stable oligomers (34). For TS the results 
show a much less rapid variation for the longer oligomers than 
application of a modified free-electron model (35) suggests. 
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Figure 6, Optical absorption energy versus chain length 
for diradicals C.), asymmetric carbenes (0) and stable 
oligomers (X) in TS. n is the number of chain repeat 
units, after (29). 
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The dicarbene radicals have attracted attention since although 
there is extensive data and theory for triplet states in organic 
crystals there has been little discussion of coupled triplets other 
than as a mechanism of exciton annihilation (36). Angular dependent 
ESR spectra (32, 37) and ENDOR (38) have been measured for the di
carbenes in TS. These can be interpreted using the fine structure 
parameters determined for the isolated carbene triplets by prior 
stUdies (27). The case of two carbene states coupled by electro
static interactions has been discussed by Benk and Sixl and co
workers (39. 40) and the coupling of a doublet and triplet has also 
been considered (41). The coupled carbenes have a singlet ground 
state and a low lying quintet state well separated from the triplet 
state. The singlet-quintet splitting is sufficiently small that 
for TS the states are mixed. The theory predicts quintet state 
fine structure parameters that are in excellent agreement with the 
experimental values. 

An outstanding question in this area is the nature of the 
polymerization initiation site. It has often been assumed that 
molecules near lattice defects act as exciton traps and also as 
initiation sites. Recent X-ray topographic studies show that 
good quality TS crystals contain a very small number of line 
defects (42, 43). Molecular defects, e.g. solvent and oxygen. 
exist in TS crystals but their presence seems to have very little 
effect on the polymerization process. In addition. there is 
relatively little information available about the triplet states 
of diacetylene monomers (44, 45). Analysis of the low temperature 
photo-reactions indicates that initiation is effected by the 
interaction of a triplet exciton on one monomer and a vibrational 
excitation of the neighbouring monomer (46). At high temperatures 
this is a facile interaction but does not shed any light on the 
process of thermal polymerization other than to suggest that an 
ini tial photo-reaction may be necessary. In certain cases specific 
initiation reactions have been identified. For example. the 
initiation reaction in phenazine-diacetylene complexes at low 
temperature has been shown to be an electron transfer between an 
excited phenazine molecule and a diacetylene monomer (47). 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYDIACETYLENE CRYSTALS 

PDA crystals display striking mechanical. optical and electronic 
properties. The emphasis in this discussion will be on the latter 
two areas. The former area is worth a brief discussion since. 
because of the ordered packing of the polymer chains, it is poss
ible to make a connection between the macroscopic elastic modulus 
along the polymer-chain axis and the microscopic force constants 
of the polymer backbone. 

The Young's modulus for PDA crystals is not very high since. 
because of the bulky sidegroups, each polymer chain has a large 
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cross-sectional area. Typical values are 45 GPa for a urethane 
sidegroup polymer (48J, 44 GPa (49J and 43.3 GPa (50J for TS and 
45 GPa for DCH (51J. For ETU polymer, which has somewhat smaller 
sidegroups, a value of 60 GPa has been measured (52J. These 
macroscopic values can be compared with the microscopic force 
constants using the method of Treloar (53J. The microscopic 
force constants are obtained from an analysis of Raman spectra. 
The Raman spectra contain a small number of lines since the 
baCKbone vibrations are resonantly enhanced. This simplifies 
the analysis but limits the set of force constants that can be 
deduced (54J; this set is, however, adequate for the calculation 
of the Young's modulus. For TS the calculated Young's modulus 
is 50 GPa for a force constant set optimised to fit the Raman 
spectra recorded in an unstrained crystal (53J. A value of 
45 GPa is found for a set optimised to fit the shift in vibrat
ional frequencies with applied strain (53J. Similar results 
have been obtained for ETU polymer (55J and a calculated modulus 
of 74 GPa, somewhat higher than the experimental value, has been 
obtained. The observations of frequency shifts with applied 
strain allow the bond-anharmonicity to be evaluated directly. 
This information is valuable since it enables the force constant 
set to be transferred to other POAs (54J and allows the evaluation 
of bond lengths in situations where they cannot be determined 
directly (56 - 58J. 
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The electronic excited states of PDAs have been studied by 
both spectroscopic methods and by measurements of electrical 
conductivity. The most striking feature of PDA crystals is their 
metallic lustre which is caused by a relatively narrow peak in 
the reflectivity for light polarized parallel to the polymer 
chains, see Figure 7. The absorption is highly dichroic with an 
absorption coefficient for light polarized parallel to the chains 
several orders of magnitude larger than the values for perpendic
ular polarization (59). Reflection spectra have been reported for 
a number of PDAs (7). These are similar to that of TS. On cooling, 
a splitting was observed in the TS spectrum which was attributed 
either to a Oavydov splitting or to inter-chain coupling before 
the real cause, a phase transition producing chains with two 
different structures, was discovered (60). This phase transition 
has attracted considerable attention, see for example (61) and 
references therein, but will not be discussed further here. 

The asymmetry of the main reflection peak, and more particularly 
the asymmetry in the EZ peak determined by Kramers-Kronig analysis, 
was initially adduced as a signal for a van Have singularity (6Z). 
The EZ profile for TS was a good fit to the square-root divergence 
expected of the van Have singularity for an interband transition 
in 10. Similar shapes were observed for BPG (63) but a careful 
analysis of the TS spectra cast doubts on this interpretation (64) 
and showed that the model of Toyazawa (65), which was valid for 
excitons, gave a better fit. Since that time evidence has been 
slowly accumUlating and shows that the intense absorption in PDAs 
is due to an excitonic state. Exciton surface polaritons have 
been observed for TS crystals (66). Photo-conduction has been 
shown either to pass through a minimum coincident with the 
absorption peak, e.g. for TS (67-69) or to be zero until the 
photon energy is somewhat greater than that at the absorption 
peak (ZO, 70). In either case the absorption must be due to an 
uncharged species, i.e. an exciton, a model originally proposed 
in 1974 (71). Recently the reflection spectrum of TS observed 
using a synchrotron radiation source has been interpreted in 
terms of an exciton model (72). This assignment has been confirmed 
by studies of Raman scattering from TS crystals (58) and by 
electric field modulated reflection spectroscopy (73 - 75). 

In principle the absorption profile for an exciton can be 
written in the Franck-Condon approximation as 

A(E) = k LI<~ I 0 >IZ E_ L~ (E) 
Neg n II 

n 

0) 

where k is a constant proportional to the transition dipole moment, 
Ln(EJ is a lineshape function, En is the energy of the transition 
from the ground state to the ~th vibrational level of the excited 
state and the matrix element is a multidimensional Franck-Condon 
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overlap integral of the general form 

i 
<~ I ~ > TI <m I n > (2) 

g e a=1 ag ae 

where i is the number of normal modes for which the displacement 
of the potential minima in the ground- and excited-states along 
the normal co-ordinate is significantly greater than zero. The 
complexity of these overlap integrals prevents a direct analysis 
of the absorption data. At first the expression for the resonant 
Raman scattering cross-section looks more complicated; see for 
example (76). For PoAs, however, this can be significantly 
simplified since (a) there are only four important normal modes, 
(b) the line width is less than the normal mode frequencies so 
that cross-terms can be neglected and (c) if the displacement of 
ground and excited states is small the products of overlap 
integrals contribute a constant exponential factor. More detailed 
discussion of these simplifications are given elsewhere (77). 
The final expression for the simultaneous excitation of a phonon 
in modes 1 and 2 is 

[<11 In l ><n l Iol ><12 In 2 ><n2 I0 2 »2 
K I I gee g gee & 

nl n2 [Eo + nlhF l + n2hF2 - EL]2 + r~ 

where Fl and F2 are the frequencies of modes 1 and 2 in the 
excited state, EL is the laser energy and re is the exciton line
width. Corresponding but simpler expressions can be written for 
single mode excitation. These expressions may be readily 
evaluated (58) using the Franck-Condon factors derived by Keil (78). 

Raw resonant Raman data must be corrected for sample reflection, 
absorption and refraction. Applying these corrections to the raw 
data for TS gives unrealistic excitation profiles. This has been 
attributed to surface roughness invalidating the refraction 
correction when the penetration depth of light into the sample is 
small (58). Neglecting this correction the data can be analysed 
to give the parameters listed in Table 1; typical corrected data 
and calculated excitation profiles are shown in Figure 8. A check 
is provided on these results by the reasonable fit of the experi
mental absorption spectrum and that calculated using the parameters 
of Table 1. In addition the excited state vibrational frequencies 
can be used to calculate the excited state bond lengths using the 
known bond anharmonicity. The values obtained are 0.140, 0.121 
and 0.140 nm respectively for the single, double and triple bonds 
which have lengths of 0.143, 0.119 and 0.136 nm in the ground 
state. These bond length changes are consistent with the charge
transfer character of the exciton first discussed by Philpott (79) 
and calculated for bipolaron states by Cade and Movaghar (80). 
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Table 1 

Electronic and vibrational properties of TS deduced from 
an analysis of resonant Raman scattering (58) • 

Phonon a f(ground) F(exci ted) O(nm) dEldQb 
(mode) (cm- l ) (cm- l ) (eV/nm) 

1 2086 2040 2.1 x 10- 3 40 
2 1485 1420 3.4 x 10- 3 33 
3 1203 1170 1.4 x 10- 3 9.2 
4 952 940 2.4 x 10- 3 9.6 

a: The vibrational modes are 1- triple bond stretch, 
2- double bond stretch, 3- single bond stretch/double 
bond bend and 4- triple bond bend (54). 
b: dE/dO is given for a quadratic potential function by 
-4 1T 2mf20. 
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Figure 8. Resonant Raman excitation profile for triple 
bond stretching mode in TS polymer. Experimental data 
is represented by points, the calculated profile by 
the full curve. S in the corrected scattered intensity. 
from (58). 
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Figure 9. Electro-reflectance spectra of TS polymer 
(upper curve) and DCH polymer (lower curve) recorded 
at 2 K with applied fie Ids of about 23 kV/cm, after (74). 

Electro-reflectance spectra show unambiguously that the inter
band-transition for PDAs lies about 0.5 eV above the excitonic state 
(73-75). The electro-reflectance spectra of TS and DCH at low temp
eratures are shown in Figure 9. At the exciton energy, about 2 eV, 
a feature appears which is a second derivative of the absorption 
profile, characteristic of a charge-transfer exciton (81). At 2.5 eV 
a larger signal is observed with a first derivative profile, charac
teristic of a Frenkel exciton. In the absence of an observable 
absorption feature at 2.5 eV these signals must be assigned to inter
band transitions. Two peaks occur for exciton and inter-band trans
itions of TS because of the two non-equivalent polymer chains present 
in the low temperature phase. The data deduced from the electro
reflectance spectra of four PDAs are listed in Table 2. The data 
for DCH have been interpreted to indicate a broad conduction band 
leading to a low effective electron mass of only 0.05 me and a car
rier mobility of 2,800 cm2/Vs (73). 

A complete picture of the energy levels in TS has been provided 
by careful photoemission studies (82). These.give an ionization 
potential of 5.5±0.1 eV and hence the bottom of the conduction band 
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lies 3.1±0.1 eV below the vacuum level. Very similar values have 
been found for DCH, 5.B and 3.4 eV respectively, by studies of 
electron and hole injection using a range of electrodes with 
different work functions (B3). Thus, the nature and energies of 
the electronic excitations in PDAs are well established. 

Table 2. 

Exciton and inter-band transitions for four PDAs as 
observed by reflection and electro-reflection spectroscopy 
(Sebastian and Weiser (75)). 

DCH TS TCOU(l) a TCDU(2)a BPG 

EEx(eV) 1. B5B 1.937 1.940 2.321 2.128 

£i Cmax ) 40 56 10.4 5.4 4.9 
q e (CT) 0.38 0.19 0.19 0.16 
Eg(eV) 2.333 2.447 2.516 2.983 2.624 
EB(exciton) 0.475 0.510 0.576 0.662 0.496 

a: TCDU(l) is the as polymerized phase; TCDU(2) is the 
form induced by applied stress (118) • 

The interpretation of measurements of dark- and photo-conduct
ivity in PDAs is still a matter of debate. One reason for this is 
the fact that the behaviour of different PDAs shows much larger 
variations when conductivity is measured than when spectra are 
measured. Thus, while electron and hole injection has been 
observed for DCH, similar electrodes form blocking contacts on TS 
crystals (83). In addition there appear to be no deep traps in 
OCH (84) while photoconduction in TS is dominated by a level lying 
0.8 eV below the conduction band (69 85). In much of the early 
literature on electrical conductivity in TS a low mobility was 
deduced on the assumption that carriers were injected to give 
space charge limited currents (85). There was, however, a consensus 
that both dark- and photo-currents, and mobilities, were about 103 
larger for carrier motion parallel to the polymer chains than 
perpendicular (69, 85, 80). In addition, photo-carrier generation 
was shown to be well described by onsager's theory for geminate 
recombination in one dimension (69, 87, B8). 

The absence of charge injection in TS was first noted by 
Spannring and Baessler (a9) and Donovan and Wilson (90). The 
former still. however, assumed that photo-currents were limited 
by recombination. This assumption was not made by the latter 
workers who deduced a high mobility. The absence of recombination 
centres was subsequently shown in an experiment in which the polymer 
chain lengths were reduced by laser ablation of the crystal surface 
(9Il. The distance over Which electrons moved was shown to be 
equal to the distance between the ablated regions. The absence of 
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recombination centres and application of the onsager model leads 
to a carrier drift velocity of about 2 x 103 m/s. which is 
saturated down to very low fields and implies a very high intrinsic 
mobility. of the order 2 x 105 cm2/Vs. To support these exper
imental findings Wilson has published a series of papers discussing 
carrier motion in one-dimensional systems (82 - 85). 

There is a growing body of other evidence for high electron 
mobility in PDAs. The electro-reflectance data gives such a 
result by an independent route (73) and a high value is indicated 
by the injection studies for OCH (83). In addition. studies of 
recombination in dosordered samples. described in the next section. 
indicate that the density of such centres is low even in highly im
perfect samples (86. 97). Recent studies of the field dependence 
of photo-carrier generation have led to a value for the microscopic 
anisotropy of carrier mobility in excess of 104 (98). At very low 
fields a deviation from the 10 onsager model has been reported. 
with carrier generation efficiency becoming approximately isotropic 
(88). The theoretical consequences of this result have not yet 
been investigated. 

It is somewhat surpr1s~ng in the light of this evidence that 
attempts to observe carrier transit have been unsuccessful (100 -
102). After a short light pulse the photocurrent decays monoton
ically with no features attributable to carrier transit. Such a 
response. of the form t- a , is in fact typical for amorphous 
materials; an apparent paradox in view of the quality of the PoA 
crystals used. This problem has been resolved by recent theoretical 
and experimental work (103. 104). These show that the apparent 
anomaly is due to a breakdown in linear response theory. Carrier 
motion in 10 in the presence of strong scattering centres is shown 
to be extremely sensitive to the density of scattering centres. 
An increase in the fraction of centres from 10- 5 to 10- 4 increases 
the transit time in a crystal from 10-2 to 105 seconds. This is 
consistent with the long time decays seen in imperfect samples 
(96. 97). This theory also indicates that the intrinsic carrier 
mobility is larger than 10 3 cm2/Vs. The failure of linear response 
theory in a range of 10 transport problems is of considerable 
general interest. 

The availability of detailed information about the electronic 
states of PDAs makes them ideal systems to test molecular quantum 
mechanical theories. The earliest calculation for a model PDA 
chain with simple sidegroups gave rather poor values for the band
gap. see (7). In most of these calculations Coulomb correlations 
were neglected so that only band structures were deduced. Further 
work along these lines has included the use of an ab initio crystal 
orbital method (105), studies of the ground state geometries (106), 
a priori Hartree Fock crystal orbital calculations (107) and a 
non-empirical effective Hamiltonian technique (108). These show 
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that the acetylene structure of figure 1 is the lowest energy 
chain structure. Suhai obtains reasonable values for the ionizat
ion potential and electron affinity, this is also true for the 
ionization potential determined by the effective Hamiltonian 
technique, though accurate calculation of the band-gap remains 
difficult. 

Calculations including Coulomb interactions were first 
reported by Yarkony (109) and more general models were considered 
by Gasser and Boerner (110) and Cade and Young (Ill). Yarkony 
and co-workers compared band and exciton models and cyclic and 
linear chains. Ukrainskii (112) used the experimental exciton 
binding energy to evaluate the nearest neighbour electron Coulomb 
repulsion in POAs. He also concluded that the electron repulsion 
accounted for about 60% of the observed band gap with only about 
40% due to the bond-alternation. PDAs have also been treated 
using molecular M.O. methods by a number of authors (79, 113, 114). 

Recently the theoretical models developed for polyacetylene 
have been applied to PDAs (80, 115, 116). A degenerate ground 
state does not occur for PDA so that this discussion is limited 
to polarons. The potential surface for the ground state structures 
deduced by this method is very similar to that calculated by the 
ab initio method (80, 106) indicating that the alternative 
butatriene structure is metastable. A further conclusion is that 
the band gap is primarily due to the bond alternation produced 
when the TI-electrons are added to the bare PDA backbone. These 
calculations are currently being extended to make realistic 
exciton calculations for PDAs (117). The occurrence of acoustic
mode polarons and exciton-polarons in PDAs has also been discussed 
recently (95, 145). 

Many of the theoretical papers have involved calculations of 
the idealised acetylenic and butatrienic structures. The case for 
the occurrence of the latter structure has not been discussed 
here in detail since there is now a consensus that shifts in 
optical and vibrational excitation energies can be accounted for 
by deformations of the acetylenic structure (57, 108, ll8). 
Extremely large shifts in exciton energy are observed as a funct
ion of temperature for partially polymerized diacetylenes, see 
Figure 10, since the monomer lattices can have large thermal 
expansion coefficients which dramatically affect the environments 
of the polymer chains. A particularly striking example is DCH 
where a 6% compression along the chain axis at the 142 K monomer 
phase transition is accompanied by a 0.4 eV increase in exciton 
energy (119). The molecular deformation produced by this 
compression has been shown to be prinCipally changes in bond
angles. It would be interesting to see theoretical predictions 
of the electronic states for such highly distorted structures. 
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Figure 10. Temperature dependence of the optical 
absorption in partially polymerized diacetylene monomer 
crystals, the level of conversion was generally less 
than 1%. after (129). 

The recent theoretical studies of PDAs have made greater use 
of the available experimental data and provide realistic micro
scopic models. The current state of the art is such that one can 
look forward to theory being used increasingly in a predictive 
role rather than an interpretive one. 

PROPERTIES OF DISORDERED POLYDIACETYLENES 

Disordered samples of polydiacetylenes can be prepared by a 
number of routes. First. the less perfectly polymerizing crystals 
can be obtained in a fibrilar form due to disruption of the crystal. 
lattice by internal strain. e.g. (120). Secondly. similar samples 
can be obtained by the removel of unreacted monomer from partially 
polymerized crystals. Thirdly. single crystals can be deformed 
mechanically. Fourthly precipitates in the form of films or 
powders can be obtained for soluble diacetylenes and finally the 
solutions of such soluble materials can be studied directly. 
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Samples prepared in this way allow a range of morphologies from 
microcrystalline to amorphous to be obtained. In this review it 
will be possible to cover only part of the literature describing 
measurements on such systems. The discussion will, therefore, be 
limited to three topics, a) the characterization of highly dis
ordered polymers in solution and solid phases, b) photo-currents 
in slightly disordered solids and c) doping of PDAs to enhance 
conducti vi ty • 

The prinicpal effect of increasing disorder is to smear out 
the well defined energy levels of the extended PDA chain. The 
excitonic state will be broadened inhomogeneously, due to static 
perturbations of the backbone, and homogeneously, due to the 
increased chain motion possible in disordered materials. It is 
difficult to distinguish these effects from the absorption spectrum 
alone and Raman spectroscopy has proved vital in characterising 
disordered samples. Three different situations have been observed, 
a) a continuous distribution of unperturbed chain sequences, b) 
a small number of distinct chain structures and c) a single average 
structure. 

The first case is observed for true solutions of POAs. A 
number of readily soluble POAs are now known; the most widely 
studied are the nBCMU and related polymers developed at Allied 
Chemicals (118, 121, 122 and references therein). Other examples 
are TS-12 (123) and the derivatives of the docosadiyne dial (124, 
125). These solutions have been characterized by measurements of 
viscosity, osmotic pressure, light scattering and 13C-NMR with 
comparable results for all the materials. The mean polymer chain 
lengths are in the range 1000 to 2000 repeat units with a polydis
persity of between 3 and 5 (123 - 126). The molecules adopt a 
random coil form despite the rigidity of the backbone, whether 
this is due to gradual deformation or sharp kinks has not been 
established. The NMR studies show that the acetylenic backbone 
of Figure 1 is retained in solution (121, 125). Colour changes 
occur on the addition of a non-solvent; this has been attributed 
to a random-coil to rigid-rod transformation (80, 126, 127). This 
result has been questioned because of neglect of polydispersity 
(123) and recent results in our laboratories suggest the formation 
of micro-crystals on addition of a non-solvent. 

The optical spectra of solutions are all similar and have the 
form shown in Figure 11. The absorption maximum lies at about 
2.6 eV in comparison with the 1.8 to 2.3 eV observed for crystals, 
see Table 1. This reflects a general trend of the absorption 
maxima towards higher energy as disorder is introduced (80, 128, 
129). The absorption has been interpreted in terms of conjugation 
lengths using either a free electron (8, 112, 130) or a Huckel 
model (131). The fit to the experimental data is, however, just 
as good as that for a single heavily broadened absorption band 
(132, 133). Raman spectroscopy enables these two possibilities 
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to be distinguished. The vibrational frequencies are observed to 
shift continuously as the excitation frequency is varied as expected 
for a distribution of conjugation lengths, see Figure 12 (130, 132). 
The same effect is also observed for the amorphous surface layer 
produced by the heavy deformation of TS single crystals (57). 
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Figure 11. Absorption sepctra of 4BCMU (solid curve) 
and 89 (dash curve) polymers dissolved in chloroform 
at room temperature. 

An intermediate case is observed in Langmuir-Blodgett films 
of diynoic acids. The absorption profile has s lightly more 
structure than that of a solution but Raman spectroscopy shows 
that this is produced by the superposition of the spectra of just 
three different types of PDA chain, see Figure 13 (134). TS
colloids, precipitated from solution of low molecular weight TS 
in chloroform, show in turn slightly more structure in their spectra 
and Raman spectroscopy shows only one principal set of vibrations 
(133). This result is somewhat surprising since the zero-phonon 
absorption peak appears at 2.5 eV. This led to the suggestion that 
such a species could contribute to the 'solution' spectrum (133). 
Recently studies of glasses produced by quenching solutions to 
liquid nitrogen temperatures have revealed exciton spectra at 
and above 2.5 eV with linewidths comparable to those of crystals 
(135) • 

Thus, we can conclude that PDAs in solution in general adopt 
a random coil conformation and similar disruption of conjugation 
occurs in highly deformed solids. There are also states of 
disorder where the molecules aggregate or adopt a molecular 
conformation to produce a well defined average structure having 
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Figure 12. Calculated (full curve) and observed (circles) 
dependence of the principal Raman bands on excitation 
frequency for 3BMCU solution, from (132). 

a high exciton energy. The exact nature of these structures is 
not known but possibilities include a) chain folded lamelar crys
als with a short, regular fold length, b) quasi crystalline 
particles, c) backbone kinks and d) grossly deformed backbone 
structures. In the latter context it is worth noting that changes 
of bond angles are more likely than changes in bond length since 
the angular force constants are weaker. 

A phenomenon that has received little attention is the 
appearance of fluorescent emission for disordered PDAs. PDA 
crystals show negligible fluorescence but it is observed from 
solutions and other disordered samples (133, 136). The quantum 
efficiency is low (135) suggesting that disorder introduces a 
radiant decay channel which competes with the non-radiative 
mechanism operative in extended chain PDAs. A possible mechanism 
for this has been suggested (117). The bipolaron, and also the 
exciton, in PDAs has a rather flat potential curve, see Figure 
14. Excited excitons will, therefore, be rather extended and 
emission of a phonon destroying the initial state, i.e. non
radiati ve decay, is li kely. If the exciton is confin.ed by defects 
the emiSSion of phonons is less likely and fluorescence can occur. 
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Figure 14. Potential function for a bi-polaron on a PDA 
chain; n is the number of chain carbon atoms, after (116). 
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This model can also explain carrier generation effects observed for 
excited exciton states and provides a more realistic model for 
interpreting absorption profiles than those used previously. 
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Figure 15. Decay of photo-current in an orientated 
fibrous film of 10H polymer at room temperature for a 
field of 5 kV/cm showing exp(-t l/3 ) dependence. 

The band-states of the POAs will be smeared into the band-gap 
with increasing disorder and a mobility gap will appear with the 
lowest states becoming localised. Introducing disorder has a 
dramatic effect on the time scale for the decay of photo-currents. 
In TS single crystals the decay has a t- a dependence, the photo
current falls by an order of magnitude in 100 )J s, but a weak tail 
persists for about Is (104). For TS crystals damaged by He-ion 
bombardment the decay at intermediate fields and times goes at 
exp(-t I/3 ) becoming exponential at times of the order 104s (86). 
An exp(-tl/3 ) decay law has been observed over times up to 
2 X 104s in films of lOH polymer, see Figure 15 (87). This unusual 
law is that expected theoretically for diffusive motion in one 
dimension (137). In addition, the theory predicts a change to an 
exponential law depending on defect concentration, time, applied 
electric field and temperature. The predicted behaViour with time 
and field have been observed for the damaged TS samples (96). 
Our recent data has shown the theoretical temperature dependence 
for lOH. It should be noted that these dramatic increases in decay 
time do not require very high defect densities since the time for 
an electron to tranSit the sample depends on the defect~ density, x. 
to the power (1-a)-l (104). Experimentally a=0.85 which leads to 
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a power law in x of approximately x7• These results show that 
even in imperfect PDA samples the electron motion is highly 
anisotropic; a lower limit for the microscopic anisotropy is 104, 
comparable with that reported for polyacetylene. 

The main focus of recent interest in conjugated polymers has 
been the metallic conductivity achieved when strong donors or 
acceptors interact with them. The apparent absence of comparable 
effects for PDAs has been somewhat surprising since the relevant 
electronic properties of the PDA backbone are similar to those of 
other dopable polymers (138). This has been rationalised in terms 
of the presence of the large potentially reactive sidegroups, which 
are required to ensure solid-state polymerization, and the extremely 
small penetration of large dopant molecules into the closely packed 
polymer crystal lattices. The modification of conductivity by 
adsorbed surface species has been known for some time (87). These 
facts suggest that doping will be most likely for fibrous samples 
with simple sidegroups (139). Even for fibrous samples of 10H 
polymer, however, the final conductivity is low [10-6S/ cm l despite 
the uptake of large amounts of 12 • 

Dopant inclusion by co-crystallisation and vapour phase doping 
during polymerization have also been investigated [140). Conduct
ivities as high as 10-4S/ cm have been observed, but despite the 
apparently unperturbed crystal quality the conductivities of the 
doped samples were essentially isotropic. It should be noted that 
TS crystals grown in air contain considerable quantities of 02' 
this does not seem to affect their conductivity but is capable of 
oxidation of the polymer chain immediately after photo-excitation 
of charge transfer between the polymer backbone and the O2 (141). 

Recently doping of DCH polymer has been reported first by the 
electrolytic field driven injection of ions into microscopic 
channels parallel to the polymer chains (142) and secondly by the 
action of SbFs on thermally polymerized DCH (143). In the latter 
case the crystal fibrilates on polymerization. Consideration of 
the crystal structure, however, indicates that the charge transfer 
must be mediated by the sidegroups since direct approach of dopants 
to the polymer chain is not possible. DCH polymer is stable against 
photo-oxidation in consequence (141). Conductivities up to 
10-3S/ cm are reported for doped DCH. 

We have observed lower conductivity values for radiation 
polymerized DCH crystals, which are more perfect than thermally 
polymerized samples (144). A small reversible increase in cond
uctivity is found on cycling the doped samples from vacuum to a 
normal atmosphere and back. In the case of 10H a smaller increase 
has been observed on SbFS doping with a much larger increase on 
admitting air. The final conductivity observed was 2S/cm which 
decayed over a period of a few days. The results with lOH are 
irreproducible due to variations in fibril dimensions and packing 
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and the sensitivity of this polymer to photo-oxidation. It appears. 
however. that the enhancement of conductivity in PDAs can be 
attributed to the surface adsorption of dopants. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Polydiacetylenes remain the only conjugated polymers available 
in an ideal chain-extended form. As such. their continued use as 
model systems. which allow direct investigations of fundamental 
physical properties, is assured. Even for POAs, it has taken some 
time to gain a proper understanding of these properties. The 
interplay of experiment and theory that has been necessary to gain 
this understanding will continue and will shed more light on the 
physics of quasi-one-dimensional systems. 

It has not been possible to review all the areas of current 
interest in PDAs; this reflects the growth of interest in these 
unique materials. In particular the non-linear optical properties 
of PDAs appear likely to lead to applications in the near future. 
A number of other technological uses are emerging and it seems 
probable that PDAs will be of increasing interest to applied 
scientists in the future. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The conducting polymers area has experienced phenomenal growth 
over the past few years. Interest began with the discovery(l) 
that polyacetylene, PA, could be "doped" with electron acceptors 
and electron donors to conductivity levels (~lOOO S/cm) approach
ing those of some metals and comparable to those obtained with 
organic charge transfer crystals (2). The latter is especially 
important since it was obvious that doped PA is highly dis
ordered, compared to the single~crystal charge transfer com
plexes, and would probably provide a tortuous path for carrier 
transport. Interest, both theoretical and experimental, expanded 
rapidly. The list of effective dopants for polyacetylene 
grew(3), drawing from the rather extensive work on dopants in the 
intercalated graphite area(4). Electrochemical doping of poly
acetylene was demonstrated by Nigrey et al.(5) in 1979; this work 
lead to interest in the application of conducting polymers in 
rechargeable batteries(6,7). Theoretical work on polyacetylene 
grew in concert with the heavy experimental effort(8-10). This 
work benifited from the extensive theoretical work on polyenes 
dating back over several decades. Particularly notable in this 
regard is the 1962 work of Pople and Walmsley(ll), who antici
pated many of the important and interesting aspects of neutral 
and charged defect formation in polyacetylene. 

A significant breakthrough occurred in 1979 with the dis
covery(12) that poly(p-phenylene), PPP, could be doped to con
ductivity levels quite comparable to those obtained in the 
polyacetylene, PA, system. This discovery was important in that 
it demonstrated the nonuniqueness of the PA system and paved the 
way for the discovery of a number of new polyaromatic-based 
conducting polymer systems. These polyaromatics now include 
poly(p-phenylene sulfide)(13,14), polypyrrole(15), poly thiophene 
(16), and polyquinoline(17). The PPP system was also important 
theoretically, since the generally similar behavior experimen
tally(18) of PPP and PA cast doubt on theories of doping and 
transport which were highly specific to PA, i.e., the soliton 
theory of Su, Shrieffer and Heeger(8) and later others(19-24} 
as applied to polyacetylene. A coherent theory of doping and 
transport applicable to a broad range of conducting polymers 
is now emerging(25,26), and will be discussed herein. 

The understanding of the electronic structure of the parent 
(undoped) polymers is now at a fairly high level. Many differ
ent theoretical techniques(9,lO,27-30) have been applied to the 
various conjugated polymers, with varying degrees of success in 
predicting, for example, ionization potentials, bandgaps, band
widths, and photoemission spectra. The ionization potential is 
especially important, since it determines whether or not a par
ticular electron acceptor is capable of ionizing the polymer 
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chain--the first step in obtaining a conducting polymer. Iodine, 
for example, will ionize PA to produce a conducting complex, but 
has little effect on the conductivity of PPP(18). This result is 
due to the fact that iodine is a relatively weak electron accep
tor and PPP has a higher ionization potential than PA. The band
width is important, at least in a qualitative sense, in that it 
gives some indication of the extent of electron delocalization in 
the system and suggests how mobile the carriers will be once pro
duced by the ionization process. Only a qualitative correlation 
can be expected, since large geometric changes will occur on 
ionizing any organic material. The most successful technique 
developed to date--in terms of accuracy, computational cost, and 
general applicability--is the Valence Effective Hamiltonian (VEH) 
technique(31,32). The VEH technique has been broadly applied to 
hydrocarbon(33-35), nitrogen-containing(36), and sulfur
containing polymers(35,37) with remarkable success. For example, 
oxidation and reduction potentials(38,39) are now being obtained 
with the VEH technique which are in very good agreement with 
experiment; this is important given the current high level of 
interest in application of conducting polymers in batteries(6,7). 

In this review, we will summarize recent experimental and 
theoretical developments in the conducting polymers area, with 
emphasis placed on work carried out in the Allied Corporation 
laboratories. In the next four sections we discuss experimental 
work, including synthesis and doping of the polymers, conducting 
polymer solutions, and spectroscopy of neutral and doped poly
mers. The last two sections deal with theory as applied to 
understanding the undoped polymer precursors and the possible 
charged defect structures that result from doping. The latter 
includes a discussion of a model (26) for "spinless" electrical 
transport based on bipolarons (dications or dianions). This 
model is shown to yield a coherent picture of doping and carrier 
transport of general applicability to the wide range of doped 
polymer systems. 

II. SYNTHESIS AND DOPING OF CONJUGATED POLYMERS 

A key development in the evolution of the conducting polymers 
area is the discovery by Ito et al .(40) of a synthetic route to 
free-standing, high-quality films of polyacetylene, PA. The 
synthetic routes for PA and other conducting polymer precursors 
are illustrated in Figure 1. The synthesis of PA involves a 
Ziegler-Natta catalyst which is coated onto the walls of the 
reaction vessel. This coating is exposed to acetylene gas 
usually at -78C and the reaction proceeds to produce a coherent 
PA film which coats the catalyst-exposed surfaces. The films, 
typically a few hundred microns in thickness, can then be peeled 
off the interior surface of the reaction vessel. The catalyst 
is usually washed out of the films by extraction with organic 
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SYNTHESES OF CONDUCTING POLYMER PRECURSORS 
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Figure 1. Illustration of synthetic routes to conducting polymer 
precursors. 

Figure 2. Electron micrograph of polyacetylene film. The 
average fiber diameter in these films is about 800 A 
(44). 
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solvents. PA produced in this mannner consists mainly of the cis 
conformation. Isomerization to the trans conformation proceeds 
slowly at room temperature; near complete conversion to the trans 
isomer is achieved by heating to typically 170C for twenty 

trans cis 

minutes. The isomerization process is activated by about 15 
kcal/mole of CH units (at low conversions)(41); the trans isomer 
is more stable than the cis by about 10 kcal/mole(10). Doping of 
the cis isomer with electron acceptors or electron donors also 
results in isomerization to the trans isomer. The isomerization 
process, as achieved by heating at least, results in additional 
disorder in the system probably due to radical initiated cross
linking. This crosslinking produces interchain single bonds 
which serve to interupt conjugation at the crosslink on each of 
the chains involved. The resulting conjugation length dispersion 
has important effects on the electronic properties as evidenced 
by UV-visible spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy(42,43). This 
point will be discussed in Section IV. Disorder is expected to 
strongly influence both the optical and the electrical properties 
of the doped compositions. 

Figure 2 shows a scanning electron micrograph of a PA 
film(44). The film is composed of a bundle of fibers, the 
average fiber diameter being around 800 A. The films are about 
70% voids, so that the overall density of the film is about 0.4 
gm/cm3 compared to a theoretical density of about 1.2 gm/cm3. 
This fibular morphology is particularily important in its effect 
on electrochemical properties, since the resulting high surface 
area(~60 m2/gm) aids in the rapid oxidation or reduction of the 
PA films. In conducting polymer batteries, this effect leads to 
very high power densities(6.7). The PA films show a relatively 
high degree of crystallinity--sufficient for a fairly high 
quality determination of the molecular structure via X-ray 
diff ract i on (45). The st ructu ra 1 resu 1 ts, and recent NMR 
results(46). indicate a bond length alternation (difference bet
ween double and single bond lengths) in the range 0.08 to 0.10 A 
for trans PA. Theoretical predictions of the bond length alter
nation are around 0.1 A according to ab initio results(10) and 
recent MNDO results(47). 

A typical doping curve for PA is shown in Figure 3. These 
data are taken from the work of Park et al.(48) The results are 
characteristic of the doping of PA in that they show as-curve 
shape with a precipitous rise in conductivity (semiconductor-to
metal transition?) at a doping level of about 2 to 4%. (More 
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Figure 3. Conductivity versus doping level for the AsF5 doping 
of polyacetylene(48). 
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obtained with AsF5 doping, compared to conductivities 
of various metallic, semiconducting, and insulating 
materials. 
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recent data(49) show an earlier rise in conductivity, a result 
which is attributed to improvements in the uniformity of the 
doping.) The final conductivity achieved with AsF5 doping in this 
example is about 200 Sjcm. More recent work, including work on 
oriented PA samples, has yielded values in excess of 1000 Sjcm 
(49). The identity of the dopant ion is still not fully re
solved, but is probably AsF6- with some quantity of AsF3 incor
porated as a solvating agent. The solvating role of AsF3 will 
become more apparent in Section IV where we discuss conducting 
polymer solutions. On doping, AsF5 probably undergoes the 
reaction: 

Evidence for this reaction is provided by identification of the 
AsF6- species in infrared spectra of the doped polymer and the 
observation of AsF3 evolution in the gas phase during doping. 

Po1y(p-pheny1ene), PPP, reacts with AsF5 to produce a 
composition(18) with conductivity comparable to that of doped PA. 
This discovery was first announced by Ivory et a1.(12) in 1979. 
PPP is prepared by Friedel Crafts coupling of benzene (Figure 1). 
The preparative method, extensively studied by Kovacic and co
workers(50), involves low reaction temperatures with an aluminum 
chloride/cupric chloride cata1ystjoxident system and yields 
almost exclusively the desired para-linked product. Chain 
lengths are only about 15 to 20 phenyl units, though the chain 
length is probably increased somewhat on doping with AsF5(18,51). 
With these relatively short chains, interchain transport of 
charge carriers must be very important and perhaps rate-limiting 
in the conduction process. The same statement is likely to be 
true for other conducting polymer systems, though chain lengths 
are generally much longer(52). 

On exposure to AsF5 the conductivity of a PPP powder pressed 
into a pellet rises rapidly to about 1 Sjcm and then more slowly 
over a period of hours to a final conductivity of about 500 Sjcm 
(18). The kinetics of doping is limited by diffusion of the 
dopant into the interior of the PPP pellet. Conductivity versus 
doping level curves have not been obtained for PPP, and would be 
of limited value given the obvious inhomogeneity of the process. 
From the data that are available, there is no indication of a 
semiconductor-to-meta1 transition and it is expected that the 
conductivity rises proportionately with doping level. 

Po1y(p-pheny1ene sulfide}, PPS, is produced by the coupling 
reaction(53) illustrated in Figure 1. This process is practiced 
commerica11y by Phillips Petroleum Company (X=Cl). PPS is a 
thermally processib1e, high molecular weight thermoplastic. The 
discovery of conducting compositions derived from PPS(13,14) was 
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particularly exciting because of its processibility and commer
cial availability. PPS produces a conducting composition on 
exposure to AsF5 in a manner that differs in important ways from 
the two preceding examples. Conductivity levels are generally 
lower--at least with conventional techniques (but see Section 
IV). Typically, conductivities in the range 1 to 10 Sjcm are 
achieved on exposure to AsF5 vapor. PPS is also distinctly dif
ferent in that significant chemical modification(54} of the pre
cursor polymer occurs during the doping process. This chemical 
modification primarily envolves intramolecular bridging to pro
duce planar dibenzothiophene structures. The limit of this pro
cess is poly(benzothiophene}, which has a substantially lower 
calculated ionization potential than the parent PPS(37}. It is 
believed that this chemical modification is required to reach the 
upper limit of conductivity of doped PPS. The inhomogeneity of 
The inhomogeneity of the doping process is well documented with 
PPS and will be discussed briefly in Section IV. 

Polypyrrole, PPY, has been extensively studied by re
searchers at IBM(16,SS}. It is produced by an electrochemical 
oxidative coupling process which yields an acceptor-doped con
ducting complex directly, such as PPY+BF4- (Figure I). The con
ductivity of this complex is typically 100 Sjcm and surprisingly 
shows a high degree of air stability. (Conducting compositions 
of PA, PPP, and PPS show poor air stability because of reactions 
with water vapor.) The ionization potential of PPY is very low-
about 0.7 eV lower than PA. This too is surprising since 
VEH(36,38} and other calculations{9} show that the highest 
occupied valence band is almost identical to that of cis PA with 
no contribution from the nitrogen atoms. Nevertheless, the VEH 
computational technique (as discussed in Section VI) reproduces 
the low ionization potential of PPY with remarkable accuracy(38}. 

Conductivities for these four polymers and various donor and 
acceptor dopants are compiled in Table I. Note that for polymerj 
dopant systems that achieve reasonable conductivity levels, there 
is little sensitivity to the actual identity of the dopant. For 
example, 12 and AsFS doped PA yield essentially the same conduc
tivities. The same is true in donor doping with Li, Na, and K 
yielding similar conductivity values for PPP and PA (not indi
cated in the table). Conductivities obtained with donor dopants 
are generally lower than those with acceptor dopants; for PA, 
defect calculations(47} suggest that the anion is intrinsically 
more localized which might lead to a lower mobility for nega
tively charged carriers. The smaller size of the donor dopant 
counterions might also tend to localize carriers. Note that 12 
does not ionize PPP and PPS; this is due to the higher ionization 
potentials{34} of these polymers compared to PA (see Section VI). 
Alkali metals such as K in Table I fail to dope both PPS and PPY, 
probably because of the low electron affinities of these 
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polymers(34,38). 

Conductivities comparable to those displayed in Table I can 
also be achieved in many cases by electrochemical doping. In 
this process the polymer is placed in an electrolyte, Li+AsF6- in 
propylene carbonate for example, with a counter electrode such as 
lithium metal (5-7). For acceptor doping, a voltage is applied 
such that the polymer is made positive with respect to the 
lithium electrode; at sufficient applied voltage electrochemical 
oxidation of the polymer occurs. As the polymer is oxidized, the 
anion, AsF6-, diffuses into the polymer and the cation, Li+, is 
reduced to Lio and plated out on the lithium electrode. This 
simple doping process will stop when the polymer becomes suf
ficiently oxidized so that competing processes, such as solvent 
oxidation or chemical degradation of the polymer, become more 
favorable energetically than further oxidation of the polymer. 
For practical conditions, electrochemical doping yields doping 
levels similar to those displayed in Table I. The open circuit 
voltage, which measures the difference in chemical potential be
tween the two electrodes, 

Table I. Conductivities of polyacetylene[PAJ, poly(p-phenylene) 
[PPP], poly(p-phenylene sulfide)[PPS], and Polypyrrole 
[PPY] with various dopants 

Polymer Dopant Ion (Conc.)a Conductivity(S/cm) Ref. and Notes 

PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 

PPP 
PPP 
PPP 
PPP 

PPS 
PPS 
PPS 
PPS 

PPY 
PPY 
PPY 
PPY 

Ir (0.10) 
AsF6-(O.10) 
BF4-(0.09) 
K+(O.16) 

13-
AsF6-(O.4) 
BF4-(0.2) 
K+(O.6) 

13-
AsF6-(O.7) 
BF4-
K+ 

550 
llOO 
100 

50 

00-5 
500 

70 
20 

00-5 
5 

00-5 

600 
100 
100 

00-5 

3 
3 
3, b 

56, c, d 

18 
18 
57, b 
18 

54 
54 

54, b 

55 
55 
55 
55 

aprobable dopant cation or anion is given along with the molar 
concentration of the dopant on the basis of moles of that ion 
to moles of the minimum chemical repeat unit of the polymer, 
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e.g., CH for PA, C6H4 for PPP, C6H4S for PPS, and C4H3N for 
PPY. 

bDoping with BF4- achieved by exposure to N02+BF4-. In PPP the 
high doping level shown was obtained by further doping with 
electrochemical techniques(S7). 

COoping with potassium (and other alkali metals) is usually 
achieved by exposure to potassium naphthalide solution. 

dRecent work involving the annealing of donor-doped PA has 
yielded conductivites up to about 500 S/cm(S8). 

offers fundamental information on the energetics of the doping 
process and the relative energetics of doping the various poly
mers. This is particularly true at low doping levels as will 
become evident when we discuss in Section VI the theoretical 
prediction of redox potentials of these polymers. 

The electrochemical doping process described above provides 
the basis for the application of conducting polymers in re
chargable batteries. The doping process in the above example 
provides the energy storage mechanism and is therefore the bat
tery charging process. If a load is placed in the external cir
cuit of the charged polymer battery, current will flow and work 
will be done as the battery discharges i.e., as the polymer 
"dedopes" (undergoes reduction back to the neutral state) and 
lithium metal is oxidized. In the battery application the 
lithium can be replaced by lithium doped polymer to make the so
called "double polymer battery". A third, and lowest voltage, 
configuration is lithium doped polymer versus lithium, wherein 
the polymer is doped during discharge and undoped during charge. 
The principal problems challenging battery applications are 
solvent stability, self discharge, and polymer stability. 

III. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF DOPED CONJUGATED POLYMERS 

One of the main driving forces in research in the conducting 
polymers area is the hope of combining the electronic properties 
of metals with the materials properties (especially process
ibility) of plastics. A number of applications can be envisioned 
involving the displacement of metals, electromagnetic shielding 
being one of the most attractive. One of the promising features 
of doped polymers is that the conductivity can be varied in a 
controlled manner over many orders of magnitude, as illustrated 
in Figure 4. Two problems hamper the advance toward application: 
1) poor environmental stability and 2) loss of desirable mechani
cal properties on doping. Only in the PPS case is processibility 
maintained through the discovery(59) of conducting polymer solu-
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tions (Section IV). In this section, we will briefly summarize 
the electronic properties, beginning with some general comments 
on the doping process followed by a discussion of spectrocopic 
changes on doping. 

Figure 5 illustrates the doping and compensation process and 
the usual configuration for conductivity measurement. The pre
cursor polymer (an electrical insulator) is mounted with four 
probes typically in a van der Pauw arrangement(60). The voltage 
V is measured between two adjacent probes while a current i is 
passed between the other two. The conductivity a is determined 
as (ln2)i/ndV, where d is the sample thicKness. In the insu
lating state a is very low and strongly temperature activated. 
For example, in un doped trans PA a is about 10-6 S/cm with an 
activation energy of about 0.3 eV(56). In undoped PPP, a is much 
lower (Figure 4) and the activation energy is higher,~0.7 eV(18). 
On exposure to an electron acceptor the conductivity increases 
to, in favorable cases, values in excess of 100 S/cm. The acti
vation energy for a decreases substantially on doping to near 
zero for PA and PPP, an indication of metal-like behavior. With 
acceptor doping, Hall-coefficient measurements(18) clearly show 
that the conduction is p-type, i.e., positively charged carriers. 
This is an important point in that it demonstrates that the 
majority carriers move through the organic material and not 
through the dopant array. This question arises in the doped 
polymers because of the relatively high dopant concentrations, 
much higher than those encountered typically in the doping of 
inorganic semiconductors. The acceptor-doped polymer can be 
"compensated" (neutralized) at this point by addition of an 
electron donating agent, as illustrated in Figure 5. Optimally, 
this process returns the polymeric material to its starting com
position. We have already mentioned that with PPS the doping 
process results in significant chemical modification(54) of the 
polymer. The processes illustrated in Figure 5 can be written 
analagously for donor doping. 

The increase in conductivity on doping is accompanied by dra
matic changes in optical properties. As expected for such highly 
conducting materials, substantial free-electron like absorption 
is observed in the infrared region of spectra of doped polymers. 
In most cases this absorption effectively masks the infrared 
spectrum of the polymer. There are also dramatic changes in 
optical spectra at higher energies, as illustrated in Figure 
6(56,51,13,55). The intrinsic absorption of the precursor 
polymer decreases as new lower energy near-infrared absorptions 
appear. At high doping levels the bandgap absorption of the 
polymer [1.5 eV for PA(43,56), 3.4 ev for PPP(18). 3.6 ev for 
PPS(13). and 3.0 eV for PPY(55)] completely disappears. The 
spectrum for PA shown in Figure 6 is taken at an intermediate 
doping level; the new peak at about 0.7 eV appears immediately on 
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doping and grows in intensity as the doping level is increased. 
This peak has been assigned to a "soliton", i.e., to an elec
tronic transition from the valence band of PA to an empty 
(cation; acceptor case) or filled (anion; donor case) midgap 
level(8). We will discuss solitons in Section VII. The soliton 
dopi ng and transport mechani sm has been promoted by Su, et al, 
(8) to explain the observation of spinless transport in doped 
PA(49,56) using the optical absorption data of Figure 6 as pri
mary evidence for solitons. Bredas et al.(25) have shown this 
explanation of the optical data to be nonunique, since radical 
cation or radical anion (polaron) absorption explains not only 
the PA absorption data, but also those for other polymers to 
which the soliton theory does not apply. 

One attractive aspect of the soliton theory of charge 
transport is that the carriers (cations or anions) carry no spin, 
i.e., the conducting compositions do not contain unpaired elec
trons. ESR experiments on the doping of PA(49) show that in cer
tain intermediate doping regimes the spin concentration is much 
lower than expected from the observed conductivity values; this 
phenomenon is referred to as spinless conductivity. If the con
duction involved a normal process of defect-induced hole or 
electron transport, there would be a direct correlation between 
ESR determined spin concentration and conductivity. The same 
conclusion of spinless conduction is obtained from ESR experi
ments on doped PPP(61); however the soliton theory is not appli
cable to the PPP system(2S). In Section VII, we present an 
alternate transport mechanism based on bipolarons (dications or 
dianions) which is applicable to all conducting polymer 
systems (26) • 

IV. CONDUCTING POLYMER SOLUTIONS 

Poly(p-phenylene sulfide), PPS, is the only commericially 
available processible precursor to a conducting polymer complex. 
Gas phase doping of PPS films with AsF5 leads to substantial 
chemical and physical alteration of the polymer and a substantial 
loss of the mechanical properties of the parent polymer. In this 
section we will describe a recently discovered method which 
allows the retention of processibility in the PPS system. 

Frommer et al.(62) have recently shown that the addition of 
AsF3 vapor during the doping process enhances the AsFS doping 
rate in the PPS system by a factor of 1000. AsF3 can act as a 
weak Lewis acid (AsF5 is a strong Lewis acid) but alone has no 
effect on the conductivity of PPS. When AsF3 is combined with 
AsF5, a synergistic effect on the doping rate is obtained as 
shown in Figure 7. AsF3 appears to act as a solvating agent for 
the doped polymer, lowering the energy of the doped complex and 
allowing enhanced dopant diffusion into the interior of the PPS 
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are taken from Eckhardt(43). 
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film. Films doped in this manner show improved mechanical pro
perties compared to those prepared with AsF5 alone. 

In extending the use of AsF3 from the gas phase to the solu
tion phase, Frommmer et al.(59) discovered the first example of a 
conducting polymer solution: AsF5-doped PPS in liquid AsF3. High 
quality conducting polymer films can be cast from this solution. 
These films show electrical properties which are substantially 
better than previously obtained with conductivities ranging up to 
200 S/cm. This conductivity is 10 to 100 times better than that 
found with gas phase doping. Furthermore, the films show good 
strength and flexibility compared to the brittle, inhomogeneously 
doped films obtained on doping melt-molded PPS films in the 
absence of AsF3. 

The solutions are bright blue in appearance and spectro
scopically they are quite similar to the AsF5-doped PPS films 
(Figure 6). One might expect that the effective conjugation 
length for the ionized PPS chain in solution would be substan
tially shorter than in the solid state because of the more highly 
disordered chain configurations in the solution phase. This does 
not seem to be the case--at least to the extent that these 
shorter conjugation lengths would be reflected in the spectro
scopic properties. The delocalization length for a charge or for 
an excited state on a PPS chain can be estimated to be about 3 to 
4 repeat units by comparison to oligomer data. Thus the spectro
scopic properties of the conducting polymer solutions suggest 
that local order on this scale is maintained in the solution 
phase. This observation further suggests the possibility that 
the ionized PPS chains in solution are capable of intra-chain 
conduction. ESR experiments(59,63) on the solution are consist
ent with this idea in that they show a strong Dysonian lineshape 
indicative of the transport of conduction electrons in the solu
tion. The basic similarities between optical spectra (both 
electronic and vibrational) obtained on conventionally doped PPS 
and on doped PPS solutions confirm the description of the AsF3 
solution as a "conducting polymer solution". 

V. SPECTROSCOPY OF POLYACETYLENE 

The optical properties of PA have been extensively studied 
over the past few years(56,64-66). One of the most emphasized 
results is the contrasting behavior of cis and trans PA. The 
visible spectrum, reflection or transmission, for cis PA shows a 
peak at 2.1 eV corresponding to the 0-0 n-n* transition, followed 
by a vibrational progression. In contrast, the trans spectrum is 
broad and unstructured with a peak at about 1.8 eVe In this sec
tion we will present new results obtained by Eckhardt (43), which 
demonstrate that vibrational structure in the reflection spectrum 
of trans PA can be retained after isomerization from cis PA--if 
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isomerization conditions are carefully controlled. This is an 
important finding, since it establishes that electron-phonon 
coupling in the trans PA excited state is much stronger than pre
viously thought, and probably not that different from the cis 
case. Furthermore, it strongly suggests that the lowest energy 
optical peak in trans PA is excitonic in origin, a result already 
supported by photoconduction experiments(66) and electron energy 
loss spectroscopy(65). 

The spectroscopic results obtained by Eckhardt(43) are shown 
in Figure 8. Reflection spectra are given for thick films of cis 
and trans PA, the latter being obtained via a careful isomeriza
tion at 170C for 30 minutes. It is clear that vibrational struc
ture is maintained on isomerization to trans PA; in fact, the 
lowest energy peak at 1.5 eV is clearly the most intense, which 
suggests a 0-0 assignment for this peak. The spectrum which 
results from excess exposure to high temperatures during iso
merization is also shown. The intensity of the 0-0 band is 
decreased, and the spectrum is evolving towards the broad 
structureless spectra previously reported for trans PA(56,64,66). 

In the bottom portion of Figure 8, transmission spectra for 
thin films of PA are shown. These are in good agreement with 
results in the literature(56,64,66). The 0-0 transition evident 
in the trans PA reflection spectrum appears only as a shoulder 
(at 1.5 eV) in the transmission spectrum--a result which suggests 
more disorder in the thin films than in thick films. Etemad et 
a1.(67) have assigned this shoulder as a polaron absorption; that 
assignment is ruled out by these data. 

These results clearly point to the important role played by 
disorder in trans PA. In most samples studied to date the con
jugation lengths are highly dispersed, with an average length on 
the order of 25 to 50 double bonds(42,43). This conjugation 
length dispersion is supported not only by the data of Figure 8 
(stong absorption at high energies), both also very strongly by 
resonance Raman spectroscopic studies(42). The defect which 
disrupts conjugation length is likely to be a carbon-carbon 
single bond crosslink formed during the radical initiated iso
merization process. It is unlikely that charge carriers, ·which 
are repelled by chain ends(47), can get by these defects without 
hopping to the next chain. Thus charge transport over even 
microscopic distances must importantly involve interchain 
hopping-probably as the rate-limiting step in conductivity. 

VI. THEORETICAL STUDIES OF CONJUGATED POLYMERS 

In this section we will briefly summarize the application of 
the Valence Effective Hamiltonian (VEH) technique to polymers of 
interest to the conducting polymers area. In a series of recent 
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papers(33-39) we have demonstrated the applicability of the VEH 
technique in predicting ionization potentials, bandgaps, band
widths, and X-ray photoelectron emission spectra. Most recently 
we have extended this work to include oligomers and to calculate 
the redox properties of oligomers and polymers. We will discuss 
this recent work in some detail here, since it serves to demon
strate the remarkable utility of the VEH method to the conducting 
polymers area. 

The VEH technique employs atomic potentials derived from 
double zeta ab initio calculations on small molecules to compute 
the valence band electronic structure of large mOlecules(31,32). 
It is important to emphasize that the VEH technique is completely 
theoretical. No experimental information has been used to derive 
the VEH atomic potentials. Nevertheless, the technique yields ab 
initio double zeta quality results with negligible computer time, 
since only one electron integrals are evaluated and SCF iterative 
cycles are completely avoided. The only experimental information 
necessary is the geometry of the oligomer or polymer being con
sidered. Often in our work this is unknown. For this reason, we 
employ the MNDO (Modified Neglect of Differential Overlap) semi
empirical procedure(68) to compute geometries; the MNDO geometry 
then serves as input to the VEH program. 

Some of our results are given in Table II for oligomers and 
polymers in four systems which serve as precursors to conducting 
polymers: PA, PPP, PT (poly thiophene), and PPY. The theoretical 
results are summarized as gas phase ionization potentials (IP) 
and bandgaps (Eg) and compared where possible to experimental 
determinations. Agreement with experiment is quite good, espe
cially with regard to the IP values. 

Previous work(33,34,37) with the VEH technique has demon
strated that IP values for the polymers, after a 1.9 eV downward 
correction for polarization energy, are in good agreement with 
experimental estimates. We have also considered in some detail 
the diphenylpolyene series and have reproduced(38,39) to within a 
0.1 eV or less the gas phase IP values obtained by Hudson et al. 
(74) for diphenylpolyenes with up to 8 polyene double bonds. 
This is remarkably good agreement considering the fact that these 
results are obtained with a technique that is completely theoret
ical. We are also able to compute oxidation and reduction poten
tials for the diphenylpolyenes which are in excellent agreement 
with experiment(38,39). For the calculation of redox potentials, 
a scale factor is necessary to adjust from the gas phase IP scale 
to the Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) scale for the electro
chemical measurements. We find for the scaling: IP-6.3 = Eox and 
IP-Eg-6.3 = Ered, where Eox is the oxidation potential and Ered 
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Table II. Gas Phase Ionization Potentials(IP) and Bandgaps(Eg). 
All energies are given in eVe Experimental IP values 
are taken from gas phase experiments; experimental E9 
values are taken from absorption peaks in solution 
spectra. 

System Chain VEH Experiment 
Length(n) IP Eg I P (ref) Eg(ref) 

PA 1 10.16 7.85 10.51(69) ~7 .5(70) 
2 8.78 5.29 9.06(69) 5.7(70) 
3 8.12 4.09 4.6(70) 
00 6.67 1.45 1. 5 (43) 

PPP 1 9.30 6.69 9.24(71) 5.9(72) 
2 8.34 4.88 8.32(71) 4.9(72) 
3 7.97 4.18 8.20(71 ) 4.4(72) 
co 7.45 3.23 3.6(18) 

PT 1 9.29 5.51 8.95(69) 5.4(72) 
2 8.14 3.65 4.1 (72) 
3 7.71 2.93 3.5(72) 
00 7.01 1.71 

ppy 1 8.13 7.01 8.23(73) 6.0(72) 
2 6.89 5.24 4.4(72) 
3 6.43 4.35 3.6(72) 
00 5.68 2.99 3.0(15) 

is the reduction potential. The 6.3 eV correction factor is in 
good agreement with previous comparisons of experimental IP 
values with Eox values (75). Using this same scale factor we 
also find good agreement between VEH predictions and observed 
redox potentials for the other oligomers considered in Table II. 

Having established the reliablity of the VEH predictions for 
the redox properties of oligomers, we may now consider the impor
tant problem of predicting the redox properties of the polymers. 
This is important because these redox potentials will determine 
the voltage characteristics of battery cells constructed with the 
polymers, i.e. the open circuit voltage (Voc) of the battery. 
For example, Voc for a battery with acceptor-doped PA for one 
electrode and Li for the other should be roughly the difference 
between Eox for PA and Ered for L i (Ered same as Eox for L i). 
Similarly, Voc for the double polymer battery mentioned earlier 
should be roughly Eox-Ered for polymer, which is just Eg by 
construction; experiments show that this is approximately true 
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for both PA and PPP(5-7). 

Table III shows a comparison of VEH theory and experiment for 
the oxidation and reduction potentials of the four polymers con
sidered in this section. It should be pointed out that the cal
culations refer to the first oxidation or reduction potentials 
of the polymers (initial removal or addition of one electron). 
Therefore, Eox or Ered would correspond to onset values in terms 
of the observed oxidation or reduction of the polymers. The 
experimental values shown in Table III are derived accordingly 
(38,39). 

Table III. Comparison of VEH predictions of oxidation and 
reduction potentials (volts versus SCE) to those 
derived from experimentally observed oxidation 
and reduction onsets. 

Polymer Oxidation Potential Reduction Potential 
VEH Theory Exp.(ref) VEH Theory Exp.(ref) 

PA 0.4 0.2(57,76) -1.1 -1.3(57,76) 

PPP 1.2 0.9(57) -2.1 -2.1(57) 

PTP 0.7 0.6(71) -1.0 

PPY -0.6 -0.4(55) -3.6 ->2.9(77) 

The agreement between theory and experiment shown in Table 
III is quite good; in fact the agreement is probably within the 
uncertainity of the experimental determination of the redox on
sets. It is especially important to point out that the surpri
singly low oxidation potential of PPY is predicted by VEH theory 
with good accuracy. 

In summary the VEH technique has proven to be a powerful tool 
in the calculation of the electronic properties of conjugated 
polymers. Though intended only for application to the valence 
band related properties such as IP, we also find that in many 
cases the lowest energy optical transition is computed with good 
reliability. 

VII. NEUTRAL AND CHARGED DEFECTS IN CONJUGATED POLYMERS 

Most of the theoretical work in the conducting polymers area 
has been concerned with neutral and charged defects on the 
polymer chains. We will not attempt to review this work com
pletely, but instead will discuss some of the general aspects of 
the problem and recent results from our laboratory, including an 
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emerging coherent picture of doping and carrier transport appli
cable to all conducting polymer systems. The discussion will 
concentrate on PA and PPP. 

Figure 9 shows the various charged defects that could be 
formed on ionization of PA or PPP by an electron acceptor, A: 
polarons (radical cations), bipolarons (dications), and charged 
solitons (cations). Most of the work in the literature has been 
concerned with solitons, both neutral (radical) and charged. 
This work dates back to Pople and Walmsley(ll), who recognized 
that a radical on a PA backbone would be able to migrate iso
energetically along the PA chain because the structures on either 
side of the defect have the same energy. This idea was extended 
and promoted by Su et al.(8) in the language of field theory as 
an explanation of much of the interesting physics of the PA 
system. Of special interest was the possibility of charge 
transport via charged solitons. This idea was appealing because 
of the experimental observation of spinless transport, i.e. the 
ESR measurement(49) of a spin concentration too low to account 
for the observed level of conductivity. However, as we have 
already pointed out the same experimental observation is made for 
PPP(61). PPP cannot support solitons since the structures on 
either side of the charged defect would not be of the same 
energy. This is illustrated in Figure 9 for the cation defect on 
PPP; the benzoid structure to the left of the defect is signifi
cantly lower in energy than the quinoid structure to the right. 
Thus, the soliton theory of doping and transport is unappealing 
because of its lack of generality to the numerous conducting 
polymer systems other than PA. 

We began our work in this area by asking the question: What 
defect structure do we expect on removal of one electron from a 
conjugated polymer, such as PPP or PA? Previous work(8) would 
imply that a one electron ionization of PA would yield an unbound 
charged soliton/neutral antisoliton pair. This picture was 
obviously not valid for PPP, since the defect pair must be bound 
due to the nondegenerate ground state structure of PPP. In other 
words, the ionization event in PPP should produce a polaron with 
a structure like that shown in Figure 9. In fact, we have been 
able to show(24,25) that the same is true for PA, and that the 
defect pair is strongly bound in forming a polaron. Our calcula
tions, which use Huckel theory and a construction very similar to 
that employed by Su et al.(8), predict that ionization of either 
PA or PPP yields a polaron. We are-also able to show(24,25) that 
in both PA and PPP two polarons will ~interact to produce a bi
polaron (Figure 9), but with an activation barrier dependent on 
defect concentration. Once polarons interact to form bipolarons 
in PA the charged defects can then move essentially independently 
as charged solitons. (However, the dopant counterions would tend 
to pin the charged defects near the ionization site.) In PPP the 
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Figure 10. Schematic illustration of interchain transport(26) in 
polyacetylene and poly(p-phenylene). 
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bipolaron would remain as a well-defined entity since the two 
charged defects are bound (or in the language of field theory 
confined) due to the nondegenerate ground state. 

How can one get spinless transport in these systems? In the 
PPP case the only likely possib1ity is the bipolaron species de
picted in Figure 9. Spin1ess transport in PA has been attributed 
to charged solitons(8); this assignment has immediate limitations 
when interchain transport is considered. It is now well
established that disorder in the PA system requires that 
interchain transport be facile for efficient carrier migration. 
Consider an infinite PA chain containing one charged soliton with 
a neighboring, defect-free chain, as depicted in Figure 10. This 
soliton cannot jump to the next chain since an infinitely large 
activation barrier is required in the reorganization of bond 
lengths that would ensue from such a jump. The soliton mechanism 
is also unattractive for finite chains since the soliton cannot 
jump isoenergetica11y in that case. Kivelson(78) has discussed a 
model for interchain transport that gets around the above prob
lems by requiring a neutral soliton on the next chain. This 
model would be applicable only at very low doping levels, since 
any neutral solitons that are present in PA (trapped between 
crosslinks) would be immediately ionized on further doping. Thus 
Kivelson's model has limited applicability and cannot address the 
problem of spinless transport observed at doping levels as high 
as 2%(49). In any case, Kive1son's theory ignores the fact that 
a neutral and a charge soliton form a bound state, a polaron, 
with a binding energy of about 0.3 eV (24,25). 

The above problems are eliminated by a model in which there 
are two solitons (a bipolaron) on an infinite chain. The soliton 
pair can jump to the next chain isoenergetical1y and with a 
reasonable activation barrier (Figure 10). The jump probability 
for two solitons separated by x carbon atoms, P(x), will contain 
the following elements: 

P(x) = F(x) 01(X) 02(X) (1) 

where F(x) is the Franck Condon factor (or square of the vibra
tional overlap) for the jump; Odx) is the probability of finding 
a second charged soliton x carbon atoms from the first on a 
single chain; and Q2(X) is the probability of finding a suitable 
(unoccupied) site on chain 2 to receive the x-length bipolaron. 
F(x) would be expected to decrease rapidly as x increases. Ol(X) 
is expected to be peaked at roughly l/C, where C is the concen
tration of solitons, due to the coulombic repulsion between soli
tons of like charge. Q2(X) is derivable from Ql(X), and would 
lead to saturation of the spinless (bipo1aron) contribution to 
the conductivity at high C. The spin1ess bipo1aron contribution 
to the conductivity, 0++, can be computed by integrating Eq. 1 
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over x and multiplying by C: 

0++ = C f P(x) dx (2) 

We have modeled this process and computed conductivity versus C 
curves which are very similar to those obtained experimentally 
(Figure 3). For the purposes of this discussion we will only 
consider qualitative aspects of the results of this model. At 
low C, there will be few soliton pairs of sufficiently small x 
for transport to take place due to the F(x) term; i.e., F(x) at 
the peak in the 01(x) distribution will be small. As C in
creases, 0++ will increase superlinearly since the peak in 01(X) 
will shift to lower x values where F(x) is larger. At still 
larger C values, 0++ will level off and eventually decrease due 
to the small value of the 02(X) term, as there will now be few 
sites available for accepting the bipolaron. Thus, the net 
result from this model, qualitatively, is an S-shaped curve for 
the spinless bipolaron contribution to the conductivity. The 
detailed calculations we have carried out with this model (26) 
bear out this qualitative discussion and yield results quite 
similar to the experimental data shown in Figure 3. 

For PPP, the situation is quite different. In that case, the 
two charged defects making up the bipolaron are bound. Our cal
culations(24,25) indicate that the bipolaron will extend over 
about five rings in PPP (though we ignore any coulombic effects). 
Thus, in our treatment the bipolaron is a well-defined entity of 
limited spatial extent in PPP, so that the F(x) term becomes a 
constant as does the 01(x) term. Therefore, the spinless con
tribution to the conductivity will rise in proportion to C, 
eventually saturating and decreasing when the 02 term becomes 
small. No experimental data for conductivity versus doping level 
exists for PPP--the problem being the inhomogeneity of the doping 
process. There is some experimental indication of the existence 
of bipolarons in AsF5-doped PPP(79). 

Bipolaron transport offers a reasonable explanation for 
spinless transport in PA and PPP. The model is not specific to 
PA, in that it does not require a degenerate ground state. Our 
model for charge transport via bipolarons in PPP is applicable to 
the broad range of conducting polymer systems. It should be 
emphasized, however, that we have made no explicit consideration 
of the effect of the dopant ion array on the transport process. 

Application of this model obviously assumes the reliability 
of the observation of spinless transport, for which the evidence 
is strong(49,80) but not universally accepted. In particular, 
Epstein et al.(81) suggest that in the 12 doping of PA the magnetic 
and electrical data can be adequately explained by a model based 
on va ri ab 1 e range hoppi ng. Thei r model requi res a fi ni te dens ity 
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of states at the Fermi level and is based on the theoretial work 
of Mele and Rice(S2) who argue that a finite density of states 
will be induced at the Fermi level by disorder. The most recent 
data from Chung et al.(SO) argues quite strongly that in Na doped 
PA the density of states is much too small to account for ob
served conductivities. Thus, though the question is not entirely 
resolved, the experimental evidence still favors spinless trans
port. 

To summarize, we offer the following qualitative picture of 
the doping and transport process of general applicability to con
ducting polymer systems. First, the dopant, which we will take 
to be an acceptor, ionizes the chain to produce a polaron 
(radical cation)~ This polaron is pinned to the ionization site 
and does not contribute significantly to conductivity. As more 
dopant is added, the chain is ionized further and a higher con
centration of polarons is formed. Also, the polarons can be 
further ionized to produce a bipolaron (dication), the polaron 
being more easily ionized than the polyacetylene chain. As the 
polaron concentration increases, polarons interact to produce 
bipolarons, which are uncorrelated charged solitons in the PA 
case and correlated dications in PPP and other cases. The bi
polarons transport charge via interchain hoping, and are 
responsible for the observed spinless conductivity. At still 
higher doping levels, there is little left of the electronic 
structure of the original polymer; geometric distortions due to 
the charged defects overlap spatially along the polymer chain 
so that the energy gap between occupied and unoccupied states 
is eliminated(S3). At this point conventional conductivity 
involving carriers with spin sets in. Note again that this 
overall picture applies equally well to all conducting polymer 
systems. 
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RESONANT INTERACTION BETWEEN LASER PULSES AND SURFACE LAYERS 
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Localized chemical processes, such as desorption and ablation, 
stimulated by resonant laser pulse-surface layer interaction have 
been discovered recently. In this lecture the essential theoreti
cal features of the desorption induced by resonant excitation of 
adsorbate vibrations with laser infrared and their influence on 
yield, rate, and quantum efficiency are presented. Results on 
selective damage to pigmented biological structures by short 
resonant optical and ultraviolett laser pulses are briefly re
ported. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the interaction between laser radiation and matte~ loca
lisation and substance specificity can be achieved by appropriate 
selection of 
wavelength, intensity and duration 
of interaction. Also the yield of the photoreaction is determined 
by these quantities. Especially vibrational molecular excitation 
exhibits a rich structure rendering high specificity in radia
tion-molecular coupling, as is well established in the chemical 
analysis of matter. This holds particularly for surface layers. 
The possibility of using this high specificity in the selective 
excitation of chemical reactions has been enhanced by the dis
covery that monochromatic intense and coherent infrared radiation 
can deposit tens of photons in isolated molecules and induce 
isotope-selective processes. To elucidate whether a specific 
process may be promoted over others by exciting a particular 
molecular vibration which is related to the reaction coordinate 
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is of significance indeed. 

Very fast energy dissipation after vibrational excitation in 
the electronic ground state, however, has been inferred from pico
second relaxation measurements on large molecules in the gas phase. 
Moreover the view has been adopted that in solids even at low tem
perature rapid energy dissipation prevents multiphoton excitation 
and vibrational ladder climbing in matrix isolated molecules. On 
the other hand, in recent experiments surface reactions, such as 
desorption, evaporation and molecular decomposition, stimulated by 
vibrational multi-quantum excitation with resonant laser infrared 
have been observed at moderate threshold laser intensity and with 
high frequency selectivity. 

Selectivity in laser light-matter interaction can be accomp
lished also in the visible and ultraviolet spectral region. In 
any case, an absolute requirement is that the targets have greater 
optical absorption at the employed wavelength than the surrounding 
medium. In photochemistry it can be advantageous that for elec
tronic excitation the absorption cross section is in general higher 
and the randomization of energy proceeds slower than for vibra
tional excitation. Moreover, focusing of light and local macros
copic control of reactions is the sharper the shorter the wave
length. Substance specificity, however, is less pronounced. 

The laser intensity determines the rate of the excitation 
process. Certain threshold intensities are required in order to 
promote chemical surface processes at observable rates and yields. 
For evaporation and desorption of neutrals with CO 2 laser pulses 
threshold intensities of about 105 Wc~-2 were measured. At 107 
to 109 Wcm-2 very fast desorption and evaporation takes place at 
rates of about 107 monolayers per second and more, followed by 
ionization probably just above the surface due to chemical reac
tions such as proton transfer and attachment of alkali metal ions. 
Saturation is expected at a certain intensity, above which the 
process considered cannot be promoted further. 

No matter how judiciously one has selected the laser wave
length, specificity will suffer, if the duration of laser light
matter interaction is too long. During long exposures, energy 
relaxation occurs and the entire system is heated relatively uni
formly, causing non-specific thermal processes, even though energy 
absorption occurs initially at certain localized sites. 

It is the intricate competition between excitation, tunnel
ling from the excited state into the reaction coordinate and 
relaxation which determines selectivity and yield of the photon 
induced process. In this lecture we will confine our attention 
to describing the essential features of photodesorption induced 
by resonant laser-adsorbate vibrational coupling as well as 
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presenting some illustrative experimental examples for the desorp
tion from ionic and metal surfaces. Finally a brief perspective 
of applications of resonant interactions between laser pulses 
and biopolymers will be presented. 

LASER INFRARED INDUCED DESORPTION 

A laser infrared pulse striking a surface covered with an 
adsorbate can pump energy into 

1) the adsorbate, 
Z) the adsorbate - adsorbent bond, 
3) the adsorbent, inducing a reaction. 

Process (1) was first observed in the evaporation and desorption 
of SF6 molecules from NaCI surfaces induced by resonant COZ 
laser pulses of ZOO nanoseconds duration in 1978.(1) To under
stand process (Z) we bear in mind that desorption takes place, 
when the instantaneous vibrational energy in the bond, which ties 
the molecule (adsorbate) to the surface (adsorbent), exceeds the 
binding energy. In thermal desorption phonon energy is transferred 
from the adsorbent to the vibration of the adsorptive bond. (2,3) 
In principle, also a laser infrared pulse should be able to de
posit sufficient energy into the vibration of the adsorptive bond 
so that the molecule desorbs. However, the vibration of the ad
sorptive bond will be very anharmonic, particularly at high exci
tation, so that desorption induced by monochromatic infrared will 
be very unlikely, except at enormous laser intensities, calculated 
to be in the order of >10 13 Wcm- Z.(3) In addition there must be 
considerable broadening of the vibrational energy levels of the 
adsorptive bond. Then process (Z) is of little resonant character. 
In general process (3), the direct interaction between the adsor
bent and laser infrared, will heat up the system leading to ther
mal desorption. This is particularly true for metals, where ex
tremely fast relaxation of electronic excitation into the phonon 
bath within 10-13s takes place. Laser induced thermal desorption 
is possible at all laser frequencies at which appreciable absorp
tion of light occurs in the adsorbent. (4) 

DESORPTION BY RESONANT LASER-ADSORBATE VIBRATIONAL COUPLING 

Let us consider process (1) in which laser infrared is reso
nantly coupled into an internal vibration of the adsorbed molecule 
followed by desorption. This process has been investigated in the 
systems CH3F on NaCl, SF6 on NaCl by Heidberg et al. (5,1) and for 
pyridine on KCI and silver by Chuang et al.(6) It has been theo
retically treated in an illuminating way by Kreuzer and coworkers 
(7) and Ewing and coworker. (B) We shall partly adopt Kreuzer's 
description of the CH3F-NaCl experiment. According to the experi
ment the frequency of the internal vibration of the adsorbed mole-
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cule is much larger than the frequency of the vibration of the 
adsorptive bond, i.e. the energy ~~ of the internal vibrational 
fundamental is much larger than the spacing between the energies 
Ei~1 - Ei of bound states in the adsorption potential. Describing 
the internal mode as a harmonic oscillator for the lowest excited 
states in concert with experiments on CH3F trapped in solid rare 
gas matrices, the energy of the adsorbed molecule is 

E':' 
~ 

(1) 

where v counts the number of quanta in the internal vibration of 
the adsorbed molecule. A laser tuned to the oscillator's frequency 
(see fig. I) can induce transitions v _ v :! 1 through absorption or 
emission of a photon. At low temperature the adsorbed molecule 
will be in the ground state of energy 

E + 
o 

1 - hU) . 
2 

(2) 

Upon absorption of a laser photon the molecule will be in a state 
El from which it can either absorb more photons to go up to higher o 
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Fig. 1. (left) A laser tuned to the adsorbed oscillator's fre
quency induces desorption: Linear absorption band V3 of CH3F on 
NaCI and yield of desorption (CH3F+ ion current) of CH3F from 
NaCl versus laser frequency (in ern-I). NaCl temperature 77K. 
Basic pressure 1.6 x 10-9mbar (Sc). 
Fig. 2. (right) Schematic energy diagram of a molecule (CH3F) 
adsorbed on a surface (NaCI). (Se) Energy level systems of two 
vibrational modes between which transitions can occur. The 
tunnelling (~) represents desorption. 
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v or emit a phonon of energy 'hil such that 

E? + ~.11. = E 1 (3) 
1 0 

It is then in an excited state Ei of the adsorption potential 
from which it can cascade down to the state i = 0, emitting more 
phonons and thus heating up the solid. This process is called 
resonant heating. 

If the adsorbed molecule can be excited into a higher internal 
vibrational state such that its total energy 

E + (v + ~ ) hL\l 
o 2 

2 
P 
- + (v' + )'f,\X 
2m 2 

(4) 

is degenerate with some continuum state of momentum p with v' 
possibly zero, then elastic transfer into the latter state re
presents the desorption of the molecule. (A possible change of the 
rotational state is neglected here.) Since the vibrational wave
functions of the two states (i=O,v) and (p,v') overlap substan
tially, a way to express this state of affairs is to say that the 
transition occurs on account of tunnelling. We call this tunnel
ling process predesorption by vibration. See fig. 2. 

Tunnelling into continuum states can be an elastic process, 
which has been examined by Lucas and Ewing. (8) It can also be 
inelastic, i.e. aided by the emission or absorption of phonons, 
investigated by Kreuzer and Lowy. (8) 

The occupation functions n~ of the states with energy Ei 
change in time at random. Ther~ are two forces driving the random 
walk of the molecule up and down the energy states. One is due to 
the thermal vibrations of the lattice atoms, which the adsorbed 
molecule perceives as a time-dependent force. If the molecule is 
in a state (i,v), this force induces transitions to other states 
(i I ,VI) with a transition probability Py:y per unit time. For 
(EX - EY:) < ° the transition occurs via absorption of a phonon, 
otherwise via stimulated or spontaneous emission of a phonon. In 
Kreuzer's theory one-phonon processes are considered only. If 
the spacing of the energy levels EI - E~ is larger than the Debye 
energy, mUltiphonon processes must be considered, if relaxation 
into the ground state is to be included. (7) The other driving 
force is the field of the laser which induces transitions v-.v ± 1 
with a transition probability Ly:r per unit time. 

We assume that the evolution 
tions ny (t) is given by a master 
cients RY!Y being the sum of the 

1 1 
vlv 

Ri'i 

in time of the occupation func
equation with the rate coeffi
laser and the phonon effect 

(5) 
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I... v'v 
and P~iY and Qci denoting the transition probabilities for inelas-
tic phonon-mediated and elastic tunnelling into continuum states, 
respectively: 

dn':(t) 
~ 

dt 

v max 
L 
v'=O 

v max -L: 
v'=O 

i 
max [ I L R~, 

i'=O 11 

v' v'v V ] n.,(t) - R", n1.(t) -
1 1 1 

(6) 

(imax + 1) is the number of bound states in the adsorption poten
tial, chosen to .be a Morse potential, 

(7) 

for which the wavefunctions are known in analytic form; (x-xo) 
is the displacement of the atom from the equilibrium position xo' 
Uo is the potential well depth. One could express the adsorption 
potential as a sum of Lennard-Jones potentials (Heidberg et al.) 
(9), which, however, would imply extensive numerical work; the 
simpler analytical approach is preferred here. The harmonic model 
for the internal oscillator is useful only up to a certain Vmax, 
which in general will be larger than Vth' given by Vth .1i~ ~ lEo I 
and being the threshold value. The rate coefficients R, P, and Q 
can be calculated according to Fermi's golden rule. 

The application of the master equation invokes a number of 
assumptions, the main one concerns the neglection of effects due 
to the excitation of the adsorbate with coherent light. Eq. (6) 
may be used for systems with a finite heterogeneous width of the 
energy levels owing to slightly inequivalent occupied adsorption 
sites as is expected for real systems. 

The adsorbate is formed by molecules trapped in bound states 
of the adsorption potential; molecules in the continuum states 
build up the gas. Then the adsorbate develops in time according 
to 

vmax i~x v e (t) :r . n. (t) ~kt v=o 1=0 1 =LA + 
e (0) L v' e 

i I ,v' n i , (0) k k 
(8) 

starting with a thermal occupation 

n':'(O) = B exp [ -E~/k TJ 1 
(9) 

The ~~O are the eigenvalues of the matrix (L + P + Q). In general 
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the largest eigenvalue A1 is the only close to zero. Then after 
sufficiently long time the contributions from all other terms 
exp[~ktl may be neglected, which defines a "steady state". 

Thus we have in steady state 

d lnC8(t)/ 6(0)] 
dt - ~1' ( 10) 

which may be written for constant intensity I during irradiation 

d In [0 (t)/ e (O)J -~ 
I dt I 

( 11) 

or 

d In[9(t)/9 (0)] ~1 
d~ - I' ( 12) 

where ~ is the fluence of the laser pulse defined by 
t 

~ (t) = ~I(t')dt'. ( 13) 
0 

Numerical evaluation of eq. (12) shows that ~l/I is only slightly 
dependent upon intensity within a range of intermediate intensi
ties. Then the desorption yield is dependent only upon the fluence 
~ and is independent of the shape I(t) of the laser pulse. Under 
these conditions A1 can be evaluated from the limiting slope of the 
plot yield versus cf». Fig. 3 

RESONANT HEATING AND QUANTUM EFFICIENCY 

When the adsorbed molecule makes a transition (v,i)~(v' ,i') 
such that 

v v' (E.-E.,»O 
1. 1. 

(14 ) 

a phonon is emitted into the adsorbent, when 

v v' 
(E. - E.,) " 0 

1. 1. 
( 15) 

a phonon is absorbed. As a result of these processes the phonon 
occupation numbers change during the laser induced desorption. 
Since phonon relaxation processes are very fast even on the time 
scale of nanosecond laser pulses, a local equilibrium is estab
lished implying that a local temperature at time t, T(r,t), can be 
defined, being determined by Fourier's law of heat conduction 

"0 T \12 • 
- - y T = Elk d t A ' 

( 16) 
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Fig. 3. Yield of resonant desorption of CH3F molecules from NaCI 
surfaces versus laser fluence. NaCI temperature 77 K. Basic 
pressure 1.6 x 10-9 mbar (Sc). 

where X is the thermal diffusivity and E is the rate at which 
energy is transferred to or from the solid, being proportional to the 
total number of adsorbed molecules and to terms of the form 

n': (t) 
1 

v v' v'v 
(E. - E.,) P.,. • 

1 1 1 1 
( 17) 

Thus the rate coefficients P, which are independent of the laser 
intensity, determine resonant heating. But it is not only the 
coupling to the phonon heat bath, which determines resonant 
heating, it is also determined via the ni(t) by the laser coupling 
L and the tunnelling. It occurs practically only during the de
sorption process. Simularly the quantum efficiency is determined 
by the rates of pumping, of tran~itions induced by the phonon heat 
bath and of tunnelling, Li: V, pi'Y and p~iv, Q~iv, respectively. 
Up to a saturation level, wfiere tunnelling (i,v)~(cv') becomes 
rate determining, the quantum efficiency is very small below 
threshold intensity and increased by increasing the laser intensity. 

According to Fourier's law a thermal relaxation time tr can 
be introduced, which is inversely proportional to X and depends 
on a geometrical factor b of the system absorbing the laser radia
tion: 

bl X ' ( 18) 
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tr being a measure of the cooling rate after a heat pulse, striking 
the target in its surrounding medium, i.e. the time required for 
the target temperature to decrease by 50 %. If the laser pulse 
action can be described as a pure thermal effect, and if the 
initial laser light-matter interaction is a localized process, the 
transition from specific to non-specific thermal effect occurs as 
the laser exposure duration exceeds the thermal relaxation time. 
If the laser pulse length tL is short, thermal diffusion may be 
neglected during exposure and the temperature rise ~T can roughly 
be estimated according to 

ex.. ~ 
AT = (19) 

L'cv!Vm 

from the total fluence ~ of the pulse, the spectral absorption 
~ of the target, its molar heat cv ' molar volume Vm and thermal 
penetration depth L = VX' tL, if the light absorption occurs in 
the surface. For resonant heating equation (18) can give wrong 
results. Generally, in resonant surface reactions the total reaction 
rate may not be separable into the sum of the thermal reaction 
rate in the absence of laser and the laser induced reaction rate 
ln the absence of thermal effects. 

Laser pulses of suitable duration, which are selectively ab
sorbed, can cause selective damage to pigmented biological struc
tures, cells and organelles in vivo. Selective damage to cutaneous 
microvessels and to melanosomes within melanocytes has been re
ported (10) to occur during irradiation with XeF excimer laser 
pulses (351 nm) of 20 nanoseconds duration and dye laser pulses 
(577 nm) of 300 nanoseconds duration, the fluence ranging from 
0.5 to 2.0, J cm-2, the pulse length appreciably below the thermal 
relaxation time. Instead of applying the approximate eq. (18) it 
is proposed to use a master equation of the type (6) for optimi
zing laser intensity and pulse length in resonant micro surgery. 
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ENERGY TRANSFER AND MOLECULAR WEIGHT EFFECTS ON 
POL YMER LUMINESCENCE 

Charles E. Swenberg and Robert T. Devine 

Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute, Bethesda, USA. 

Energy transfer in, and luminescence from polymers in dilute rigid 
glasses and solid polymer films are subjects of extensive current 
research. This interest stems partly from the vast differences in optical 
and electronic properties which polymers exhibit and their usefulness. A 
microscopic description of how electronic energy is transported and 
trapped and the various routes of dissipation is essential for under
standing inhibition of photo degradation processes in polymers. This 
chapter will have the limited objectives of (a) reviewing the 
experimental evidence for intramolecular energy transfer in polymers as 
demonstrated initially by Fox and Cozzens (1), (b) summarizing 
experimental evidence for dependence of delayed fluorescence and 
phosphorescence on the molecular weight of the polymer, (c) developing 
a simple model which accounts for the enhancement of the delayed 
fluorescence with increasing degree of polymerization and its saturation 
for high molecular weight polymer, and (d) discussing the time 
dependence of polymer intramolecular excimer and monomer 
luminescence using the spectral function formalism for a one
dimensional transport model. The chapter is not intended to be 
exhaustive in its treatment but rather selective, illustrating the general 
concepts involved. 

I. EVIDENCE FOR ENERGY MIGRATION IN POLYMERS 

Singlet and triplet energy transport in polymers with pendent 
chromophores has been actively studied since the pioneering work of 
Eisinger and Shulman (2) and Cozzens and Fox 0). Intermolecular 
transfers of triplet excitation energy in fluid solutions (3) and triplet and 
singlet exciton migration in crystalline solids such as anthracene (4) were 
well established prior to conclusive experimental proof of intramolecular 
energy migration among the chromophores of a polymer. Intramolecular 
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energy transfer in linear organic polymers, such as vinyl polymers, is 
expected since their adjacent chromophores have separations on the 
order of 4 If and favorable relative orientations such that long sequences 
of closely spaced pendent groups exist. Before presenting experimental 
and theoretical results of delayed emission dependence on polymer 
molecular weight we review the classical work of Cozzens and Fox (1) on 
delayed emission from poly(1-vinylnaphthalene) (p 1 VN) in tetra
hydrofuran-diethyl ether at 77oK. For dilute rigid glasses, where the 
concentration of the pendent chromophore(s) is generally less than 10-
3M, each polymer is spatially well separated from all others thereby 
precluding intermolecular energy transfer. A property of any dilute 
polymer glass is that the emission spectrum (at 770 K) exhibits a 
fluorescence and phosphorescence action spectrum nearly identical to its 
chromophore analog. For PIVN this implies that l-ethylnaphthalene and 
PI VN spectrum are similar although delayed fluorescence is not observed 
for l-ethylnaphthalene at equal molar concentrations. Dilute polymer 
glasses at low temperatures generally do not exhibit excimer 
fluorescence. Following Stevens (5) we use the term excimer to denote 
an excited dimer which is dissociative in its ground state. 
Intramolecular excimer formation occurs when the interaction of an 
excited chromophore with another chromophore on the same molecule 
have the proper configurational arrangement; hence excimer 
fluorescence in solid matrices is sensitive to the temperature at which 
the matrix is formed as demonstated by the Frank and Harrah (6) study 
of poly(2-vinylnaphthalene). A typical delayed emission spectrum of 
PI VN is shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. 
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Delayed emission spectrum of poly(1-vinylnaphthalene) 
in tetrahydrofuran-diethyl ether at 77oK; excitation 
wavelength, 290 nm; approximately 10-3M. From 
Cozzens and Fox (1). 

Characteristic of the delayed emission spectrum is the delayed fluores
cence band centered at 346 nm and the structured phosphorescence 
emission between 490 nm and 570 nm. That mobile triplet states and 
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their mutual annihilation are involved in the origin of the delayed band 
centered at 346 nm can be shown as follows. Suppose we add to the 
PI VN-tetrahydrofuran-diethyl ether solution molecules M having the 
following properties: (1) its lowest singlet absorption band is below that 
of l-ethylnaphthalene, (2) its triplet state lies energetically higher than 
l-ethylnaphthalene and (3) it has a high intersystem crossing rate so that 
a large fraction of excited singlet molecules result in triplet excit~d 
molecules, then convincing evidence for triplet state involvement is 
shown if upon excitation of M an identical delayed fluorescence spectra 
to that resulting from direct excitation of PI VN is observed. Using 
benzophenone and an exciting at 366 nm, a wavelength at which PIVN 
does not absorb, Cozzens and Fox (1) observed delayed fluorescence 
identical to that observed using 290 nm light. Fig. 2 illustrates 
schematically the energy pathways involved. 

Fig. 2. 

lP2 

Schematic model of extended poly(1-vinylnaphthalene) 
with triplet donor molecules M (0 ). f>2 denotes a 
naphthalene moiety and hV- the incident photon 
absorbed by M. M* intersystem crosses before 
transferring its excitation energy to pendent groups. 

Observation that IDF varied approximately as the square of the incident 
intensity suggests the delayed fluorescence arises from triplet (T) -
triplet (T) annihilation; symbolized as: 

T + T .. S* + So ... So + So + hV"" (1) 

Additional experimental evidence for triplet state involvement is pro
vided by the quenching of both phosphorescence and delayed 
fluorescence by piperylene, a well known triplet quencher. In fact a 
study of its quenching effects on the delayed emission demonstrates that 
at least one of the triplet excitons involved in the fusion process is 
mobile. This is evident from the phosphoresence quenching curves 
(Stern-Volmer graphs) of PIVN and l-ethylnaphthalene illustrated in Fig. 
3. 
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Quenching poly(I-vinylnaphthalene) and l-ethyl
naphthalene phosphorescence at nOK as a function of 
piperylene molarity. From Cozzens and Fox 0). 

Since the probability of quenching is proportional to the concentration of 
quenchers and the effective quenching volume, the enhanced decrease in 
PIVN phosphorescence as compared to l-ethylnaphthalene implies a 
larger cross-sectional volume; this can only be obtained if some of the 
pendent triplet excitons are mobile. An alternative experimental 
technique for proving intramolecular energy transport is offered by 
studying the luminescence from copolymer glasses. One of the first 
experiments was Fox and Cozzens (7) study of sensitized phos
phorescence from copolymers of styrene and I-vinylnaphthalene, in 
which the groups derive from the latter act as energy sinks with respect 
to chain segment derived from styrene. The delayed emission spectra 
for a mixture of polystyrene and poly(1-vinylnaphthalene) and the 
corresponding copolymer is illustrated in Fig. 4. The single broad band 
centered at 400 nm is attributed to polystyrene whereas the delayed 
emission from poly-O-vinylnaphthalene) consists of a group of 
phosphoresence bands centered about 500 nm and a delayed fluorescence 
band at 346 nm. Note that in the copolymer, curve A in Fig. 4, no 
delayed fluorescence is observed, a consequence of the lack of 
neighboring cluster formation of I-vinylnaphthalene moieties within the 
polystyrene chain. Comparison of the spectrum of the copolymer (curve 
A) relative to an equivalent homopolymer glass mixture (curve B) 
provides conclusive proof of energy transfer within the host polymer 
chain since the intensity of the styrene-derived phosphorescence has 
decreased whereas the l-vinylnaphthalene-derived phosphorescence band 
has been correspondingly enhanced. 
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Fig. 4. 

Wavelength (nm) 

Delayed emission spectra in 1:1 diethylethertetra
hydrofuran glasses. Curve A: Styrene-I-vinyl
naphthalene copolymer containing I mol percent 1-
vinylnaphthalene derived groups. Curve B: Mixture of 
polystyrene and poly(l-vinylnaphthalene) polymers; 1 
mol percent poly(l-vinylnaphthalene). Excitation 
wavelength 260 nm, nOK. Modified from Fox and 
Cozzens (7). 

II. MOLECULAR WEIGHT EFFECTS ON DELAYED EMISSION 

263 

Low temperature (nOK) emission from isolated polymers in glass 
matrices, e.g. in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF) and tetrahydrofuran: 
diethyl ether (THF:Et20), is characterized by both phosphorescence and 
delayed fluorescence bands. The intensity of these two emission bands 
have been shown by a number of investigators (8, 9) to be dependent on 
the molecular weight of the polymers; the delayed fluorescence intensity 
(IDF) increasing and the phosphorescence intensity (Ip) decreasing with 
increasing degree of polymerization. Fig. 5 illustrates this tremendous 
influence of the average molecular weight of the polymer on the delayed 
fluorescence and phosphorescence intensity for glasses of poly(N-vinyl
carbazole) in MTHF. Similar effects have been reported for poly(2-
vinylnaphthalene) in THF:Et20 (8) and poly(2-naphthylmethacrylate) in 
matrices of MTHF (10) for luminescence measured at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures. Although the ratio of IDF/Ip increases with the (average) 
degree of polymerization ( l!.) at low molecular weights a saturation in 
this ratio is observed when P > 100, where the effective chain length at 
which saturation occurs depends on the particular polymer. Since this 
molecular effect on the delayed spectrum is observed in dilute rigid 
glasses (polymer concentrations less than la-3M) the fusion process 
occurs between triplet excited chromophores within a single polymer, ie. 
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Fig. 5. 
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Wavelength (nm) 

Oelayed emission spectra of three different poly(N
vinylcarbazole) fractions, 6 x 10-4 mol basic unit/liter 
in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran at 77oK. Molecular weights: 
A) 2 X 106; B) 3 X 105; C) 9 X 104• Excitation 
wavelength 330 nm. Modified from Klopffer et al (9). 

intramolecular exciton fusion as opposed to intermolecular annihilation. 
A qualitative understanding of enhancement and eventually saturation of 
IOF with increasing polymer chain length was initially given by Pasch 
and Webber (8). Their reasoning was as follows. We note first that for a 
fixed excitation intensity larger polymers have a larger average number 
of triplet excitons per molecule. If the length (L) of the polymer is 
comparable to or less than the exciton diffusion length (Ld) and if some 
of the triplet excitons are mobile, then an increase in L produces a 
corresponding increase in the delayed fluorescence since a mobile triplet 
exciton has a nonzero probability of annihilating with either a trapped 
triplet or another mobile exciton. This increase in IOF with L occurs at 
the expense of the polymer's phosphorescence. When L> 2Ld no further 
effects on IOF are expected since excitons separated at distances 
greater than 2Ld do not annihilate. Although this model possesses the 
essential qualitative feature observed for low temperature polymer 
glasses a quantitative theory is exceedingly difficult since triplet-triplet 
annihilation is known to be affected by chromophore separations and 
intrachain, non-nearest neighbor contacts. 

A semiquantitative model of the effects of L on IOF and Ip was 
given by Webber and Swenberg (11). These authors analyzed the 
dependence of exciton annihilation on parameters such as lattice size, 
lattice dimensionality and the exciton fusion rate using a Pauli-Master 
equation. Their treatment is quite similar to the formalism of Paillotin 
et al (12) used in modeling the fluorescence quantum yield decreases 
observed in photosynthetic membranes (13) with increasing excitation 
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pulse intensity. Let Pn(t) denote the probability that a lattice contains n 
excitons at time t. The (Ansatz) master equation obeyed by the 
components Pn(t) for a lattice of size L is 

~; • Sl-f:) + Ott) i A(.t;) (2) 

where 

(3) 

is the excitation rate, 

(4) 

denotes the net monomolecuar decay and 

A (ot) -= G ... , L, B Ia..llr) - G" h! Q (~) (5) 
L' L.a. '" 

is the decrease in the nth state caused by exciton annihilation. Lo is the 
parameter describing the excitation intensity, Lo is inversely pro
portional to the excitation intensity, "is the unimolecular exciton 
decay rate, Lc is the second order dimensionless rate constant for 
exciton fusion and Gn describes the dependence of the annihilation on 
the occupation number, n, of the lattice. Previous formulations of 
exciton annihilation (12) assumed that Gn = n(n-O which corresponds to 
twice the number of exciton pairs on the lattice. In Webber and 
Swenberg (10 formulation, however, the general form, namely 

(6) 

was assumed. The constant oc. was taken to differ from unity and a value 
of 1.5 was adapted on the basis of computer simulations. This is 
discussed later in the text. The addition of the double annihilation 
events, events where both excitons disappear simultaneously upon 
annihilation, are already included in equation (2) since Paillotin et al (12) 
have shown that inclusion of level transitions, n ... n-2 simply alter the 
scaling factors of the final equations; their explicit inclusion is therefore 
unimportant in semiquantitative modeling of IDF dependence on chain 
length, L, discussed herein. 

In the absence of annihilation, the occupation distribution, Pn, 
obeys Poisson statistics, 

(7) 

For Lc \ 0 

(8) 
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and the value of n for which Pn is maximal decreases as Lc increases; 
the density of excitons on a polymer diminishes relative to the Poisson 
limit (Lc = 0). The effects of bimolecular annihilation on the steady
state distribution is illustrated in Fig. 6. Experiments displaying the 
increase in IDF and decrease in Ip with increasing molecular weight 
reported by Webber and coworkers (8, 10) and Klopffer et al (9) were 
performed under steady-state conditions, hence the -experimental 
measureables in terms of the distribution functions Pn are 

and 

I oC <,,£ .. -1) _..i. ~ V'l(I'I-,)p
DF --L3 - La ~ '" 

(0) 

The additional L-I dependence in equation (0) arises because under the 
experimental conditions polymers in low temperature glasses had 
constant chromophore densities. For simplicity we have neglected in 
equations (9) and (0) the weighted sum over the polydispersiveness of 
the sample and assume that L in the above equations corresponds to an 
average degree of polymerization,~. How IDF behaves for L large can 
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n Excitons 

Comparison of normal Poisson distribution (---) and 
modified Poisson distribution (-) for Lc = 105, G( = 1. 
Both are for L = 250, Lo = 100. From Webber and 
Swenberg 00. 
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be seen by noting that for large Lc and large L the second order term, 
Gn, dominates. In this limit Pn exhibits a maximum at 

Y'\. -: (Lf' Leo Lo ) '/~ (11) 

Hence the asymptotic limit of Ip depends on the numerical value of the 
parameter at • For 

(12) 

In contrast to Ip, the delayed fluorescence is relatively insensitive to 0( 
for large Lc and 0( values near unity. Fig. 7(A) illustrates the 
theoretical dependence of IOF and Ip on chain length L as calculated by 
Webber and Swenberg (11). It is evident that the predictions of the 
model are qualitatively similar to the delayed emission data from poly(2-
vinylnaphthalene) reported in Fig. 7(B). 
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(A) Theoretical plot of triplet density (LoIp), for 0(. = 
1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 (-), and annihilation density (LoIOF) 
(---), where Ip and IOF are given by eqs. (9) and (10) 
respectively. The latter curve is essentially 
independent of 0(. for Lc large. Lc = 108 for these plots. 
(B) Plots of experimental phosphorescence and delayed 
fluorescence intensity for poly(2-vinylnaphthalene) 
versus L. From Webber and Swenberg (11). 

It is important to emphasize that the fusion model described by Eq. 
(2) explicitly neglects the spatial variables of the excitons, an 
assumption which is strictly valid only when the randomization time is 
rapid compared to the annihilation rate (12, 14). For singlet migration 
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within the photosynthetic membrane where the hopping rate is greater 
than 10 11 sec 1 this assumption is known to be valid (12), however triplet 
transport among the pendent groups of a polymer is quite slow, less than 
lOlOsec- l , and suggest the inapplicability of the randomization 
approximation. Inclusion of non-randomized events unfortunately 
necessitates extensive computer simulations. A further difficulty with 
the formalism is that the effects of a finite diffusion length (Ld) of the 
exciton has not been properly incorporated into the theory. 
Although 0( not equal to unity decreases the importance of bimolecular 
annihilation when Ld < L by shifting the peak in the distribution Pn to 
smaller n values there are nevertheless annihilating events contributing 
to IDF for separations (on the average) greater than 2Ld. 

A·00000000 
B. 0 oCEfO 0 G)O 0 
Fig. 8. Schematic of model used to derive rate constant k~ . A) 

At t = 0 there are 3 excitons. B) At t =,. (one hopping 
time unit) there is a collision which is indicated by 
double asterisk on single molecule. 

A rationalization for 0( = 1.5 was based on an effective decay 
constant determined from numerical simulations of the probability 
distribution of first collision time, 'fn{t} for lattices containing L sites 
and n excitons. A collision was defined as either two excitons arriving at 
the same site or neighboring sites at the same time. The function 'f n(t) 
was constructed by repeated simulations for a fixed number of excitons. 
Fig. 8 illustrates the case where n = 3. In this case a collision occurred 
after only a single hopping time unit. In terms of the simulated 
distribution function and in the absence of unimolecular decay, the 
occupation distribution is given by 

p. (t.) ~ 1 - f. t lP,. IiI <Ii (J 5) 

The effects of annihilation on Pn(t) is apparent in Fig. 9 and illustrates 
the highly nonexponential behavior expected for the delayed 
fluorescence. The effective annihilation rate was defined by Webber and 
Swenberg (l1) as 

(16) 
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where Pn(tn) = x. The dependence of k~ for x = 0.5 illustrated in Fig. 10 
is suggestife of a nonintegral value for 0(. • An 0( somewhat smaller 
than the simulated value might be expected because of near intrachain 
crossings; the parameter 0( includes crudely the effects of nonintegral 
dimensionality effects. Disregarding the enhancement in excimer 
emission 0( is expected to be lower in solvents where chain contraction 
occurs. 

c: c.. 

Fig. 9. 

1 .0 ,..--,---,--,---,-..,.., 
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tiT X 10-0 

Semilogarithmic plot of Pn(t) for n = 2 and 3 for a one 
dimensional lattice with L = 400 constructed from 4000 
trials. From Webber and Swenberg (11). 

A comparison of simulated decays for lattices with 100 and 500 sites 
under steady state initial conditions with experimental decay profiles of 
P2VN is shown in Fig. 11. It is evident that the quality features of 
IOF(t) are consistent with experimental data in the sense that (1) there is 
a strong L dependence, (2) decays are nonexponential, and (3) first order 
processes do not dominate the kinetics. Only when first order kinetics 
dominate is IOF(t) exponential with a decay time (TOF) one-half the 
phosphorescence lifetime (Tp). Unfortunately a direct comparison of 
lifetime data is difficult since polymer phosphorescence usually arises 
from shallow traps, e.g. in PI VN TOF = 80 msec whereas Tp = 1.9 sec 
0). 
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Fig. 10. Computer calculated decay constants for one 
dimensional (0) and two-dimensional lattices (.). See 
text equation (I 6). The slopes are 1.8 and 0.7, 
respectively. From Webber and Swenberg (II). 
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Fig. 11. (A) Semilogarithmic plot of Ip (-) and LlDF (---) 
versus tl/A. For L = 100 (a curves) and L = 500 (b 
curves) with Lc = 5 X 104, ~ = 1.5. (B) Experimental 
decay curves for poly(2-vinylnaphthalene) 
phosphorescence and delayed fluorescence. The a
curve corresponds to L = 100 and the b-curve 
corresponds to L = 3250. Date reported in Webber and 
Swenberg (11). 
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Kim and Webber (16) have shown that even films and powders of 
P2VN at nOK exhibit molecular weight effects on the delayed emission 
spectrum similar to its manifestation in dilute polymer glasses. In solid 
matrices, however, both the delayed fluorescence and phosphorescence 
are broad, structureless, and red shifted ("-700 cm- l for Ip and ""1800 
cm-1 for IDF in P2VN) relative to their positions in glasses. Thus the 
delayed emission, as Fig. 12 illustrates, is chiefly excimer in nature (17). 
Presumably the steric arrangement of neighboring polymer chains inhibit 
interpolymer excitonic migration. This could arise either from 
unfavorable chromophore distances, thereby lessening the likelihood of 
interchain Forster transfer or points of contact are excimer-forming 
sites (I8). The assignment of the phosphorescence to intra- or inter
molecular excimers is not easy in solid vinyl polymers although the 
delayed excimer fluorescence necessitates both mobile and trapped 
triplet excitons. 

600 620 440 360 600 620 440 360 

Fig. 12. 

Wavelangth (nm) 

(A) Delayed emission spectrum of poly(2-vinyl
naphthalene) in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran at 77oK. (B) 
Delayed emission spectra for powdered poly(2-vinyl
naphthalene) of different molecular weights: (--) 
505,000; (----) 100,000; (-.-.-) 49,000. Spectra scaled to 
equal phosphorescence intensity maxima. From Kim 
and Webber (16). 

III. Fluorescence Decay Profiles 

A quantitative analysis and microscopic assignments of the time 
resolved fluorescence emission components from polymers in the solid or 
solution phase to specific physical entities is generally exceedingly 
difficult. This stems partly from (1) the intrinsic heterogeneity of the 
emission which in some cases arises from the preponderance of shallow 
traps, (2) the formation of intramolecular and in solid films or powders 
intramolecular excimers and (3) the effects of dimensionality and size. 
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The monomer fluorescence intensity decay for many polymers, such as 
poly(N-vinylcarbazole) (19), PI VN and P2VN (20), but not polystyrene in 
CH2Cl2 solution at room temperature (21), is highly nonexponential. 
Although it is tempting to associate components in any decay profile as 
originating from separate distinquishable molecular species it is 
important to know that any identification need not be unique. A point 
well illustrated by the fact that recent theoretical studies of excitation 
energy transport (among monomer units) and trapping have demonstrated 
that size and dimensionality of a physical system can result in 
nonexponentiality in the monomer emission (23, 24). This is apparent for 
one dimensional systems, an appropriate model for dilute polymers 
solutions in a good solvent where the polymer is primarily extended with 
few intramolecular neighbor contacts. 

UI ... >.-... r: 
·iii ::J 
c: > 
Q) ... 
... III 
c: ~ 
-:0 ... 
~ 

Fig. 13. 

410 

Wavelength (nml 

Room temperature fluorescence spectra of polystyrene 
in CH2Cl2 solution and of film cast from CH2Cl2 
solution. Excitation wavelength 250 nm. From Gupta 
et al (21). 

For a dilute solution of vinyl polymers the prompt fluorescence 
spectra exhibits both excimer and monomer emission. For films emission 
is primarily excimer in character. Fig. 13 illustrates these general 
features for polystyrene. The temporal characteristics of these emission 
bands provide information on the formation process of the excimer band 
and the intramolecular singlet exciton migration rate. This can be seen 
as follows. Neglecting chain crossings, excimers results either (I) from 
rotation of a pendent group into a favorable position for excimer 
formation with its neighbor while in its excited singlet state or (2) from 
the trapping of monomer excitation energy at excimer forming sites 
(EFS), i.e.: properly performed chromophore pairs. The routes available 
for monomer decay and excimer formation are illustrated in Fig. 14. 
Two limiting cases can be distinquished: (1) rotational alignment in the 
excited state is fast compared to the rate of excited singlet energy 
migration, i.e.: KR> KE and (2) where KE> KR. In the first case the 
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excimer rise time provides an estimate of the rotation rate of the 
pendent groups. In case (2), EFS can be considered as partitioning the 
extended polymer into finite disjoint monomer segments bounded by 
absorbing excimer forming sites. We restrict our discussion to case (2) 
as this will illustrate how nonexponential monomer decays can occur in 
the absence of special moieties. Consider a chain segment N monomer 
units in length as illustrated in Fig. 15. 

Fig. 14. 

Fig. 15. 

I hv 

kR ~ kE 
hVE~E*4--M*~E*---'hVE 

lkM 
M 

Excited state kinetic scheme for a single monomer (M) 
and excimer (E) species. KR denotes the rate constant 
for direct formation of excimers, kE is the trapping 
rate function for monomer excitation energy at 
excimer-forming sites. See text for details. 

J' , J 

.-0 (TO 0··········0 8. 

One dimensional model employed in calculating 
effective exciton trapping function, kE, at excimer 
forming sites. J denotes the monomer nearest neighbor 
intermolecular transfer energy, J' is the transfer 
energy from a neighboring monomer to an excimer 
forming site, KR is the rate constant for direct 
formation of excimers. 

Let Qi(t) denote the probability excitation energy resides at site 
HI ~ i ~ N) at time t, then in the incoherent limit, a valid approximation 
since both phase and spatial coherence time is considerably less than 
10- 11 sec for disordered systems (4), the equations describing the 
evolution of Qi(t) are: 
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, 
clli, .:r( ~ .. -Q, )-:r~, -Q,/~ (18) 
cit 

~ .. =:r (Q .. -. - ~N) -:I' ell", - (jJ .. /~ (19) 
dt 

in the absence of biomolecular annihilation. The definition of the 
parameters are evident from Figs. 14 and 15 and ~ = (kM + kR)-I. In the 
limit where J = J I and for uniform initial conditions the solution (25) to 
eqs. (17) - (19) gives the monomer fluorescence for an N site system as 

(20) 

where C is an appropriate construct and GN(t) is the spectral response 
function for an N sites; 

(21) 

and 

(22) 

The monomer fluorescence measured is given by an appropriate average 
of the spectral function times exp(-t/"..). It is apparent from equation 
(21) that decay profiles are non-exponential. Under thermodynamic 
equilibrium conditions, Fredrickson and Frank (26) have shown in the 
average t matrix approximation (27) and for small dyad trap 
concentrations, q« 1, and long times, tJ > 1, 

FM(t)OC e~,[ cr 12:It. --flt-1 eric:(0l1(~tJ'&. ] (23) 

Although the one-dimensional diffusion problems with randomly 
distributed deep traps solved exactly by Movaghar et al (28) predicts a 
long time decay proportional to exp(-el t II 3) the-aoove solution is 
sufficient in illustrating the nonexponentiality of the decay profiles. 
Fig. 16.(A) shows that the effects of increasing the intramolecular 
transfer rate J or decreasing the rotational rate, kR' enhances the 
nonexponential character of the decay profiles. Furthermore it is 
evident from the kinetic scheme in Fig. 14 that the trapping rate 
function is given by 

ke;" - 3;.J.... G- Lt) (24) 

where G(t) denotes the ensemble average spectral function. A t low 
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excimer concentrations it follows from eq. (23) that kE ex: t-l/2. This 
particular functional form has been utilized by Smith et al ~29) to 
analyze the transient luminescence properties in isotopically doped 1,4-
dibromonaphthalene. The excimer fluorescence, FE(t), can also be 
formulated (26) in terms of the spectral function, namely 

FE(t) OC ~-\ [I -lSi k",) G:cs + 'h-)l/cStIc) 1 (25) 

~ -where c;e denotes the inverse Laplace transform and G is the Laplace 
transform of G(t). Model calculations by Fredrickson and Frank (26) are 
shown in Fig. 16. The important point to note about Fig. 16.(B) is that 
the excimer risetime decreases as the energy transfer rate is increased 
and an enhancement in the excimer intensity is expected. A similar 
increase in intensity is predicted for increases in kR; Fig. 16. (C) 
illustrates this point. 
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Fig. 16. 

tiT 

Time dependence of monomer and excimer fluorescence 
using eqs. (23) and (25) at a fixed dyad trap fraction q = 
0.05. A) Monomer fluorescence; a)'t'J = 10, b) 'r'J = 100; 
B) Excimer fluorescence with monomer ('1"'m) and 
excimer ('t'E) lifetimes 50 .-.sec and 80 ""sec, 
respectively, 1"'"= 10 .,sec; a) J = 1010s-1, b) J = 107s-1; 
C) Excimer fluorescence, '1"mJ = 50, 't"EJ = 80, a) 1-J = 
10, b)'tJ = 50. Modified from Fredrickson and Frank 
(26). 

The Aspler et al (30) study of time resolved fluorescence from 
copolymers poly(l:rlaphthylmethacrylate)-9-vinylanthracene provides an 
illustration of how an estimate of the transfer rate within the naphthyl 
chromophores can be inferred from the risetime of 9-vinylanthracene (9-
V A) moieties. In this case intramolecular excimers are replaced by traps 
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and KR = O. This can be seen as follows. The main observation is that 9-
V A emission at 425 nm is within experimental error the same whether 
the copolymer is excited in the naphthyl absorption band, 280 nm, or at 
380 nm where only 9-VA absorbs. To be consistent with the rapid 
risetime in trap emission, k- 1<10-9 sec, where k-l = k-A+1M. Since 
'tM = 1.5 x 10-9 sec, it follows that kE>3 x 109sec- l , clvalue which 

should be viewed as a lower limit. 
For generalization of the time dependence luminescence properties 

for more complex donor and acceptor configurations and higher 
dimensionality effects, the papers by Fayer and coworkers (22 to 24) 
should be consulted. 
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CALCULATIONAL METHODS FOR DISORDERED QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
SYSTEMS 

Frank Martino 

Laboratory of the International Foundation 
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City College of the City University of New York, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The transport of entities such as electrons, excitons, 
and phonons in disordered media is affected greatly by the 
nature of the randomness. If the degree of randomness is 
sufficiently large, the electronic wave function is 
localized in a small region in a sense described by 
Anderson1 and transport of electrons takes place by hopping 
among these localized states. Even if we limit our 
consideration to quasi-one-dimensional systems the 
calculation of the density of states and the wave functions 
in long disordered chains is a formidable task. In what 
follows we shall describe a number of different approaches 
to the problem and present the results of recent 
calculations on various model systems. In all cases we are 
aiming at approximate methods for systems sufficiently 
complex that massive self consistent field calculations are 
at present completely out of the question. 

In section II we review a method particularly well 
suited to take advantage of the quasi-one-dimensionality of 
our problem, the method of negative factor counting (NFC)2-4. 
The techniques for dealing with banded matrices introduced 
here prove to be of general value in other contexts 
developed below (sections III and IV). 

In particular, in section III we apply these 
techniques to the calculation of Green function matrix, both 
for the purpose of studying the localization of an 
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eigenstate in a given energy region and for explicit 
calculation of an eigenstate. This calculation requires 
only an expansion in a tight-binding basis set that is 
confined to a local region spatially, and is of value 
whenever explicit calculation of the eigenvectors, even by 
inverse iteration, is inpracticable. 

Another approximation technique which has a 
considerable history and 1 i tera tuare going back over 30 
years S- 8 is the coherent potential approximation (CPA). 
There are many ways to derive this approximation, espec i a 11 y 
in its single site form, and a number of its generalizations. 
We shall deal with the fundamental idea here in two forms. 
In section IV we consider the application of the cluster CPA 
(CCPA) theory8-13 to quasi-one-dimensional chains. The CCPA 
seems a na tural choice for studying the electronic spectrum 
of aperiodic polymers where one has complicated units as 
well as a Hamiltonian matrix with disordered elements in 
both its diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements. In 
section V we consider developments from the original notion 
of Scher and Lax 14 to construct a tractable model system on 
a discrete lattice which simulates actual disordered systems 
and employs the continuous-time random walk (CTRW) formalism 
of Montroll and Weiss lS • These lead to a new approximate 
procedure of Odagaki and Lax called the coherent-medium 
approximation (CMA)16 which can be used to calculate the 
frequency depended conductivity due to hopping in random 
media. This is applied to a number of models in random 
chains with different types of random distributions, 
including a bond percolation model, and finally to hopping 
among randomly distributed localized centers. 

II. Banded Matrices and Negative Factor Counting 

We shall consider quasi-one-dimensional systems, such 
as polymer chains, whose Hamiltonians in a local orbital 
basis set are represented by a banded matrix. A banded 
matrix H has matrix elements Hij that vanish as li- j.l becomes 
large. Dealing with banded matrices does not mean that we 
restrict ourselves to polymers or linear chain systems. If 
one is wi lling to sacrifice dealing with a local basis set, 
then mappings 17- 19 can be performed which take an arbitrary 
Hamiltonian H in a atomic basis, to a tridiagonal form 
(i.e., Hij=O, for \i-jl)l) in another basis. We will, for 
the sake of generality, deal with banded matrices which can 
be partitioned into block-tridiagonal subblocks rather than 
tridiagonal matrices or strictly one-dimensional systems. 
This will give some flexibililty in the choice of a local 
basis set. 
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One cannot hope to do an actual SCF LCAO HF MO 
calculation for a large polymer chain involving more than a 
hundred or so atoms. It is possible though to do 
calculations of Fock (F) and overlap (5) matrices for 
molecular subunits of the polymer. Then, providing that the 
polymer consists of repetitions of these subunits, the Fock 
and overlap matrix for the full polymer can be extrapolated 
or built up from those of the subunits. The problem 
therefore is to approximate the F and 5 matrices for a large 
polymer chain from the F and 5 matrices for much smaller 
chains that are structurally and chemically identical to 
local segments of the chain. This approach assumes that the 
matrix elements of F are primarily a function of the local 
environment. That this is not always the case is owing to 
the SCF nature of the electronic exchange and Coulomb 
potentials. However it is relatively safe to extrapolate 
from a small to a large regular chain, or from a subunit 
with a single defect to a long chain with a low 
concentration of point defects. It is the local nature of 
the atomic orbital basis functions that enables one to 
construct F and 5 in a building block fashion. 

The technical procedure used to contruct the polymer F 
from the subunit Fock matrices Fl F2 ••• is as follows. First 
one does 5CF HF LCAO MO calc'ulations for two or more 
subunits The specific case of a line of 50 molecules will 
be considered for the sake of illustration. In this case we 
might consider two 50 molecule subunits where all the 
interactions are identical except those involving molecules 
at the center of the chain. The first subunit could have 
molecule 25 displaced and the second subunit could have 24 
and 25 displaced from the regular array. If the Fock 
matrices of the two defect units were compared to that of a 
regular subunit one would observe differences primari ly in 
the middle of these three matrices. However as one went 
away from the defects the matrix elements would become 
equal, or nearly so, for the regular and defect subunits. 
The idea then is to pick blocks of elements in 
Fl F2 centered on the defects, such that the elements on the , , . .. 
boundary of the blocks are e~ther small or ~dent~cal. By 
translating these blocks along the main diagonal in a random 
sequence we can construct a Fock matrix that describes a 
po 1 yme r HN wi t h two types of structural defects that occur 
at "random" sites along the chain. 

Having described the construction of F and 5 above, let 
us now discuss how the density of electronic states, PC)..), 
and the eigenvec tors, I"Y:) , can be extracted from the , 
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secular equation. Due to the nonorthogonality of the atomic 
basis functions the eigenvalue problem is written in the 
following general form 

(F - AiS)\Wj) = O. 

The overlap matrix S and the eigenvector 
terms of the atomic orbitals 

\wi) = ~ Cj ; \4>;), 
I 

(1) 
are defined in 

(2) 

(3) 
We first describe the generalized NFC technique which is 
used to obtain J'(~), the distribution function for the 
eigenenergies ~'. We then deal with the inverse iteration 
technique, which is used to obtain C(~~), the vector whose 
components are the expansion coefficients Cij for the i th 
egenvector. 

The roots of the secular matrix, M(~), (4) 

M(A) = (F - AS) 

are located by the zeroes of the determinant of M<A). It is 
fairly straightforward matter to show that, 

IM(A)I = ISliP - All, (Sa) 
where 

F = S-1/2 FS-1/2. 
(5b) 

The determinant of M can be written in terms of the roots Si 
of S and ~ of F 

N N 

IM(A)I = n Si n (Ai - A). 
1=1 ,=1 (6) 

In the above N is the rank of the secular matrix. It is 
obvious that any sign changes in the determinant of M as a 
function of A ,are due to" passing though a root of the 
secular equation. The presence of S in the secular equation 
only serves to multiply the characteristic poloynomial by a 
constant factor independent of A . Thus the normal NFC 
technique used for secular equations with S=I is applicable 
in the present circumstances with S not equal to 1. We 
briefly outline the essential fea tures of the NFC me thod 
below. 

The negative factor counting method is applicable to 
any real symmetric matrix. It is most efficient when the 
matrix has the additional property of being banded. The 
reader is refered to Dean 2 for additional details. One 
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starts the computation of ~(~)by subdividing Minto 
quadrants 

(7) 

The prime denotes transpose and X,Y,Z are respectively a 
scalar, rowvector and matrix 

Xl =M(l, 1), 

Yl (j)=M(1, j+l), 

Zl(j, k)=M(j+l, k+l). 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8c) 
The letters in brackets imply a vector or matric component. 
The above quantities are initial values which are used in 
the following recursion relations 

Xi =Zi-l(l, I) - YT-t(I)/Xi_1, i= 2, ... N, 

YiU) = Zi_l(l, j + 1) 

(9a) 

- Y;-1(I) Y;:"1(j+I)/Xi- 1, j= I, ... N-i, (9b) 

Zi(j, k) = Zi-l(j+ I, k + 1) 

-Y;'-1(j+I)Yi-1(k+I)/Xi_1, j,k=I, ... N-i. (9c) 

The scalars Xi are of particular interest since one can show 
that the number of negative Xi is equal to the number of 
A· less than A in the scalar equation. Thus by counting 
th~ number of negative Xi as a function of 1\ , one can 
construct the cumulative density of states. If M was not 
banded, the generation of the above sequences would be 
impractica1. However for a polymer M(A) is banded so that 
most of the elements of the Yi are zero which greatly 
simplifies the above recursive calculations. 

The inverse iteration technique requires an arbitrary 
trial vector I b) and a good estimate, Ae' to an eigenval ue 
as imput. The quantity /t.e= A.,+ ~ should be chosen such that 
(is small compared to the spacing between eigenval ues. In 
prac tice. the NFC technique in conjunction with a bisection 
procedure can be used to obtain Ae so that it is good 
approximation to some eigenvalue. Using I bt) as a starting 
value we generate a sequence lbt> from the recursion 

M0e)lbn> = Slbn _ 1>, (0) 
where it may be verified explicitiy that 
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(11 ) 

if 

(12) 
Thus one sees from the above that I b..,,>wi 11 be a re 1 i ab 1 e 
representation of 1'0/.:1 if "e is closer to A", than any 
other eigenvalue. The :hove procedure differs from the 
usual inverse iteration technique4 , only by the presence of 
S on the r.h.s. of Eq.(10). The solution of the equation 
can be done by making a factorization of M(~) into a product 
of lower and upper triangular matrices. The trangular 
factorization is straightforward when M has a banded 
structure. 

The techniques have been successfully applied to such 
systems as polyacetylene2 treated as (CH)350 both regular 
and with distorted C-H bands randomly distr'ibuted thoughout 
the polymer. The energy bands of the regular system 
compared well with crystal orbital calculations. Inverse 
iteration was used to calculate eigenstates, which were 
found to be localized owing to dissorder starting at the 
band edges. 

III. Green matrix Studies of Eigenstates and Localization 

If we wish to study the tendency of electrons to 
localize spatially owing to disorder in larger or more 
complex systems, the above kind of explicit calculation of 
the eigenstates by inverse iteration, or some similar 
technique, become prohibitively difficult. We have 
developed a technique based upon the ideas of Herbert and 
Jones 20 that allows us to deduce the qualitative nature of 
the eigenstates in some energy region (for a polymer system) 
without having to calculate the eigenstates explicitly. The 
only condition for the method to work is that our 
tight-binding basis functions should be confined to a local 
spatial region and should be ordered in a manner that 
ensures a banded matrix. 

Let us consider a linear chain containing N units which 
is described by the blocks Hij of a banded hamiltonian 
matrix: 

(13) 
where the A's and B's are square subblocks. 
Due to the hermiticity of the real H,Ai must be symmetric 
and Bi i-l""B1:[-l i for any i. The eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of H can be defined by the poles of the Green 
matrix. 
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G=(zl-H)-l (14) 
and as the solution of the homogeneous matrix equation 

G-1c=0 (15) 

respectively, where G is given by the following recurs ion 
relation21 : 

j= 1 

G"" = ( n Pk±)Bk,k+l) G,"," , I, k=; 

(16) 
upper sign: i > j, lower sign: i <j 

and 

p~±)=(=l-Ai-Bi"i=IPi:?Bi±l.i)-l. pi-)=(zl-A1)-1, P};)=(zl-AN)-1.(l7) 

The meaning of the product symbol III~mXI is, for 
n<m,XI1lXm_I,,,Xn+IXIl • The recursion relation (16) and(17) 
can only be applied when H is a banded matrix. 

These formulae are ideally suited for evaluation on the 
computer. We may obtain the N ,N block of G as a by-produc t 
of evaluating the corner block element. Since all the 
quantities in the above formulae are matric es, one mus t be 
careful to take the products in the correct order, but 
otherwise these formulae are similar to the scalar continued 
fractions encountered in the recursion algorithm22 or in 
negative factor counting 2. We have never found G(l N) as 
computed by (16) to grow exponentially large. Th~s this 
formula seems to be immune to the usual instabililty shown 
by one-dimensional recursive formulae with respect to 
exponentially growing solutions. 

We can rearrange the system (15), starting with the nth row: 
-BI/,I/_I c,I .. 1 +(zl-AI/I/)cl/ -BI/.I/+1 cl/+1 =0, 

-Bn± 1.11 cl/ + (zl - An± 1) cn±! - Bn± l,n±2CIl±2'= 0, 
(18) 

-BI/=2.1/! ICI/! 1 + (z1 - AI/±2)cn±2 - BII ±2,1l±3cl/±3 = 0, 

In matrix form the last N-l equations are 

zl -An±! -Bn±I,I1±2 

-BII ±2.1/! 1 zl - AI/±2 

o 01 cn± 11 [0.". ,<, r 
I 0 19) 

I 

CIl ±2 1 

. , 
! ' 

j I 0 J o 
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or 

(20) 

where x = (CII ± ],CII ±2' ... ,CII±i" .. )tr,xO i.s a vector whose components 
are all zero except the first m ones which are Bn+1 nCn and 
M is the matrix with the explicit form given in '(9): It 
has the banded form necessary to apply But Ie r I s me t h od to 
invert it. Then the sa1ution for x is 

x=M-lx(l. 
(21) 

or 

(22) 
from relations (16) an,l (17) we obtain 

(+)-. l+)-I 
P" f-i - (.1 _. A Il +i - BIl +,. Il+i+ 1 PIl +i+ 1 BIl +i+ I,II+i) • 

(--) _ . _ _ . p(--). B. .)-1 
PII - i - (z1 - All_I BI/_ 1,11_1_1 1/-/-1 11-,-1.11-' ' 

(23) 
-1(+) (+) )-1 = p(+) 

MIl' = (;::1 - A Il + 1 -- BIl + 1,1l+2Pn+2 8 11 + 2,11+1 11+1 ' 

and therefore 

we obtain finally 

-I 
cll :=.i = Gn=.l. Il G n,ll e" . 

(25) 

Equation (25) is of interest for two reasons. It is an 
iterative method of calculating explicit eigenvec tors (the 
Nth component is determined by normalization, c 2=1. The 
second interesting aspect of equation (25) is that it 
indicates that the ratio of the Green function matrix 
elements, as a function of energy, should be a good measure 
of which regions in the energy bands contain localized 
eigenstates. This assumes, of course, that localised and 
extended states do not coexist at the same energies, and 
that in an energy region in which there are localized states 
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these will be spatially distributed thoughout the system. 
With these assumptions it is clear that if site n+i is 
sufficiently far from site n that the ratio of the matrix 
elements will peak or drop exponentially in energy regions 
in which there are localized states. As a practical matter 
it is usually sufficient to consider only the two ends of 
the chain. 

Let us consider a simple illustrative example, with 
orthogonal basis functions, and apply the method to both 
ordered and disordered systems. The Hamiltonian for these 
systems has zero matrix elements, Hij when li-jl> 4. It 
is trivial to modify the compute; programs to consider a 
greater or lesser number of diagonals. The matrix 
ha 1 f-bandwid th of 5 was chosen arbitrarily to demonstrate 
the technique for something other than the usual trivial 
case ~f the tridiagonal one-dimensional Hamiltonian. 

The Hamiltonian of the ordered system has matrix 
elements given by the following prescription: 

Hij = {~21(li - jl+l) 

the matrix elements of the disordered system are 
_ { (0.5 - Rj)r i = j 

20 

10 

.f 40 
-tl 

20 

10 

-5 

Hij - -21(li - jl+l) i';' j 

Ideal system 

-4 -3 -2 -1 
Energy 

" r ,(1 f, 
1'1 1"1 ill. ~ lQ I' II :,:V~,' ,,' I' Ii' A"l 

I' ,'I 11 

InJ"ui 

Figure 1. Density of states for the random and ideal 
periodic Hamiltonians defined in text with N=1000. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of Log G(l N E)fG(N N E ) for the same . , '. ", ordered and dIsordered systems as In fIgure 1. Strong 
10 c a lis a t i on at the band edges of the di sordered sys tem and 
complete delocalised behavior in the ordered sys tem is 
predicted. 

where Rj is a random number distributed uniformly on the 
interval (0-1), and r is a constant that can be changed to 
yield various degrees of disorder. In figure 1 we present 
the density of states for a regular and disordered (r' =2) 
system of 1000 sites, obtained by negative factor counting2 • 
Figure 2 compares the ratio of the N,N, and I,N Green 
function elements in the two systems. Note that in the 
ordered system the ratio is orders of magni tude larger on 
the average than in the disordered system. One expects the 
ratio to be of the order of unity in the ordered system when 
we are within the 'allowed' band of states. In the 
disordered system there is considerable variation in the 
rat i 0 cor responding to different degrees of localisation of 
the eigenstates. Indeed one can see from the eigenstates 
obtained by inverse iteration in figures 3(a)-(d) that there 
is good correlation between the ratios in figure 2 and the 
localisation apparent in the figures. Though we never 
looked at all the eigenstates in any particular system due 
to the excessive amount of computer time required, we did 
sample a variety of systems, and did not see any 
contradictions between the explicit eigenstates and the 
localisation measure involving the Green function. 
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Figure 3. Some eigenstates obtained by inverse iteration 
for the disordered system having a uniform distribution of 
the diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian. The 
expansion coefficients versus orbital or site index, I, for 
the local basis orbitals are plotted. The eigenenergy is: 
(a)l.18015; (b)O.18448; (c)-O.81422; (d)-I" .81044. The ra t io 0 f 
the I,N to N, N elements of the Green function in these 
energy regions was (a)10-26 ,(b)10-18,(c)10-2 ,(d)10-2 • 

IV Cluster Coherent - Potential Approximation 
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The purpose of the CPA method is to develop a periodic, 
self-consistent, energy-dependent effective-medium 
Hamiltonian If that is in some sense equivalent to the 
configuration average of a exact Hamiltonian H. In 
particular, H is determined self-consistently so that the 
configuration average of the exact Green function G is 
approximately equal to "G. The Hamiltonians, Hand H, are 
taken to be banded matrices that are defined in a Wanni e r 0 r 
tight binding basis. The exact Hamiltonian H, written in 
block-tridiagonal form, and its Green's function G are, 
repectively 

H= 1: la)~(al + 1:( la)W~+I(a+ll+ la+l)W (I) (26) 
a a _a+1 a 

and 

G(z)=(zI -H)-I. (27) 

In (26) superscript t denotes transpose, and,£ and 
~ ,are, respectively, a diagonal and off-diagonal subbfock 
of 1'H whose matrix elements may be "random." The operator H 
has been expressed in a matrix notation where the ket 
vee tors \01\) indicate which portion of the basis space the 
subblocks g;;~ and WoC,+, act upon. The basis orbitals 
are numbered from - od to 00 , and a sequence of a p number 
of orbitals is arbitrarily defined as a "cell." Hence, the 
ket vector \0<> for the 0("'" cell is associated with p 
basis orbitals. 

\a)= la, 1,2, ... ,p), 
(28) 

and the I;... and WW,of'l are P x p matrices, 

(29) 

We now introduce the periodi~ effective medium Hand its 
corresponding Green Function G: 

H=; la)~(al +(la)I:'(a+ll+la+I).[(al), (30) 

(31) 

The Hami 1 toni an H describes a perfect periodic system, and 
we wi 11 see 1 ate rho w Zan d r are t 0 bed e t e r min e d 
self-consistently. 
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The exact Green's function G(z) can be expanded in an 
infinite perturbation series in terms ()f: G with the aid of a 
T matrix, 

G(z)=G(z)+G(z)T(z)(;(z) , 

T(z)=[I-(H-H)G(z)]-I(H-H) . 

(32) 

(33) 

The T matrix in (33) is the T matrix for the whole system, 
and thus a very unwieldy object. It is relatively easy to 
show that T can be written as an infinite summation of 
smaller cluster T matrices that act upon appropriate 
subspaces of our basis-function space. Breaking the 
perturbation H-H into a sum over appropriate subs paces 

and one may show that (33) becomes 

T(z)= ~Qa, 
a 

where 

and the cluster T matrix T is 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

Up until now no approximations have been made. The 
coherent-potential approximation consists of setting the 
ensemble-averaged cluster T matrix to zero, 

(38) 

With this condition the average Green's function becomes 
approximately equal to C( z), 

(39) 

The error inherent in (39) is of the fourth order in Ta as 
has been pointed out by Soven6 • 

There are many ways of peforming the partitioning 
implicit in Eq.(34). The usual single-site CPS 
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approximation implies Hand H are identical except for the i r 
diagonal matrix elements, and thus ignores nonperiodicity in 
all off-diagonal matrix elements of H. This is too 
simplistic for our purposes so we must introduce better 
approximations. The next-simplest approxima t i on is to set 
the off-diagonal blocks of H and if identical(W", :: r for all 
Q() so that Va is the pxp matrix given by --

(40) 

The approximation leading to (40) ignores non-periodicity in 
the off-diagonal blocks of H, but does include diagonal 
cluster disorder. The disorder or nonperiodicity in the 
off-diagonal subblocks of the block-tridiagonal H can be 
included in a variety of ways. The most straightforward way 
is to let the rank ofE(fj be an integer multiple of the 
rank of theL"c.(VJ.c.7.- This points out the fact that the 
effective-medium H-;;an have subblocks which are ot the same 
size as the subblocks in H. 

Another very interesting means of including the 
off-diagonal cluster disorder is the so-called homomorphic 
CPA (HCPA) of Odagaki and Yonezawall • The HCPA, like the 
simpler molecular CPA (MCPA) of Eq.(40) ensures an analytic 
Green's function, G(z). The simplest example of the HCPS, 
in our notation, is shown in Eq. (41), 

(41) 

In (41), Va is now a 2px2p matrix and the factor 0 or 1 is 
to ensure that there is no double counting of interactions 
in (34). The factor x should, in practice, be chosen as 0 
or 1 so that the Va's in (34) do not operate on overlappimg 
subs paces , which wi 11 cause problems in the configuration 
averaging in (38). Note that (41) implies thatX' ... and 
E'~ .. , are independent or uncorrelated, though it'l.s still 
possible that the matrix elements within i:e(or g;~"" may be 
correlated. 

The following technique was first suggested by Butler23 
for strictly one-dimensional systems. We would like to 
present a generalization to infinite quasi-one-dimensional 
systems, described by the previously mentioned banded 
matrices. The evaluation of (38) and (7) requires the 
computation of a diagonal cluster matrix element of C(z). 
The block-tridiagonal matrix 
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(42) 

owing to its symmetry, 
techniques, but because of 
pos s ib Ie to do a real-space 
partions H into quandrants 

can be inverted by k-space 
its simple form it is also 
evaluation of G(z). First, one 

_ [:I Y! 
(z-H)= t; , 

and then one may verify directly that 

By suitable repeated application of (44) 
diagonal subblock of G(z) is given 
expressions: 

Ga.a(z)=(zI-~-r'pr -rQr,)-I, 

P=(zI -~-r'pn-I , 

Q=(zI-l:-rQr')-I. 

(43) 

(44) 

one can show that a 
by the following 

(45) 

The above forumlas also can be applied to finite disordered 
systems if one reworks their derivation with appropriate 
subscripts attached to all quantities. The matrix-continued 
fractions in (45) enable one effidently to obtain diagonal 
blocks of the Green's function of banded matrices of large 
rank. It is also interesting to note the sequence P, for a 
finite-tridiagonal system, becomes the negative factors 
produced by the negative factor counting method of Dean2 • 

Since we are dealing with an infinite system the 
recursions for P and Q represent matrix-continued fractions. 
As pointed out by Butler, these equations are highly 
nonlinear and there does not appear to be a closed form 
solution except for strictly one dimension. We have found 
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that it is possible to generate self-consistent solutions 
for the matrices P and Q, by simple iteration, with a 
computer. That is to say, one starts with trial matrices and 
P and Q and us es Eqs. (45b) and (45c) to generate new trial 
matrices. The process is repeated (with averaging) until 
one converges to a desired accuracy on the matrix elements. 
That P and Q are complex symmetric and that we must perform 
a matrix inversion at each step is only a minor 
inconvenience if the rank is not too great. One can prove 
that the recursions preserve certain symmetries and 
definitness properties, but stability and uniqueness of the 
self-consistent solutions is an unresolved question. 
However, in calculations performed so far the results have 
been correct and in agreement with more standard k-space 
techniques and one has no difficuty obtaining 5 -10 decimal 
place accuracy. 

Some off-diagonal blocks of G may be needed in HCPA 
calculations These are obtained trivially by noting the 
Eq.(44) yields, for an off-diagonal block of a periodic 
system. 

where 
Qa,P(Z) = (.y)p-aQp,p(z), (J>a 

'y=pr. 
(46) 

This is a particularly useful result since it relates the 
off-diagonal clusters of G to the diagonal clusters and 
tells us that the asymptotic behavior is determined by the 
product PT. Again, we note in passing that (46) may be 
generalized quite readily to nonperiodice matrices. 

We now can consider the details of the cluster 
averaging and self-consistency procedures for 
pure-cluster-diagonal disorder. Equations (37) and (38) are 
not in a very convenient form for iteration. However, by 
simple matrix algebra one obtains 

~=!l.-«(!l.-~a)-I»-I • 

--I 
!l.=Qa,a(z)+~ • 

(47) 

which were the actual relations used in iterating for:r; 
The generalizations to include off-diagonal cluster disorder 
(H~ and r)are straightforward. 

The cluster averages appearing in (38) or (47) are 
performed with the aid of a joint probablity function 
PC1l, ••• ,lp) 
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«h»= .l: PUI>'" ,lplh . 

'\""" (48) 

There is one index ll, ••• ,lp in P(ll, ••• ,lp)ior each of the 
p-diagonal matrix elements in the cluster. Thus, the label 
In specifies the value of the diagonal matrix element at the 
nth position in the cluster. Whether the In are discre te or 
continuous labels depends on whether the matrix elements of 
H have discrete values or a continuous distribution. 
Nothing h,as been said abou t labels for the off-diagonal 
elements within a cluster, since it is assumed that 
specifying the diagonal elements also determines the 
off-diagonal elements. It would not be realistic to assume 
that the interaction between two "sites" is independent of 
the identity of the occupants of these sites. Note the word 
site is used loosely to mean a position in the 
basis-function space and not necessarily a physical 
location. 

In a single-site CPA calculation the single matrix 
element of the lxl matrix~",can take on several discrete 
values, or perhaps a continuous range of values. However, 
if~encompasses more than one site, then something new is 
adde'd to the averaging procedure. The In's are now not 
necessarily independent random variables. Instead, it is 
more likely that they are correlated so that In is a 
function of In-l In+l In-2 etc. We demonstrate explicitly 
below just ho~ sig~ific~nt the above considerations can be 
in determining the cluster-CPA density of states for a 
random alloy. This will be done within the context of a 
system with diagonal cluster disorder only. 

The system is a polymer chain constructed from atoms of 
type A and B, with relative concentrations PA=X and PB=I-X. 
Suppose atom A is associated with a single basis function 
and atom B with two basis functions. A and B could thus 
correspond to hydrogen and lithium in some minimal basis. A 
crude approcimation is to assume that the scalar-diagonal 
terms of H as s ociated with A have the value a; independent 
of neighbors. Similarly, we approximate the scalar diagonal 
terms of H associated with B by bl or b2, independent of 
neighbors The off-diagonal terms will be a function of the 
diagonal occupants. The cluster-cluster interactions 
r have been approximated by the virtual crystal average of 
the !i-. in our calculations. The matrix elements Hij of our 
model Hamiltonian are zero unles \i-jl~ 2. 
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Atoms A and B can occur in any random sequence so a is 
uncorrelated with respect to the pair (bl,b2)' However, 
since bl and b2 are associated with the same atom they will 
occur in adjacent sites along the diagonal of H in the order 
blb2 and are therefore correlated. (B does not have to be 
an atom It could also be envisioned as a two-atom cluster 
or molecule which we associate with some Huckel parameters.) 
Consequently, in the case of two-site clusters, instead of 
there being nine clusters to averag~ over, there are only 
five clusters with nonzero P. With thr~e-site clusters the 
comparable numbers are 27 and 8. Without the existence of 
this correlation we would be dealing with a random 
three-component alloy. In what follows we will compare 
calculations for three-component alloys, with calculations 
including the above type of simple correlation. 

The single-site probabilities for al,bl> and b2 are 
easily shown to be given by: 

(49) 

The joint probability function for two-, three-,etc., site 
clusters needed in the T- matrix averaging procedure can 
easily be computed. The matrix~ has less symmetry than in 
the case of uncorrelated sites, sTnce the clusters averaged 
over do not occur in symmetric pairs, as in the case when 
the joint probability P is given by a produce of independent 
random variables. SpecificallY'~1\ does not have to equal 
~~~(for a two-site cluster), now that the sites are 
correlated· 

Upon performing calculations for the random alloy, we 
found that the correlations made drastic changes in the 
resulting density of states, as one might expect. Figure 4 
shows a series of calculations done for various alloy 
concentrations with a two-site cluster CPA. The solid 
curves in Fig.4 show the density of 
s tat e s for a three-component random ally which resul ted when 
the cluster averaging was done with independent random 
variables. The site-diagonal energies could take the values 
-1.5, -0.5, and -1.0 and the site-off-diagonal energies were 
dependent on the site-diagonal occupants. The dashed curves 
in Fig. 4 are the density of states for a system identical in 
all aspects to that of the solid curves except that the 
cluster averaging included correlations of the type described 
above. With the presence of the correlation betwen the 
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elements of H, ·the dashed curves in Fig. 4 represent a binary 
alloy. The concentration of two of the species for the 
three- component alloy (-I.5and -0.5) in Fig. 4 was kept 
equal to afford a better comparison between the two 
calculations. 

The di f ferences in the calculations will disappear in 
the limit of a nearly pure system with one orbital per atom 
(i. e., if we increase the concentration of "H" type 
components). At higher alloy concentrations the correlations 
are very important. These results have important 
consequences for certain types of random systems One is th e 
random molecular alloy where molecular groups can be 
substituted instead of atoms. In this case the relationship 
of the basis orbitals within a substitutional group is 
nonrandom, and is correlated in precisely the manner we have 
considered. The other type of system is a simple random 
alloy with more than one orbital per atom. The above 
calculations lead us to believe that other, more subtle 
long-range correlations could also be very important in 
determining the density of states in a random alloy. 

IS 

-1.5 -1 
EIERGY 

-0.5 2 -1.5 -I 
ElEROY 

Fig. 4 Density of states vs energy as computed by a two-site 
cluster-CPA calculation. The solid curves represent a random 
three-component alloy. The relative concentrations of the 
three components, having site-diagonal energies 
(-1.5,-0.5,-1.0) are (a) (45,45,10), (b) (25,25,50), and (c) 
(5,5,90). The dashed curves represent a binary alloy whose 
components A and B have diagonal energies A= -1.0, 
B=(-1.5,-0.5). The relative concentrations of A and B were 
(a) (B=90,A=IO), (b) (B=50,A=50), and (c) (B=lO, A=90). 

V. Coherent-Medium Approximation and Frequency Dependent 
Hopping , 

Hopping conduction in disordered media has attracted a 
wide range of theoretical interest. So far, the approach 
bas ed on the continuous time random walk14 and the coherent 
medium approximation16 are the most successful approximate 

(e) 
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methods to deal with the stochastic transport problem. Both 
methods have succeeded in reproducing the frequency 
dependence of the ac conductivity observed in doped 
semiconductors. Some exact results have been obtained in 
one-dimensional chains. In particular, the exact frequency 
dependence of the ac conductivity has been determined for the 
one-dimensional percolation model, where an infinite chain is 
decomposed into a set of finite chunks. However, little is 
known exactly for general cases. 

As is widely done in the literature, Odagaki and Lax 16, 
employ a master equation to describe the stochastic motion of 
carriers in random media 14 • Let P(-;,t\,~~,O)be the 
probability that a carrier arrives at site s { at a time t 
when it was at site sO at time t = O. We assume that 
P(s,tlso 0) obeys , 

ans ,I \ so,O) 

a, -f,P(S,I\SO'O) + ~ w,.,.P(s',t\so,O) , 
S"i=' (50) 

where 

which insures 
jump rate w~ ,s 
balance) 

f,=- ~ w-.-, ~ s,s 

"i=' 
(51) 

conservation of probability. The elementary 
is assumed to have the property (detailed 

(52) 

where Es is the energy of the carrier at site ~ and 
f(E s ) denotes the equilibrium distribution function for the 
localized carrier. The ac conductivity cr(loI) is given by a 
generalized Einstein relation 

(53 ) 

where n is the number density of carriers, e is the charge of 
a carrier, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the ab sol ute 
temperature. The diffusion constant D(W) for isotropic 
systems is written in terms of the Laplace transform of 
p(s,"tlto,O) as 
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D(w)=- ~; C~ Cs - so)2hs,iw I So)/(£,o)) ' 
S,S 0 

(54) 
where 

(55) 

and < > expresses an ensemble average and d is the 
dimensionality of the system. 

The Laplace transform p(t,ulso) obeys 

therfore, a formal solution for p(s,u sO) is readily written 
as 

(57) 

where ~ is a matrix of an infinite dimension whose elements 
are 

H--=-r_ s. s s (58) 
and 

(59) 

and 1 is a unit matrix. We call H a random-walk matrix and 
(Ul-H)-l a random-walk propagator. 

A number of exact properties of hopping conduction can 
be derived from this formulation 24 , but although the 
expressions for the ac conductivity (53) and (54) have a 
simple form, it is still in general difficult to evaluate 

<P("t, iw 'SO» on the basis of first principles. 

Instead one can develope a coherent-medium approximation 
for equation (50). Fisrt we introduce the operators l6 
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P(u)= I Is)p(S,uls )(-1 
7.50 0 So , (60 ) 

H=- Ils)r,.(sl + I Is)w (-'I 
S ___ , 7,7' S 

• - s (61) 

Then Eq (56) can be written in a form 

(ui-H)P(u)=i (62) 

which make ~(u) behave as a propagator or resolvent, and H 
£lays the role of the corresponding Hamiltonian. Of course, 
H bears no simple relationship to the Hamiltonian H of the 
underlying problem. One may call ~(u) a random-walk 
propagator. 

However, one may exploit the analogy to the usual 
Hamiltonian formulation to construct a coherent-medium 
approximation for .. e'luation (50). In particular, the formal 
solution for P is (ul-H)-l so that P(S,u/SO) is given by the 
s sO matrix element of the propagator: 

p(s,ulso) = (sl(ui -H)-llso) . 

To evaluate the ac conductivity 
must calculate the ensemble average 
written formally as 

(p(s,ulso» = (sl(ul - I)-llso) 

(63) 

by Eqs. (53) and (54), we 
of P(~,U\SO) which is 

(64) 
,.. 

where the coherent Hamiltonian operator l:: is defined by 

(65) 

S ... o far, the structure of the coherent medi~m described by 
:r has not been specified. The structure of I: should be 
determined by the nature of the actual system which we treat. 
We restrict our discussion to a case where the set of sites 
fS'} forms a regular lattice and the transition rate Ws s 
is zero unless two sites sand s' are nearest neighbo'r to 
each other Though this model system is a very simplified 
one, it will work well if the hopping probabilities Ws s 
are given a suitable distribution. ' 

Now, let us consider an approximation to obtain the 
coherent medium. Suppose that in a coherent (average) medium 
all the transition probabilities associated with a given pair 
of nearest-neighbor sites (say 1 and 2) are given their 
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specific ~ather than average values. 
Hamiltonian HA for this system is 

HA =i+ V , 

301 

The effective 

(66) 

,. 
where t: is the coherent part, defined in Eq. (65) and 

V = 11 ) ( We - W11) (11 + 11 ) ( WI2 - we> (21 

+ 12) (Wli - we) (11 + 12) ( We - wl2)(21 (67) 

is the localized pertubation produced by using real rather 
than average values on the 1-2 bond. The as ye t unknown 
coherent transition rate wc:,wc(u) is introduced to describe 
the effective Hamiltonian as 

i=-zwe II1)(11+ we I 11)(1'1 ' 
7 -;'_7 

(n.n.l 
(68) 

where z is the coordination number of the lattice We 
determine the unknown parameter Wc in a self-consistent 
manner by the condition 

(69) 

where( ••• ) denotes the average over the distribution of w12. 
The situation is schematically shown in Fig 5. In this 
figure, circles and bonds represent, respectjve1y, the 
diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements of HA and ~. The 
diagonal element of a site is a sum of off-diagonal element 
of bonds connected to the site, which is designated by a 
partition of the diagonal element. 

The expicit form of condition Eq. (69) is rewritten as a 
matrix equation: 

where 

_ [we - W2I WI2 - wei ' 
V - W2I - We We - WI2 

_ IpII PI21 p- - -
P21 P22 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 
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- ~ - <...... ,. 11 ... -
with Pij:: P (!,u\ j)= i (ul-..t)-ll~nd 1 denotes the 2x2 unit 
matrix. Since Pij is a function of wc. Eq. (70) must be 
understood as a self-consistent condition for wc. A 
straightforward calculation shows that the matrix equation 
(70) ends up as a single condition 

( We- WI2 ) _ _ =0 
1 - 2(Pll - P12 )( We - WI2) (73) 

Here the symmetry P12:P21 PU'::P22 w12=w21 is used. From the 
definition of Pi; we have ~n identity 

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of the coherent-medium 
approximation. The hatched region denotes the coherent 
medium. The partition of the diagonal part (circle) denotes 
that the diagonal part is minus the sum of the off-diagonal 
parts (bonds) connected to it. 

Pll-PI2-(I- uPll}/ZWe (74) 

It is easy to see that P(~.u,tO)is given by 

with 

-/k.(T-TO) 

- I 1 ~ e pes ,u so) - N ~--=+'----:(;-:-l-f~} 
it U 2We - -r 

(75) 

1 ~ l-r.n-To) f-r-- ~e , 
Z T (76) 
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-where ~ t sums over nearest neighbors of site So and N is the 
total number of sites in the system. 

Specifically, it is apparent that the generalized 
diffusion constant D(W) in the coherent medium approximation 
becomes 

(77) 

where a is the lattice constant. 

The present formalism for the admittance is quite 
general and applicable to various quantities. As a 
representative example, we shall consider the ac 
conductivity, due to hopping which is governed by the master 
equation (50) with several kinds of distributions of Ws s" .. . 
We are interested in the frequency dependence of the 
conductivity 0-- (<.). Since 0'" (Col) always bears a factor 
ne2a2wo /kT, one is concerned .!,ith the dimensionless ac 
conductivity 0- (fIJ);::.0'(~)/(ne2t2wolkT) or 
e~uivalentlY the dimensionless diffusion constant D(w):' D (c.:»J 
a wo ' where Wo is a certain scaling factor of ws,s,. 

Let us consider the bond-percolation model in a 
one-dimensional chain in which Ws s is distributed according 
to the following function: • , 

(78) 

I n other words, a bond is broken randomly with probability 
(l-p) and loses its ability to transfer electrons through it. 

Since the diagonal element P(t,u ,-;) of the propagator 
for the coherent medium in one dimension is given by 

P(S,UIS)=[U(.u+ 4wC»)-1/2, 
(79) 

the self consistency condition (73) with distribution 
function (78) yields 

wc/wo-~ (Ii +2(1 _p)2 - (1 -p) 
u 

x [(u +Z)2+4p(p _Z)]l/2) , 
(80) 

where 'U=u/w o • Therefore, the dimensionless diffusion 
constant is given by 
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l)(w) _1.. {w - 2(1- p)2; + (1 - p) 
w 
x (2 +;w)2+4p(p _2)]1/2;) (81) 

withV=c...t'wo • The real and imaginary parts of D("-l) are plotted 
in Fig. 6 for various values of the probabi 1 i ty p. As is 
expected, the static limit of the diffusion constant is 
always zero except for p=l. It is straightforward to observe 
the limiting behavior of n(~), namely, 

(82) 

and 

1.0,.------------------, 
p' 0.9 

0.7 

0.5 

0.5 P"o.9 
0.7 

1 
0.5 
0.3 

0.3 10 0.1 
E ... 

0.1 

10 

Fig.6 Frequency and probability dependence of the real and 
imaginary parts of the dimensionless ac conductivi ty for the 
one-dimensional bond-percolation model. 

(83) 

The dimensionless diffusion constant, Eq. (81), is in good 
agrement with exact results for both the frequence dependence 
and the critical behavior25 • 

The present approach essentially requires a cluster 
treatment, since the random distribution of Ws s,in the 
Hamiltonian (61) cannot be expressed by single sit~ disorder. 
It is well known that a certain type of the cluster CPA 
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<coherent-potential approximation) is not analytic. The 
cluster treatment employed here! however, is identical with 
the homomorphic cluster CPAl , the analyticity of which has 
been rigorously proved. It is easy to extend the present 
formulation to the multibond cluster. A number of 
applications of the method to multiple dimensions have also 
been made l6 ,24,25. 
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EFFECT OF LOCAL PERTURBATIONS ON THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF ORG
ANIC POLYMERS. 

G. DEL RE 

Cattedra di Chimica Teorica, Universita di Napoli 
via Mezzocannone 4, 1-80134 Napoli (Italy) 

ABSTRACT. These lectures notes treat the problem of local perturb
ations on a polymer with special reference to the actual range of 
formally strictly localized perturbation. They are divided into 
.six sections: 

1. The essential terms are defined. 
2. A physically significant if crude analysis of the effects of 

a local perturbation is given in terms of a hierarchy of models: 
a simple semiempirical scheme for localized bonds, a pure charge
-transfer scheme, and the case of a fully conjugated polymer 
3. The last model is more extensively discussed with reference to 

Friedel oscillations and SCF procedures. 
4. The general formalism for treating local perturbations in terms 

of Green's matrices is briefly presented. 
5. A comment on dynamical aspects is given, to emphasize the dif

ference between the instantaneous range of a perturbation and the 
distance to which it can travel. 
6. Finally, a short bibliographical note is given. 

In sections 2 and 3 it is shown that already in fully saturated 
chains a perturbation acting a single site induces secondary per
turbations on the neighboring sites so that the range of the effect 
is much larger than the range of the cause due to polarization. It 
is shown how a perturbation can arise by simple juxtoposition of 
an appropriate donor or acceptor and electronegativity equalization. 

The form~lintroduction of Green functions is important because 
they provide a formalism especially useful in the case of quasi 
continuous energy spectra quasi such as those of large polymer cha
ins, and allow to set on clear formal grounds the question of the 
perturbation ran.'!e. 

The question of time-dependent perturbations is mentioned as the 
most important coming issue for p.t. applied to polymers. 
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1. DEFINIT!ON OF TERMS 

The problem we intend to treat in these lectures is best defined 
by reference to the terms used in the title. 

In order to follow a rational hierarchic order we shall proceed 
from the general term 'polymer' down to tne notion of local per~
uroation. Then we shall state the proper~ies to be stud~ed ana 
tneir cause-effect relationship to a local perturbation. 

a. Organic polymer. 

We mean here by a polYmer P an ordered quasi-one-dimensional ar
ray of identical monomers M - i.e. groups of atoms arranged to 
form a molecular unit with a number of free valencies saturated 
by the corresponding free valencles of neighboring monomers. 

This definition is not asscomprehenClive as the current meaning 
of the word 'polymer': in particular. it does not apply to poly
mers whose monomer units are held together by intermolecular 
forces, say pi-pi coupling. 

In other words, we shall assume that P is a periodic and 
nas a back-bone consisting of sigma bonds, unless otherwise stated. 
This restriction is mainly dictated by reasons of simplicity.Also 
.lor reasons of simplicity, we shall normtllly assume that the num
ber of monomers is finite, albeit very large, and that the Born
-von Karmann boundary conditions apply. 

The additional requirement that P should be organic amounts 
to assuming, in addition to the existence of a sigma frame,that 
M consists essentially of first row atoms (C,N,O,H), so that we 
are dealing neither with d orbitals nor with high co-ordination 
numbers. 

b. Electronic structure. 

The word structure, although currently used also in connection 
with electrons, corresponds in this case to a compact form of a 
rather elaborate notion. In general structure denotes the set of 
parts into which a system can be decomposed together with their 
relative positions and mutual interactions. 

When we speak of 'electronic structure' we mean the structure 
of a molecule in the above sense (atoms, bonds, energy levels) in 
so far as it determined by or associated to the electronic part 
of the molecule or polymer. 

It is important to recognize that this implies nothing else 
but the fixed-nuclei approximation: P (or, for that matter, any 
molecule) is described as a rigid nuclear framework whose geometry 
conformation, number and quality of bonds, charge and dipole mom
ent distribution, etc. is entirely determined by the field of the 
fixed nuclei and the motion of the electrons in it. 

If the nuclei are assumed to occupy their equilibrium positions 
as is usually done unless the potential energy surface is being 
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constructed, this approximation corresponds to a total wavefunction 
where an electronic factor independent of the actual nuclear co
ordjnates is multiplied by a vibrational factor determined accor
ding to some unspecified criterion. Its enormous success is its 
main justification. 

c. Local perturbation. 

The word perturbation is normally taken to signify a change in the 
potential-energy part of the Hamiltonian associated with the 'pert
urbed' system (here p). We shall give to it a more general mean
ing: a perturbation will correspond to a change in the Hamiltonian 
~ither because the forces acting on P change and/or be~ause a new 
system A is added to P: in which case the Hamiltonian H(P) becomes 

(1) 

T being the kinetic energy operator and V the potential energy one; 
the latter is affected by a prime if it is assocJ.ated to P in the 
presence of A or viceversa. 

It may be noted that, under the fixed-nuclei approximation, 
a perturbation consisting in the juxtaposition of a system A to 
the system P only involves additional terms associated to the kin
etic energy of the additional electrons and an additional potential. 
But if an effective one-electron Hamiltonian is constructed, this 
reduces to a change in the potential under which the effective 
electron moves, and the difference in the number of electrons i~ 
taken into account in the Hamiltonian if and only if the effective 
potential is dependent on the density matrix -. i.e. if the effect
ive one-electron Hamiltonian is an SCF one. Otherwise, the only 
consequence of the change in number of electrons will be felt in 
the occupation scheme, and the Hamiltonian will not be aff~cted 
by it. 

This remark must be further elaborated when the one-electron 
scheme useQ rests on a matrix formalism corresponding to an AD 
basis. In this case, the matrix representing the effective one 
-electron Hamiltonian will have an order increased by the number 
of basis functions carried by A. Mathematically speakJ.ng, this 
is not necessary, but clearly, if the basis were kept the same 
as when P is treated alone, a poorer approximation should be exp
ected. A perturbation is local in general if the range of the 
potential associated to it ~all compared with the size of the 
perturbed system P. 

If taken in this sense, the fact a perturbation is local does 
not imply that its effect on the properties of P is also confined 
to a small region of space. Suffice it to recall the mesomeric 
effect of substituents on aromatic hydrocarbons. Indeed, one of 
the most intriguing aspects of the problem under study is the pos
sibility that a local perturbation may cause alterations in the 
electron distribution (and hence in the properties) of P far from 
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its site. 
In practice, we shall mean by a local perturbation 

i)the juxtaposition of an atom or a small molecule A to the pol
ymer P; 

ii)the abstraction from the polymer of a few atoms and/or of a 
few electrons belonging to localized orbitals. 

In the context of a treatment based on a single-particle basis 
set of the LCAO type the fact that the perturbation is local is 
reflected also in the addition t%r subtraction from the basis 
set of a number of basis functions localized in a particular reg
ion of space. This means that the two-electron integral set will 
also be modified in a limited region of space, so that for instance 
the effective one-electron potential to be used in the SCF version 
of the LCAO scheme has a limited range both as a consequence of 
the physical localization of A and a result of the nature of the 
basis set. This introduces a degree of arbitrariness in the range 
of the effective perturbing potential because, as is well known, 
no reliable physical criteria for the choice of an optimum basis 
set have been found so far, especially as concerns ab-initio cal
culations. 

d. Effect of a local perturbation. 

The rather vague word "effect" is shorthand for the permanent or 
transient changes induced by a local perturbation in the character
istics of a polymer P. These characteristics have already been 
limited in the present context to those associated with the equil
ibrium configuration of the nuclei inasmuch as they can be correl
ated to changes in the electronic distribution and energy spectrum. 
Our intention is to give here a conceptual analysis of the question, 
without much recourse to computational espects. This means that we 
shall largely rely on simple models which describe the features 
we want to emphasize. Of course, rigorous and reliable results 
depend on the possibility of performing a complete treatment: but, 
as is well known, such a treatment is not in itself a source of 
understanding, and is needed only provided that the interpretatio
nal scheme is available. 

In other words, computations as such cannot show the effect of 
a local perturbation except by (often quite small) changes in a 
huge number of numerical data - the output of the computer program. 
It is the interpretation of those changes and their connection with 
specific characteristics of the unperturbad polymer and of the per
turbation that we shall study by means of simple models. 

A list of properties that can be affected includes the follow-
ing: 

i) charge distribution 
ii) local and long-range geometry 

iii) position of Fermi level. 
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2. NATURE OF EFFECTS AND A HIEFARCHY OF MODELS 

The simplest and most effective way to treat our subject along the 
lines indicated above is to see what the various models of the el
ectronic structure of molecules can tell us. Of course, we can 
start from the simplest ones, and slowly climb up to the more com
plicated ones. 

a. Inductive effect models. 

Let us consider a fully localized bond polymer, like polyethylene, 
nylon, or a regular polypeptide, and the approach of an ion, say 
Na+ (or its hydrated form). To a good approximation we can expect 
that electrostatic effects will be dominant. However, these effects 
do not consist only in an attraction or a repulsion between the ion 
and the polymer; because, as was suggested already in the old stu
dies on the HUckel method, a change in the field around a given 
atom wil change its electronegativity, and thus modify the induc
tive effects transmitted along the bonds by the perturbed atom. 

The easiest way to discuss this case is to refer to the old 
semi-empirical method proposed by the present author in 1958 for 
treating sigma systems. The idea of the method is that juxtaposed 
atoms adjust their atomic parameters (="effective electronegativ
ities") 0 to one another according to a sort of linear response 

~A = o~ + IyABo B (2) 
B 

regardless of the bond strength, but under the condition that B 
be a 'first neighbor'of A 

The oO-values are related to Mulliken's electronegativities 
XA,according to Vandorffy by the equation 

k=1.2797 
X=6.9461 eV 

o 

(2' ) 

The charge separation caused by the electronegativity difference 
obtained from (2) is given, according to the standard Hund scheme, 
by 

0B - OA 
QAB = sin arctg 

2nAB 
(3) 

where - as is characteristic of HUckel-type approaches - n is 
at the same time a measure of the bond strength and of the resis
tance of the bond AB to become polarized. 

Given this double role, the simple scheme under discussion only 
holds for standard bonds. In cases like Na+ simply juxtaposed to 
the saturated system the effect can be evaluated by assuming that 
the potential created at the various sites by the juxtaposed charge 
is equivalent to an increase in Mulliken's electronegativity. Using 
expression (2'), we obtain from eqn (3) the modified set of charges 
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for the region of the polymer affected by the ion. 
The results obtained are illustrated by the example of polyethy

lene with a univalent ion located at 4 A perpendicular to the center 
of a CC bond and to the plane of a "trans" CCCC unit. If the bond 
close to the ion is the 67 one, the charge distribution is the fol
lowing (in me): 

1 
C -66 
HI +33 
H2 +33 

tot 0 

234 
-65 -47 +42 
+34 +36 +49 
+34 +36 +49 

5 
-72 
+40 
o 

6 7 8 9 10 11 
-330 -330 -72 +42 -47 -65 
+ 81 + 81 +40 +49 +36 +34 
+119 +119 0 +49 +36 +34 

+ 3 +19 +140 -31 -131 -131 -31 +140 +19 + 3 

12 
-66 
+33 
+33 

o 

At first sight, these results appear somewhat strange, for the ef
fect of the neighboring ion seems to be not just an increase in the 
local charge, but an increase in the polarization of the CH bonds, 
the hydrogen atoms taking up a larger positive charge when the car
bon atoms become more negative. On a more accurate inspection it 
is seen that this is not so surprising: indeed, it is a consequence 
of the fact that in the present model the electrons have no mobility, 
so that only polarization of the bonds is possible. In fact, the 
results given above represent a reasonable estimate of the polariz
ation effect produced on an "insulator" polymer by a juxtaposed 
positive charge, and - as more reliable methods for the treatment 
of long distance interactions are not available - they can be used 
as a basiS for a discussion of this type of local perturbation. 

Two points of that discussion are worth mentioning in this brief 
summary. First, the fact that the hydrogen atoms appear to carry 
a positive charge is related to the use of Mulliken gross atomic 
populations for evaluating net charges. Therefore, especially in 
the case in point (hydrogen atoms) it cannot be interpreted as an 
indication that there will be repulsion between those atoms and the 
juxtaposed ion. As is well known, the protons of a methylene group 
are deeply embedded in the orbitals of the carbon atom, so that the 
only compact quantities that can be used for electrostatic consid
erations are the charge and possibly the dipole moment of the methy
lene group. 

Secondly, the polarization effect just illustrated implies an 
effect on the conformation of the polymer chain. In the particular 
case of the polyethylene chain, the conformation where all the car
bon atoms lie in the same plane will be twisted so as to bring the 
methylene groups 5 and 8 closer to the perturbing ion, while the 
methylene groups 2,3,4,9,10,11 will move away from it. This in 
turn will change the fields at the various atoms, and hence their 
polarizations. A more complete calculation would then have to fol
low the lines of the MCF method of Ladik and Otto. 
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b. Charge transfer. 

The inductive effect just briefly described does not involve any 
kind of binding, except electrostatic forces. Another effect which 
is not connected with the presence of a strong coupling of the sta
tes of the perturbing and of the perturbed system is the charge 
transfer effect. 

To be more precise, we assume that there is no coupling in the 
sense that the matrix element of the perturbation between states 
of the two systems is very small compared with current bond ener
gies. Then, in addition to the polarization effect just illustra
ted, and provided that element is not exactly zero, an effect asso
ciated with the possibility o:r electron tunneling can take place: 
charge transfer. 

There are two aspects of charge transfer that are currently 
considered: the dynamical and the static one. The former is asso
ciated to collision theory, and will not be considered here. The 
latter consists in the formation of a stable complex between the 
perturbing system and the polymer. 

The basic idea is that, if the coupling between states of P and 
A is weak enough to be negligible with respect to other contribut
ions to the energy but large enough to permit electron exchange 
within times below the measurable threshold (say, I ps), then 
electron redistribution is possible even if no real binding takes 
place. In other words, resonance between states of the types 
(A,P), (A-,P+), (A+,P-), and the like is possible. This phenomenon 
has been introduced in several studies both in solid state physics 
and in chemistry. However, a quantitative analysis of the problem 
has been only recently carried out. The questions which require 
an answer are at least the following: 1) What are the characteri
stic of the two partners responsible for charge transfer? 2) How 
does the mutual arrangement of the two partners come into play? 
3) What is the formal frame in which the charge transfer problem 
can be treated? 

The last question might seem preliminary to the other two. We 
prefer to consider it last because physical considerations must 
actually suggest the mathematical formalism, and not vice-versa. 
The general simple scheme adopted by many authors is a comparison 
of the so-called LUMO and HOMO energies. It is easy to see that 
this corresponds to an oversimplification. Suppose electrons are 
a continuous fluid. When no electron transfer takes place between 
A and P, this is because the overall energy E of the system (A,P) 
would increase upon transfer of a quantity of electrons from A to 
P, or viceversa. As is done in thermod¥namics, we can say that 
the condition is thus 

and, as dnl must be equal to - dn2 , this means 
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(4) 

which says that the 'chemical potential' of the electrons in A 
must be equal to that of the electrons in P. 

The question is now to show that a chemical potential can ac
tually be defined, and that electrons can be treated as a fluid. 

As there are several electronic levels both in a and P, let 
us first agree that we are indeed speaking of electrons that occupy 
the outer orbitals of either molecule. 

Next, we consider the 'impurity'A. As its electronic states 
can be described by linear combinations of Slater determinants, 
it is clear that each orbital can have any integral or non-integral 
population, depending on the coefficients of the CI expansion. 
This being so, the assumptions that nl can be treated as a cont
inuous variable is justified. 

The case of P is somewhat different. If it is considered as a 
finite molecule, the same considerations hold as for A. On the 
other hand, if P is considered as a solid, the well-known diffic
ulties associated with a many-electron description appear, and a 
more qualitative argument must be introduced. This argument is 
based on the consideration that the number of electrons being in
finite, a derivative of the energy with respect to the number of 
electrons can always be defined - and, as is well known, it will 
yield the Fermi level as the chemical potential of the electrons 
in the solid. 

We can assume without a deeper analysis that the case of a solid 
only differs from that of a molecule because the chemical potential 
of its electrons is practically insensitive to the occupation num
ber of its highest occupied orbital - indeed, as mentioned above, 
coincides with its Fermi level. It is outside the scope of these 
notes to prove this statement, but we give as a hint the remark 
that the orbitals of a solid are extremely diffuse and extremely 
close in energy. (Of course, this applies to solids having a signi
ficant band structure: the question whether such considerations 
apply to an insulator like polyethylene is open, because such a 
system is physically best treated as a set of juxtaposed localized 
orbitals interacting only by polarization effects). 

In short, the charge transfer problem in the case of a local 
perturbation on a polymer can be treated either in terms of tran
sfer from and to a subunit of the polymer which behaves as an is
olated molecule or as charge transfer from the system A to a sys
tem P having a fixed electron chemical potential. We illustrate 
briefly the latter case, taking as a polymer the well-known poly
acetylene system, where charge transfer does seem to play an 
important role. 

In such a simple system, the naive HUckel scheme with overlap 
scheme suggests that the pi band has the form 
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so that Fermi level is located at e , the effective one-electron 
energy of an atom (pi orbital). Th~ general form of the electron 
chemical potential for a finite molecule A in the presence of a 
second molecule P is approximately 

(6) 
(q = net charge of A) 

where UA is the two-electron single-orbital integral, and UAP is 
twice the mean two-electron Coulomb integral between the don-
ating molecular orbital of the donor and the accepting molecular 
orbital of the acceptor. (Note that only one orbital per partner 
is involved in the actual electron transfer). 

When the molecular orbital involved is extremely diffuse or 
delocalized, as is the case with very long polymers, Up and UAP 
are extremely small, unless some polarization takes place,so ~hat 
the assertion that the electron chemical potential of an infinite 
system coincides with the orbital energy of its HOMO or LUMO is 
fully justified. Thus, in the case of a small perturbing system 
A and a very large perturbed system P, with a negligible polariz
ation of the system, charge transfer can be treated as resulting 
from the process bringing the electron chemical potential of A to 
the same value as the Fermi energy of P. 

The mathematical difficulties involved and the numerical aspects 
of the results obtained by such an adjustment can be illustrated 
on the very simple example of a two-electron diatomic molecule in 
the presence of polyacetylene. 

The example in question may appear oversimplified: however, it 
must be kept in mind that it contains all the features of a more 
"realistic" one; moreover, a complete calculation is necessarily 
an MC-SCF one, whose characteristics are still to be explored. 

As an example we shall choose a general molecule XY, and proceed 
using an SCF scheme corresponding to a Hubbard Hamiltonian. It has 
been demonstrated by the Author that the electron chemical potential 
of a molecule coincides with the electronegativity a of the highest 
orbital involved in electron exchange. Denoting by 1+> (resp.I-» 
the orbitals that are HOMO (and LUMO) in the isolated molecule, we 
have in situ 

U mol(+) 
nO - n 

*- .± (7) 

The quantities U (:) are effective two-electron integrals over 
the molecular or~~ials concerned; a very crude estimate (based on 
Mulliken's approximation) gives 
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+ Ic~y*(c±y+ c.:tXSXyI2*Uyy 
(8) 
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where c~X and c yare the coefficients of the AO's of X and Y in 
the MO's under1- consic2eration. 

Note that U p of eqn.(6) has not been introduced in eqns.(7). 
The reason is t~at a negligible two-electron effect is associated 
to a pair of orbitals one of which is localized and the other is 
extremely diffuse, as is the case with the orbitals of a large pol
ymer. Denoting by (AAlpp) such a two electron effect, we have 

where 

whence 

(AAlpp) 

and 

I c*pc p(AAI TP ) 
Tp T P 

denote centers of P. Now 

1 . k TIT 
CTP= 'V 2N+1 s~n 2N+1 

(AAlpp) _=_lo;--.L sin kTIT_ sin k2Ne..+IT1 (AAITP) 
2N+1 T P 2N+1 

as (AA 1 T P ) '" 0 when Tip , it follows that for N sufficiently large 
(AAlpp) '" O. 

In eqn.(7) n~ is the occupation number of the HOMO (LUMO) in 
the isolated XY molecule, ~ its value in situ. 

The symbol E denotes an orbital energy. 
Just to make a realistic choice of parameters, let us refer 

to a PIT-PIT bond in the iodine molecule. The ionization potential 
and the electron affinity of the pIT orbital of iodine are 

I = 12.67 eV, 
p 

A 
p 

3.52 eV 

whence, according to the usual expressions: 

0\1 = -8.095 eV, 9.15 eV 

Thus, with the overlap integrals taken equal to .186 from Clementi 
and Roetti Tables for an interatomic distance of 2.66 A, the foll
owing values for the elements of the Hamiltonian matrix are obtained: 

0\ 0\ -8.095 - 4.575qx eV X y 

Sxy= 1.750\x*S*(2-S) (Cusachs formula) 

where qx=qy= (no n )/2 if 1 +) is full (n =2) 
+ 

and qX=qy= (no n )/2 if 1-> is empty (n =0). 
+ + 
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If we assume that the Fermi level of polyacetylene is the p elec
tronegativity of carbon (4.625 eV), we find that the situation 
where the XY molecule has the same e1ectronegativity is found when 
n = 1.925 electrons, i.e. when the bond under consideration has 
l6st .075 electrons to the polyacety1ene system. 

What is the validity of this conclusion? What does it teach us? 
These questions can be discussed at two levels: one which only 

sees the crudeness and possible disagreement with facts of the mo
del, and just dismisses it; the other which takes the results ob
tained as serious ones, and tries to ana1ize the real situation by 
reference to the model used. We believe that the latter procedure 
is more consistent with the spirit and the program of theoretical 
physics, and will apply it here. 

That the iodine molecule should act as a donor in the pair poly
acetylene-iodine is by no means obvious even within the frame of 
the simple computational scheme adopted above. First, there is a 
question whether we should not have considered the species I; and 
I+ as the actual impurities to be ana1ized. Second, it is doubtful 
whether the HOMO of the iodine molecule is really a sigma bonding 
orbital formed by two pure p atomic orbitals. Thus, in spite of 
the fact that we do find some charge transfer with our model even 
the problem of deciding what happens with the actual charge transfer 
lies remains open. It would not be so (apart from possibility of 
more sophisticated calculations) if we had used a more realistic 
description of the binding scheme of I 2 , introducing parameters for 
tha various AO's and for the corresponaing hybrids. 

Another difficulty is that we have not allowed for the possibi
lity that the presence of a charged molecule would polarize the pi 
system of the polymer. We have actually seen that even a saturated 
polymer would be affected by an electrostatic field. Here, we can 
consider both effects, but assuming that the pi electrons shield 
the sigma ones, the important point is to study the polarization 
of the de10ca1ized system. 

This takes us to considering a perturbation problem in the more 
familiar sense, for we want to discuss the modification on the 
bands brought about by the field of the positive impurity. 

This problem has been extensively studied by Ladik and See1, Del 
Re and Ladik, Seel Del Re and Ladik. We shall briefly review its 
conceptual status in the next section. 

3. MESOMERIC EFFECT, FRIEDEL OSCILLATIONS,AND SCF PROCEDURES 

In agreement with the general philosophy of these notes, let us 
refer again to the simple example provided by the ~ system of an 
ideal polyacetilene chain having a single bond distance a. Regar
dless of the degree of approximation used to treat the electrons 
of such a system, the law of alternating polarity is respected. 

In an exhaustive work by Canuto, Calais and Goscinski, this law 
is seen as a manifestation of the same phenomenon which is respon-
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sible for the well-known Friedel oscillations. We have already 
seen an example of it in our evaluation of polarization in a poly
ethylene chain. 

In the case of very mobile electrons, the oscillations propag
ate very far, indeed the charge density variation 6p(r) - r being 
the distance from the perturbed site - oscillates for large r's 
according to the expression 

where 

A 

2'ITN 
op(r) = A cos(""MA""r + <p )/r, (9) 

2VN/Macos<p 2.VM arctan-N- a (10) 

with V is the intensity of the perturbation localized (as a Dirac 
delta) at a given site, M the number of sites, a their spacing, N 
the number of electrons. 

If M=N, as is the case for the neutral 'IT system of a regular 
polyacetylene, then the oscillations of the charge density are 
congruent with the positions of the nuclei. 

The above considerations provide the grounds for discussing the 
question of the 'range' of a localized perturbation. 

There have been attempts to define the range outside which a 
local perturbation on an infinite system would have no effect. That 
such a finite range should exist is intuitively clear. We have 
seen that it is of the order of four lattice spacing in a saturated 
methylene chain. In the present case we are dealing with mesomeric 
effects which extend much further than sigma-polarization effects: 
in a 40-atom polyene chain, the variation in charge density induced 
in a perturbation at site 13 drops to 5% only roughly ten sites 
away. Now suppose that the atomic parameters a of the various 
atoms are given by the Hubbard expression 

(11 ) 

where q~ is the net charge of the 2p'IT AO located at site ~ and 
U ~ its effective CouLomb integral. Then a will change in the 
course of the iterations. At the beginning, of course, V is ign
cred, and 

o /3 ~v = S (12) 

a (13 ) 

but the first iteration would give q~ 's (and hence a]1s) signific
antly different from a at least on the first and second neighbor 
of the site ~o on which the perturbation is localized. The next 
iteration will further expand the region where the q-values are 
significantly different from zero. Thus any argument on the range 
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of a local perturbation must take into account the effect of an 
iterative process; which, in principle, may push it farther and 
farther away from the original center. 

A formal analysis of this effect was proposed in 1980 and is 
briefly summarized in the next section. Here we add some more 
qualitative remarks. 
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As has been mentioned, the consideration that an SCF iteration 
based on eqn (11) will involve a change in the 0. -values of the 
centers close to the perturbed one may suggest that the range of 
the perturbation should be far larger at convergency than it app
ears to be at the first iteration. 

This, however, is only a matter of principle. In practice,the 
situation may be much more favorable. The reason of this lies in 
the f~ct that the SCF procedure is equivalent to a negative-feed
back scheme. The first iteration will generate, say, charges re
presented by the sequence 

site -3 
charge 0.10 

-2 
-0.13 

-1 
0.19 

o 
-0.27 

1 
0.19 

2 
-0.13 

3 
0.10 

for a perturbation localized at site O. This means that the next 
iteration will see the 0. of atom 0 decrease, those of atoms -1 
and 1 increase, those of atom -2 and 2 decrease, etc. Thus, the 
change in the net charge of, say, atom 3 at the second iteration 
will be opposite to that due to the first one. This alternating 
behavior will continue during the subsequent iterations, and the
refore we can reasonably hope that the distance from site 0 to 
the site at which the initial perturbation is felt will be larger, 
but not far larger than estimated from the initial iteration. 

We must leave the question as it stands,because numerical stu
dies are still under way. 

4. FORMAL ASPECTS: THE GREEN MATRIX AND LOCALIZED PERTURBATION. 

Although many of the most interesting result3 on the effects and 
role of loco.l pe1"turbations can be c'lescriberi using very simple 
models and crude estimates there are cases when a more ,sophisticated 
formalism anti possilJly less cruue calculations are advisable. This 
aspect of our subject has been treated in particular by Ladik and 
Seel (cf. bibliographical note). We shall briefly show here the 
essentials of that formal analysis, with some modifications where
by an adsorbed system is treated on a footing different from the 
corresponding local perturbation of the substrate. 

We shall adopt the Green-matrix formalism in the LCAO one-elect
ron model. The LCAO Hamiltonian matrix ~ and the Green matrix ~ 
of a polymer S plus and adsystem A can be written 
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HHA .tS -AA GAS 
-1 ~AA =AS (14) H G (z~-~) = 

HSA HSS GSA GSS 

w~xre z ~§Sa complex variable, g is the overlap matrix; the bars on 
G and G remind that these are not Green matrices of the ad system 
and substrate, which are 

(15) 

respectively; these matrices are not in general those of the isolated 
partners, because a perturbing field will be created by each of the 
partners on the ~Sher. 

The matrix ~ will have, of course, non-zero elements connect
ing A to that or those monomers or unit cells of S where A is act
ually adsorbed. 

By simple algebra it can be shown that 

-AS 
where ~ 

The matrix GSS can be related to the Green matrix GO of the free 
substrate by the usual Dyson equation 

(16) 

V being the perturbation matrix. Therefore, we obtain in the end 

(17) 

This expression is especially interesting because normally GO 
is known; for instance, in a chain of N equal bonds like the 
bonds of polyacetilene, it is given by 

2 
GO = ~_=-
~V N + 1 

sin w<8 sin vk8 
z - 2 cos k8 

(18) 
k 

wi th 8 = 1T I(N+l). 
The matrix V is an 'induction-polarization' matrix; if it has 

non-zero elements only over a small number of sites, block polariz
ation of eqn.(16) may lead to important simplifications. In the 
original HUckel method it would be strictly local,since it would 
result from corrections to the atomic parameters of the atoms linked 
to the 'adsorbed' molecule. In general, it will not only consist 
in corrections on all the matrix elements of the sites directly 
connected to the perturbing system, but will increase further and 
further in size along the iterations of an SCF procedure. The cons-
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iderations of the preceding section apply to this case. 
As is well known, formal treatments based on the Green matrix 

use the latter to derive all the properties of the system ~Raer 
study (in our case the electrons of A+S). For one thing, g 
represents the Fourier transform of the probability amplitude for 
a state I~> to remain the sam~ after a certain time t has elapsed 

1 r -AA -izt I -iRt I 
J G e dz=<~ e ~> (19) 

21fi C W 

where C is the usual circuit encircling the real axis from above; 
A is tha H~~ltonian operator corresponding to the matrix ~ of eqn. 
(14). If G has a pole on the real axis at £ ,i.e. has the form 

-AA 1 W 
G = ---- x canst. + f(z) (20) 
~~ z - e: 

W 
(with f(z) an analytical function of z) then, by Cauchy's integral 
formulas 

(21) 

and the state I~> is a stationary state (eigenstate) of the o~~r
ator A. We remind the reader that analytical continuation of ~ 
on the second Riemann sheet will yield a function which may have 
complex poles; these poles will have a negative imaginary part and 
will describe exponentially decaying states of the adsorbed impurity. 

The charge-bond order matrix P associated with G is given (for 
doubly occupied orbitals) by = = 

A 2 re:F P= TG, T= - _ de: lim 1m 
1fJ.oo Imz-+O+ 

(22) 

this expression makes it possible to write in particular the self
-consistency condition in terms of the Green matrix 

(23) 

where R is a supermatrix of two-electron integrals; the last term 
in parentheses being a matrix g whose general term is 

x 
~v 

E PTP (pTI~v)- ~(PVI~T») • 
p,T 

5. COMMENT ON DYNAMICAL ASPECTS 

(24) 

~he preceding brief mention of time-dependent aspects of local per
turbations is intended as a hint to a novel and promising research 
field: the study of transport phenomena at the molecular level: in 
particular, the transmission of perturbations along polymer chains. 
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Such a transmission can take place according to two major types 
of mechanisms: electron and proton (ion) trans~er. In quantum me
chanical terms, it can be described as the evolution of a system 

S1PS2 + e- (or H+) 

(where S1 can be identified with an admolecule A) 
from an ~nitial state 

to a final state 

To illustrate briefly this problem let us consider a one dimensional 
chain of hydrogen bridges. This is a possibility in several polymers, 
especially polypeptides. Such a chain has a backbone typically 
represented by 

O-H ---- O-H - - -- O-H - ---O-H- - --0- H 
/ / / / / 

R R R R R 

Addition of a proton to one of the alcoholic groups will give, say, 

H,(!) 
O-H---- O-'H - -- -O-H - ---. O-H-- -"O-H 

/ / / / / 
R R R R R 

(I) 

This chain may then undergo a "push-pull" rearrangement involving 
rotation of the additional OH bond and shift of the chain protons. 

H- 0 -- --H'-O -- -'H-O-- --H-O)i (II) 
/ / / /~ 

R R R R ~ 

The terminal proton may then be yielded to acceptor S2" Thus the 
local perturbation provided by the added proton, even if it extends 
very little away from a given site, may propagate far away from it. 

The essentials of a theoretical treatment of this type of trans
ition are as follows. 

We want to know (a) the efficiency of the process, (b) its char
acteristic time. Both quantities are determined by the couplings 
(matrix element of the total Hamiltonian operator) between the 
states involved in the process. These states are: the states 10 
and In+1} ,the state II) corresponding to the initial chain I, 
the state In corresponding to the final chain II, and the state 
I j > (J=2, ••• ,n-l) where the ORH+ ion is at the j-th oxygen atom. 

If the couplings in question are only thermal, then a purely 
thermodynamical scheme applies, with the usual acrivation energies 

- and, of course, the choice between a stepwise and a concerted 
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mechanism. 
If the possibility of tunneling is taken into account, then the 

discussion becomes much more complicated and rests on the matrix 
elements of the temperature-dependent density operator exp(-A/kT). 
The role of the local perturbation can then be illustrated by the 
considering only one proton and one hydrogen bridge: 

H+ 
O-H - ----0/ 

/ 1 1 '2 
(III) , 

In the absence of an important influence of the additional proton, 
the 'channel' consisting in the shift of H1 to O2 is closed - viz. 
the coupling is very weak, say, because the left-hand well of the 
H-bridge double well is deeper than the right-hand one. On the 
other hand, the local perturbation induced by 'adsorption' of H+ 
may modify the situation, so that the two systems 

H,@_H ____ c{ (IVa) H'o ____ H@O/ 
/1 1 '- / 1" (IVb) 

are close in energy and hence strongly coupled. 
This situation makes the state corresponding to III (viz. the 

state 10> a quasi-stationary state with a finite life time. If 
the system in which it arises is a chain, the local perturbation 
will then be at site 2 after a certain timer give rise to the same 
effect, and hence move to site 3, even in the absence of thermal 
transitions. The combination of the tunnel and the thermal effect 
may indeed be responsible for a very fast propagation of the pert
urbation. A very striking example is anomalous conduction in water. 

5. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE. 

The local perturbation problem has a long history in solid-state 
physics. The 1959 paper by Newns on chemisorbed hydrogen is a clas
sic in the field and may be consulted both for references to prvious 
work (in particular, Anderson's one) and as a fairly elementary 
application of Green matrices. Recent extensions with references 
to the general problems were provided with ref.s 1,2,3,13-15. 

The method for ~ electrons used here was proposed in ref.4 and 
the most recent review is given in re.5: here the interpretation 
of the atomic parameters as electronegativities is fully analized, 
following in ref.5. The MCF method was proposed in ref.7. 

The electronegativity equalization principle seems to have been 
proposed by Sanderson in 1974 (ref.S) and has been used with varying 
success in theories of chemical bonds (cf. ref.9). The theoretical 
derivation of it in the case of donor-acceptor complexes has been 
given by Del Re in 19S1 (ref.10). 

A vary important source of SCF atomic data is provided by the 
Tables of Clementi and Roetti (ref.11). 

The effect of a local perturbation on a polyene and its relat -
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ionship with Friedel oscillations has been analyzed in ref.12. A 
generalization with use of the Green formalism is given in ref.15. 
Refs.2,3,13,14,15 contain the essential of the Green-matrix approach 
and additional references. For sec.5 cf. ref.16. 
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ABSTRACT. This paper is a brief review of three important 
developments which have occurred during the past decade in the 
theory of the electronic structure of organic materials. First, 
reliable and affordable semiempirical molecular orbital models of 
the electronic excitation spectra of large organic molecules and 
macromolecules have been developed and utilized extensively. 
Second, it has been recognized that under most circumstances 
disorder in solid-state polymers localizes the electronic excita
tions therein. Third, the collective behavior associated with 
quasi-one-dimensional systems has been studied intensively in 
numerous molecular solids, including pure and doped polyacety
lene. These three developments, i.e., reliable MO theory, quan
titative models of disorder, and the observation of collective 
phenomena in quasi-one-dimensional organic solids, have changed 
fundamentally both the conceptual foundations of the theory of 
electronic excitations in solid-state polymers and the design 
algorithms used to tailor these materials for specific applica
tions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During the six years since the previous NATO school on the 
Quantum Theory of Polymers (1) three important developments in 
this topic have occurred. First, reliable and affordable molec
ular-orbital (MO) models of the electronic excitation spectra of 
large organic molecules (2) and polymers (3,4) have been develop
ed and applied for a variety of purposes, including the design of 
xerographic photoreceptors (2,5) and battery electrodes (3,6). 
Second, the role of disorder in localizing electronic excitations 
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in polymers and molecular glasses has been recognized (7,8). 
Models describing the consequences of disorder have been utilized 
not only to interpret photoemission and UV absorption spectra 
from these materials but also to resolve important and long
unsolved practical problems such as the description of triboelec
tric charge transfer between polymers and both metals (9) and 
other polymers (10). Third, studies of the electrical properties 
of pure and doped polyacetylene have revealed evidence for the 
occurrence of a collective Peierls semiconducting ground state 
together with the unusual electronic excitation spectra which are 
implied by such an observation (11). The purposes of these 
lectures are to indicate the nature of each of these three 
developments and to provide references to the literature for 
those who wish to explore them in more detail. 

II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF LARGE ORGANIC MOLECULES 

The quantum theory of the electronic structure of infinite, 
periodic macromolecules is a well-developed and venerable topic 
which is reviewed often (1,12) and is well-known to the audience 
of this NATO school. The important aspect of this topic for our 
present purposes is the observation that ab initio (i.e., Hartree 
Fock plus configuration interaction) methods are simply too 
expensive to apply to the description of most of the large 
molecules (including polymers) of biological and technological 
interest. In addition, they fail to provide a quantitative 
description of UV absorption spectra without massive configura
tion-interaction analysis. Consequently, for quantum chemical 
calculations to be helpful in the design of polymeric materials of 
practical use in electronic applications (e.g., photoconductors 
(2,5), semiconductors (5), or battery electrodes (6», some form 
of semiempirical model must be developed. 

In the construction of semiempirical models it is useful to 
distinguish between ground-state properties (e.g., molecular 
geometries) and electronic excitation spectra. Typically models 
which describe one well describe the other poorly. Therefore in 
practical applications the molecular structure typically is ob
tained either experimentally or from one type of model (e.g., 
CNDO/2 and its extensions (13) or MNDO (14» and then utilized as 
input to another model (e.g., CNDO/S3 (2,4) or VEH (2,6» which is 
used to evaluate the electronic excitation spectra. Obviously 
this is not an optimal situation. It represents a useful compro
mise, however, between the demands of the problem at hand (i.e., 
the reliable evaluation of the electronic excitation spectra of 
large molecules), the limitations of the models, and the avail
able computing power. 
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In this first lecture we consider the description of elec
tronic excitation spectra by the CNDO/S3 molecular orbital model 
(2). It is a CNDO level model in which both the resonance 
integrals and coulomb integrals are obtained by empirical fits to 
the photoemission and UV absorption spectra of a few prototype 
molecules: benzene, substituted benzenes, pyrro1e and furan, in 
particular (2,15). Typically low-biqping-energy valence electron 
ionizations and low-energy 7r -.. 7r UV excited transitions are 
described to within an accuracy of 0.2eV using experimentally
determined molecular geometries. The model also has been applied 
to evaluate e1ectron-molecu1ar-vibration coupling constants in a 
variety of molecules (16). It has been utilized to interpret 
valence electron photoemission spectra (PES) and UV absorption 
spectra (UVA) of over 75 large organic molecules which include 
heteroatoms of O,S,N,F,Mg,Zn and Si (2,17). Thus, the successes 
and failures of the CNDO/S3 model are fairly well understood and 
documented, so that it can be utilized with reliability in the 
prediction of valence-electron PES and UVA. 

The focus of our attention is the dependence of polymer 
electronic structure on molecular architecture. Since the 
subject is thoroughly reviewed elsewhere (18-20) the details of 
the analysis are not recapitulated here. Briefly, we begin by 
considering CHAIN ARCHITECTURES like polyethylene ~PE) and po1ya
cetylene (PA). PE is a one-electron insulator with a wide gap 
between its filled "bonding" orbitals and empty "antibonding" 
orbitals. PA, on the other hand, would be metallic if it 
exhibited only one CH group per unit cell. It is a Peierls 
insulator, however, because it dimerizes to form (CH) 2 unit 
cells, opening a small energy gap between orbitals which are 
bonding and antibonding across the short C=C units (4). This 
aspect of the molecular architecture of PA dominates its elec
tronic excitation spectra. 

We next consider RING ARCHITECTURES WITH SATURATED LINKAGES 
beginning with poly(~-phenylene) (21). Six sets of 7r orbitals 
occur for this macromolecule, one based on each of the six 
linearly independent orbitals of benzene. Three sets are occu
pied and three unoccupied. Emphasis is placed on the distinction 
between bonding (antibonding) 7r orbitals (which dominate the 
optical properties and charge transfer reactions) and non-bonding 

7r orbitals (which dominate the valence-electron PES). As the 
saturated linkages between the phenyl moieties increase in length 
the interactions between these moieties diminish, leading to 
effectively non-bonding 7r excitations on the individual phenyl 
rings already for poly(£-xyly1ene) (22). Finally, the effects of 
heteroatoms in the ring are illustrated by poly(2,5-thieny1ene) 
(18,19) and polypyrrole (20,23). An important effect of the 
heteroatoms is their creation of frontier 7r orbitals which are 
very similar to those in PA, in spite of the difference between 
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the molecular architecture of PA and that of polypyrrole and 
poly(2,5-thienylene). 

We conclude with an examination of RING ARCHITECTURES WITH 
UNSATURATED LINKAGES. Analysis of polY<'E.-phenylene oxide) and 
polY(E-phenylene sulfide) (18,19) reveals how the p electrons on 
the chalcogen linkage groups can lead to extended 11" -electron 
orbitals even for highly non-planar conformations. A study of 
polY(E-phenylene vinylene) (20) is used to illustrate the occur
rence of extended "-electron orbitals with unsaturated (CH)2 
linkage groups in contrast to the localized " orbitals resulting 
from the corresponding (CH2)2 linkage groups in polY(E-xylylene). 
Thus, the important consequence of unsaturated linkage groups is 
their generation of extended frontier orbitals between aromatic 
moieties even when these moieties are separated by large spatial 
distances and/or exhibit highly non-planar conformations. 

In summary, the study presented in this first lecture of the 
influence of molecular architecture on the orbitals of ideal, 
periodic macromolecules has developed the insight required to 
understand the consequences of disorder for these rather differ
ent macromolecular species: the topic of the following lecture. 

III. DISORDER AND LOCALIZATION: SMALL POLARONS IN POLYMERS AND 
MOLECULAR GLASSES 

The study of disorder in solids has led, in the opinion of 
some (24), to a "revolution" in the sense of Thomas Kuhn in modern 
thinking about excitations in solids. In this view it is a 
fundamental fallacy to consider electronic excitations in poly
mers in terms of the traditional energy band theory of solids. 
Rather, such excitations in polymers should be regarded as local
ized entities which move through the solid via a series of 
incoherent "hops" (25). Moreover, the dynamics of this motion is 
that of small polarons because injected charges or excitons 
polarize the surrounding polymer medium (26,27). The illustra
tion of the occurrence of this phenomena in three special cases, 
molecular glasses, pendant-group and molecularly-doped polymers 
(8,25-27), is the topic of this second lecture. 

The local or extended nature of molecular-ion states in 
molecular solids is determined by a competition between fluctua
tions in the local site energies of these states (which tend to 
localize them) and the hopping integrals for inter-site excita
tion transfer (which tend to delocalize them). In order to define 
this fluctuation-induced localization concept more precisely, 
consider the model defined by the one-electron Hamiltonian 
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H= L: + 
t ii • a i ' fJ .aifJ , (1) 

i, fJ i"i' , fJ 

in which i is a site index; 8 indicates the molecular orbital; 
the t .. , designate the intermolecular hopping integrals; and a'_ 8 
is tKJ annihilation operator for an electron occupying fhe 
orbital 8 at the site i. 

The important new feature of polymers and molecular glasses, 
not present in periodic crystal lattices, is that the site 
energies, IE. I and the hopping integrals It .. I form distri
butions. For e~ample the probability of finding ~ eigenvalue r. 

1 
with value E is typically taken to be (8,26,27) 

p( E) = ( 7T u 2)-1/2 exp(-( E - E (8 »2/ 0 2 ) (2) 

in which 0 2 is the sum of a number of contributions associated 
with various types of disorder, and E (8) is an average eigen
value associated with the molecular-ion state labelled by the 
orbi tal index 8. Because both the IE. I and It ... I form 
distributions, the Hamiltonian (1) is specified statisttCklly and 
hence can exhibit localized as well as extended engenstates 
(24,25). 

The key question, of course, is what are the eigenfunctions 
and eigenvalues of Hamiltonian (1) given prescribed distributions 
of the IE. I and It .. I. This ques t ion cannot be answered 
analytically1 at the pres~t time. Some qualitative results have, 
however, been established numerically. The features of interest 
to us can be specified in terms of a mean site e~ergy, 112' the 
rms deviation from this mean, 6. = [ < ( E. - E ) > A.] , and 
a mean hopping integral, t (28). Variation~ in the s1¥e energies 
from the mean (described by .1) are referred to as "diagonal 
disorder" whereas analogous variations of the hopping integrals 
are called "off-diagonal disorder." Similarily, if these varia
tions are caused by local time-independent fluctuations in compo
sition or structure we speak of "static disorder" while if they 
are generated by the time-dependent thermal vibrations we employ 
the term "dynamic disorder." Injected charges are localized, 
i.e., they form molecular cations or anions within the solid, if 

6.> czt (3) 

in which c is a dimensionless number of the order of unity which 
depends both on the connectivity (i.e., dimensionality) of the 
system and on the extent of off-diagonal disorder. Typically 
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c '" 2.5 for (isotropic) three-dimensional systems, 1.5 for two
dimensional systems, and zero for one-dimensional systems, 
although some confusion currently exists in the case of two 
dimensions (29). Inequality (3) is believed to be satisfied in 
molecular glasses and in certain aromatic polymers (7,8,25). In 
these cases electrons and holes injected into the material form 
local, molecular radical anions and cations, respectively, rather 
than extended mobile states like those characteristic of crystal
line covalent semiconductors. Consequently, under these circum
stances the electrons and holes are more accurately visualized as 
molecular ions in solution which move, however, by carrier hop
ping rather than by ionic diffusion. 

Analyses of photoemission from polystyrene (26), poly(2-
vinyl pyridine) (26), and polY(E-xylylene) (22) reveal that 
photoinjected holes are localized on individual phenyl moieties 
in these materials. In the case of polyacetylene (18,19), 
however, although TI -electron hole states near the band edges 
are localized to eight or less carbon moieties, hole states near 
the center of the band are extended over twenty or more carbon 
species because of the large nearest-neighbor hopping integrals 
(t '" 2 eV) in polyacetylene relative to polystyrene, poly(2-vinyl 
pyridine and polY(E-xylylene) (t '" O.leV). Therefore we see that 
the localization of injected charges in polymers is related 
systematically to molecular architecture via the nature of the 
frontier orbitals discussed in lecture one (8,28). 

Given the existence of molecular ions in polymers, their 
small-polaron dynamics is established by the interaction of the 
excess charge with those induced in the polymer matrix (8,26,27). 
For such a purpose the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) must be extended to 
become 

H= 4= 
l. 

+ 
E .a.a.+ l. l. l. (t .. a~a.+h.c.)+ 

l.J l. J 

+L)l.w (b +b + 1/2). 
n n n n 

i,n 

+ + g. )l.w a.a.(b +b ) 
l.n n l. l. n n 

(4) 

In Eqs. (4) a: designates the creation of era tor of an electron in 
an orbital ofl.energy E. at site i, and b that of a normal mode of 
vibration of energy )l.wl. coupled to the ~lectronic state labelled 
by i via the dimensionPess coupling constant g.. The)l.w are 
the energies of the normal modes of vibrationl.8f the molegular 
medium in which we envision the sites to be embedded. The)\.w 
are obtained from the measured dielectric response of the polyme¥ 
and the g. are specified in terms of a classical electrostatics 
analysis 6¥ the interaction of a charge in a prescribed molecular 
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orbital with the dielectrically active normal modes (26). This 
model has been applied successfully to interpret valence-electron 
photoemission and UV absorption spectra of polystyrene (7,26) and 
poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (26), as well as photoemission from a wide 
variety of molecular glasses (8,25). Transport data are less 
widely available, but the model is consistent with the limited 
data base currently in the literature (8,27). We conclude, 
therefore, that in molecular glasses (e.g., condensed ethyl ben
zene), pendant-group polymers (e.g., polystyrene) and 
molecularly-doped polymers (e.g., polycarbonate doped with trini
trofluorenone) the model defined by Eq. (3) with the I g. I and 
I ~ w I obtained from measured polymer dielectric res~8nse is 
both ~ecessary and sufficient for the description of the small
polaron dynamics of charges and excitons injected into these 
materials. A thorough review of this topic has appeared in the 
literature (8), so we do not pursue it further here. The impor
tant aspect of the subject for us is the recognition and demon
stration during the past five years that disorder. does localize 
injected charges in poly,ners and that these charges exhibit small
polaron dynamics. 

IV. DISORDER-INDUCED METALS: THE SEMICONDUCTOR-TO-METAL TRANSI
TION IN POLYACETYLENE 

A third major innovation in polymer physics during the past 
decade is the recognition that because they are quasi-one-dimen
sional materials, some polymers exhibit collective semiconducting 
ground states(5,8). In contrast to the pervasive effects of 
disorder in almost all polymers, however, the occurrence of 
collective phenomena is uncommon. Specifically, it is character
istic of macromolecules like polyacetylene which have experienced 
a synunetry-lowering structural modification that introduces a 
semiconductor gap into what would have been a metallic electronic 
excitation spectrum. Moreover, in such materials the consequenc
es of disorder can be dramatically different from those noted in 
the previous lecture. Thus, in this third and final lecture we 
examine the destruction of the collective semiconducting 
("Peierls") ground state in doped polyacetylene by the interac
tion of the conduction electrons with a disordered array of donors 
or acceptors. 

The context of the recent upsurge in interest in doped 
polyacetylene is the search for conducting polymers. In prac
tice, such materials usually are prepared by dispersing particles 
or flakes of conducting material (e.g., carbon black or silver) in 
a polymeric binder to form a composite (5). At low concentrations 
of conducting filler, charge transport occurs via electron tun
neling or hopping from one filler particle to another (30,31). At 
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higher concentrations, c > c 'V 30 volume percent, conduction 
occurs via the formation of Ppercolation pathways comprised of 
contacting filler particles within the polymer binder. A recent 
comprehensive review of the fabrication and uses of conducting 
polymers may be found in the literature (5). 

The or1g1n of the semiconducting behavior of pure polyacety
lene is a lattice distortion of a symmetric (CH) macromolecule, 
which would be metallic, into a dimerized configUration (C2H2) • 
Such distortions are thought to be inevitable in quaS1-ong
dimensional systems because of the accompanying gain in electron
ic energy (32). The resulting collective semiconducting state 
can be destroyed, however, by disorder. A model of the disorder
induced semiconductor-to-metal transition has been constructed by 
Mele and Rice (33). Since this model provides the only coherent 
interpretation of all of the available experimental data (34), it 
constitutes the basis of our discussion of the semiconductor-to
metal transition in doped polyacetylene. 

Polyacetylene exhibits a doubly degenerate commensurate 
Peierls insulating ground state characterized by a bond-alternat
ing geometry of the (CH) backbone and a Peierls gap, E , in the 
electronic excitation s~ectrum. The introduction 01 charge 
transfer dopants initially induces domain walls (called "kinks" 
or (improperly) "solitons") between the two degenerate phases. 
For acceptor dopants like iodine, each kink is associated with an 
(induced) empty mid-gap electronic state, Ek = E /2, above the top 
edge of the valence band. The spatial extent Sf these kinks is 
about lOa, where a is the average distance between two carbon 
species along the backbone. Each charged kink is bound to the 
acceptor to which it has transferred its charge. As long as these 
kinks* do not overlap (1. e. , dopant concentrations are 
c < c ~ ~/(20~)=O.05), the Peierls state is insensitive to dis
order ~d acts like a semiconductor of gap E with a suitable 
number of empty localized mid-gap states with %pin a and charge 
+e. Consequently, the new feature of polyacetylene relative to 
the pendant-group polymers considered in the previous lecture is 
the distortion of the polyacetylene conformation by an injected 
charge. This distortion, in turn, induces a local mid-gap defect 
state initially independent of the disorder either inherent in 
the polymer or characteristic of the dopants. Moreover, this mid
gap state exhibits an unusual relationship between its spin and 
charge, i.e., charged states are spinless. 

The introduction of localized defect states by injected 
charges is not peculiar to polyacetylene. Rather, it is a general 
feature of certain amorphous semiconductors (35). Indeed, amor
phous semiconductors may be divided into two broad classes: 
disorder dominated and defect dominated. Pendant-group polymers 
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and a-Si fall into the former class whereas doped polyacetylene 
and a-Se fall into the latter. From this more general perspective 
the quasi-one-dimensional nature of polyacetylene is relevant 
only because it affords the microscopic mechanism which causes 
injected charges to induce localized defect states in the Peierls 
gap. It is the defect states themselves which dominate the 
spectroscopic and transport properties of the material. 

* When c > c in doped polyacetylene, isolated charged kink 
defects cease to be the ground state of the system. At these 
concentrations the defects interact, and in an ordered periodic 
system the lowest-energy state becomes a uniform incommensurate 
charge density wave (CDW) with its associated distorted geometry 
of the polyacetylene backbone. Disorder of the dopants destroys 
this CDW state, however, by pinning the induced charges on the 
backbone at the random positions of the impurities. This pinning 
destroys the order parameter, thereby eliminating both the one
electron gap and the regular bond alternation. In this limit 
polyacetylene becomes a "dirty" metal. 

The predictions of the detailed analysis of Mele and Rice 
(33) are in remarkable correspondence with a variety of measure
ments on iodine-doped polyacetylene (34). First a sharp rise in 
the conductivity occurs at c '" 0.01 associated with variable 
range hopping within (disorder-induced) electronic states in the 
gap just above the valence band edge. Then, in the range 
0.05 < c < 0.1 the magnetic susceptibility rises because of the 
breakdown-of the Peierls state and the concomitant elimination of 
the gap. In particular, for 0.01 < c ~ 0.05 the remarkable 
phenomenon of conductivity without coiparable susceptibility is 
predicted, in excellent accord with both recent data and the early 
data (36) that originally stimulated the "soliton" concept. 
Therefore, doped polyacetylene affords an example in which dis
order destroys a collective semiconducting ground state and pro
duces an apparently "spinless" conductor as an intermediate stage 
characterized by only the partial breakdown of this state as 
reflected in a low but continuous distribution of electronic 
states in the Peierls gap. If the Mele-Rice model is correct, 
heavily doped polyacetylene is literally a disorder-induced 
metal. 

V. SYNOPSIS 

The past decade has been the scene of some remarkable 
advances in the understanding of the electrical properties of 
organic solids. Experimentally many new semiconducting and 
metallic organic materials have been prepared and studied, some 
of which have begun to achieve widespread practical application 
(5). From the perspective of theoretical modeling, reliable 
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quantum chemical calculations for large molecules, radical 
improvements in the theory of disordered systems, and the 
proposal of quantitative models of collective semiconducting 
states in quasi-one-dimensional solids have conspired to yield 
quantitative interpretations of most of the available spectral 
and transport data on electrically active organics as well as 
useful guidance in the design of new materials. In these three 
lectures we have become acquainted with highlights of the 
advances in the theory of the electrical properties of polymers 
and molecular glasses, in particular. More extensive discussions 
of past accomplishments may be found in the literature cited. We 
can confidently anticipate, moreover, that further developments 
will continue unabated thereby rendering the subject of continu
ing interest in the future as well. 
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ABSTRACT. - After a short review of the ab initio SCF LCAO 
crystal orbital method the negative factor technique for the 
determination of the density of states in a disordered chain is 
presented. After this the problem of electron correlation in 
polymers is discussed and the generation of correlated (quasi
particle) valence and conduction bands is reviewed. 

The gap in alternating trans-polyacetylene is described on 
the basis of its quasi-particle band structure and the question 
of the Bloch-type conduction in DNA (either through doping or 
the possibility of intrinsic conduction due to charge transfer 
from the sugar rings to the nucleotide bases) is discussed. This 
is followed by a brief discussion of the electronic structure of 
disordered polypeptide chains. 

Finally for the interpretation of the known biochemical 
activation mechanisms of human oncogens the different possible 
short- and long-range effects of carcinogen binding to DNA is 
summarized. The possiblity of soliton-generation in DNA through 
carcinogen binding and subsequent removal as one of the 
probable long-range effects is discussed in some detail. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Polymers play an important role as plastics. Biopolymers like 
nucleic acids (DNA and RNA), proteins, polysacharides, lipids etc. 
have fUlldarnental significance in life processes. In the last decade 
highly conducting polymers became objects of extensive experimental 
investigations being candidates for the discovery of new physical 
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phenomena and various attempts are made for their technical 
application (batteries etc.). To understand the different 
physical and chemical properties of polymers (which underlie 
in the case of biopolymers also their biological functions) 
one has to know their electronic structure. 

To treat quantum mechanically highly conducting polymers or 
biopolymers one has to proceed stepwise. 
1.) If the polymer is periodic (like polyacetylene, or homopoly

nucleotides or homopolypeptides) one can start with the 
calculation of their band structures using the ab initio 
SCF LCAo crystal orbital (CO) method /1/. 

2.) As next step one has to take into account that nucleic acids 
or proteins, but also lightly or mediumly doped polyacetylene 
and polydiacetylene are aperiodic and therefore one has to 
apply appropriate methods for the treatment of disorder in 
quasi-one-dimensional chains/2/ using as input the results 
of periodic chain calculations (see below). 

3.) Especially in the case of biopolymers it is important to 
take into account the effect of the environment (for instance 
surrounding water molecules and ions) on the band structure 
(in the case of a periodic chain) or on the level distribution 
(in the case of a disordered chain) by constructing an 
effective potential of the environment /3/. 

4. Finally, one should take into account (usinq a good basis set) 
also the major part of the electronic correlation /4/. 

5.) Having executed these steps for a polymer one is in a good 
position to compute different properties (electronic and 
vibrational spectra, transport- and magnetic properties etc.). 

6.) In the case of biopolymers it is again especially important 
to treat interactions between chains (the genetic regulation 
of a cell depends first of all on DNA-protein interactions 
in the nucleoprotein complexes). 
Since the unit cells in homopolynucleotides and homopoly

peptides are in most cases fairly large, calculations performed 
until now are mostly only minimal basis ab initio band structure 
calculations. There are a few cases when aperiodicity in DNA.and 
proteins were treated and a pilot calculation has been performed 
to treat the effect of the surrounding water on a cytosine stack 
/3/. 

No correlation calculations have been performed until now 
on biopolymers, but such computations have been successfully 
executed in the cases of polymers with small unit cells (trans
polyacetylene and polydiacetylene; see below). The same holds 
for exciton spectra which have been successfully computed 
applying intermediate (charge transfer) exciton theory /5/ for 
the above mentioned two chains /6/. One should mention, however, 
that only the inclusion of the major part of correlation resulted 
in results in reasonable agreement with experiment. There is an 
early calculation on transport properties of periodic DNA models 
using simple tight binding (Huckel) band structures /7/. In the 
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case of polyethylene ((CHZ) ) a good basis set calculation with 
the inclusion again of the ~ajor part of the correlation even 
the mechanical properties of this system could be calculated 
obtaining results /8/ in good agreement with experiment. 
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Finally, one should mention that there exist first calculations 
on the interactions between homopolynucleotides and a polyglycine 
in different conformations of the latter chain and in different 
relative positions of the interacting biopolymers /9/. 

The good results obtained for chains with small unit cells 
make it probable that with further improved mathematical and 
numerical techniques and applying even larger computers, in the 
next few years the calculations on the electron structure and 
properties of biopolymers will reach the same level of 
sophistication as those for the above mentioned simple chains. 

2. METHODS 

2.1. Ab initio Crystal Orbital Method 

If there is a translational (or more generally any periodic) 
symmetry in an infinite solid or polymers the infinite cyclic 
hypermatrix (which one obtains in any LCAD theory with periodic 
boundary conditions) can be brought with the aid of a simple 
unitary transformation into a block-diagonal form /1,10/. The 
order of these blocks is (in the ab initio case) equal to the 
number of basis functions in the unit cell. In this way the 
original hypermatrix equation splits into N+l matrix equations 
if N+l denotes the number of blocks (unit cells). Each such 
equation has an index which denotes the serial number of the 
matrix block to which the equation belongs. If N~ 00 this 
serial number can be considered continous. Physically it is the 
vector 17 (or one of its components in the one-dimensional (1D) 
case) of the reciprocal lattice /1,10/. 

We do not give here a derivation of the ab initio SCF LCAD 
CD method (for this see /1,10/), only the final expressions are 
written down in the ID case. Let us write down a crystal orbital 
in the form of a linear combination of Bloch orbitals. 

N/2 m 
l' (k,f) :: 1/\f.'7""':tN 1 ~ eikja 2: c(k) I\,; (i-Ro s )' (1) 

n YN+l j=-N/2 s::l n, s 1\ s J 

Here N+I is the number of unit cells, m the number of basis 
functions in it, a the elementray translation, )(s(?-Rjs) the 
s-th atomic orbital (AD) centered at the s-th atom (s Eo; S) in 
the j-th unit cell (this atom has the position vector 1rjs) and n 
is the band index. After a Ritz variational procedure one obtains 
a generalized eigenvalue equation 

F(k) c (k) :: £ (k) S(k) c (k) = -n n = -n 
(2) 
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for the determination of the coefficients c(k)n s' In equ. (Z) 
the overlap matrix ~(k) is the Fourier transfor~ of the matrix 
blocks containing the overlap integrals between basis functions 
belonging to different cells, 

~(k) = ~ eikqa,g(q); [~(q)Jr,s =<I\~ I ~~ '> (3) 
q=-N/2 

(in the second equation of (3) the subscripts are basis function 
and the superscripts cell indices). Similarly one obtains /1,10/ 

N! F(k) = 
~ 

eikqa ~(q) (4) 

q=-N/2 

The elements of the matrices F(q) are defined according to the 
detailed derivation /1,10/ asc 

C :l \" \ m N/2 
,6(q).1 r ,s =<~~ HN )( ~> + ~ 2: ,E(ql - qZ)u,v )( 

u,v,=l ql,qZ=-N/Z-

f X~(l) X :1(2) lllrlz \ X~(l)X :2(2» -l/2<X~(l)X :1(2)ll/r12lx~2(l)' 
':X~(2» J (5) 

Here HN stands for the one-electron part (kinetic energy + 
interaction with all the nuclei) of the chain and the elements 
of the charge-bond order matrix i(ql - q2) are defined as a 
generalization of the definition given by Coulson as 

!(ql - qZ)u,v = Z a/Zrr Sa i"\h,U(k)ch,v(k)eika(ql-qZ)dk (6) 

-Ii/a h=l 

where n~ denotes the number of filled bands. (In the case of a 
metal with partially filled band(s), one has to integrate over 
k only for the filled partes) of the Brillouin zone.) 

Looking at equ.-s (Z)-(6) it becomes obvious that they 
represent nothing else but Roothaan's SCF LCAD equations for a 
closed shell system /11/ generalized for an infinite chain with 
periodic boundary conditions. One has to solve them at a number 
of k points to be able to construct the matricesE(Ql-q2) for 
the next iteration step. Using appropriate numerical techniques 
usually it is enough to consider 6-8 k-points between D and 1t' /Z 
[£ (k) = £ (-k)] to obtain consistent results. The SCF 
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procedure does not converge, however, in most cases so easily 
as in the corresponding molecules, especially with a larger basis 
set. The main reason for this is that in actual calculations 
one has to interrupt the summations (3) and (4) after a limited 
number of neighbors (more accurately to keep charge neutrality 
and to obtain reasonably reliable results one has to go until 
different numbers of neighbors for different types of intercell 
interaction integrals; for details see /12/) and the error caused 
by this procedure is strongly amplified in cases when the matrix 
~(k) has some very small eigenvalues /13/. (For the elimination 
of S(k) in equ. (2) one uses (similarly to the molecular case) 
agaIn Lowdin's symmetric orthogonalization procedure.) 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the formalism described 
here is valid also for the case of a repeated combined symmetry 
operation (for instance helix operation). As group theoretical 
considerations show it in this case 1.) one has to put the nuclei 
into the ri ght positions by 1II0ving from one cell to the next and 
2.) one has to rotate correspondingly also the basis functions 
/14/. 

2.2. Negative Factor Counting Method for the Treatment of 
Disorder in Quasi-Onedimensional Systems 

To determine the level distribution (density of states, DOS) in 
an aperiodic polymer chain one can apply the negative factor 
counting (NFC) method /2/. According to this method if we write 
for the disordered chain a Huckel determinant which is tridiagonal 
due to the fact that only first neighbors interactions are taken 
into account 

dol -A 
I [32 

I~(~) = 0 

o 

o ". o 
o 

(7) 

this can be easily transformed into a didiagonal form with the 
help of successive Gaussian eliminations. Therefore the determinant 

(8) 

can be rewritten as 

(9) 

where the diagonal elements of the didiagaonal determinant are 
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given by the simple recursion relation 

(.(~) =0{. _1\ - s?/(. 1(1),), i = 1,2,3, ••• ,N, 
1 1 f\ 1 1-

£1 (") = 0<.1- ~ 

J. J. LADIK 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

Comparing equ.-s (8) and (9) it is easy to see that for a given 
"value, the number of eigenvalues smaller than>' (".4 '" ) 
has to be equal to the number of negative £i(~) fact6rs in 
equ. (9) /2/. (Calculations of all the eigenvalues ~i for a long 
chain (N = 104 or 103)is impossible, but the computation of £i(~) 
factors with the help of Equ.-s (lOa) and (lOb) is very fast.) 
By giving ~ different values throughout the spectrum and taking 
the difference of the number of negative (i(~)'S belonging to 
consecutive A values, one can obtain a histogram for the 
distribution of eigenvalues (density of states) of H for any 
desired accuracy. == 

For actual calculations one has to make a band structure 
calculation for each component of the disordered chain assuming 
that it is periodically repeated. Then the values Q(i (diagonal 
elements of tl) can be determined from the positions of the bands 
of the components (the middle point or weighted middle points of 
the bands) and the off-diagonal elements Bi from the widths of 
the bands. It should be pointed out that the NFC in this simple 
form gives only the level distribution belonging to one band 
(for instance, valence band or conduction band) of the disordered 
chain. ) 

In the case of disordered quasi-lO systems the NFC method can 
also be applied for the case of an arbitrary number of orbitals 
per site either in an ab initio form (Day's and Martino's paper 
in ref. /23/ which contains also the detailed derivation) or in 
a semiempirical, for instance, extended Huckel form /15/; namely, 
one can show that if one has the secular determinant instead of 
a tridiagonal in a triblockdiagonal form 

L~ -Ag\= 
~t -~§t ~2 -)..~2 ~ 
~2 - ~~2 ~2 -"~2 ~3 - ~~3 

0 Jl~ -~~! J;3 - ~';;3 ~4 -~~4 :::: 

:0, (ll) 

one can obtain for it the expression 
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Here the si are the eigenvalues of the matrix g and the ;\j 
are the roots of the generalized eigenvalue equation 

Fc. = ~.Sc .• = J J:. J 

Further Uik(A) stands for the kth eigenvalue of the matrix 
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(13) 

U.(A) = A. -~S. - (B: - ~Q:)U-:-ll(B. -~ Q.)ful (').) = Al -).,51] =l =l =l :l =l ;;l- =l =l L= :: :: 
(13a) 

and 1. is the dimension of the ith diagonal matrix block. The 
matri~es Ui(") can be diagonalized easily for a given value 
of". The number of the negative uik(A)'S has again to be equal 
to the number of eigenvalues ~ j IIIhich are smaller than the 
chosen value. Changing A, the IIInole spectrum can again be 
scanned and the density of states curve of the disordered system 
(in this case taking into account all the bands) can be obtained 
in this lIIay to any desired accuracy. 

To build up the matrix blocks occurring in equ. (5), one has 
to perform ab initio calculations both for the different units 
(to construct the diagonal blocks) and for their different 
clusters to construct the off-diagonal blocks (for instance, in 
a first neighbors interactions approximation in a binary 
disordered chain one has to calculate the AA, AS and BB clusters, 
IIIhere A and B are the tlllO different units). 

In connection lIIith the NFC method in its matrix blocks form 
finally it should be mentioned that using the inverse iteration 
technique /16/ one can compute the lIIave function belonging to 
any particular energy level of the disordered system (lIIhich can 
be determined lIIith any desired accuracy lIIith the help of the NFC 
method). Keeping the part of electronic density (charge-bond 
order matrix) arising from the core levels and lOlller lying 
valence levels (lIIhich is knollln from the cluster calculations) 
constant one can iterate until self-consistency the physically 
interesting part (lIIhich lies near to the Fermi level) of the 
matrixg. In this lIIay one obtains an approximate SCF solution 
for the-IIIhole disordered system /17/. 

2.3. Treatment of Correlation in Polymers 

For the calculation of the correlation energy per unit cell in 
the ground state of a polymer (either conductor or an insulator) 
one can use any size-consistent method (perturbation theory /18/, 
coupled cluster expansion /19/, electron pair theories /20/, etc.). 
In the case of insulators one can Fourier transform the delocalized 
Bloch orbitals into site semilocalized Wannier functions (WF-s) 
and perform the excitations betllleen Wannier functions belonging 
to near lying sites /4/. (For the generation of optimally 
localized Wannier functions see /21/.) This procedure is, hOlllever, 
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not possible in the case of metals, because no Wannier functions 
can be constructed from the Bloch states belonging only to the 
filled part of the valence band. 

In the case of metals (but also in the case of insulators) 
one can take a grid in k in each band and perform the excitations 
between the chosen k values. (One can take either an equidistant 
grid in k, or one can also apply a non-equidistant grid in which 
case one can subdivide the band according to the DOS distribution; 
for details see the first reference of /4/.) To be able to perform 
the four index transformation necessary for any correlation 
calculation one can expand the LCAo coefficients c(k)n s occurring 
in equ. (1) in a simple trigonometric series /22/. ' 

c(k) = c(o) + f c(j) cosUk) (14) 
n,s n,s n,s 

j=l 

Actual calculations have shown that usually it is enough to go 
in this series until N = 2 or 3 /12,22/. In this way in any 
matrix element for a double excitation 

< I J II AB'):: < "t i (k 1 ' r'J. ) "i' j (k 2' r; ) 11/ r 12 ( 1$ 12)1 "t a (k 3 ,il ) 'Y b (k 4 ' ~ ) > 
(15 ) 

the k-dependent parts of the Bloch functions (see equ. (1» can 
be brought before the integration and so the integrals over the 
Ao-s have to be calculated only once. (In (15) the band indices 
i and j denote filled and a and b unfilled bands, respectively, 
and P12 is the exchange operator.) This procedure made it 
possible to take a rather dense grid for all the three independent 
k-values in (15) (kl + k2 ~ k3 + k4)' 

As first step second order Moeller-Plesset perturbation 
theory (MP2) /20/ has been applied for different chains with 
small unit cells (see point 3). The MP2 correction to the 
Hartree-Fock energy can be written with the help of (15) in the 
simple form 

(16) 
I,J,A,B 

where the summations over the composite indices I, J etc. means 
summations over band indices (i,j, etc.), k-values and spins. 

It should be pointed out here that in the case of polymers 
with a larger molecule as unit cell (like TCNQ and TTF stacks, 
nucleotide base stacks or homopolypeptides with a larger amino 
acid residue as unit cell) it is necessary to localize further 
the WF's or Bloch orbitals into different parts of the molecule 
which is repeated in the periodic polymer. For that purpose one 
has to investigate how is possible to combine the Fourier 
transformation leading to WF's with the usual localization 
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procedures /24,25/. (Localization studies on the four nucleotide 
bases have shown that both the Boys /24/ and the Edminston
Ruedenberg /25/ procedure have given excellent localization for 
the filled as well as for the virtual MO-s of the molecules /26/. 
One can hope only in this way to be able to select the important 
excited configurations in a way that their (for the correlation 
calculation) necessary number remains still low enough for an 
actual calculation. 

A further difficulty arises from the fact that neither the 
WF's nor the wave functions obtained from a localization inside 
a molecule are solutions of the canonical Hartree-Fock equations. 
Therefore, any method treating correlation (perturbation theory, 
coupled cluster expansion, etc.) has to be reformulated for this 
case. This work has been done in the case of perturbation theory 
for the localization inside a molecule /27/ and it is in progress 
for the coupled cluster method /28/. 

Besides the total energy one can correct in the band 
structure at least the physically interesting conduction and 
valence bands of a polymer by taking into account correlation 
effects. Namely, one can define following Takeuti's /5/ and 
Kunz and coworkers /29/ electronic polaron model (see also /22/) 
quasiparticle (QP) energy levels in the conduction and valence 
band, respectively, 

E QP (k ) 
c c 

= E(N+I)(k ) _ E(N) = A(k ) 
c c (17a) 

e QP (k ) 
v v 

= E(N) _ E(N-I)(k ) =-I(k ) 
v v (17b) 

Here E(N+I)(kc ) is the total energy per unit cell of the cha~n 
with an extra electron in the conduction band at level kc' ElN) 
is the total energy per unit cell of the ground state and 
E(N-I)(kv) stands for the total energy per unit cell of the 
system with one electron missing from the level kv of the 
valence band. Per definitionem A(k c ) is the electron affinity (the 
energy gained by putting the extra electron into the conduction 
band at level kc ) and I(k v) the ionization potential (the energy 
needed to ionize an electron from level kv of the valence band), 
respecti vel y. 

One can approximate the exact total energies E = EHF + Ecorr 
as /22/ 

(18) 

where E2 is the correlation correction in the approximation of 
MP2. Substituting (18) and the expressions (Koopmans' theorem) 

(19a) 
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(19b) 

into equ.-s (15a) and (15b) one obtains 

(20a) 

(20b) 

Substituting into equ.-s (20) the corresponding MP2 expressions 
(see equ. (16) we can write /22/ 

E(N) =2 2' £(N)= L L ~(N) + L f (N) (21a) 
2 I J IJ ltV JtV IJ ltV IV 

E(N-l)(k ) 
1 

= L L. S (N-l)V (21b) 2 v ltV JtV IJ 

E(N+l)(k ) 
2 c = ~ ~1 € (N+l)e 

J IJ = \jl ~ (N+l)e TE(N+l)e EIJ + Ie 
I I J I 

(21c) 

Here the prime at the summation over J means that the states 
I = J have to be excluded, the pair correlation contributions 
£t~) are defined as 

(N) ~ kIJ II AB)\2 
E IJ = - A £ E E. A+ ~ - (1- l 

(22) 

V stands for the state v, kv and e for the state c,kc ' 
respectively. Further in equ. (21c) the summations over I and J 
contains also (with the exception of the last sum of the right 
hand side of (21c»the extra occupied conduction bands state c • 
Substituting equ.-s (21) with the definition (22) into equs.-s 
(20) one obtains after some calculation the final expressions 
/22/ 

(~p (k c) = E ~F (kc ) +~~N+l) (e) + L ~N+l) (h), 

E OP (k ) = f HF (k ) +Z(N) (e) + 1:' (N) (h) 
V v V v V V· 

Here the electron and hole self-energies ~ are defined as 

(23a) 

(23b) 
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~ ~N+l) (e) -i= £(N+l)e 
- IC (24a) 

L (N+l) (h) 
C = 

( c) 
~ 

(c), (N+l)C r 21 (N) 
~ E IJ - £ ij (24b) 

I J I J 

z.(~)(e) = Z. ( (N) 
I~V IV 

(24c) 

~(N)(h) = 1: Zl (((N) _ r(N-l)V) (24d) V UV J~V IJ IJ 

From equ.-s (24) it is easy to see the physical meaning of 
the self energies: ~(~+l) (e) describes the nelll pair correlations 
formed betllleen the extra electron in state C and all the other 

(N+l) 
electrons and Ie (h) gives the reduction of the pair 
correlations due to the fact that no scattering of the electrons 
into these nelllly occupied states is possible. Similarly2(~)(e) 
expresses the increase of pair correlations caused by the nelll 
scattering possibility to the empty state V and ~~(h) gives 
pair correlations betllleen the other electrons and the one in the 
statr)V. From eqy.-s (24) and from this discyssion follollls th?t 
'[~N+ (e) and 'Z.'!p(e) are negative while !~+l)(h) and I'(~)(h) 
are positive. As the detiled derivation shollls it /12,22/ 

12~N+l)(e)J > /2 ~N+l)(hd (25a) 

but 

I L 0 N ) ( e) /< /20 N ) (h) J (25b) 

Therefore the quasi particle gap is always smaller than the HF one. 
Further considerations /12,22/ indicate also that the band widths 
of the conduction and valence bands, respectively, are smaller 
in the QP (correlated) description, than in the HF case. 

3. DISCUSSION OF SELECTED RESULTS 

3.1. The Gap of Alternating Trans-Polyacetylene 

If one performs a minimal (STO-3G) basis calculation for 
alternating trans-polyacetylene (PA) using bond distances 
determined from geometry optimization lIIith this base, one obtains 
a gap of 8.91 eV /22/. This is more than four times the 
experimental value of IV 2 eV IIIhich is the posi tion f)f the first 
peak in the absorption spectrum of pure trans PA /30/. (It should 
be mentioned that in trans PA there is no exciton band /6/ and 
therefore one can take this value as the gap value.) If one 
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performs the geometry optimization with this basis, but takes 
the MP2 correction for correlation in the total energy the gap 
still remains 8.28 eV /22/. 

If Table I we reproduce the results of Suhai /12,22/ for the 
gap of alternating trans PA using HF + MP2 optimized bond 
distances and different basis sets. 

TABLE I. The quasi particle (OP) gap of alternating trans PA 
calculated in the HF + MP2 level and the Hartree-Fock 
(HF) gap using different basis sets (in eV-s) 

Basis 

STO-3G 
STo-6-31G 
STo-6-31G "" ~ 

8.28 
4.93 
4.28 

7.67 
4.13 
2.98 

As we can see from the Table the minimal basis gap of 8.28 eV 
reduces to 4.28 eV if one applies the STo-3IG""'lI. (double ~ + 
polarization functions both on the carbon and hydrogen atoms). If 
one calculates the OP gap at the MP2 level using the method 
described in part 2.3 the gap reduces only by about 0.6 eV in the 
case of the minimal basis, but it decreases by 1.3 eV using the 
STO-6-31G'~ basis. As detailed correlation calculations /3,12,22/ 
have shown it, to obtain with MP2 about 75 per cent of the 
correlation energy and correspondingly a larger reduction of the 
gap one has to use 1.) a good basis and 2.) to take into account 
in the double excitations I -=, A, J.....,. B all the filled and 
unfilled bands obtained in the given basis. 

The value e. EQp= 2.98 eV is still by IV 1 eV larger, than the 
experimental one /30/. This discrepancy can be explained, however, 
by 1.) the missing part of correlation (which would reduce 
according to the estimate of Suhai /22/ the theoretical gap of 
trans PA tON2.5 eV), by 2.) the neglect of relaxation effects 
(the N+l and N-l particle states were calculated in the 
formalism given in 2.3 with the help of wave functions obtained 
for the N particle state) and by 3.) the neglect of phonon 
polaron effects /22/. It should be mentioned that to take into 
account relaxation effects one could use the so-called "open
shell" SCF LCAo crystal orbital method published already in 1975 
/10/. 

3.2. The Possibilities of Bloch-type Conduction in DNA 

3.2.A. Conduction through d07ing 
Calculating with an STO-3G basis31! or with Clementi's minimal 
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basis set /32/ the band structures of the four nucleotide base 
(A,G,T and C) stacks in the conformation of B DNA /33/ we have 
found for the widths of the valence and conduction bands, 
respectively, values between 0.3 and 0.8 eV /34,35/. These widths 
lie in the same range as those of the valence band of a TTF stack 
(0.3 eV) and the conduction band of a TCNQ stack (1.2 eV) /36/ 
obtained with the aid of the STO-3G basis /31/. The TCNQ - TTF 
mixed molecular crystal is, due to the ",0.6 e internal charge 
transfer (CT) from TTF to TCNQ, highly conducting. Since the 
physically interesting bands in this system (the valence band 
of TTF from which the CT occurs and the conduction band of TCNQ 
to which the CT takes place) have about the same widths as the 
nucleotide base stacks, one would expect that by appropriate 
doping (which is in the case of DNA by no means a trivial task) 
double stranded DNA with periodic DNA sequences (the base pair A-T 
repeated, or G-C repeated) could be made well conducting. 
Experiments along these lines are in progress. 

In connection with this problem it should be mentioned that 
though native DNA is aperiodic, a mathematical statistical 
analysis of the experimentally determined DNA fragments sequences 
/37/ show that these sequences are by no means random, but there 
is a strong preference to have the same unit repeated several 
times /33/, and in some cases even twenty - fifty times /37/. In 
the light of these findings the possibility of Bloch-conduction 
through doping in the partially periodic base pair stacks becomes 
interesting also for the case of native DNA. 

3.2.B. Is periodic DNA an intrinsic conductor? 
The ab initio band structure calculations performed for the 
three homopolynucleotides (sugar-phophate-nucleotide base together 
forming the unit cell) polycytidine /34/, polyadenilic acid and 
poly thymidine /35/ show a charge transfer of ~ 0.2 e from the 
sugar part of the nucleotide to the corresponding nucleotide base. 
Though in the case of a better basis set the value of the 
transferred charge would most probably decrease somewhat, it 
still would remain non-negligible (~0.15 e). The inspection of 
the band structures of these systems shows that the bands 
originating from the sugar-phosphate chain and those from the 
base stack are still distinguishable /34,35/. 

The band structures of these polynucleotides show that these 
composite systems are still insulators (completely filled valence 
band) with a gap of AJ 12 eV /34,35/. This very high gap 
excludes the possibility of another population of the bands by 
taking away a charge of~ 0.2 e from the highest lying sugar
phosphate-type band (which is the n~-l th band, the highest filled 
band being a base stack-type band /34,35~and putting it to the 
lowest lying base stack-type band. 

On the other hand we have seen in the case of (CH)x that by the 
application of a good basis the quasi particle gap becomes 3.0 eV 
instead of the minimal basis value of S.3 eV /22, and point 3.1 
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in this article/. Further a recent 4-31 G (double ~) split valence 
basis calculation for a cytosine stack resulted in a reduced gap 
of",6.8 eV /39/(instead of the 1\..12 eV minimal basis calculation). 
Therefore one can expect that a 4-31 G'~ + MP2 calculation for 
nucleotide base stacks would give quasi particle gaps of I\.. 5 eV. 
Such calculations are in progress for the base stacks, but 
most probably cannot be executed in the next few years for the 
homopolynucleotides • 

Considering these estimated reduced gaps one can raise 
again the question whether one would not obtain a deeper total 
energy per unit cell for a homopolynucletide if one would take 
into account the sugar - base charge transfer by the population 
of the bands (see above) in the course of the iteration procedure. 
If this would be the case one could expect that the periodic sugar
phosphate chain of DNA and the periodic segments of the 
nucleotide base stacks would show an intrinsic Bloch type 
conduction. This conduction would be of course perturbed by the 
aperiodic effective field acting on the sugar-phosphate chain 
due to the different base pairs (in the overwhelming non-
periodic parts of the DNA sequences) and in all cases by the 
different water and ion structures around the base pairs /40/ 
- and in the case of nucleoproteins - by the neighborhood of 
different amino acid residues at different parts of the chain. 
Though this aperiodicity effects act in the direction of 
conductivity by hopping mechanism the possibility of Bloch-type 
conduction cannot be excluded even in this case (the mechanism 
of conduction if free charge carriers are present depends first 
of all on the relative position of the mobility edge with 
respect to the Fermi level). This interesting problem certainly 
deserves further investigations. 

3.3. The Effect of Aperiodicity on the Electronic Structure of 
Multi-Component Polypeptide Chains 

The homopolypeptides polyglycine and polyalanine have valence 
and conduction band widths, respectively, of I\.. 0.5 eV and ~1.0 eV 
in the MINDO/3 CO approximation /41/ (the corresponding ab initio 
SCF LCAO CO band widths are larger by about a factor of 2 /42/). 
The valence band of polyalanine is shifted by about half of the 
band width (by 0.27 eV /41/) to higher (less negative) energies 
as compared to the valence band of polyglycine. This shift is 
enough to produce a band splitting in the periodic glyalaglyala ••• 
chain with a gap of IV 0.25 eV and the two new bands have widths 
of about 0.17 eV only /41/. This result is already quite 
surprising and contradictory to the chemical intuition, since 
alanine differs from glycine only by the substitution of an H atom 
by a CH3 group. 

Simple NFC calculations of a glycine chain with alanine 
impurities show already at the 5 per cent alanine case different 
peaks and gaps in the DOS spectrum of the valence band of glycine. 
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At 30 per cent alanine concentration the original band becomes 
completely destroyed and one can speak only about a distribution 
of levels in the region of the valence bands of polyglycine and 
polyalanine (for further details see the paper of Seel at ref. 
/2/) . 

In a subsequent paper /43/ the NFC technique in its more 
sophisticated matrix block form has been applied to mixed 
glycine-serine chains. The necessary matrix blocks (single 
glycine and serine units as well as gly-gly, gly-ser, gly-gly-ser 
clusters) were computed again in the MINDO/3 approximation to 
enable comparisons with the results of CO calculations 
performed for the corresponding periodic chains /41/. 

The comparison of the results obtained by direct CO and by NFC 
calculation of the DOS-s show even in the case of the more 
complicated periodic poly(gly-gly-ser) chain excellent agreement 
(the band limits and the peaks in the DOS-s curves agree within 
0.002 a.u. ~ 0.05 eV which was the step length applied in the 
NFC procedure). Therefore one can expect that also in the case 
of disordered chains the NFC method in its matrix block form 
provides highly reliable results. For quasi-ID-systems there 
seems to be no other method which can compete with this 
technique. For 2- and 3D disordered systems unfortunately there 
is no way to write down a tridiagonal (or triblockdiagonal) matrix 
and therefore the method is not applicable (for further details 
see the paper of Ladik at ref. /2/). 

In the case of a random chain of 38 gly and 42 ser units 
(nearly 50 - 50 per cent composition) one obtains again a DoS-s 
histogram which is completely different from the DOS-s curve 
of a periodic poly(gly-ser) chain. In this case, however, (in 
contrary to the gly-ala case) the conduction bands of gly and ser 
as well the valence bands of both systems merge into much 
broader bands, than those of the components. This example shows 
that the problem of disorder in proteins (as in DNA) is a very 
intricate one. The very fact of disorder does not mean necessary 
the exclusion of the possibility of Bloch-type conduction. This 
depends first on the position of the Fermi level (is it within 
a region of continously distributed energy levels, or does it fall 
into a gap?) and on the localization properties of the states. 
In other words if the Fermi level falls into such a region of 
states which are still delocalized (the Fermi level is above the 
mobility edge) Bloch-type (coherent) conduction is possible, 
while in the opposite case (the Fermi level is below the 
mobility edge) only hopping-type conduction occurs /4~/. For this 
reason the investigation of localization properties of the 
states in a disordered system like a protein chain is of utmost 
importance for which a Green matrix technique has been developed 
/44,45/. 
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4. POSSIBLE MICROPHYSICAL MECHANISMS Of THE ACTIVATION Of 
ONCOGENS THROUGH CARCINOGENS 

J. J. LADIK 

After the discovery of oncoviruses and oncogens in plants and 
animals in the last few years about twenty-five human oncogens 
have been discovered. These oncogens show the following three 
basic biochemical mechanisms (at least until now these three 
mechamisms are known). In one case a simple base substitution 
(the codon GGC has been changed to GTC) transforms a protooncogene 
to an active oncogene which causes human EJ bladder carcinoma 
/46/. This change which has been determined through the sequencing 
of important part of the gene in normal and tumor cells /46/ 
corresponds to a single glycine-valine substitution in the protein 
coded by this gene. Most probably the substitution of glycine 
by the more bulky valine inactivates an enzyme (or changes its 
function) which virtually changes the regulation of the cells in 
which this change occurs. 

In the second case a gene occurring in normal cells becomes 
overactivated (without any change in its sequence) by the binding 
to its end a new control element (the so-called long terminal 
repeat (LTR» /47/. The slicing out of LTR (which is of viral 
origin) from another part of DNA and its insertion to DNA at the 
end of the oncogene happens in an enzymatic way /47/. 

The overproduction of the protein coded by the overactivated 
oncogene (by binding to it the LTR) obviously changes so much 
again the regulation of the cells which leads again to malignant 
transformation /47/. 

The third mechanism is similar to the second one. In this 
case a whole normally functioning gene gets sliced out from one 
chromosome region and becomes inserted into another IImore active ll 

chromosomal region /48/. This DNA transposition (performed with 
the help of appropriate enzymes) causes again the overproduction 
of the protein coded by this gene. This results again in such 
changes of cell regulation /48/ which results at the final end 
in the development of a tumor. 

In the case of 8 ~ l point mutation (first mechanism) 

one has to observe that there is no way to get a G ~ T base 
substitution in the same strand of DNA with the help of the 
usual Watson-Crick tautomeric shift-mutation mechanism /49/. On 
the other hand if during a duplication procedure in the 
complementary strand of DNA instead of C an A molecule is build 
in (A can form two hydrogen bonds with G), in the consequent 
duplication instead of G the nucleotide base T can be incorporated 
into the original strand. 

Under normal conditions the described procedure is not 
possible, because both G and A are purine bases and therefore for 
a G-A base pair there would not be enough space in the double 
helical structure of B DNA. On the other hand if the double helix 
becomes through the binding of a chemical carcinogen (especially 
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through the binding of a bulky one) in the neiqhborhood of the 
critical g codon distorted enough, the formation of the unusual 

C 
G-A base pair can be easily visualized. 
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In a previous paper /50/ we have reviewed the most probable 
local (as well as long range) effects caused by carcinogen binding 
to DNA and/or proteins. Besides changes in charge distrlbution 
of the DNA constituents (including charge transfer) and changes 
of the vibrations in the neighborhood of the carcinogen binding 
(as well as breaking of bonds or forming of new bonds) first of all 
conformational changes caused by binding of carcinogens can be 
expected /50/. In this way though the 8~ V cancer causing 

C C 
point mutation cannot be explained by the usual tautomeric shifts 
(Watson-Crick mechanism /49/) in the base pair, it is still 
understandable on the basis of local (short-range) effects 
caused by carcinogen binding. -----

This is, however, not the case for the second and third 
above mentioned mechanisms. The transposition of LTR sequence in 
DNA (2. mechanism) or the transposition of a whole gene to 
another chromosomal region is explained on the biochemical level 
by enzyme action /47,48/. To understand, however, on the 
physico-chemical, how the binding of another DNA sequence (the 
LTR) to the end of a gene influences strongly its regulation, one 
has to suppose that DNA-protein interactions are essentially 
dependent on the sequences of the neighboring DNA segments. 
(The overactivation of the oncogene means most probably that it 
is blocked by a protein in a smaller fraction of time, than 
under normal conditions). In the same way for the transposition 
of longer DNA sequences (at mechanism 2 of LTR, at mechamism 3 
of a whole gene) into another location one has to assume that 
the DNA-protein interactions of these DNA segments have been 
weakened in an extent (the DNA segments become deblocked) that the 
necessary enzymatic reactions could take place. Since the 
experiments described in ref.-s /47/ and /48/ have been performed 
with cancer cells and the corresponding normal cells, they do 
not contain any information for the start of these processes. 

The most plausible assumption is also in the cases of 
mechanisms 2 and 3 that they were initiated by carcinogens and/or 
radiations which have besides local also long-range effects. In 
ref. /50/ a number of possibilities for long-range effects of 
carcinogen bindings on DNA-protein interactions have been reviewed. 
(Change of the strength of DNA-protein interaction in a longer 
sequence caused by charge transfer which can influence strongly 
the polarization and dispersion forces between the two chains. 
Long-range effect of carcinogen binding on the tertiary 
structure which results again in a change of DNA-protein interaction. 
Additional aperiodicity caused by carcinogen binding influencing 
DNA-protein interactions, etc. (for details see /50/». 

In the present paper we should like to elaborate only on one 
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possibility, only shortly mentioned in /50/: long-range effects 
of carcinogens through formation of solitons in DNA. Let us 
assume that a bulky carcinogen, like the ultimate of 3,4-
benzpyrene is bound to a nucleotide base. Certainly in the 
neighborhood of the attached carcinogen the structure of DNA, 
first of all the structure of the stacked base pairs will 
become strongly distorted. With this conformational change 
a change in the electronic structure of DNA will be coupled 
because of course the electronic interaction due to the 
stacking of the base pairs is strongly dependent on the relative 
position of the superimposed base pairs. In this way a non
linear change (conformational change coupled with electronic 
structure change) takes place at the site and neighborhood of the 
carcinogen binding. 

In vitro a covalently bound ultimate carcinogen would remain 
attached~NA for an indefinitely long time. Not this is the 
case, however, in vivo where for instance repair enzymes can 
remove the carcinogen within a few hours /51/. Until the 
carcinogen sits at its binding site the above described non-linear 
change will remain localized to the neighborhood of this site. 
After the removal of the carcinogen, however, it seems rather 
probable that the system will not relax immediately (the original 
conformation will not be restored instantaneously) ,because for this 
bulky molecular constituents of DNA (together with the water and 
ion structure surrounding them) have to be moved. On the other 
hand it is well known that 1.) solitons have several orders of 
magnitude longer life times and 2.) they can travel as solitary 
waves in an extended system /52/. Therefore one can postulate 
that after the removal of a carcinogen from DNA the non-linear 
(but previously local) change caused by its binding can travel 
through rather large distances along the chain causing a long
range effect which may effect along a larger segment of DNA its 
interaction with a protein molecule. 

To test this hypothesis one can start by writing down a 
Hamiltonian for the soliton. Generalizing the theory of Su, 
Schrieffer and Heeger (SSH) /53/ which was developed for the non
linear change caused by a link in polyacetylene, we can write 

H = Hel + Hconf + Hel-conf (26) 

Here we take as first (and rough) approximation for the 
description of the overlapping rr electrons of the stacked basis 
Hel in the form (Huckel-type, or tight-binding approximation) 

H - -t '" (C+ C + C+ C el - 0 L- n+l,s,~ n,s,\)(" n,s,\)(. n+l,s,~) 
n, S,oI. 

( 27) 

where n is the site index (which base)Js(~ 1/2) stands for the 
spin and ~ = 1,2 indicates the shand in the DNA double helix. 
Further the C+-s and C-s are creation and annihilation operators, 
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respectively, and to is the hopping integral for the undistorted 
chain. One should point out immediately that Hel is uncomplete 
because it does not contain electron-electron interaction terms. 
In a more complete formulation this has to be taken into account. 
Work along these lines is in progress. 

To describe the conformational changes of the stacked bases 
one has to introduce three variables (in contrary of the one 
variable of the polyacetylene case /53/). We can denote by Zn,~ 
the shift from its equilibrium position along the Z axis (the 
main axis of the double helix) of the n-th base in the OI.-s 
chain and by CPn,\:It(following Krumhansl and Alexander /55/)the 
rotation of this basis (again measured from its equilibrium 
position) in the plane perpendicular to the Z axis. Finally, 
the angle Qn ~ measures the tilting of the base (thus Y is the 
angle between the plane of the displaced base and the plane 
perpendicular to the Z axis). Assuming that the motion of the 
base described by these three variables can still be treated 
in the harmonic approximation, we can write 

Hconf = 1/2 L.. fKl (In+l cI.. - Zn fIJ./ + K2( -Pn+l oe. -fn 01.)2 + 
n,oe.L " " 

+ K (Q - Q ) + M (Z + ¢ + Q ) 2 "2' 2 '2 J 
3 n+l,oI. n,el n,a(, n,oI. n,o(, n,D(, (28) 

Here Kl, K2 and K3 are the force constants belonying to the three 
variables Z, '*' and Q and Mn"", is the mass of the n-th base in 
the CI-.-th strand (Mn~of course has only four different values). 

Finally, for the coupling of the conformational change 
with the electronic structure change we have to introduce the 
modified hopping integral tn+l cJ..'n ..J as , 'J'" 

tn+l,oI,;n,oI. = to - [131 (Zn+l,o(. - Zn,,;j+ 13 2 (9n+l , 0(. - <t>n,c() + 

+ 133(Qn+l,o( - Gn,o(,) ] (29) 

where 131, 132 and 133 are the electron-base displacement (phonon) 
coupling constants. One should point out that equ. (29) is a 
straightforward generalization of equ. (2.2) of SSH /53/. Using 
the expression /30/ we can write for the non-linear electron
displacement coupling term 

H - L. (t -el-conf - n+l,~;n.~ n,s,"(" 
t ) (c+ C + 

o 1 n+ ,s, 01. n, s, t)<. 

+ c+ C ) 
n, s,..t n+l, s, C)(, (30) 

Following SSH /53/ and Krumhansl and Alexander /55/ 
respectively, one can substitute the Hamiltonian (26) with 
definitions (27) - (30) (after taking expectation values of the 
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electron-operators with the ground state many electron function) 
into the classical canonical equations of motion of Hamilton. For 
acutal numerical calculations one has to choose a set Ki and 8i 
(i = 1,2,3) values or one can try to determine them on the basis 
of quantum mechanical potential surface calculations. 

The solutions of the classical equations of motion will then 
derive the time evolution of the solitary wave generated at the 
site of carcinogen binding. In this way one can learn about the 
life time and the range of the travelling non-linear distortion 
caused by carcinogen binding and subsequent releasing as a 
function of the parameter values. Obviously such results will 
have besides their physical significance a profound biological 
importance. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that in our model we have 
neglected 1.) in contrary to Krumhansl and Alexander /55/ the 
coupling distortions of the stacked bases with the changes in 
the conformation of the sugar rings (the sugar puckering), 2.) 
non-linear terms in the motion of the bases and the sugar rings 
and 3.) the coupling to the environment (water molecules and ions). 
In a more sophisticated description which is in progress /56/ these 
effects together with electron-electron interaction terms should be 
included in the Hamiltonian. Further one has to point out that 
equ.-s (26)-(30) as they stand provide only three uncoupled poly
acetylene soliton problems in which only the parameter values 
(Ki and 8i) are different. One can, however, supplement equ.-s 
(28)-(29) with terms which would provide couplings between the 
coordinates Zn' ~n and Qn' respectively. 
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ABSTRACT. - Results of ab initio LCAO Hartree-Fock crystal orbital 
calculations are reported for single and double stranded periodic 
B-DNA models. For polycytosine, the results of model computations 
to investigate the effect of water molecules on its electronic 
structure are discussed. The presence of the water molecules, who
se positions have been determined recently by a Monte Carlo simu
lation technique causes significant band shifts. Furthermore Mon
te Carlo computer experiments are presented for the systems of 
water molecules and positive ions enclosing single helix fragments 
of periodic polynucleotides in the B-DNA conformation. The identi
fication of the positions and orientations for the water molecules 
in the first hydration shell is obtained from hydrogen and oxygen 
atoms probability distribution maps. The positions of the sodium 
ions in solution are given by the statistical analysis. 

Finally the results are discussed of the theoretical investi
gation of the interaction between periodic single and double stran
ded DNA models and polyglycine in various conformations. The inter
action energies are calculated with the help of the mutually con
sistent field method together with perturbation theoretical expres
sions. For all DNA-polyglycine complexes the structure is optimized 
with respect to the total energy of the combined system. It turns 
out that the complex , in which the agreement between the helical 
symmetry of B-DNA and polyglycine is realized, leads to the most 
stable configuration. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the central role of DNA and proteins in biochemistry and 
biophysics the computation of the electronic structure of periodic 
polymers built from nucleotide bases, base pairs, nucleotides and 
amino acids, respectively, had been of high interest since about 
twenty years. Early calculations of the band structure of DNA re
lated periodic polymers have been performed with the crystal or
bital (CO) method on the basis of different semiempirical levels 
(1). Recently the results of ab initio Hartree-Fock CO (2, 3) band 
structure calculations for the-four nucleotide base stacks (4-6), 
the two Watson-Crick base pair stacks (6), the sugar-phosphate 
chain (4,5) and the three nucleotides cytidine (4,5), adenylic 
acid and thymidine (6) have been reported. These computations re
present a significant progress but the following improvements are 
required for a more accurate description of the electronic struc
ture of real DNA and its transport properties: 

i) The application of larger basis sets is necessary, since 
it has been shown recently that the energy gap between the 
valence and conduction band of a cytosine stack (7) is 
drastically decreased going from a minimal to a valence
split basis set. Further decrease of this quantity can be 
expected by including polarization functions. 

ii) The inclusion of correlation energy will further reduce 
the energy gap. This has been demonstrated impressively 
with calculations on polyacetylene (8). 

iii) Real DNA is aperiodic and the degree of aperiodicity will 
most probably determine the mechanism of conductivity. 

iv) In the living cell DNA is surrounded by water molecules 
and positive ions. In addition large parts of the genetic 
information in DNA is blocked due to complex formation 
with proteins. 

For the presentation of methods and discussion of numerical results 
concerning points i) - iii) see the contribution of J. Ladik in 
this Volume. 

In Section 2 the results are presented for the energy band 
structure computations on per10dic DNA related polymers. Further
more the Monte Carlo computer experiments are described leading 
to the water and counter-ion structure of periodic single helix 
B-DNA models. 

The experimental evidence is increasing that the electrical 
properties of proteins play an essential role in their biological 
functions (9). Since the early suggestions of Szent-Gyorgyi (10) 
and of Laki (II) concerning the possibility of semiconduction in 
proteins and its relation to cancer (12) a number of theoretical 
investigations has been devoted to the determination of the ener
gy band structures (13) and of the possible pathways for electron 
delocalization (14) in these systems. 
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Of special interest in molecular biology, however, are the 
complexes formed between DNA and proteins, the so-called nucleo-
his tones. The change in the interactions between these macromole
cules caused by chemical carcinogens, binding to DNA and/or proteins 
may be one of the determinant step in the mechanism of tumor deve
lopment (15). These structural and energetical alterations of the 
binding properties in nucleohistones can be investigated only af
ter having a detailed knowledge for the unperturbed macromolecular 
complex • 

We started our investigations on this very complex problem 
with the computation of the interactions between the polypeptide 
backbone and DNA. In Section 3 the numerical results for very sim
ple models of the macromolecular components are presented and dis
cussed in the light of further improvements. 

2.1. THE EFFECT OF HYDRATION ON THE ENERGY BAND STRUCTURE OF POLY
CYTOSINE 

For a cytosine stack model calculations have been performed 
to investigate the effect of water molecules on its electronic 
structure (16). In this first approach the water structure of a 
cytidine unit in aperiodic B-DNA obtained with the help of Monte 
Carlo computer experiments (17) has been used. This choice of the 
water structure, of course, does not give a realistic description 
for cytosine,but we get in a relatively simple model calculation 
an order of magnitude estimate of the effects. TIle bound water mo
lecules act on the electronic system of the stacked nucleotide ba
ses as an external field. By a proper representation of the elec
tron distribution of the water molecules through point charges one 
can easily calculate the matrix elements of this perturbing field 
in terms of the Bloch functions of the finite polymer and include 
in this way its effect on the band structure. 

TABLE I. The most important four energy bands of a cytosine stack 
calculated without and with hydration. CAll energies in eV.) 

Without hydration With hydration 
E min E oE E min E J'E 

max max 

8.421 8.697 0.276 7.026 7.331 0.305 
5.916 6.738 0.822 5.608 6.473 0.865 

-5.739 -4.872 0.867 -6.592 -5.679 0.913 
-7.762 -7.386 0.376 -8.529 -8.110 0.419 
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From Iable 1 we see that the potential of the hydration shell 
stabilized somewhat the base stack. All bands are moving downwards 
and also the total energy is lowered in the presence of the water 
molecules by about 8 eV per elementary cell. The band shifts are 
quite different and are varying between 0.3 and 1.4 eV. Though no 
dramatic changes can be observed in the band structure as a whole 
it should be pointed out that the hydration together with positive 
ions could play a very important role in the determination of the 
conductive properties of DNA. It will be, therefore, very impor
tant to repeat these computations using nucleotide units (sugar
phosphate-base) as a more realistic model for B-DNA. 

As it becomes obvious from the above these investigations can 
be divided into four steps: 

i) Compute the energy band structure of the unperturbed perio
dic polynucleotide, 
ii) determine the water and ion structure for this macromole
cule, 
iii) find the representation of the electronic distribution 
of the water molecules by point charges and finally 
iv) repeat the energy band structure calculation of the poly
nucleotide including the perturbation matrix due to the sur
rounding water molecules and positive ions. 

2.2. THE ELECIRONIC SIRUCTURE OF DNA RELATED PERIODIC POLYMERS 

Results are reported of ab initio Hartree-Fock CO calculations 
using a minimal atomic basis set for the single stranded periodic 
B-DNA models of cytosine (C), thymine (I), adenine (A) and guanine 
(G) stacks and two polynucleotides with adenylic acid (ASP) and 
thymidine (ISP) as repeating unit, respectively. Further the ener
gy band structures of two poly(base pairs), poly (adenine-thymine) , 
(A-I),and poly(guanine-cytosine), (G-C), representing a simple mo
del of B-DNA double helix are discussed. 

The formalism of the ab initio Hartree-Fock CO method first 
proposed about 15 years ago-(2,3) has been discussed in details 
elswhere (1,4) (see also the contribution of J. Ladik in this 
Volume). It has to be noted that in the case of a helix one steps 
from unit to unit, not with a simple translation but with a com
bined symmetry operation (translation along the helix axis and ro
tation around it). Therefore, one has to rotate both the atoms in 
the elementary cell and also the atomic orbitals centered on these 
atoms. This means that, having chosen the z axis along the main 
axis of the helix, the atomic orbitals with components in the xy 
plane have to be rotated (18). Second neighbors' interactions have 
been included with a correct electrostatically balanced cutoff (19) 
of the different types of integrals. 
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For the structural parameters of the helix and the geometry 
of the molecules in the unit cell the experimental data of B-DNA 
(20) have been taken. The coordinates for the hydrogen atoms have 
been added with the aid of a special computer program (21) making 
use of recently reported bond lengths and bond angles for the hy
drogen atoms in the four bases (22) and in the sugar unit (23). In 
the study of the polynucleotides, a sodium ion has been attached 
to each phospahte group;in this way these chains attain electro
neutrality. The position of these added counter-ions was assumed 
to correspond to the one determined from quantum-mechanical compu
tations on the interaction of one Na+ ion and 'one 'sugar-phosphate 
fragment (24). This assumption, however, is only an approximation 
since the Na+ ion in a chain of periodic polynucleotides interacts 
not only with one sugar-phosphate unit but also with the entire 
DNA chain (25). In all calculations a minimal basis set (4s func
tions for hydrogen atoms, 7s and 3p functions for the second row 
elements, and 9s and 6p pr1mitive Gaussian functions for the atoms 
of the third row) has been applied. 

TABLE 2. The limits and widths of the two highest filled and two 
lowest unfilled bands of the four nucleotide base stacks 
(in eV). 

System Band E . E 4E MO Gap m1n max 

nll+ 2 4.200 4.406 0.206 3.894 
n"+ I 1.697 2.517 0.820 1.638 

PolyC n'X -9.526 -8.737 0.789 -9.945 10.434 
nX- -11.493 -11.422 0.071 -11.905 

nil + 2 3.441 4.833 1.392 3.778 
nX+ 1.228 1.538 0.310 1.585 

PolyT nll -11.248 -10.717 0.531 -10.985 11.945 
rf- -12.201 -11.646 0.555 -12.332 

nX+ 2 3.292 3.619 0.327 3.026 
nlC + I 2.444 2.184 0.260 1.924 

PolyA nll -10.117 '-9.677 0.440 -10.369 12.121 
nll - -11.731 -11.574 0.157 -12.036 

n)/+ 2 3.680 3.886 0.206 3.393 
nX+ I 2.568 3.279 0.711 2.429 

PolyG n'" -9.466 -8.696 0.77.0 -9.488 11.264 
n'1l- -11.754 -11.612 0.142 -12.312 

Table 2 contains the characteristics of the two highest fil
led and the two lowest unfilled bands of the four nucleotide base 
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stacks, while Table 3 gives the same information for the double 
stranded poly(base pairs) (poly(A-T) and poly(G-C». In columns 3 
and 4 we report the lowes t and hi,ghest value for each band. In 
column 5 we give the bandwidth. Column 6 contains the energy of the 
corresponding molecular orbital obtained via Hartree-Fock computa
tions of the molecular system representing the unit cell. Finally, 
in the last column we report the difference between the energy mi
nima of the ~+1 band and the energy maxima of the valence band nX 
(headed Gap). The correspondence between the individual molecular 
levels and the bands is always unambiguous. Although the symmetry 
is broken in the periodic chains as a result of the stacked arrange
ment of the units, one can still define quasi-1r-type bands which 
are located mainly around the Fermi level. 

TABLE 3. The characteristics of the two highest filled and the two 
lowest unfilled bands of poly(G-C), poly (A-T), poly(ASP) 
and poly(TSP) in (eV). For comparison the Table also con
tains the location of the molecular orbitals of the base 
pairs. 

System Band E . E IE MO Gap 
m~n max 

tl'+ 2 2.750 3.020 0.270 2.111 
rl'+ 1 1.716 2.011 0.295 1.536 

Poly(A-T) n'" -10.516 -9.996 0.520 -10.137 11.712 
n){- -11.046 -10.464 0.581 -10.985 

rf'+2 4.143 4.823 0.680 3.521 
n)l+ I 1.691 2.411 0.720 1.606 

Poly(G-C) n" -10.939 -10.099 0.840 -9.292 11.790 
rl'- -11.952 -11.252 0.700 -11.886 

rl-+ 2 3.816 4.118 0.302 
n'll+ 2.646 2.926 0.280 

Poly(ASP) n'" -9.824 -9.514 0.310 12.160 
rf- -11.664 -11.520 0.144 

ri<+2 3.882 5.225 1.343 
rJAo+I 1.989 2.309 0.320 

Poly(TSP) n~ -10.099 -9.799 0.300 11.788 
n7il - -11.569 -11.068 0.501 

Comparing our results in Table 2 with the previously reported 
ab initio CO calculations (4,5) for which the STO-3G (26) minimal 
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atomic basis set had been applied we find that the bandwidths of 
both the valence (denoted by nX) and the conduction bands (denoted 
by n-+ I) are in good agreement. The positions of these bands and 
of the molecular orbitals are shifted by a constant amount of about 
4.3 eV towards deeper energies due to the more flexible minimal 
atomic basis set used in these computations. Therefore, both cal
culations predict a gap between the highest occupied and lowest 
unoccupied bands in all cases more than 10 eV. 

Little is available in the literature to discuss our energy 
band structures for the more complex periodic DNA models reported 
in Table 3. For poly(A-T) and poly(G-C), the features of the bands, 
their positions and their bandwidths can be related to those of 
the corresponding bases from which they originate. Equivalent fin
dings have been obtained with the help of the semiempirical PPP 
and CNDO/2 CO calculations, respectively. In the last column (hea
ded Gap) the smallest possible excitation energy of the poly(base 
pairs) is given. In poly(A-T) the highest filled and the lowest 
unfilled levels originate from poly(A) and poly(T), respectively, 
and therefore the first transition is of interbase type. In the 
case of poly(G-C) our results indicate again an inter type transi
tion from G to C. 

With the help of Mulliken's population analysis, the amount 
of transferred charge from the sugar phosphate chain to the adenine 
or thymine chain has been computed using the results of the poly 
(ASP) and poly(TSP) chain calculations. The amount of 0.212 and 
0.190e per molecule pair is transferred to A and T, respectively. 
In the case of poly(CSP) (in this computation a hydrogen atom has 
been attached to each phosphate group thus the polymer chain is 
neutral) a charge transfer of 0.187e from the sugar phosphate unit 
to C has been calculated (4,5). Recently, the internal electronic 
charge transfer in B-DNA has been the subject of detailed computa
tional inve s tigations (27). The different molecular fragments were 
chosen in such a way that each base is in a field similar to the 
one experienced in the macromolecule; the fragments consist of one 
phosphate group, two sugar residues and the base bound to one of 
the sugar units. From these molecular calculations a charge trans
fer from the sugar units to the bases is obtained confirming the 
results of our CO computations. A quantitative comparison, however, 
shows a decrease of about 20 per cent for poly(ASP) and poly(TSP) 
relative to the corresponding values of the molecular models. The 
above difference may be due to the unit to unit interactions which 
are considered up to second neighbors in the periodic macromolecule. 
Another reason for the above discrepancy is that the interacting 
bases are different in the two computations. The main point, how
ever, is confirmed, namely different methods yield a notable char
ge transfer from the sugar to the base. 

The widths of the valence and conduction bands for poly(ASP) 
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and poly(TSP) have the same order of magnitude as in the correspon
ding base stacks, indicating that the possibility for Bloch-type 
conduction in these systems exists if free charge carrier are ge
nerated in them. The gap is in all cases more than 10 eV. It is 
known that a Hartree-Fock calculation gives a too large gap for 
conduction, therefore, the results do not rule out the possibility 
of intrinsic semi conduction in DNA. Increasing the base set would 
lead to smaller values for the gap within the Hartree-Fock appro
ximation. The calculated charge transfer suggests the possibility 
of creation of free charge carriers in these systems; it is known 
that in a closed-shell restricted Hartree-Fock CO computation only 
completely filled bands can be obtained even if there is consider
able charge transfer; therefore, the above suggestion requires 
further studies with different formalisms. 

2.3. MONTE CARLO COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS ON THE WATER AND SODIUM ION 
STRUCTURE OF PERIODIC MODELS OF THE B-DNA SINGLE HELIX 

In the last years the problem of the proper theoretical treat
ment of solvation effects in DNA has been solved to a great extent 
(17). In a number of publications the interaction energy between 
water molecules and the nucleotide bases (28), base pairs (29), 
single (30), and double helices (31) of DNA has been calculated. 
Recently, also the complete solvent. structure of a B-DNA double 
helix fragment with 12 base pairs and the corresponding sugar and 
phosphate units has been determined (32). In these MOnte Carlo si
mulations, 447 water molecules have been included and their inter
action energies and probability distributions (at a temperature 
of 300 K) have been calculated. In recent publications the Na+ ion 
structure of B-DNA at different humidities, ionic concentrations 
and temperature has been presented (33). 

In the following section the results of MOnte Carlo computer 
experiments are reported for the systems of water molecules enclo
sing single helix fragments of periodic polynucleotides in the 
B-DNA conformation, which are built up from 30 sugar-phosphate
base units and 30 Na+ ions. The number of water molecules surroun
ding these polymers in a cylindrical volume are 1410 for poly(ASP). 
1326 for poly(GSP). 1365 for poly(TSP) and 1347 in the case of 
poly(CSP). The computations are carried out at a simulated tempera
ture of 300 K. The identification of the positions and orienta
tions for the water molecules in the first hydration shell is ob
tained from hydrogen and oxygen atoms probability distribution 
maps. These bound water molecules can be partitioned into clusters 
strongly interacting with the phosphates, the sugars, the bases 
and the counter-ions, respectively. From the statistical analysis 
we also obtain the positions of the sodium ions in solution. 

We expect different positions of the Na+ ions relative to the 
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sugar-phosphate-base unit in the presence of water molecules than 
have been assumed in the CO calculations described in 2.2. We also 
expect that the most stable arrangement of the sodium ions relative 
to the DNA helix will strongly depend on the nature of the base. 
The selected single helix fragments are composed of 30 bases (three 
full B-DNA turns). Since in our DNA model the atoms have transla
tional symmetry turn to turn (a combined symmetry operation is ef
fective base to base), we impose this symmetry constraint on the 
water molecules and on the counter-ions. More than 400 water mole
cules and ten Na+ ions are placed within the middle section of the 
cylindrical volume. The water molecules and the ions are further 
constraint (boundary conditions) to be within a cylinder co-axial 
to the periodic DNA fragment with a diameter of 27 A and a height 
of 101.4 1. In our cartesian system the z-axis is along the height 
of the cylinder. The energy data we report in the Tables refer to 
the DNA single helix model, the water molecules and the ions in 
one third of such a sample. 

The relevant interaction energies are obtained with atom-atom 
pair potentials constructed in such a way as to accurately repro
duce the intermolecular interaction energies computed by ab initio 
methods for the complex solute-water (34-38). For the water-water 
potential we use a CI-type potential (39,40). For the Na+ ••• B-DNA 
fragment we use the same (7s, 3p)-type basis set but with inclusion 
of the basis set superposition correction (41). 

The Monte Carlo technique, originally proposed by Metropolis 
(42) as used in this work, represents a modification previously 
described (~3). Starting from some initial distribution of solvent 
molecules, a statistically meaningful number of configurations is 
generated according to a Boltzmann-weighted algorithm. To reach 
equilibrium we have considered 700,000 to 900,000 water and Na+ 
configurations; the data analyzed below were obtained by computing 
500,000 additional configurations. 

The entire study is condensed in a number of Tables. The use of 
these Tables is examplified by considering in detail some of the 
trends emerging from these experiments. The analysis is completed 
by graphical representations which show the statistical distribu
tions of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms of the water molecules. 

In Table 4 we summarize the average data obtained from the 
four experiments. For each system we present the average number N 
of water molecules and the average 'interaction energy of the water 
molecules bound to specific groups of atoms or subunits of DNA and 
to the Na+ ions. The decision, wether a water molecule is bound 
is made on the basis of its position and orientation relative to 
a given atomic site. In addition the data are presented for those 
water molecules not included in the first hydration shell: these 
are referred to "groove" water molecules (44,45). 
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TABLE 4. The average number of water molecules and the average 
interaction energies (in Kj/mole). 

Poly(ASP) Poly(GSP) 
Site/Group N E Site/Group N E 

NH 3.07 -87 NH 3.57 -107 
P02 6.66 -82 P02 6.78 -84 4 5.05 -85 4 7.07 -84 Base Base 
Groove 34.17 -77 Groove 30.52 -72 
Na+ 3.44 -33 Na+ 2.68 -18 

Poly(TSP) Poly(CSP) 
Site/group N E Site/Group N E 

NH 3.69 -70 
P04 6.38 -72 P02 6.66 -84 

3.76 -79 4 5.41 -82 Base Base 
Groove 33.37 -59 Groove 31.13 -74 
Na+ 3.52 -8 Na+ 3.95 -33 

In Table 5 the average posltl0ns relative to the atoms of 
DNA are given for the individual Na+ ions. For each of the ten 
counter-ions the average is obtained from all the Monte Carlo steps 
(excluding those before equilibration). In the second column we 
give the average distance of the ion from the helix axis. In the 
third cloumn (headed I.-n.n.) we present the DNA atom which is 
nearest to the sodium ion; the atom is denoted by its standard 
name (for example OIP) and by the number of the nearest base it is 
linked to. In the forth column we give the distance to the first 
nearest atom of DNA. In the fifth column we specify the second 
nearest neighbor, II.-n.n., and its average distance from the so
dium ion is given in column six. In the last column we present the 
number of water molecules in the first solvation shell of each Na+. 

TABLE 5. The avera~e position for sodium lons (all distances are 
given in A ). 

Poly(ASP) 
I R I.-n.n. dist. n.-n.n. dist. N(w) 

9.40 02P (A I) 2.15 C2' (A 2) 2.89 2.98 
2 11.10 02P (A 2) 2.96 03' (A 3) 3.01 3.21 
3 8.26 C2' (A 4) 2.81 02P (A 3) 3.40 3.72 
4 8.23 C2' (A 5) 2.92 02P (A 5) 3.38 4.00 

continued on next page 
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Table 5 continued. 

5 4.66 N7 (A 5) 2.12 CB (A 6) 2.15 2.B5 
6 4.83 N7 (A 6) 2.11 CB (A 7) 2.15 2.0B 
7 B.37 02P (A 7) 2.37 C2' (A B) 2.67 3.04 
8 8.89 02P (A 8) 2.48 C2' (A 9) 2.68 4.00 
9 7.19 02P (A 9) 2.59 C2' (AIO) 2.B2 3.00 

10 10.72 02P (AIO) 3.12 C3' (All) 3.13 3.68 

Poly(GSP) 
I R I.-n.n. dist. II.-n.n. dist. N(w) 

I 4.76 N9 (G 2) 2.05 CB (G 2) 2.05 2.00 
2 4.92 C8 (G 3) 2.17 N7 (G 2) 2.18 3.00 
3 4.79 N7 (G 3) 2.13 CB (G 4) 2.14 2.42 
4 4.91 C8 (G 5) 2.08 N9 (G 5) 2.10 2.00 
5 3.B6 06 (G 5) 2.27 C6 (G 5) 2.77 3.00 
6 4.63 C8 (G 7) 2.21 N7 (G 6) 2.16 2.79 
7 6.7B C2' (G 8) 2.73 CB (G 8) 2.77 2.58 
8 4.80 N7 (G 8) 2.14 C8 (G 9) 2.14 2.97 
9 7.10 C2' (GIO) 2.47 02P (G 9) 3.19 3.00 

10 4.87 CB (GIl) 2.06 N9 (GIl) 2.15 3.00 

Poly(TSP) 
I R I.-n.n. dis t. II.-n.n. dist. N(w) 

1 6.86 C5M (T I) 2.48 C6 (T 2) 3.26 3.00 
2 6.86 C5M (T 2) 2.36 C6 (T 3) 3.32 4.00 
3 8.35 02P (T 3) 2.38 C2' (T 4) 2.66 3.00 
4 8.16 02P (T 4) 2.45 C2' (T 5) 2.60 3.00 
5 8.10 02P (T 5) 2.66 C2' (T 6) 2.70 3.91 
6 8.45 02P (T 6) 2.36 C2' (T 7) 2.66 3.99 
7 8.15 02P (T 7) 2.57 C2' (T 8) 2.66 3.00 
8 7.84 C5M (T 8) 2.56 C2' (T 9) 2.78 4.00 
9 8.38 02P (T 9) 2.53 C2' (TIO) 2.65 3.64 

10 7.53 C5M (TIO) 2.47 C2' (TIl) 3.06 3.00 

Poly(CSP) 
I R I.-n.n. dist. n.-n.n. dist. N(w) 

5.39 C6 (C I) 2.58 C5 (C 2) 2.70 3.92 
2 5.33 C5 (C 2) 2.34 C6 (C 3) 2.72 4.66 
3 8.73 C2' (C 3) 2.68 02P (C 4) 2.90 4.00 
4 6.64 C6 (C 4) 2.79 C5 (C 5) 2.76 4.00 
5 5.46 C6 (C 5) 2.65 C5 (C 6) 2.73 3.99 
6 5.47 C6 (C 6) 2.62 C5 (c 7) 2.71 4.00 
7 5.95 C6 (C 7) 2.58 C5 (C 8) 2.80 4.00 
8 8.21 C2' (C 8) 2.90 05' (C 9) 3.36 3.88 
9 9.81 OIP (C 9) 2.50 C3' (CIa) 3.03 2.58 

10 8.62 C2' (CIO) 2.61 02P (CII) 2.BO 2.91 
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In Table 6 we summarize the energetic data for the four MOnte Carlo 
experiments, presenting the water-water, water-DNA, ion-water, 
ion-DNA and ion-ion average interaction energies, E(W-W), E(W-DNA), 
E(I-W), E(I-DNA) and E(I-I), respectively. 

TABLE 6. Average interactions energies (Kj/mole). 

E(W-W) 
E(W-DNA) 
E(I-W) 
E(I-DNA) 
E(I-I) 

E(W-W) 
E(W-DNA) 
E(I-W) 
E(L-DNA) 
E(I-I) 

Poly(ASP) 

-26.608 +0.028 
-22.651 +0.109 

-1457.8 +1.5 
-2828.8 +2.3 

1094.4 +1.5 

Poly(TSP) 

-25.655 +0.044 
-9.665 +0.072 

-1481.2 +);.6 
-2794.5 +0.7 

1131. 7 +0.9 

Poly(GSP) 

-25.127 
-25.506 

-1599.3 
-3133.5 

1309.9 

Poly(CSP) 

-24.901 
-26.185 
-1599.4 
-2807.9 

1172.6 

+0.048 
+0.037 
+5.5 
+4.8 
+4.5 

+0.050 
+0.033 
+3.6 
+0.7 
+1.8 

We have determined the probability to find oxygen (or hydro
gen) atoms of water at a given R-value measured from the z-axis 
for the phosphate group, the sugar residue and the base for each 
of the periodic polynucleotide (46). In Fig. I we report the dis
tribution of water molecules around the phosphate groups (atomic 
sites OIP, 02P, 03' and 05'). In Fig. 2 we present the distribution 
of the water molecules solvating the bases. In Fig. 3 the results 
of the water molecules are shown, which are bound to the sodium 
ions. Finally, in Fig. 4 the distributions of the water molecules 
bound to the atoms of the DNA helix are graphically visualized. In 
these Figures the probability distribution for the hydrogen atoms 
is given as a dotted line and the one of the oxygen atoms is drawn 
as a solid line. 

Comparing the total water distribution around the phosphate 
groups in Fig. 1 we observe a basically similar pattern for (GSP), 
(TSP) and (CSP) with well-defined maxima and minima. In the case 
of (ASP) we see a very distinct peak at R=7A and a set of peaks 
that can be approximately associated to an asymmetrical Gaussian 
distribution with a maxima at about 10 1. This finding indicates 
that the Na+ ions are located nearer to the free oxygen atoms of 
the P04 group in the case of (ASP), causing in this way a less 
ordered water structure. 
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FIG. and 2. The statistical hydrogen and oxygen distributions 
of water molecules bound to the P04 groups and the 
bases, respectively. 
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FIG. 3 and 4. The statistical hydrogen and oxygen distributions of 
water molecules bound to the sodium ions and the nuc
leotide units, respectively. 

Due to the fact that in the single helix those atoms can be 
solvated, which ,are involved in the formation of hydrogen bonds bet
ween the bases in the DNA double helix, the average number of wa
ter molecules bound to the bases is about twice as large in the 
single-stranded cases than in the double-stranded samples (33). 
G and C having three atomic sites available for hydrogen bonds have 
the largest number of bound water molecules (7.07 and 5.41). T is 
less solvated than A, both having two additional atomic sites. The 
methyl group and the sugar residue are near the atoms 04 and 02 in 
T and sterically hinder the approach of water molecules to these atoms. 
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The main difference between the solvation of the amino groups in 
the bases (A, G and C) is that in the case of C the water molecules 
also approach this hydrophilic group from the inside of the helix. 
The different chemical properties of the four bases are expressed 
most obviously in the structural pattern of the sodium ions, which 
as a consequence is also reflected in the solvation of these ions. 
From Table 4 we see that the average number of water molecules per 
ion is 3.95 for CSP and is almost the same for ASP and TSP (3.44 
and 3.52). In the case of GSP we obtained the relatively small 
average value of 2.68 per ion. From these numbers one can deduce 
that the ideal coordination number of the ions is reached in dif
ferent ways. In GSP the ions have in the average three nearest 
neighbor atoms belonging to DNA, while in CSP four water molecules 
are needed to complete the coordination number to six. From Fig. 3 
it can be recognized that the solvation pattern of the ions is si
milar for TSP and GSP on one side and ASP and CSP on the other side. 
Two intensive peaks are observed, separated by about 3 1 in the 
first case. For the second group a highly structured spectra within 
the region of 4 to 12 l distant from the helix axis can be seen. 

In Figures 5 and 6 we report the average positions of those wa
ter molecules which are bound to one turn of the four polynucleo
tides, respectively, (projected into the xy and yz planes). 

POLY (ASP) + BOUND WATER POLY (GSP) + BOUND WATER 

Fig. 5. The average positions of the water molecules bound to ASP 
and GSP projected into the yz (left) and xy (right) planes. 

The most direct way to analyze the ion structure is provided 
by projections of the statistical distributions obtained from the 
Monte Carlo data in the xy and yz planes. The graphical represen
~ations are presented in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. A counter
lon corresponds to each "spot"; the size of the spot provides a 
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POLY (TSP) + BOUND WATER POLY (esP) + BOUND WATER 

FIG. 6. The average positions of the water molecules bound to TSP 
and CSP projected into the yz (left) and xy (right) planes. 

measure of the ion mobility. The mobility is large in the x,y direc
tions and relatively small in the z direction. From both graphical 
representations one obtains a rather clear information about the 
location of the ions relative to the DNA single helix and to each 
other. It is still difficult to recognize if the individual ions 
are located in the same environment of the DNA. We have applied the 
inverse rotational symmetry operation to the atoms of the DNA and 
to the average positions of the ions. The projections of these new 
atomic positions are shown in Fig. 9. We are aware of the fact that 
this "unwinded" conformation of the DNA helix does not describe 
properly all geometrical relations among the atoms and that this 
information becomes worse with increasing distance from the helix 
axis. On the other hand we can easily recognize wether the positions 
of the ions are equivalent. In the ideal case of periodicity of the 
helix formed by the ions we would observe only one spot (projection 
into the xy plane). The more spots we can distinguish the higher 
will be the extent of aperiodicity in the helix formed by the ions. 

According to their average distances from the helix axis and the 
nearest atoms (see Table 5) the ten ions per turn in ASP can be 
divided into three groups. The farthest placed ions (R tV II A) are 
near the 02P atom of the PO group and are linked to the atoms C3' 
and 03' of the sugar ring. ~e ions of the second group are closer 
to the helix axis (R-values between 7.2 and 9.4 A) and connect the 
P04 group and the C2' atom of the sugar of two nucleotide units. 
Finally, the ions of the third group have moved close to the base 
(R - 4.7 1) and are located near N7 and C8 of two purine rings. 

In the case of GSP all ions have moved away from the PO group 
towards the bases. Some of the ions (I2, I3, I6 and I8) "li~" two 
bases via the atoms N7 and C8. The ions (II and I4) are in the plane 
of the base near to the atoms C8 and N9. The ion (I5) closer to 
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FIG. 7 and 8. The projection of the ten counter-ions into the yz 
(left) and into the xy (right) planes. 

the helix axis by about I 1 interacts with the 1r-electron system 
of the carbonyl group (06=06). 

Two geometrical arrangements of the ions occur in solvated TSP. 
For all ions the two nearest neighbor atoms of DNA belong to two 
nucleotide units. The ions (II, 12, 18 and 19) are positioned near 
the carbon atom CS of the methyl group and either C6 of the base 
or C2' of the sugar. In the latter case R is larger by about 0.8 1. 
The second group of ions with R-values of 8 .2 A is bound to 02P and 
C2'. In TSP the sterical effect of the methyl group prevents the 
ions to approach the bases. 

In CSP one can distinguish between two groups of ions. One 
group with distances between 5.3 and 6.0 A and another one with 
distances larger than 8.2 X from the helix axis. The first class 
of ions is linked to the 'lr-bonds (formed by C5 and C6) of two cyto
sine residues. The ions of the second group are located near to the 
P04 group. 

The conclusions drawn from the results listed in Table 5 are 
confirmed by looking at Figure 9. In ASP we find the largest degree 
of spreading in the positions of the ten ions whereas in TSP the 
average positions of the ten ions relative to DNA show only small 
deviations. 
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FIG. 9. The "unwinded" configuration of the polynucleotides together 
with their Na+ ions. Left insert: projection into the 
yz plane; right insert: projection into the xy plane. 

In Table 6 the average interaction energies between the dif
ferent components are summarized. One can see that with increasing 
distance of the ions from the helix axis the average total energy 
decreases, mainly due to the large decrease in the attractive ener
gy contribution with DNA. This term overcompensates the gain in 
energy based on the considerably reduced ion-ion repulsion. The 
ion-water term follows the same behavior as the ion-ion contribution 
but the changes are much smaller. 

It is known (47) that by increasing the relative humidity 
above 90 per cent, the added water molecules exhibit a bulk-water 
behavior. Therefore, the samples of more than 400 water molecules 
per turn of the DNA single helix is sufficiently extended to des
cribe in a meaningful way not only the first hydration shell, but 
also the water molecules enclosed in the grooves. 

The statistical results for the water and ion structures shall 
be used to determine the electric field which is acting on the poly
mer chain. As the discussion above has shown the problem is much 
more difficult due to the missing periodicity (from nucleotide 
to nucleotide subunit) in the position of the ions and,therefore, 
also in the geometrical arrangement of the solvating water mole
cules. A more detailed analysis of the obtained structure of the 
hydration shell is required, to find out wether it is possible to 
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determine average posItIons of the water molecules in such a way 
that the periodicity is retained going from one subunit to the next 
one. 

2.4. REPRESENTATION OF THE WATER MOLECULES BY POINT CHARGES 

Until now the effect of the water molecules and the ions on the 
energy band structures of the periodic homopolynucleotides has not 
been investigated. Therefore , in this Section only a short review 
will be given of the method to determine the point charge represen
tation of the hydration shell, as it has been used in the study of 
the effect of hydration on the el.ectronic structure of a cytosine 
stack (see Section 2.1). 

The water molecules forming the hydration shell can be divided 
into clusters by inspection of their geometrical positions. The 
clusters are chosen in such a way that the intracluster interaction 
should be larger than the intercluster ones. As a next step ab initio 
calculations have to be performed for each water cluster. The-resul-
ting canonical Hartree-Fock orbitals are transformed to loca-
lized ones. To find a suitable representation of the electron dis
tribution of the w~teN clusters by point charges first ~he electro
static potential VI(r. l ) for each loc~lized orbital ~ 1 of the Nth 
cluster at a given sel of positions r'l has to be determined. Each 
of these point sets is located on sph~res with different radii around 
the center of charge of the given orbital. The radii cover the short 
medium and long range regions of the molecular potential field. 

As a next step the resulting potentials are to be fitted using 
point charges potentials by minimizing the deviation of the two 
electrostatic fields in the least-square sense (48): 

N ml 

L 
i=1 

J1\ N l: qil 
--'N-........ -N--

J'=I r r il - jl 

min 

* I = I, 2, ... , n N• (I ) 

MN stands here forNthe number of point charges representing one lo
calized orbital, ml is the number of points for which the two po
tentials have been calculated, andNn; is t~e number of occupied or
bitals in the Nth water cluster. q'l and r'l stand for the charge 
and location of the resulting point chargea, respectively, and are 
determined by solving the system of nonlinear equatkons resulting 
from the minimum condition in eq. (I). The values ml = 4 have been 
used which give satisfactory accuracy according to previous exper
iences gained by application of the above described procedure to the 
problem of intermolecular interactions (48). 
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3. THEORETICAL STUDY ON THE INTERACTION BE1WEEN POLYGLYCINE AND 
PERIODIC B-DNA MODELS 

3.1. MODELS FOR B-DNA AND POLYGLYCINE 

Interactions between proteins and nucleic acids are of central 
importance in molecular biology. Acid proteins, basic proteins form 
complexes with single and double stranded polynucleotides, called 
chromatines, which form the fundamental structure of the chromo
somes. A structure conserving and stabilizing function has been 
attributed to the basic proteins, however, it appears that they 
are responsible for the more general function of gene repression (49). 

Despite the vast amount of chemical and physical experiments 
the information is still not sufficient to explain the detailed 
structure of the nucleohistones, with the exceptions of certain 
DNA-repressor protein complexes. Some general tendencies have been 
found: the ~-helix conformation of the polypeptides is predominant 
in histones (from ORD experiments (50)); lysine-rich histones main
ly occupy the major groove of B-DNA (51), while protamines are bound 
to DNA in the minor groove (52). Homopolylysine interacts coopera
tively with A- and T-rich sequences of DNA and these complexes are 
stabilized either by shortening of the DNA turn or by superfolding 
(53). The preferred binding sites of homopolyarginine are G- and 
C-rich sequences in DNA (54). 

The level of detailed knowledge is much higher for certain 
repressor proteins and their interactions with DNA. The structures 
of four polypeptides that specifically bind to DNA have been re
cently determined, namely, the lac repressor protein (55,56), the 
cro repressor protein from bacteriophage ~ (57), the catabolite 
gene activator protein from Escheria coli (58) and the amino-ter
minal fragment of the CI repressor protein from bacteriophagei\ (59). 
In addition to the primary polypeptide structure the sequence of 
the base pairs of DNA are known to which the relatively short poly
peptides are bound. Furthermore, structural data about the confor
mation of the peptide backbone, strands of 0( -helices alternating 
with antiparallel B-sheets, are available. 

One of the main difficulties in the treatment of such compli
cated systems consists in the choice of the model. One can think 
on two different approaches, according to the state of structural 
knowledge. On one side we have the "basic" nucleohistone complexes 
and on the other side the well-defined repressor protein-operator 
systems. In the first case we have to assume certain conformations 
based on informations of the polypeptide backbone, then we have to 
adjust the side groups and finally to optimize this geometry rela
tive to the DNA structure by calculating the interaction energy 
(60-62). For those cases where the fundamental structural proper
ties are known, there remains the still formidable task to fit both 
macromolecules stereochemically together to form an energetically 
stable complex (57,63). Recent progress in model building for com-
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plementary structures between flexible strands has been achieved 
with the help of computer programs for model building and graphi
cal representation (64) combined with the theoretical computation 
of interaction energies between the macromolecules (65,66). 

We have started our study with the investigation of the inter
action between the polypeptide backbone, in different conformations 
and periodic single and double helices using the structural para
meters of B-DNA. We expected from the results the answers to several 
questions: i) does there exist a stable complex between the poly
peptide backbone and DNA, and if so ii) which conformation is the 
most favorable one for the polypeptide and iii) can the interaction 
be a dominant factor to stabilize the macromolecular complex. 

The periodic single stranded DNA helices have been represented 
by the four base stacks (C, T, A and G), poly(ASP) and poly(TSP). 
The Watson-Crick base pairs G-C and A-T and the dinucleotide ASP
TSP as unit cell of the macromolecule have been chosen to build up 
the models of the DNA double helices. 

Polyglycine has been taken as the peptide component assuming 
a diglycyl unit in the elementary cell. The following conformations, 
for which the structural parameters are given in Table 7, have been 
applied: the fully extended form of polyglycine (PGFE), the II( -helix 
(PG~H2 and four helices with radii of 15 A (radius of B-DNA helix 
10.5 A). These helices have been constructed with the help of com
puter programs for the calculation of helical parameters (67). The 
turn lengths of the selected polyglycine helices are 101.4 , 67.6, 
33.S and S.45 A and correspond to the ratios turn length (PG)/turn 
length (B-DNA) = 3, 2, I and 0.25, respectively. In the following 
the abbreviations PGIOI, PG67, PG33 and PGS are used to denote 
these helices. 

TABLE 7. The structural parameters of the six investigated poly-
glycine models and the definition of the supercell. 

Model Helical }arameters Dihedral angles Super cellI ~ 
atrans () 0( rot '-1'1 'f l 'f2 ~2 Nh. of subunil!s. 

PG DNA 

PGFE 2) 3.3S0 ISO.OO 0 0 0 0 10 10 

P(}l<H 6.450 197.59 123 132 123 132 II 20 

PG101 5.310 18.65 ISO 180 200 180 19 30 

PG67 3.581 19.03 140 240 300 60 19 20 

PG33 2.039 21.76 200 ISO 320 40 17 10 

PG8 0.604 25.48 0 20 200 140 55 10 

1) Supercell is the smalles t translationally symmetric subunit. 

2)In PGFE the subunit is the glycyl residue. 
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In Table 8 the energy parameters of the highest filled and the 
lowest unfilled bands are summarized for the polyglycine models. 
The ab initio band structure calculations using a minimal atomic 
basiS-set (7 s /3p) have been performed in the second neighbors' in
teractions approximation. From the total energy per unit cell (co
lumn 6 in Table 8) it follows that the extended conformation is the 
most stable one. P~H is less stable by about 6 kcal, followed by 
PG33, PG67, PGB and PG101. The interaction between two subunits 
being separated by the distance of one turn length, however, is not 
taRen into account in the CO calculation. This effect which might 
be important in the case of PG8, has been estimated by computing 
the electrostatic part of this energy with the aid of point charges. 
The values given in Table 8 show only a very small attractive con
tribution in cases PG33 and PG67. The repulsive interaction of 
about 3 kcal per unit for PG8, however, is not large enough to ba
lance the difference in the total energy between PG101 and PG8. 

TABLE 8. The characteristics of the valence and conduction bands 

Model 

PGFE 

PG4(H 

PG101 

PG67 

PG33 

PG8 

for the six polyglycine models. The last two columns con
tain the difference in the total energy per unit cell with 
respect to PGFE and the interaction energy between subunits 
of one helix separated by one turn 

Band E E dE Gap Etot: Estab Eintra m~n max 
(eV) (au) (kcal) 

n)l+ 3.624 4.169 0.545 
nIl -12.548 -12.184 0.364 16.353 -412.10270 0.0 

n"+ 3.479 3.949 0.470 
n'" -12.071 -12.047 0.024 15.996 -412.09319 5.97 

nit + 3.636 3.659 0.023 
nJl -11.757 -11.742 0.015 15.401 -412.00464 61.55 

ntl+ 3.737 4.108 0.371 
nI' -11.418 -11.2230.195 15.331 -412.07371 18.20 -0.004 

n'll+ 3.719 4.064 0.345 
nil -11.693 -11.522 0.171 15.586 -412.08079 13.75 -0.023 

n"+ 3.893 4.189 0.296 
n" -9.912 -9.589 0.323 13.778 -412.02935 46.04 2.990 

3.2. CALCULATION OF INTERACTION ENERGIES 

In principle those methods, which are used to compute intermolecu
lar interaction energies can be generalized to compute the inter
actions between macromolecules. The superchain method. however, 
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where the elementary cell of the combined system is formed with the 
reference cells of the interacting polymers, can only be applied 
when the translation vectors of both macromolecules are parallel 
and of equal length. This method has to be ruled out for the case 
of DNA interacting with polyglycine. 

Another possibility consists in the application of the pertur
bation theoretical energy expressions, modified for interacting 
macromolecules (68). Its usage would cause computational problems 
due to the large number of atoms in our model systems. 

In this work we have used this version of the mutually con
sistent field method (MCF) (48) which has been developed to treat 
the interactions between polymer chains (69). Each subsystem is 
computed in the potential field of the partner system. The Coulomb 
potentials of the elementary cell of one chain, represented by a 
point charge distribution which are fitted to the Hartree-Fock 
Coulomb. potential are included in the one-electron part of the 
Fock matrix of the other chain and vice versa (for more details 
see Section 2.4). The procedure of taking into account the effect 
of the mutually polarization is repeated until consistent solutions 
are obtained for the charge distributions. Computing finally the 
interaction between these point charge representations, one obtains 
the electrostatic and the polarization energy contribution together. 

8-DNA POLYGLYCINE 

oj 

8-DNA 

COMPLETE 
TURN 
OF DNA 

.POLYGLYCIIiE 

+1 

Jl1Z o 

I 
-/ 

)-- -

b) 

FIG. 10. A schematic graphic of the complex PGFE and DNA to demon
strate the occurrence of aperiodicity within each of the 
interacting chains (a); a graphical representation of the 
degrees of freedom used to determine the most stable DNA
polyglycine structure (b). 
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Both one-dimensional periomic polymers become aperiodic as soon as 
they are interacting. As can be seen from the schematic illustra
tion in Fig. lOa each unit cell of one chain experiences a different 
effective potential of the partner chain. As a consequence the elec
tronic charge distribution will be different in each unit cell of 
both macromolecules. We have considered this effect with the help 
of the MCF method. The translationally symmetric cornmon unit cell 
contains ten nucleotide and ten glycyl units in the case of the 
DNA-PGFE complex. A starting configuration of the complex is chosen. 
Then the band structure calculation is repeated for each of the 
ten glycyl units, assuming a periodic potential arising from the 
atoms of the DNA helix, which are located in the space of a disk 
whose height is given by the length of the internal translation 
vector of PGFE. rn the same way the different charge distributions 
are determined for the DNA component. Finally, one complete turn 
of DNA and po1yg1ycine is built up from the point charge distribu
tions of the different subunits, respectively. 

The exchange and charge transfer energy contributions have 
been computed with the help of the perturbation theoretical expres
sions (70), according to the procedure described in (71). The dis
persion energy has been approximated using London's formula and the 
atomic po1arizabi1ities und ionization energies given by (72). 

The most stable configuration of both polymers has been com
puted as a function of i) the rotation of DNA around its helix axis, 
ii) the rotation of DNA around the PG axis, iii) the shift of DNA 
along its axis and iv) the distance between both polymer axes (see 
Fig. 10 b). Of course, for the helical models of polyg1ycine (the 
helix axes of both chains coincide) only two degrees of freedom 
remain, namely i) and iii). The computed interaction energy refers 
to the superce1l of the complex (which is the smallest translationa1-
1y symmetric fragment of the complex). The energy is given boothe 
sum of the interactions between the reference supercells A E ,and 
the interactions between the reference supercel1 with the l8~Tr 
ando¥fper neighboring supercells of the partner system, AE and 
AE 

AE AEOO + AEO+I + AEO- I + AE+ IO + AE- IO 

AEOO + 2( AEOI + A EO-I). 

For the general term ~Eor in the expression we can write 

Eor 
elst+pol 

+ Eor 
exch 

+ Eor + Eor 
ch.tr disp 

(2) 

(3) 

It has to be mentioned that the mutually consistent band structure 
calculations which lead to the different charge distributions in the 
originally periodic polymer, have to be performed for different 
values of the degrees of freedom. 
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3.3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

In Table 9 the results of the calculated interaction energies 
defined in Eq. (2) are summarized for PGFE and the periodic single 
and double stranded B-DNA models. Table 10 contains the same kind 
of informations for polyglycine in the chosen helical conformations 
interacting with poly(ASP) and poly(ASP-TSP), respectively. 

TABLE 9. The contributions to the interaction energies between po
lyglycine (PGFE) and periodic single and double stranded 
B-DNA helices (energies in kcal/mole). 

B-DNA Model Polyglycine fully extended conformation 
(E I I+E h+E h ) Ed' A E e st+po exc c .tr LSP 

Poly(A) -2.9 -2.4 -5.3 

Poly(G) -3.1 -2.0 -5.1 

Poly(T) -3.7 -4.4 -8.1 

Poly(C) -3.6 -3.9 -7.5 

Poly(ASP) -24.6 -1.7 -26.3 

Poly(TSP) -21.0 -1.7 -22.7 

Poly(A-T) -9.6 -6.9 -16.5 

Poly(G-C) -7.7 -5.B -13.5 

Poly(ASP-TSP) -24.4 -2.B -27.2 

3.3. I. PGFE - DNA models 

a. poly(A), poly(G), poly(T), poly(C) 
It is not surprising that we obtain basically similar re

sults for .tne four base stacks. The total interaction energies are 
small ranging from -5 to -B kcal. The potential surface as a func
tion of the parameters (<X., 13, Az and R, defined in Fig. lOb) show 
a large number of very flat minima. The equilibrium distance bet
ween the polymer axes is 9.5 !. The analysis of the energy contti
butions per nucleotide base with PGFE shows that only one local 
attractive interaction is responsible for the binding. 

b. poly(A-T), poly(G-C) 
The binding properties with these double helix models are 

basically a superposition of the results for the corresponding sin
gle helices. The electrostatic part is somewhat larger than the sum 
because PGFE is differently polarized by the atoms of the double 
compared to those of the single helix. The two helix axes again are 
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separated by about 9.5 X. 
c. poly(ASP), poly(TSP) 

385 

An essentially different situation occurs for the periodic 
polynucleotides which contain the polar P04 group. The total inter
action energy is -26 and -23 kcal for poly(ASP) and poly(TSP), res
pectively. The potential hypersurface now has a single deep minima. 
The binding origin~tes from one local electrostatic interaction 
between the Na PO group and the polar carbonyl group of the 
neighboring glycyi unit. The interchain distance has been found 
to be 14.3 X in both cases. 

d. poly(ASP-TSP) 
The number of atoms in the dinucleotide unit ASP-TSP is too 

large to perform CO calculations. Therefore, the point charge re
presentation was generated from the charge distributions of the 
corresponding single helices. The total interaction energy is -27 
kcal; the binding is effected again by one strong local interaction. 

TABLE 10. The interaction energies between poly(ASP) and poly(ASP
TSP), respectively, with the different helical conforma
tions of polyglycine. (in kcal/mole). 

PG-helix Poly(ASP) 
(E +E +E ) elst+pol exch ch. tr Ed' 1SP 

AE 

PGecH -14.4 -1.1 -15.5 

PGIOI -4.8 -2.8 -7.6 

PG67 -10.7 -1.7 -12.4 

PG33 -55.3 -0.9 -56.2 

PGB -5.6 -3.2 -:8.8 

Poly(ASP-TSP) 

PGIOI -0.8 -5.1 -5.9 

PG67 +21.9 -3.3 +18.6 

PG33 -27.6 -4.0 -31.6 

PG8 -2.4 -6.1 -8.5 

3.3.2. PGo(H and poly (ASP) 

The relative configuration of the component polymers is similar 
to the case of PGFE. The calculated interaction energy, however, 
is only -15.5 kcal for the interchain distance of 15.9 1. The dif-
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ference is even higher when we consider that in the case of PQxH 
the supercell consists of two complete turns of DNA. More atoms are 
packed in the volume unit of Pc.Hthan of PGFE. Therefore, more di
poles are oriented unfavorably with respect to the DNA subunits, 
decreasing thus the interaction energy with P~. Two local attrac
tive interactions, separated by one turn length of DNA are basical
ly responsible for the complex stabilization (see Fig. Ila). 

3.3.3. PGxxx - DNA models 

a. poly(ASP) 
From Table 10 we see, that the stability of the complex 

formed with the single helix poly(ASP) depends strongly on the turn 
length of the PG helix. The binding energy is only -7.6 kcal for 
PGIOI, despite the fact that three complete windings of DNA now 
define the supercell. The complex with PG67 is stabilized by -12.4 
kcal and an interaction energy of -B.B kcal is calculated for PGB. 
The large value of -56.2 kcal computed for the binding energy with 
PG33 can be explained on the basis of the local binding analysis. 
In the cases of PGIOI and PGB all subunits contribute with almost 
equal amount but alternating sign to the total energy, leading to 
the small overall value. In PG67 the first three and the last four 
nucleotide units of the DNA super cell exhibit strong binding pro
perties. About seven subunits in between, however, are repulsive 
relative to the neighboring glycyl units. In PG33 - poly(ASP) each 
of the ten ASP units contributes about -5 kcal to the binding ener
gy. The polyglycine helix aranges itself in such a way relative to 
the DNA helix that both windings are parallel to each other as far 
as possible. Of course, with PG33 this condition can be optimally 
fulfilled, resulting in an almost equal surrounding for each di
glycyl and ASP subunit, respectively. In Fig. II this property is 
visualized by projecting the atomic positions in the complex into 
the yz plane. 

b. poly(ASP-TSP) 
The interaction energies are drastically reduced in the 

complexes formed with the DNA double helix compared to the single 
helix. Only a weak binding is observed with PGIOI (-5.9 kcal) and 
PGB (-B.5 kcal), which originates mainly from the dispersion energy. 
For the complex with PG67 no stable configuration is found anymore. 
The "optimal" one is repulsive by about 19 kcal. Despi te the appre
ciable reduction in stabilization, the PG33 compLex is still rather 
stable (-31.6 kcal). The analysis of the subunit to subunit inter
action shows again no remarkable local binding for PGIOI and PGB. 
In the complex with PG67 one can distinguish between four regions 
with alternating interaction potential. The nonbonding terms, how
ever, are larger in magnitude than the bonding ones. The binding 
energy with PG33 is approximately equal for each ASP-TSP cell. This 
finding confirms again the tendency of the polypeptide backbone to 
adjust itself to the helical structure of DNA as much as possible. 
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(a) (b) 

FIG. I I. The geometry of the most stable orientation of poly(ASP) 
to polyglycine in the supercell. (a) PGocH, (b) PGI 01, 
(c) PG67 and (d) PG33. 

Despite several serious but well-defined simplifications and 
assumptions in the model building, general conclusions valid for 
the real system can be deduced. Mainly three approximations have been 
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introduced: i) neglect of possible interactions between amino acid 
side chains and subgroups of DNA, ii) restriction of full periodi
city in the polypeptide backbone and the DNA helix and iii) neglect 
of the effects of the solvation shell. 

The PGFE conformation is appropriate thus that every second 
amino acid residue is directed towards the DNA helix and can inter
act with the base or P04 group, especially when a distortion as 
proposed by Feughelmann (73) takes place. A similar statement can 
be made for the ct.-helix conformation of polyglycine with the pep
tide helix being strictly parallel to the DNA helix axis. The lo
cal interaction per DNA turn is still smaller than for PGFE. Only 
every 4-5th amino acid side chain may interfere with suitable bin
ding sites iri DNA. Obviously better binding properties can be achie
ved by introducing a distortion into the linear polymer such that 
the 0( -helix follows to some extent the winding of the DNA helix. 

The results strongly support the hypothesis that DNA is able 
to induce its helical symmetry on the conformation of the polypep
tide chain, which is suggested by the existence of a 1:1 stoichio
metry between synthetic basic homopolypeptide-DNA complexes. The 
polypeptide backbone of PG33, even in the absence of amino acid 
side groups, contributes essentially to the overall stability of 
the complexes. Additional links between subgroups of both chains, 
of course, will enforce the strength of the bonding. 

One of the results of the Monte Carlo computer experiments 
(see Section 2.3) (74) has been that the position of the sodium 
ions depends on the nature of the base. In our model systems we 
have assumed the counter-ions bound to the free oxygen atoms of 
the phosphate group. Therefore, one can expect drastical changes 
in the stability and structure of those DNA-polyglycine comple~es~ 
where the binding is due to ion-dipole interactions between P04Na 
and the glycyl unit (e.g. PGFE and PG«H). For the helix models of 
polyglycine the effect will be less dramatic, because the stability 
is based mainly on dipole-dipole interactions (75). 

A more conclusive answer to all the problems mentioned above 
can only be given by further theoretical investigations. On one 
side one has to improve the model system (e.g. building up poly
peptide helices which fit into the major groove of B-DNA) and to 
consider amino acid side chains. This last improvement has to go 
parallel with the introduction of chemical aperiodicity in the 
DNA helix. Furthermore the water molecules and ions have to be in
cluded in the computations. On the other hand it is absolutely ne
cessary to develop new theoretical and computational concepts for 
future investigations to treat these complicated systems in an 
efficient way without loosing the reliability of numerical results. 
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